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Abstract
The rational behind the selection of papers presented in this volume is discussed as way 
of introduction. Interpreting with English is a major feature that prevails throughout the 
eleven chapters which cover genres in as many interpreting scenarios. English is recog-
nized worldwide as being a major lingua franca today in numerous interlinguistic com-
municative settings and is increasingly being adopted internationally as a language for 
business, science and international negotiation. Though the principal aim of interpreting 
to transfer a message from one language to another (be it spoken or signed) remains un-
changed, modes of transfer have adapted according to work requirements, from simulta-
neous interpreting in traditional conference settings, to consecutive, whispering or remote 
interpreting in various kinds of meeting or public service encounters. Interpreting follows 
all areas of human activity, thus, interpreters are confronted with an infinite range of 
linguistic, textual, cultural and generic features in the workplace. Multiple perspectives 
and research methodologies emerge from chapters covering media, medical, business, po-
litical, literary, military and legal genres.
Interpreting Scenarios: 
Changing Modes, 
ELF and Genres
cynthia j. kellett bidoli
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1. Introduction 
This opening chapter serves as an introduction to Interpreting across Genres: Mul-
tiple Research Perspectives which offers a selected collection of recent research pa-
pers that approach a broad range of genres encountered in interpreting today. 
The wide range of interpreting scenarios addressed in the chapters reflects the 
great diversity that confronts interpreters in the workplace. The volume offers a 
contribution towards understanding developments in the field of interpreting 
that is characterised by the complex interplay of languages, discursive features, 
genres, communicative events and their appropriate interpreting modes. The 
idea behind producing this volume emerged when a seminar proposal of mine 
with a Romanian colleague Daniela Şorcaru1 was accepted for the ESSE 2010 Con-
ference (European Society for the Study of English Conference, Turin, 24th-28th 
August 2010), a biennial event to promote English Studies research in Europe 
and beyond. Besides my research interests in Interpreting Studies, stemming 
from long experience in teaching consecutive and dialogue interpreting with 
English and Italian at the University of Trieste, SSLMIT (Scuola Superiore di Lingue 
Moderne per Interpreti e Traduttori – Advanced School of Modern Languages for In-
terpreters and Translators), at the time I was also a member of a research unit at 
the University of Turin, host to ESSE 2010, in the Italian National Research Pro-
ject Tension and Change in English Domain-specific Genres, coordinated by Professor 
Maurizio Gotti2. Thus, my intention in proposing a seminar for the ESSE 2010 
Conference was to combine interpreting research, English and genre, to which 
Daniela agreed. A seminar dedicated to Interpreting Studies had never been 
proposed before at an ESSE conference, and, as any such enterprise was bound 
to the English language, we decided to focus on the emergence of English as a 
dominant language in the globalisation of communicative practices in which 
interpreting plays a major role, not just in Europe, but also worldwide in vari-
ous interlinguistic and intercultural settings covering a wide range of domain-
specific genres; genre being the main topic of the national project I was working 
in. Unfortunately, owing to unforeseen circumstances, Daniela was unable to at-
tend the ESSE 2010 Seminar and I continued alone to edit this volume.
The ESSE 2010 seminar Interpreting Scenarios with English explored interpret-
ing with English across several scenarios encompassing different European lan-
guage combinations within both conference and public service interpreting, as 
well as new emerging forms (e.g. media, remote, or sign language interpreting), 
associated with specific fields of discourse (e.g. legal, medical, economic, academ-
ic, institutional, socio-political, etc.) and related genres. This volume includes a 
1  “Dunărea de Jos” University, Galaţi, Faculty of Letters, Department of English Language 
and Literature; Senior lecturer, Ph.D.
2  PRIN project prot. 2007JCY9Y9. The Turin research unit, coordinated by Professor Giusep-
pina Cortese, dealt specifically with Genre Migration: Intertextuality and Interdiscursivity across 
Media. See: <http:/www.unibg.it/ cerlis/progetti.htm>.
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selection of papers from that seminar as well as a number of additional invited 
research papers. Contributions cover dialogic discourse as well as the more ‘tra-
ditional’ monologic conference interpreting genres and subgenres, with a focus 
on linguistic and terminological aspects, drawing upon text linguistics, dis-
course analysis and corpus linguistics. A variety of scenarios emerge across the 
interpreting spectrum encompassing diverse language combinations and direc-
tionalities (English with Finnish, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Swedish, and 
Auslan – Australian Sign Language). I had initially hoped for a more internation-
al array of contributions at the Seminar, but the majority dealt with the English/
Italian language combination owing to the fact that ESSE 2010 was held in Italy, 
and hence, drew the attention of Italian researchers in the field. However, con-
tributions are also included by scholars from Australia, Finland, and the U.S. A. 
2. Interpreting modes
Interpreting in a primeval form undoubtedly emerged from prehistory as a natu-
ral and essential means of communicating across languages and cultures. Over 
time men and women endowed with the ability to speak two or more languag-
es contributed to the rise and fall of civilizations by interpreting during trade, 
military and diplomatic negotiations and expeditions into unknown territories, 
as well as interpreting for missionaries of various religious faiths. No matter 
when and how interpreting originated, the whispered simultaneous or consecu-
tive dialogic forms of past ages, rapidly changed to new modes with the aid of 
modern technology in the 20th century, into what became known as consecutive 
interpreting (CI)3 and simultaneous interpreting (SI)4, mainly associated with 
conferences, institutional bilateral and international relations, international or-
ganizations and multinational corporations (cf. Bowen 1994; Delisle & Woods-
worth 1995; Kellett Bidoli 1999). New forms of professional interpreting have 
since emerged: such as dialogue or liaison interpreting in the modern business 
3 Although French was the language of diplomacy of the ‘world powers’ until the First 
World War, it was at the Paris Peace Conference from 1919-20, that its privileged position be-
gan to wane. Representatives of numerous allied nations met from a vast range of territories 
many of whom knew no French and thus, ‘interpreters’ (not in the modern sense of the term) 
were hurriedly sought. They found themselves having to work with several new language 
combinations, in unfamiliar working conditions and had to elaborate a system of notes to 
help them through the long sessions of negotiations (Herbert 1978: 6), learning to interpret 
short portions of speech consecutively; hence the origins of consecutive interpretation.
4 As the interpreting profession became established, and international communication ex-
panded, a wider range of language combinations and a quicker and more efficient form of in-
terpretation were required. This was made possible by new technology in the 1930s, through 
systems experimenting the use of headphones and microphones, enabling simultaneous 
interpretation to begin its tentative debut (Delisle & Woodsworth 1995: 205). It was only after 
the Nuremberg Trails of 1945-46 that simultaneous interpretation became well established 
(Bowen & Bowen 1985; Skuncke 1989).
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world, community or public service interpreting, court interpreting as well as 
sign language interpreting and interpreting for the media. 
Furthermore, political instability and civil unrest continue to plague many ar-
eas of the globe and these situations close to European borders are on the rise, with 
a subsequent increase in migration and massive flows of refugees seeking asy-
lum in the European Union putting a strain on language services. This is leading 
to a call for well-trained community interpreters, or ‘mediators’ as they are often 
called in Italy, with non-European language proficiency, to play an increasingly 
important role in institutional linguistic and cultural communication (especially 
in health, court and police settings). Thus, it has become inevitable that “Confer-
ence interpreting no longer holds uncontested sway either in the lecture hall or 
in the researcher’s study” (Snelling 2002: ix) at the beginning of the new millen-
nium. All these new scenarios promise considerable expansion in the 21st centu-
ry (cf. Garzone & Viezzi 2002), with an unfolding of novel interpreting settings. 
The profession has changed profoundly and has now come to terms with its new iden-
tity. The interpreter’s status is becoming less sharply differentiated between confer-
ence interpreting and other settings. (ibid.: 11) 
3. ELF
Not only has there been an expansion of interpreting modes and settings over 
the centuries but also a continuous change in dominant languages and related 
interpreting language combinations. Victorious invaders of the past imposed 
their languages on the conquered, such as Greek or Latin in Europe, Arabic in 
North Africa, or Spanish in central and south America, to create universal lin-
guae francae (Delisle & Woodsworth 1995: 245-6), often becoming the languages 
of prestige, administration, trade and diplomacy in those territories. Language 
combinations for the purpose of interpreting depended on geographical loca-
tion, historical and political factors. For example, the main languages required by 
English-speaking American interpreters in the eighteenth century were French, 
Dutch and native Indian languages (Bowen 1994: 73). By 1898, American inter-
preters were sought with Spanish after the signing of the end to the American-
Spanish war (ibid.: 74), yet French remained the principle language of diplomacy 
in North America and Europe until after the First World War Paris Peace Confer-
ence, where for the first time, a large number of representatives of allied coun-
tries met who could not speak French (Herbert 1978: 6). The term ‘lingua franca’ 
“has come to mean a language variety used between people who speak different 
first languages and for none of whom it is the mother tongue” (Jenkins 2005). 
Today, it is the turn of English to become the prevailing lingua franca worldwide 
(cf. Crystal 2003); it might become Chinese within 50 years.
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English spread geographically following the advance of British exploration 
and later colonialism, remaining the official language of many institutions long 
after independence was obtained in the numerous countries of the former Brit-
ish Empire. The advance of English on the world stage was further enhanced by 
the rise to world power status of the United States of America, rendering it a 
dominant language in post Second World War politics, trade, science and tech-
nology, as well as in today’s media (television, films, Internet). The advent of Glo-
balisation is playing a significant role in accelerating the diffusion of English as 
a Lingua Franca (ELF). 
Mauranen (2005: 269) suggests that ELF “has taken on a life of its own”. She 
points out that there are those language professionals who regret any deviation 
from standard forms of English and those who are hostile to any form, seeing 
“English of any kind as a “killer language” eating up smaller languages and put-
ting an end to linguistic variety in the world”. She promotes neither of these 
stances, but a third way: to “face the facts” because ELF is here and here to stay.
Juliane House holds that ELF is a ‘useful tool’, ‘a language for communication’:
[…] a medium that is given substance with the different national, regional, local and 
individual cultural identities its speakers bring to it. English itself does not carry such 
identities, it is not a “language for identification”. And because of the variety of func-
tional uses of global English, English has also a great potential for promoting inter-
national understanding. Its different speakers must always work out a common be-
havioural and intercultural basis. […] Using English as a lingua franca in Europe does 
not inhibit linguistic diversity, and it unites more than it divides, simply because it 
may be “owned” by all Europeans - not as a cultural symbol, but a means of enabling 
understanding5. 
As far as interpreting is concerned, an interesting point to make is that although 
English is spoken by a growing number of non-native speakers (NNS) today, na-
tive speakers of English “are less and less able to speak (or understand) anything 
else. Thus English-native speakers are by far the most faithful to and dependent 
on interpretation (93%)” (Fox 2010: 22), which in part, could explain the increase 
in ELF used in interpreting scenarios. According to Seidlhofer (cf. 2005), NNS 
make up as much as three quarters of all users of English. Another issue inter-
preters face is the quality of English used by NNS, be they speakers or clients. 
Fox (ibid.: 23) states that at the European Commission:
It is manifestly a source of continuing professional frustration for interpreters to hear 
more and more ELF spoken in meetings – often by their own customers, especially 
when they see very valid arguments failing to get across because of awkward, ambigu-
ous or plain bad expression.
5 Retrieved from <http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/2001/apr/19/languages. higher-
education> on 22nd June 2011.
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At international conferences there is an increasing tendency towards the use of 
English as the only working language besides the language of the host country. 
In liaison interpreting, English ranks high if not first as a corporate language. In 
immigration-related interlinguistic exchanges, ELF is often used to communi-
cate if an interpreter is unavailable (cf. Guido 2008). English is silently pervad-
ing interpreting settings in its many varieties and guises so that interpreters are 
increasingly confronted with a wide range of ‘Englishes’ of different linguistic 
origin, more often than not with far from standard phonology, lexis and syntax. 
This can be the cause of considerable stress (cf. Cooper et al. 1982; Mackintosh 
2002: 25; Neff 2008). The widespread/global use of English, be it spoken by na-
tive speakers or NNS with differing levels of proficiency, coupled with the rising 
cost of interpreting services, may in the long term end up having a negative im-
pact on the interpreting profession as a whole, leading to a decline in the request 
for services. Reithofer (2010: 153-154) suggests that practising interpreters have 
to be convinced to: 
[…] constructively adapt to the new circumstances that they are not very likely to 
change. Clearly, there will be those who merely complain about this new development 
and wish back the old days. But interpreters with less negative bias towards ELF in 
general may be more effective in convincing their clients of the superiority of their 
services […] 
4. Genre
Interpreting scenarios including English or any other language in the commu-
nicative process have traditionally spanned across a variety of settings (e.g. mili-
tary, diplomatic, religious, commercial etc., cf. Kellett Bidoli 1999) to incorporate 
an infinite range of linguistic, textual, cultural and generic features. Interpreters 
learn to adapt their communication strategies according to the communicative 
purpose of each interpreting event, and today are also having to learn to adapt to 
and take advantage of the Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) 
now available in our modern world (Braun 2006; Donovan 2006; Sandrelli & de 
Manuel Jerez 2007; Tripepi Winteringham 2010). These range from: real-time re-
mote and telephone interpreting (Andres & Falk 2009; Kelly 2007; Ko 2006; Lee 
2007; Moser-Mercer 2005; Mouzourakis 2000, 2006); to Computer Assisted In-
terpreting (CAI) via laptops or hand-held Personal Digital Assistants used mainly 
for preliminary preparation to search on the Internet for thematic information 
and terminology (Tripepi Winteringham 2010: 90); as well as the practical adop-
tion of digital pens during consecutive note-taking (Orlando 2010); or voice rec-
ognition technology in booth consoles or on laptops “to create termbases through 
the detection of new or specialised terminology during real-time interpretation, 
which could be recorded and stored in their source and target versions” (Tripepi 
Winteringham 2010: 93). 
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ICTs, however, have not changed the basic purpose of interpretation which to-
day, as in the past, is still essentially concerned with transferring a message con-
tained in discourse, be it simple or complex, from one language to another. Inter-
preted discourse varies linguistically, textually, and generically in structured and 
conventionalized forms within the framework of a socially recognized purpose 
(e.g. a European parliamentary debate, a scientific conference, a patient-doctor 
interaction, etc.). Interpreting with a well-defined purpose becomes a ‘communi-
cative event’ (Russo 1999). During such events interpreters are confronted with 
different genres in the Swalesian sense: “a class of communicative events the 
members of which share some set of communicative purposes” (Swales 1990: 
58). Interpreters, therefore, not only have to have an excellent and reliable level 
of language proficiency in both source language and target language, but also a 
wide knowledge of generic variation and general culture. 
Genres, “the specifically discoursal aspect of ways of acting and interacting in 
the course of social events” (Fairclough 2003: 65), have been studied extensively, 
from many different perspectives over the past few decades, and have remained 
a topic of great interest due to their dynamicity and variability (cf. Bazerman et 
al. 2009; Bakhtin 1986; Bhatia 1993, 2008; Christie & Martin 1997, 2000; Devitt 
1993; Fairclough 2003; Swales 1990). Traditional situated genres have undergone 
modifications and hybridizations through advances in communication via the 
media and ICTs to form new, highly specialized genres in both spoken and writ-
ten forms: genres may be considered established, emerging or declining in their 
multiple configurations. 
Classification of genre is not a recent development, nor a simple task to un-
dertake. Indeed, over past decades much has been written on the subject and 
three principle traditions in genre studies have emerged; the international LSP 
tradition, the North American New Rhetoric and the Australian Systemic-Func-
tional School (cf. Hyon 1996; Swales 2009). Despite their different approaches 
they all view discourse as a form of well organized and structured communica-
tion with well defined linguistic and structural features that mark specific gen-
res and subgenres emerging from discursive practices, but conversely, shape new 
ones, hence, create dynamicity and variability as mentioned above (Bhatia 1997: 
359). The intertextual porosity of genres allows for an increased fluidity across 
generic boundaries. Intertextuality can be seen as the dynamic and flexible en-
capsulation of text/speech types in different actualizations of the same generic 
canon (cf. Candlin & Maley 1997; Cortese & Duszak 2005; Fairclough 1992/1995) 
with variation in range and distribution. Investigation into the diachronic devel-
opment of genres has been also addressed by several ethnographic and sociolin-
guistic studies (cf. Bhatia 1993, 2004; Berkenkotter & Huckin 1995; Bondi 1999; 
Cortese & Hymes 2001; Gillaerts & Gotti 2005; Swales 1990, 2004). Much of the 
specialized literature on genre dynamics has focused on written professional 
and academic genres mainly in domains of use such as technical, scientific, busi-
ness, economics, political and legal communication. Genre and globalisation 
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have been analysed both in monolingual and in multilingual contexts (cf. Can-
dlin & Gotti 2004a, 2004b; Cortese & Duszak 2005; Cortese & Riley 2002; Pan et 
al. 2002; Pavlenko & Blackledge 2003). Academic discourse has been a major re-
search focus (cf. Duszak 1997; Mauranen 1993; Hyland & Bondi 2006; Ventola & 
Mauranen 1996), followed by legal discourse (Bhatia et al. 2003a; 2003b), as well 
as business communication (cf. Bargiela-Chiappini & Gotti 2005; Bargiela-Chi-
appini & Nickerson 1999; Clyne 1994; Del Lungo et al. 2006; Poncini 2004; Ulijn 
& Murray 1995) and institutional discourse (cf. Boden 1994; Christie & Martin 
1997). Genre is being constantly revisited and redefined resulting in an updating 
of the criteria adopted for generic description and classification; criteria which 
are adapting to the new semiotic dimensions of various types of specialised text 
inclusive of the spoken word and, hence, can be applied to interpreting.
Little has been written specifically on genre regarding Interpreting Studies 
(IS), but the work of many of the authors mentioned above is of great relevance to 
the discourses typical of the many interpreting scenarios in domain-specific ar-
eas; from traditional ‘established’ conference genres to ‘emerging’ public service 
and new interpreting genres. Outside IS, interest in the language of conferences 
has been investigated by linguists: Ventola et al. (2002) look at the native speaker 
versus NNS negotiation of meaning, the generic structures of paper presenta-
tions or discussions and how turn-taking operates; Rowley-Jolivet and Carter-
Thomas (2005) investigate the ‘Englishes’ of the scientific conference genre; and 
Mauranen (2002) applies corpus linguistics to the academic speech of monologic 
and dialogic speech events. 
Interpreting research began in the 1950s but ‘blossomed’ from the early 1990s 
(Pöchhacker 1995), characterised by different trends. Riccardi (2002) provides an 
overview of IS that draws on the cognitive sciences, psycholinguistics, neurolin-
guistics, translation studies and, moreover, the realisation that the interpreted 
text (IT) can be considered a new text type of oral nature (cf. Ondelli 1998). Thus, 
investigation of ITs must take into consideration not only language (linguistic 
and rhetorical features), but also the ‘macro-areas’ of delivery (prosodic features), 
content (e.g. omissions, additions, register, etc.) and interpretation strategies 
(e.g. reformulation, anticipation, décalage, etc.) (Riccardi 2002). A natural exten-
sion of research in these macro-areas has been the investigation on quality in 
interpreting and user expectations (cf. Gile 1990; Kopczynski 1994; Kurz 1993; 
Moser-Mercer 1996; Pöchhacker 2002; Viezzi 1999; to name but a few). 
Although interpreting involves the translation of discourses belonging to a 
wide range of generic varieties containing domain-specific language from the 
lexical/phraseological point of view, and much is being written on different inter-
preting settings, especially in the area of Community Based Interpreting (CBI), to 
the best of my knowledge little ‘theoretically genre-based’ research has been con-
ducted by interpreting scholars. However, the tide may turn as researchers begin 
investigating new modes of interpreting in CBI, moving towards new horizons 
offered by studying genre-related domain-oriented discourses in health, legal, 
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social service and other settings. Boyd and Monacelli (2010) offer a contribution 
to IS in this direction by arguing that a clear distinction among the categories of 
discourse, genre and text among interpreting trainees is crucial for text analysis 
and understanding from a pedagogical point of view. They adapt a number of 
important constructs from Critical Discourse Analysis, the Discourse-Historical 
Approach and IS to propose an interdisciplinary and multi-layered model of con-
text, a useful tool with a view to interpreter training. The genre they exemplify, 
however, is a ‘traditional’ one in IS: the political speech. 
The structure and organization of a particular genre is often predictable, in-
corporating linguistic structures and features typical of the discourse of mem-
bers of a professional speech community (e.g. politicians, sports announcers, 
medical practitioners, lawyers, military personnel etc.). Interpreters must rec-
ognize these in order to select appropriate strategies (Riccardi 2002) which they 
develop over time through training and experience. They accumulate conven-
tionalized social knowledge pertinent to different discourse communities in or-
der to be able to transfer information across the language cultural divide from 
source to target language.
Owing to preparation for the ESSE 2010 Conference Seminar and my involve-
ment in the Italian national research project on genre in English domain-specific 
contexts, I was particularly interested in calling for and later selecting papers 
covering a wide range of domain-specific genres encountered in the interpret-
ing profession in varied scenarios with English. This volume offers a number of 
papers to this purpose through multiple research perspectives covering diverse 
fields of discourse: business, literary, legal, medical, media, military, political, 
sports, and veterinary. Some chapters explore the rhetorical and microlinguistic 
features encoded in the language of specific genres such as political speeches or 
presidential debates, others look at examples of strategies used by interpreters to 
cope with particular scenarios and situations and one in particular adopts a non-
linguistic approach by looking at quality through investigating the reactions and 
views of participants at an interpreting event within a specific genre type. Thus, 
chapters in this volume fit neatly into the macro-areas of research mentioned 
above (Riccardi 2002) and through their diversity aim to explore a variety of gen-
res across several scenarios. 
5. Scenarios
Following the brief discussion about the changing modes of interpreting, the 
global expansion of ELF and the relevance of genre studies to IS, a brief outline is 
provided of the interpreting scenarios covered in coming chapters. 
Interpreting in media settings is still a largely unexplored area (Gambier 
2008: 20). It is a research area that was of particular interest to Francesco stranie-
ro sergio who sadly passed away prematurely before publication of this volume 
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which I dedicate to his memory. In his chapter he uses data taken from a large 
subcorpus of talkshow interpreting, contained in CorIT (Italian Television Inter-
preting Corpus) at the University of Trieste. He describes corpus-driven research 
on the relevance of repetition in interpreter-mediated Italian talkshows (a form 
of dialogue interpreting). Using a conversation analytical approach he explains 
how interpreter repetitions, a particular linguistic feature of talkshow interac-
tion, are adopted to enable cohesion and coherence to transpire from interpreted 
utterances in this media subgenre. He shows how repetition is closely related 
to the sequential and interactional dimension of dialogue interpreting through 
ample exemplification of turns produced by speakers of two different languages; 
English and Italian.
Media interpreting in the television studio continues as the focus of the next 
chapter. eugenia Dal Fovo describes work in progress on a corpus-based analy-
sis of topical coherence in simultaneously interpreted American presidential 
debates broadcast on Italian television and taken from the CorIT corpus (men-
tioned above). She looks in detail at the ways in which dialogue format and ques-
tion/answer structure are handled by the interpreters. Indeed, an interesting as-
pect of this scenario is team work. She identifies the types of question/answer in 
the source and target languages (English and Italian), and their incidence, before 
turning to question/answer topical coherence in the interpreted versions, exam-
ining whether it is achieved, and in which ways its achievement is influenced 
by the type of question and the changes that occurred during the interpretation 
process. 
The following contribution, again linked to the media, deals with the sports 
genre, a topic little covered in IS literature. annalisa sanDrelli focuses on a sports 
setting within the world of football by discussing the simultaneous interpreta-
tion of pre-match and post-match press conferences during the EURO2008 Eu-
ropean football championships. The conferences were attended by international 
journalists who then reported events in their newspapers and magazines or on 
their TV channels. As Italy’s interpreter she obtained permission from UEFA to 
study the recordings. Simultaneous interpreting was carried out in both transla-
tion directions (A to B and B to A) and English was used as a pivot language when-
ever necessary. She has since gathered much material which is being transcribed 
to compile a corpus (FOOTIE, Football In Europe) in order to carry out semi-auto-
matic analysis of certain features particular to this kind of communicative event 
which pose specific challenges for interpreters.
Another conversation analytical perspective is offered by letizia cirillo who 
introduces the first of two chapters covering medical scenarios. In particular she 
investigates how interpreters’ initiatives may either enable or exclude affective 
communication in the triadic management of doctor-patient talk, looking close-
ly at ‘zero-renditions’ and ‘non-renditions’ (Wadensjö 1998). The examples pro-
vided and discussed are authentic recorded samples of consultations between 
Italian healthcare providers and migrant patients from English-speaking coun-
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tries. Although affective displays seem fairly numerous from her preliminary 
findings, the interpreters were not always at ease in dealing with them.
A second medical scenario, offered by clara Pignataro, is the highly technical 
veterinary conference. She looks in particular at the specialized knowledge in-
terpreters have to acquire in terms of terminology in order to produce adequate 
target texts, hence, the necessary terminological preparation and the process of 
preparing specialized glossaries for memorization before the interpreting event, 
an area in which little attention has been paid in IS (cf. Gile 1995; Kellett Bidoli 
2006; Will 2007). She draws examples from a corpus of authentic pre-confer-
ence material (abstracts and slides) on veterinary medicine paying particular 
attention to complex English noun phrases. She compares two methodologies 
for the creation of glossaries in the medical and veterinary domains. The first 
is manual compilation which represents the most frequently adopted approach 
among conference interpreters, the second is electronic compilation supported 
by WordSmith Tools. 
Interpreters are continually expected to handle the oral translation of dis-
course containing Language for Special Purposes (LSP) covering a wide range 
of genres, and, as already mentioned, they may find themselves having to inter-
pret between non-native English speaking interlocutors. Following on from the 
previous chapter on specialised terminology preparation, this chapter by sarah 
triPePi Winteringham covers three different scenarios providing authentic exam-
ples taken from medical and business (fashion and engineering) genres. She ex-
plores and discusses the role and responsibility of the interpreter (across three 
interpreting modes), at encounters where English is the main channel of com-
munication. These encounters involve peer relations between the interlocutors, 
their knowledge of English for Special Purposes (ESP) and their English language 
proficiency which may vary and affect the outcome of the communication. She 
discusses how the interpreter’s intervention can effectively facilitate communi-
cation, not only by providing a linguistically accurate rendition, but also, if the 
interpreter understands the non-native English speakers’ language level and 
needs, s/he can maintain the clients’ expectations. 
A traditional area covered by IS has long been SI in political contexts. anna-
riitta vuorikoski looks at speech acts that emerge from an analysis of the politi-
cal rhetoric adopted in the European Parliament. In particular she focuses on 
‘requests’ and the way they are interpreted. European Parliament discourse can 
be considered a genre composed of subgenres incorporating several speech acts 
constituting integral rhetorical elements. Her analysis is based on an authentic 
corpus comprising a collection of over 100 speeches recorded at plenary part-
sessions in four languages: English, Finnish, Swedish and German. The theoreti-
cal framework of the study is a combination of interpreting theories, speech act 
theory and new rhetoric, combined with pragmatics. The results can be directly 
applied to interpreter training, while also providing criteria for research on in-
terpreter quality assessment.
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A new area of research in IS, interpreting in literary contexts, is offered by 
Peter meaD. He describes and discusses issues related to interpreting in the con-
secutive mode at a Literature Festival, a mode to which less attention is generally 
paid compared to SI. The subgenre he has chosen to exemplify is the literary in-
terview, i.e. the interpretation of interviews with well known English-speaking 
authors for an Italian-speaking audience. He examines some short extracts from 
live interviews comparing the original English with their Italian interpretation. 
He comments on the demands and dynamics of interpreting in this scenario and 
covers features like establishing a rapport with the audience, authors’ views on 
their characters and emotional participation.
Discourse analysis includes the notions of text, genre and discourse as essen-
tial to understanding both discoursal and social practices (Boyd 2009; Chilton 
2004; Fairclough 2003, 2006, 2010; Toolan 2002; Wodak & Meyer 2009), in writ-
ten and spoken modes and has been adopted in Translation Studies (Saldanha 
2010; Schäffner 2007). Its adaptation to Interpreting Studies (cf. Beaton-Thome 
2007; Boyd & Monacelli 2010; Mason 2006; Monacelli 2009), is less widespread 
because interpreting as a form of translation is essentially an oral activity com-
posed of sounds that dissipate in thin air unless recorded and transcribed for 
analysis, which greatly complicates investigation. clauDia monacelli and michael 
s. BoyD introduce a novel scenario in the military context reporting the initial 
stage of a wider research project on the nature of interpreting in military/dip-
lomatic contexts at the Italian Ministry of Defence. Although hampered by is-
sues regarding secrecy and confidentiality in obtaining authentic data, they fo-
cus on the role played by genre and, in particular, the “hyper-genre” (Giltrow & 
Stein 2009) of Memorandum of Understanding. They apply Critical Discourse 
Analysis-inspired constructs and look in particular at the important role military 
translators and interpreters play in recontextualizing and disseminating genre.
Court interpreting is the topic covered by the last two chapters. It is a form 
of interpreting which poses particular challenges owing to great differences in 
legal systems and procedure worldwide and hence, difficulties in the mutual 
understanding of all parties involved in interlinguistic legal undertakings. In-
terpreters of legal genre are confronted with complex LSP, legal concepts from 
different branches of law (criminal, civil etc.), in many legal scenarios ranging 
from property transactions to trials and asylum hearings. But as holly mikkelson 
explains, they also have to deal with different registers “including the erudite 
language of legal arguments, the legal jargon often used in colloquies between 
attorneys, the technical register of expert witnesses, the speaking style unique 
to law enforcement personnel, the street slang of gang members, and the “baby 
talk” used by children”. However, not always is the language used by legal profes-
sionals clearly expressed. She looks at the genre of courtroom discourse in adver-
sarial settings, and in particular the quality of the legal source language, drawing 
on her experience in the U.S. A. when interpreting from English to Spanish for 
poorly educated immigrants. In particular, she attempts to provide a thorough 
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analysis of the problem with some suggestions of strategies interpreters can 
adopt. She discusses the issue of quality in interpreting and its definition in dif-
ferent contexts with a view to user and interpreter expectations for their perfor-
mance. 
Court interpreting in the form of remote court interpreting is the focus of the 
last chapter by Jemina naPier through a completely different mode of communica-
tion: sign language. Deaf like hearing clients may seek legal support and advice 
with the additional need for interpreting to enable communication to take place. 
In Australia where geographical distance and remoteness may cause difficulties 
in the provision of interpreting services, remote interpreting has developed in 
the form of an exciting new area for dialogic interpreter-mediated discourse 
through the use of videoconference facilities, also known as audiovisual link 
(AVL). Research on AVL is challenging for spoken language interpreters (Braun 
2007) but possibly more so from a psychological point of view than physical 
(Roziner & Shlesinger 2010: 243). Yet AVL provides the visual contact which is 
essential in sign language communication. The author reports on a project, con-
ducted to investigate the feasibility of providing remote signed language court 
interpreting services through AVL commissioned by the New South Wales De-
partment of Justice and Attorney General in Australia. Remote access to signed 
language interpreting was tested across five scenarios, involving deaf people and 
Auslan interpreters in remote locations, to assess its feasibility and to study the 
stakeholder perceptions of the interpreted interactions.
6. Concluding remarks
The chapters in this volume cover research on a range of work settings with in-
terpretation, some of which were presented as papers at the Seminar Interpret-
ing Scenarios with English at the ESSE 2010 Conference in Turin, Italy. All chapters 
include English as one of the working languages employed, because the focus of 
the Conference was on research in English Studies. Past ESSE conferences have 
dealt with a wide range of topics on the English language, the cultures of English-
speaking peoples and literatures in English. English in interpreting scenarios is 
of particular relevance owing to the rise of English as a lingua franca worldwide 
in many interlinguistic/cultural settings, covering a myriad of domain-specific 
genres: from the north African illegal immigrant seeking political asylum to the 
European Member of Parliament’s speech. 
The use of English is an important and central element in this volume as are 
the modes of interpretation which must adapt to cater to different genres in ‘tra-
ditional’ and new scenarios. Contributors to the Seminar which included young 
researchers as well as experienced authors were asked to focus on the use of spe-
cialised terminology within genres and subgenres, or on various rhetorical-tex-
tual architectures and features found within monologic and dialogic discourses, 
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drawing upon text linguistics, discourse analysis, pragmatics and corpus linguis-
tics. Indeed, the selected authors have done so offering a wide range of research 
methodologies investigating linguistic and pragmatic aspects, using conversa-
tion analytical approaches and/or offering much corpus-based data adjusting to 
the new tendency in IS of resorting to authentic data collection and electronic 
analysis. 
What I believe emerge from this volume are realistic snapshots of interpret-
ing scenarios. Although much research reported in the volume is work in pro-
gress, interesting multiple perspectives are offered from both traditional con-
ference interpreting and new scenarios which are adapting quickly to modern 
developments in our global economies driven by fast-paced technologies and 
new social and market requirements. 
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Repetition in 
Dialogue Interpreting
francesco straniero sergio
Abstract
This chapter is on corpus-driven research on the relevance of repetition in interpreter-me-
diated Italian talkshows. It focuses more on other- (second-speaker) next-turn repetition 
than on self- (same-speaker) repetition occurring (within the same turn) immediately 
after the original. The aim of this study is to investigate repetition not so much as a dis-
guised form of self-correction but as an interactional resource through which the inter-
preter (as the second speaker) ensures cohesion and coherence among turns (mainly made 
up of questions and answers) produced by speakers of two different languages. 
Using naturally-occurring data and a conversation analysis approach, the claim will be 
made that repetition – defined as any stretch of talk that has recognizably occurred before 
– is a salient feature of talkshow interpreting, being inextricably related to the sequential 
and interactional dimension of dialogue interpreting in terms of turn-taking organiza-
tion, topic management and face-work, i.e. speakers’ concern for their face needs or “face 
wants” (Brown & Levinson 1987). The data are taken from a large subcorpus on talkshow 
interpreting, made up of 1,500 interpretations, which is part of CorIT (Italian Television 
Interpreting Corpus).
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1. Introduction
Repetition has been extensively investigated across different disciplines, from 
rhetoric to phonology, philosophy to psycholinguistics and literary studies, to 
discourse and conversation analysis. In fact, all discourse is structured by repeti-
tion (Johnstone 1987: 212), which lies “at the heart of language” (Tannen 1989: 
46), not only in how a particular discourse is created, but also in how discourse 
itself is created (Bolinger 1961). According to Norrick “everyday face-to-face con-
versation thrives […] on repetition. Conversationalists routinely repeat their own 
words and phrases […]; in addition they echo the wording, rhythm, and entire 
utterances of their interlocutors” (1987: 245-246). Similarly, Schegloff has noted 
that there are moments during conversation in which “speakers seem demon-
strably oriented to producing talk that says ‘the same thing’ as was said before 
and does so by saying it ‘in the same words’ ” (2004: 120).
However, repetition does not amount simply to saying the same thing over 
again. Each time a word or phrase is repeated, its meaning is changed. As Cook 
put it, “even where repetition is exact, the self-same sequences of words take on 
new meaning in new circumstances, or in the light of what has been done or 
said before” (2000: 29). On a pragmatic level, “the speech act performed by the 
original utterance usually differs from the speech act performed by the repeated 
utterance” (Bazzanella 1996: ix).
In terms of style, repetition stands in opposition to linguistic variation, i.e. 
the use of synonyms for diversifying and/or enriching the expressing form, to 
achieve greater expressiveness. On the other hand, the repeated use of words, 
or word pattern (rhyme, alliteration, anaphora, parallelism etc.), is a powerful 
rhetorical device for producing emphasis, intensity, clarity, exaggeration and/or 
making a deeper impression on the audience. These functions have been exten-
sively studied in literature and oral narratives (e.g. Labov 1972).
Repetition has been primarily associated with the physical and cognitive 
features of the spoken medium (Ochs 1979; Ong 1982; Bazzanella 1994). In oral 
communication “no invisible mending is possible” (Goffman 1981: 211) and you 
can explicitly modify what you have said only through self-correction. 
Scholars have distinguished between “self-repetition”1 and “other-repetition”2 
(Tannen 1989; Johnstone 1994; Murata 1994). Both these forms have a multiplic-
ity of functions. Speakers reiterate a word or phrase to gain time (stalling), link 
the content of an utterance to that of preceding utterances (cohesion), ensure 
‘they are talking about the same thing’ (coherence), indicate that they are simply 
 
1 Also referred to as “same-speaker repetition” (Norrick 1987: 246), and “monological repeti-
tion” (Bazzanella 1996: ix).
2 Also called “second-speaker repetition” (Norrick 1987; Simpson 1994), “allo-repetition”, 
“dialogic repetition” (Bazzanella 1996: ix; Merlini Barbaresi 1996: 105), or “diaphonic” (Perrin 
et al. 2003: 1844).
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listening, show understanding or surprise, express agreement (affiliation) or 
disagreement (disaffiliation), ask for clarification or clarify a previous statement, 
self-correct or correct their interlocutor or imitate her/him (parody), take, hold 
or yield a turn, or for other purposes.
Moreover, repetitions can be distinguished along a cline or scale of fixity (Tan-
nen 1989). First of all, there is lexical repetition which can be an “exact repeti-
tion” (ibid.: 54), also called “verbatim” (Merlini Barbaresi 1996: 105) or “full rep-
etition” (Brody 1994: 5), when the original form and meaning is not changed at 
all. Secondly, there is “repetition with variation” (Tannen 1989: 54), also referred 
to as “non-exact repetition” (Johnstone 1994: 14), or “partial repetition” (Merlini 
Barbaresi 1996: 105), in which some of the original words may be used and oth-
ers changed. The third type of repetition is “paraphrase” (Tannen 1989: 54) or 
“semantic repetition” (Johnstone 1994: 15), where what is reiterated is the idea or 
the concept of the original.
In the field of Interpreting Studies, repetition is most commonly described 
as a monologic and psycholinguistic phenomenon, i.e. one of the speech dis-
fluencies typically occurring in interpreters’ output (de Boot 2000; Tissi 2000; 
Petite 2005; Bakti 2009). Self-repeats, together with restructurings, incomplete 
sentences or false starts are speech disfluencies falling within the category of ‘in-
terruptions’. They serve an effective cohesion-restoring function both retrospec-
tively (in self-repairs) and prospectively (in word-search repairs).
In her study on court interpreting, Jacobsen (2004) regards repetitions as ad-
ditions which may have minimal or no impact on the semantic and/or pragmatic 
content of the source text. Additions with minimal impact also include fillers, 
paralinguistics, explicating additions and elaborating additions; whereas addi-
tions with no impact include silent pauses, voice-filled pauses and false starts.
However, repeats have been mainly investigated in the simultaneous inter-
pretation of speeches delivered at conferences and other similar settings. On the 
one hand, they are taken as evidence of the on-line planning and self-monitoring 
process in simultaneous interpretation. On the other hand, backtracking, i.e. of-
fering an alternative phrasing of the same segment is one of the criteria used to 
assess the quality of an interpreter’s performance both in professional and train-
ing situations. As a rule, trainees are encouraged to avoid not only hesitations, 
cutoffs and filled pauses but also ‘unnecessary repetitions’.
2. Objectives and data
This chapter discusses corpus-driven research on the relevance of repetition in 
interpreter-mediated Italian talkshows. Unlike most studies on what is known 
as Dialogue Interpreting (Wadensjö 1998; Mason 1999), the present research is 
concerned with both consecutive (face-to-face) interpretation (CI) and simulta-
neous interpretation (SI). The interactional import of the latter has been regret-
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tably neglected in the Interpreting Studies literature with some notable excep-
tions (see e.g. Diriker 2004).
The present study focuses more on other- (second-speaker) next-turn repeti-
tion than on self- (same-speaker) repetition occurring (within the same turn) 
immediately after the original. The aim of this study is to investigate repetition 
not so much as a disguised form of self-correction, but rather as an interactional 
resource through which the interpreter (as the second speaker) ensures cohe-
sion and coherence among turns (mainly made up of questions and answers) 
produced by speakers of two different languages. 
Using naturally-occurring data and a conversation analysis approach, the 
claim will be made that repetition – defined as any stretch of talk that has rec-
ognizably occurred before – is a salient feature of Talkshow Interpreting (Katan & 
Straniero Sergio 2001; Straniero Sergio 1999, 2007, forthcoming), being inextri-
cably related to the sequential and interactional dimension of dialogue interpret-
ing in terms of turn-taking organization, topic management and face-work, i.e. 
speakers’ concern for their face needs or “face wants” (Brown & Levinson 1987).
The data are taken from a large subcorpus on talkshow interpreting, made up 
of 1,500 interpretations, which is part of CorIT (Italian Television Interpreting 
Corpus) (see Straniero Sergio 2007; Falbo 2012). What follows is an explanation 
of the transcription criteria adopted in the study3:
H host;
G foreign guest;
I interpreter;
BT back translation;
(.) unfilled pauses of up to 3 seconds;
[...] three dots inside square brackets indicate stretches of talk which have been 
omitted (not transcribed) at the beginning, during or at the end of a turn;
=  equal signs indicate latching, i.e. where the second utterance immediately 
follows the first with no discernible pause or overlap;
word- a single dash indicates that a word has been cut off either because of an 
interruption or self-repair;
word: two dots indicate long or lengthened vowel sounds. Additional dots indicate that 
the sound is stretched over a longer period;
 [ square brackets between lines indicate simultaneous or overlapping speech.
3 It should be noted that in the CI mode, the translation of the host’s or a participant’s turn 
(into the foreign language) on the part of the interpreter, usually takes place in the chuchotage 
mode. In sequential terms, it can be considered a turn in its own right only when it does not 
take place parallel to one of the two primary speakers’ turns. Therefore, this type of turn can be 
transcribed only when it is audible, i.e. produced in the clear.
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3. Referential vs. lexical cohesion
Anaphoric reference is one of the most commonly used means for creating cohe-
sion in text. There are three strategies through which a speaker can refer back 
to the antecedent (i.e. a previously mentioned subject): lexical repetition of the 
preceding units, syntactic repetition (pronouns and demonstratives, ellipsis, sub-
stitution) and semantic repetition (synonyms, antonyms, hyperonyms, hyponyms, 
encapsulators). Hoey (1991) argues that lexical repetition is more important than 
any other type of lexical cohesion, especially when forming cohesive ties over 
large spans of text, because there is less room for ambiguity.
In question-answer sequences, the interpreter can omit the initial part of an 
answer, since it is implied in (and can be inferred from) the preceding question. 
The example below features a case of ellipsis, in which the presupposed ana-
phoric relation of I was found not guilty is il motivo dell’assoluzione (“the reason for 
acquittal”):
(1)
[Beato tra le donne, Canale 5, 9.7.1999]
H [...] innanzitutto lei è stata assolta eh? (.) vero? è stata assolta dal: tribunale (.) 
americano
G that’s right
I [esatto]H   e-            il motivo dell’assoluzione?
G I was found not guilty because of reason of insanity [(.) and                        ] […]I                in quanto è stata        
invocata temporanea infermità di mente e [...]
BT
H [...] first of all you were acquitted eh? (.) is that true? you were acquitted by an 
American court
G that’s right
I [that’s right]H   and-                 the reason for the acquittal?
G I was found not guilty because of reason of insanity [(.) and          ]                        […]=I               because of    temporary         
insanity and [...]
In our corpus, however, cases like the one reported above are the exception rath-
er than the norm, as interpreters overwhelmingly tend to fill out source text (ST) 
elliptical constructions:
(2)
[Quelli che il calcio, Rai Due, 12.9.2004]
H voi avete avuto questo grande successo anche in Norvegia?
G yes (.) a little bit
I sì abbiamo avuto un po’ di successo sì
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BT
H did you have such a big success in Norway as well?
G yes (.) a little bit
I yes we had some success yes
In (3), the addition of the verb piacere (“to like”) necessarily calls for the repetition 
of the final segment of the question:
(3)
[Unomattina, Rai Uno, 26.9.1990]
H […] tu come ti sei trovato a lavorare con lui?
(.)
G ehm: very much very much
I mi è piaciuto molto lavorare con lui
BT
H […] how did you find yourself working with him?
(.)
G ehm: very much very much
I I liked working with him very much
Repetition may be triggered by syntactic shifts such as, for example, the intro-
duction of a “predicated theme” (Halliday 1985) with a cleft-structure:
(4)
[Unomattina, Rai Uno, 1.12.1994]
H [...] da quanto tempo è allenatore di Ben Johnson?
G for the last fourteen years
I sono quattordici anni (.) che seguo Ben
BT
H how long have you been Ben Johnson’s trainer?
G for the last fourteen years
I it’s fourteen years (.) I have been coaching Ben
In (5), the guest’s answer is further made more explicit by the addition of a meta-
linguistic explanation:
(5)
[Sanremo, Rai Uno, 4.3.2005]
H […] dove si sta allenando al momento?
G Phoenix Arizona [(.) United States  ]I                                     sto allenandomi     negli Stati Uniti per essere precisi a Phoenix 
nell’Arizona
BT
H where are you training at the moment?
G Phoenix Arizona  [(.) United States  ]I                                      I’m training           in the United States more precisely in 
Phoenix Arizona
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Lexical repetition is largely preferred over syntactic repeats in the rendition of 
pro-verbs used in brief affirmative or negative replies to yes/no-questions, as in 
(6) and (7):
(6)
[Check up, Rai Uno, 18.5.2002]
H [...] hai pensato a qualche regalino?
G yes I have
I sì ho pensato a qualche regalino
BT
H [...] have you thought of getting some little presents?
G yes I have
I yes I have thought of getting some little presents
(7)
[Unomattina, Rai Uno, 16.10.2002]
H è sposata?
G yes I am [ I have three children  ]I                    sì sono sposata ho           tre bambini
BT
H are you married?
G yes I am [ I have three children                ]I                   yes I am married and I have     three children
Such translational behaviour also characterizes the rendition of ST pronouns (8) 
and demonstratives (9), which are regularly substituted with fuller definite de-
scriptions:
(8)
[Alla ricerca dell’Arca, Rai Tre, 6.1.1989]
G […] and that:(.) he:also: (.) was a dire [ ctor at (.) one of the:: […]I                                                                             e (.) Bergman (.) lavorava […]
BT
G […] and that:(.) he:also: (.) was a dire [ ctor at (.) one of the:: […]I                                                                             and Bergman (.) worked […]
(9)
[I fatti vostri, Rai Due, 16.11.2000]
G and we were going to [ cook the meal together  ]I                                                e (.) dovevamo andare        a casa sua insieme e dovevo 
preparargli la cena
G but instead of that
I ma: invece di preparargli la cena
BT
G and we were going to [ cook the meal together ]I                                                and (.) we had to go            to his place together and I had to 
cook the meal
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G but instead of that
I but: instead of cooking the meal
In the two excerpts below, interpreters re-use – fully (10) and partially (11) – the 
lexical antecedent contained in the question:
(10)
[Porta a porta, Rai Uno, 9.3.2004]
H senta (.) si è detto che l’ultimo amore di Diana fosse un:: chirurgo pakistano (.) le 
risulta?
G I think you should ask him that question not me
I beh bisognerebbe chiederlo al chirurgo pakistano non a me
BT
H listen (.) Diana’s last love was reportedly a Pakistani surgeon (.) do you know 
anything about this?
G I think you should ask him that question not me
I well you should ask the Pakistani surgeon not me
(11)
[Che tempo che fa, Rai Tre,13.10.2007]
H aveva capito che sarebbe diventato (.) un grande chitarrista (.) cioè che sarebbe 
diventato quello che era o (.) o no?
G well: I I wanted it badly
I lo volevo [ volevo assolutamente diventare un grande ] G                     and:                                                                                      I I couldn’t […]
BT
H did you know you would become (.) a great guitar player (.) I mean become what 
you were or (.) or not?
G well: I I wanted it badly
I l wanted [ I wanted absolutely to become great ] G                     and:                                                                       I I couldn’t […]
The following excerpt (12) is emblematic of the marked preference for lexical 
over referential cohesion. The interpreter repeats her utterance to replace the 
pronominal form with the full lexical noun phrase:
(12)
[I fatti vostri, Rai Due, 16.11.2000]
G I had collected Niger from [ the hospital   ]I                                                          io avevo: ero:    andata a prenderlo in ospedale ero 
andata a prendere Niger in ospedale
BT
G I had collected Niger from [ the hospital  ]I                                                          I had: I was:      I went to fetch him at the hospital I 
went to fetch Niger at the hospital
In some cases, the substitution of pronouns with full noun phrases is necessary 
in order to avoid referential ambiguity, as in (13):
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(13)
[Maurizio Costanzo Show, Canale 5, 28.11.2000]
G ok (.) would you do anything  [ for her?       ]I                                                                lei farebbe      qualunque cosa per sua figlia?
((turns omitted))
G so she wants you to help him
I quindi sua figlia vuole che lei aiuti suo marito
((turns omitted))
G and she says to you ((referring to P1)) be strong
I e dice al papà di essere forte
BT
G ok (.) would you do anything  [ for her?             ]I                                                                would you do     anything for your daughter?
((turns omitted))
G so she wants you to help him
I so your daughter wants you to help your husband
((turns omitted))
G and she says to you ((referring to P1)) be strong
I and she tells her daddy to be strong
In (14), the hyponym questi bambini (“these children”) is inferred not because it 
was mentioned in the previous turns, but on the basis of the interpreter’s back-
ground knowledge (the entire show is devoted to raising funds in favour of Af-
ghan children). Conversely, the prestigious appellative Maestro is a “pragmatic 
anaphora” (Conte 1999), mediated by the interpreter’s encyclopaedia. Unlike 
semantic anaphora, pragmatic anaphora or “encyclopaedic synonymy” (Simone 
1990) refers to the performative aspect of an utterance, specifying its illocution-
ary value (Gotti 1991):
(14)
[Pavarotti and Friends, Rai Uno, 29.5.2001]
G today (.) I have twenty-two million refugees  [ to my  ] concernI                                                                                                 oggi
(.)
I ci sono venti due milioni di rifugiati di cui noi ci occupiamo
G four million are Afghan re  [ fugees          ] I                                                           quattro mi    lioni di loro sono afghani
G Luciano Pavarotti and his friends  [ gave visibility to them                     ] I                                                                          Luciano Pavarotti e i suoi amici      hanno dato 
visibilità a questi bambini
G therefore he deserv  [ es to receive            ] I                                            ed è quindi: il Ma    estro che merita
G and he will get it
I di ricevere questo premio e lo riceverà
BT
G today (.) I have twenty-two million refugees  [ to my  ] concernI                                                                                                today 
(.)
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I there are twenty-two million refugees we care for
G four million are Afghan re  [ fugees     ] I                                                           four mil    lion are Afghan
G Luciano Pavarotti and his friends  [ gave visibility to them                         ] I                                                                          Luciano Pavarotti and his friends     gave 
visibility to these children
G therefore he deserv  [ es to receive                     ] I                                            therefore it is: the Ma     estro who deserves
G and he will get it
I to receive this prize and he’ll get it
The following excerpt (15) is an example of repetition through the use of a gen-
eral item4. With the phrase per far questa roba (“to do all this stuff”) the interpreter 
refers anaphorically to the list of actions described in the host’s previous turn. 
Conte (1996) calls this type of anaphora “anaphoric encapsulation”5, i.e. a cohe-
sive device by which a noun phrase functions as a resumptive paraphrase for a 
preceding portion of a text. According to D’Addio Colosimo (1988: 145), the use 
of lexical encapsulators surreptitiously introduces the speaker’s personal as-
sessment. Notice also the interactional value of the phatic expression sai? (you 
know?), with which the interpreter seeks the host’s confirmation:
(15)
[Che tempo che fa, Rai Tre, 12.4.2008]
H perché quando torno a casa io a Celle Ligure (.) un posto fantastico in Liguria (.) 
ogni volta che arrivo il cancello non funziona l’allarme è saltato (.) c’è qualcuno 
che ti accende il riscaldamento quanto torni sì?
G I pay people
I ah pago gente per far questa roba sai?
BT
h because when I go home to Celle Ligure (.) a fantastic place in Liguria (.) every 
time I get there the gate does not work the alarm is broken (.) you do have 
someone who switches on the heating when you are back don’t you?
G I pay people
I ah I pay people to do all this stuff you know?
4. Repetition and turn-taking
Both in SI and CI guests may at any given moment stop to listen to the transla-
tion, thereby compelling the interpreter to process syntactically incomplete ut-
terances. In (16), film makers is produced in the turn next to the one in which the 
4 Halliday and Hasan (1976) identify two major subclasses of lexical cohesion: reiteration 
and collocation. Reiteration is in turn divided into four subclasses, ranging from repetition of 
the same item to repetition through the use of a synonym or near-synonym, a superordinate item, 
or a general item. 
5 See also the concept of “extended reference” in Haliday and Hasan (1976).
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guest says one of those lucky. Hence, the need for the interpreter to repeat the final 
component of his prior turn and recast the guest’s utterance. The repetition is 
due to word order difference between English and Italian. In the latter, adjectives 
with a restrictive function occur in postnominal position:
(16)
[Premio David di Donatello, Rai Due, 9.4.2003]
G and: ehm: (.) just (.) I’m one of those lucky
I io sono uno di quei: fortunati
G film makers [ (.) who can make ] a picture […]I                            registi fortunati
BT
G and: ehm: (.) just (.) I’m one of those lucky
I I am one of those: lucky
G film makers [ (.) who can make ] a picture […]I                            lucky directors
In (17), the anaphoric repeat combines with a rhetorical question, which the in-
terpreter introduces to give cohesion to the guest’s syntactically incomplete turn:
(17)
[Unomattina, Rai Uno, 20.11.2001]
G I think that we get the message
I e io penso che noi abbiamo ricevuto il mes [ saggio     ]G                                                                                             the mes      sage is
I il messaggio qual è?
G that they [ are a minority         ]I                     il messaggio è che     loro sono una minoranza
BT
G I think that we get the message
I I think that we got the mes [ sage        ]G                                                           the mes     sage is
I what is the message?
G that they [ are a minority           ]I                     the message is that     they are a minority
In (18), the interpreter is apparently taken aback by the brevity of the guest’s turn. 
In the previous sequences (data not shown) the exchange was characterized by 
very long turns. Such a sudden change in the turn-taking system puzzles the in-
terpreter who, besides delaying the translation, feels the need to recycle her prior 
utterance in the next turn, integrating it with the new information:
(18)
[Maurizio Costanzo Show, Canale 5, 22.10.1998]
G tears are (.) not a punishment
(.)
I le (.) lacrime non sono una punizione
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G not because we are (.) bad or we did something wrong
I le lacrime non sono l- una giusta punizione per un nostro comportamento
BT
G tears are (.) not a punishment
(.)
I the (.) tears are not a punishment
G not because we are (.) bad or we did something wrong
I tears are not th- a right punishment for our behaviour
Anaphora is extensively used to ensure the cohesion of ST utterances which are 
split in two separate turns and, as such, are often grammatically or syntactically 
parasitic to the preceding turn, as in (19):
(19)
[Maurizio Costanzo Show, Canale 5, 8.6.1992]
G could help you (.) save your life
I con questa ehm (.) analisi è possibile (.) in effetti s- salvare una vita
BT
G could help you (.) save your life
I with this ehm (.) analysis it is possible (.) actually t- to save a life
In (20), a cohesive tie is provided by introducing the superordinate una donna (“a 
woman”) as an anaphoric repeat of suora (“nun”):
(20)
[Maurizio Costanzo Show, Canale 5, 23.9.2002]
G I based (.) the character (.) on a nun who would have been there for forty years
I e ehm ho diciamo basato l’interpretazione del mio personaggio sulla figura di: 
una suora con diciamo quarant’anni di: esperienza in questo convento
G with almost no feeling towards anyone
I u:na: donna che non provava sentimenti nei confronti di nessuno
BT 
G I based (.) the character (.) on a nun who would have been there for forty years
I and ehm let’s say I based the interpretation of my character on the figure of: a nun 
with let’s say forty years of: experience in this convent
G with almost no feeling towards anyone
I a: woman who had no feeling towards anyone
In excerpt (21), the interpreter repeats the whole content of her previous turn, 
replacing abiti (“clothes”) with vestito (“dress”):
(21)
[Maurizio Costanzo Show, Canale 5, 8.6.1992]
G the dresses are getting too tight
I e si accorge che i suoi abiti diventavano sempre più stretti
G which is nothing for anyone to worry about
I e questo di per sé naturalmente non significa che chi trova il vestito gli sta un po’ 
stretto debba preoccuparsi
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BT
G the dresses are getting too tight
I and she realises that her clothes were getting tighter and tighter
G which is nothing for anyone to worry about
I and this in itself of course does not mean that if someone finds her dress a little 
bit tight she’s got to worry about it
Repetition may be realised through a “reverse paraphrase” (Persson 1974; John-
stone 1991), in which interpreters provide opposing perspectives while repeat-
ing the content of their utterances. In (22), the interpreter uses a verb (to earn) 
which stands in a conversive relationship with the verb selected in the previous 
turn (to pay)6:
(22)
[Maurizio Costanzo Show, Canale 5, 5.6.2001]
G the solution to child labour I believe is to pay parents well
I io credo che per risolvere il problema del:: sfruttamento del lavoro minorile si 
dovrebbe pagare in maniera equa le famiglie i genitori
G then the kids don’t have to work
I se i genitori guadagnano abbastanza non ci sarà bisogno che i figli lavorino
BT
G the solution to child labour I believe is to pay parents well
I I think that in order to solve the problem of:: child labour the families the parents 
should be adequately paid
G then the kids don’t have to work
I if the parents earn fairly well there’s no need for the kids to work
In excerpt (23), in addition to the numerous repeats (in bold), what is notice-
able is that the interpreter produces a very long turn in which she completely 
re-translates what the guest has said in his short three previous turns. Notice 
the temporary generalization of the guest’s final turn: the chances are one out of 
two → questa probabilità aumenta (“this likelihood increases”) and the displaced 
rephrasing of parenti di primo grado (“first degree relatives”) with donne in famiglia 
consanguinee (“women in families related by blood”):
(23)
[Maurizio Costanzo Show, Canale 5, 8.6.1992]
G ovary cancer in women is not very (.) often (.) one out of seventy
I soltanto una donna su settanta in effetti sviluppa un tumore alle ovaie
G but if you have (.) two or more (.) first degree (.) blood relatives
I però (.) se la donna in questione ha (.) uno o due parenti di primo grado
G who had ovary cancer
I donne che avevano tumore alle ovaie
G the chances are one (.) out of two
6 Prototypical conversive verbs are pairs such as to buy/to sell, to give/to take etc.
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I allora questa probabilità aumenta (.) una donna su due quando ha delle donne 
in famiglia consanguinee che hanno avuto delle storie di tumore può sviluppare 
questo tipo di tumore
BT
G ovary cancer in women is not very (.) often (.) one out of seventy
I only one woman out of seventy actually develops ovary cancer
G but if you have (.) two or more (.) first degree (.) blood relatives
I but (.) if that woman has (.) one or two first degree relatives
G who had ovary cancer
I women who had ovary cancer
G the chances are one (.) out of two
I then this likelihood increases (.) one woman in two for women in families related 
by blood who experienced ovary cancer can develop this type of cancer 
Excerpt (24) gives further examples of how guests’ turns can have an impact on 
the interpreter’s activity, including the CI mode. As it happens, the guest’s talk is 
characterized by discontinuity, i.e. two units which are held together in terms of 
content (the verb to attack and the adverbial complement sexually) are produced 
in two different turns and not uttered after each other. By rendering attack with 
violentare (“to rape”)7, the interpreter makes the guest’s next turn redundant. 
Therefore, the interpreter’s second turn is semantically void and is produced 
solely “to fill the slot”:
(24)
[I fatti vostri, Rai Due, 7.4.1998]
G that Michael Jackson had attacked him
I che Michael Jackson lo aveva violentato
G sexually
I lo aveva appunto violentato
BT
G that Michael Jackson had attacked him
I that Michael Jackson had raped him
G sexually
I he had actually raped him
Similarly in (25), the interpreter’s turn is redundant, since the guest’s previous 
turns have been already translated by the host. It is a repetition which does not 
contribute either to the substance of the exchange or to the understanding of the 
guest’s talk. Interactionally, however, it is a face-saving move, through which the 
interpreter reappropriates his role by signalling his presence, despite the invis-
ibility of the SI:
7 The interpreter comes up with this translation on the basis of prior turns and, more gen-
erally, her knowledge of the topic of the interview.
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(25)
[Che tempo che fa, Rai Tre, 30.4.2005]
G I have two suitcases
H hai due valigie
G I travel
H viaggia con le valigie
((applause))
I ho due valigie e viaggio
BT
G I have two suitcases
H you have two suitcases
G I travel
H he travels with suitcases
((applause))
I I have two suitcases and travel
5. Context-recycling
In a dialogic environment, the notion of translation equivalence between the 
primary speakers’ and the interpreter’s turns is closely related to the principles of 
sequentiality, adjacency and relevance, whereby each current turn is built, directly 
or indirectly, on the previous ones (Goffman 1974; McLaughlin 1984; Nofsinger 
1991; Linell 1998), in a constant alternation of “instances of initiative” and “in-
stances of response” (Flander in Coulthard 1977: 95-96). The interpreter is re-
sponsible for “making the conversation appear to be planned and goal-oriented 
with regard to the thematic structure, i.e. for making the conversation appear as 
a joint and coherent activity” (Wadensjö 2000: 249). In this section, examples 
will be given of the use of lexical repetition as a recontextualisation device by 
which the interpreter recycles a word or a phrase of the host’s prior turn, thereby 
strengthening the topical continuity between the question and the answer.
Notice, in excerpts (26) and (27), how such an operation is preceded by the in-
sertion of the affirmative reply sì (“yes”), through which the interpreter explicitly 
exhibits the guest’s agreement:
(26)
[Domenica in, Rai Uno, 7.4.2002]
H ma è iniziato un nuovo giorno anche per te?
G a new day has begun for me [ and (.) since I had- I took two years off (.) I=I                                                              sì (.) anche per me è iniziato un nuovo=
G = [ have met life for the first time and […]I =    giorno io ho preso due (.) anni di pausa e […]
BT
H a new day has begun for you too?
G a new day has begun for me [ and (.) since I had- I took two years off (.) I=I                                                             yes (.) a new day has begun for me too=
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G =       have met life for the first time and […] 
I = 
 [ I took a two (.) years’ break and […]
(27)
[Sottovoce, Rai Uno, 31.1.1999]
G and then (.) my third novel was the one [ that you hold in your hand  ]i                                                                                     e poi il terzo è quello che           lei ha in 
 mano
H che fece tanto scalpore all’epoca
G it was a great shock
I sì fu:: un grande scalpore
BT
G and then (.) my third novel was the one [ that you hold in your hand      ]i                                                                                      and then the third is the one     you 
 hold in your hand
H which at the time caused a great sensation
G it was a great shock
I yes it was:: a great sensation
In the following exchange (28), participants use different terms to refer to the 
same item: sacro fuoco (the host), holy fire (the interpreter), burning desire (the 
guest). In her next turn, however, the interpreter by repeating the host’s version, 
establishes coherence between the question and the answer:
(28)
[Maurizio Costanzo Show, Canale 5, 27.3.1992]
H quindi lei non era ehm come dire (.) preso dal sacro  [ fuoco (.) del    ] =I                                                                      ((in chuchotage))      you weren’t       =
H = [ volere fare l’attore               ]I =    driven by the holy fire of     becoming an actor at all costs you didn’t have this: 
urge to act at all costs
G I had (.) a burning desire to eat and to stay alive
I io ero po- ero soprattutto animato da un sacro fuoco di poter mangiare e rimanere 
vivo
BT
H so you were not ehm how can I say? (.) you had not the [ sacred fire (.) of  ] =I                                                                            ((in chuchotage))     you weren’t             =
H = [ wanting to become an actor   ]I =    driven by the holy fire of              becoming an actor at all costs you didn’t have 
this: urge to act at all costs
G I had (.) a burning desire to eat and to stay alive
I I was above all inspired by a sacred fire to eat and stay alive
Reference to items contained in the question may serve not only to open – as in 
(28) above – but especially to close the interpreter’s turn and make it more com-
plete (29):
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(29)
[Quelli che il calcio, Rai Due, 15.9.2002]
H [...] ma quanti uomini hai sempre intorno a te [...] ma anche nel video dappertutto 
ma: ne tiri fuori centinaia (.) lasciane qualcuno per le nostre schedine eh?
G I like to surround myself with beautiful [ men always                          ]I                                                                                       certo devo circondarmi    di uomini (.) 
molto belli e sempre devo averli sempre intorno a me
BT
H [...] you always have many men around you [...] even in the video everywhere: 
there are hundreds of them (.) please spare some of them for our girls eh?
G I like to surround myself with beautiful [ men always                                                   ]I                                                                                       of course I have to surround myself  
with very beautiful men and always I have always to have them around me
Repetition may also consist in a synonym variation, as shown below:
(30)
[Domenica in, Rai Uno, 9.2.1997]
H e quale sensazione hai avuto quando tu hai letto il libro?
G that it was a great book
I era un libro straordinario è questa l’impressione
BT
H how did you feel when you read the book?
G that it was a great book
I it was an extraordinary book that was my impression
The interpreter’s tendency to say more than what the guest has said and/or to 
be more explicit is due to the constant concern to ensure that answers meet the 
host’s expectations and/or confirm what s/he said in the question8. In excerpt 
(31), the host asks the guest whether he too (like the person previously inter-
viewed) is a womaniser:
(31)
[Porta a porta, Rai Uno, 22.1.2003]
H Raz Degan (.) collezionismo
G I’m not the one to: ehm to hold the black book no (.) I finished with that game        
[ a lot of time ago ]I    no: questo gioco    del: del libro nero l’ho finito un sacco di tempo fa (.) di queste 
collezioni
BT
H Raz Degan (.) butterfly collection
G I’m not the one to: ehm to hold the black book no (.) I finished with that game         
[ a lot of time ago      ]I    no: I finished with    this black book game a long time ago (.) no more butterfly 
collections
8 This explains also the frequency with which the interpreter expresses agreement. See 
excerpts 46 and 47 in § 6.
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The item recycled from the question may co-occur with the one selected by the 
interpreter, as in (32):
(32)
[I fatti vostri, Rai Due, 10.9.1998]
H [...] il film che abbiamo visto prima (.) alcuni pezzo- spezzoni ecco (.) le era: l’ha 
trovato verosimile?
G well (.) the movie was very accurate 
I sì (.) il film era: mo:lto accurato (.) verosimile
BT
H [...] the movie we saw earlier (.) some clips well (.) do you think it was realistic?
G well (.) the movie was very accurate 
I yes (.) the movie was: ve:ry accurate (.) realistic
These repetitions, or ‘double’ translations, besides being redundant re-elabora-
tions, testify that the interpreter is aware of the relevance of the guest’s answer 
in relation to the question and/or the general speech context. In the following 
exchange (33), for example, the recourse to the disjunctive reveals the interpret-
er’s dilemma (notice the pauses and the search sounds), who first uses the actual 
expression contained in the question, but immediately thereafter feels obliged 
to provide the primary meaning of the English term as well, not to move too far 
from the ST:
(33)
[Parla con me, Rai Tre, 23.10.2005]
H [...] un consiglio a una donna che vorrebbe entrare nella politica in un paese (.) 
molto maschilista ancora
G the issue of patriarchy (.) is I think at [ the centre (.) of all the problems ]=I                                                                                 il problema del:: (.) maschilismo   =
G = [ in the world [...]I =    o del:la società patriarcale [...]
BT
H [...] advice to a woman who wishes to go into politics in a country (.) which is still 
very male chauvinist
G the issue of patriarchy (.) is I think at [ the centre (.) of all the problems ]=I                                                                                 the problem of:: (.) male                    =
G = [ in the world [...]I =    chauvinism or patriarchal society [...]
The information coming directly from the context is easier to retrieve (cogni-
tively speaking) than inferential and/or encyclopaedic information. Thus, be-
sides being a textual coherence and referential disambiguation device, “context 
recycling” (Korolija 1998) or “format-tying” (Goodwin & Goodwin 1987; Good-
win 1990), is a sort of cognitive shortcut, since it limits the choice the interpreter 
must make (at a paradigmatic level) among the available TT equivalents. In (34), 
rimproverare (“to reproach”) automatically rules out all the other potential transla-
tions of to blame:
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(34)
[Porta a porta, Rai Uno, 1998]
H ecco mi scusi signor Koons ehm lei quando ha sposato la signora Staller (.) sapeva 
il lavoro che faceva la signora Staller come ha ricordato lei stessa che era la più 
nota pornostar del mondo (.) come fa adesso a rimproverarglielo?
G I do not blame [ (.)                                                         ] [ my ex wife for being  ] =I                                beh io non l’ho rimproverata       non ho rimproverato    =
G = [ a pornostar ]I =    la mia ex          moglie per essere una pornostar 
BT
H sorry Mr. Koons ehm but when you married Mrs. Staller (.) you knew the job Mrs. 
Staller was doing as she recalled herself that she was the most famous pornostar 
in the world (.) how can you now reproach her with that?
G I do not blame [ (.)                                                             ]  [ my ex wife for being    ] =I                                 well I have not reproached her        I have not reproached    =
G = [ a pornostar ]I =    my ex                 wife for being a pornostar
This operation facilitates the rendition of ST expressions which otherwise would 
be more time-consuming in terms of processing costs, as in (35):
(35)
[Domenica in, Rai Uno, 14.2.1999]
H [...] lei discute anche le offerte che le vengono fatte: i film che le vengono proposti 
cioè coinvolge un po’ la sua famiglia da questo punto di vista o:: ehm: ognuno fa le 
sue scelte insomma: ehm il lavoro riguarda soltanto lei?
G no (.) it’s ehm they have everything to do with it I [ mean [...]I                                                                                                           no loro sono molto coinvolti
BT
H [...] do you discuss the offers that are made to you: the movies that are proposed 
to you that is to say do you somehow involve your family from this viewpoint or:: 
ehm: does everyone make their own choice: ehm does your work concern only 
you? 
G no (.) it’s ehm they have everything to do with it I [ mean [...]I                                                                                                           no they are very involved
Lastly, context recycling may also be an emergency strategy. The interpreter in 
(36) recycles items contained in the previous question in order to compensate 
for ST comprehension and/or TT reformulation problems: 
(36)
[Quelli che il calcio, Rai Due, 1.10.2000]
H insomma è un impegno grosso perché in pochi minuti: è dovuto riuscire a 
raccontar- ad essere colonna sonora di una storia così importante (.) società 
industriale- società agricola società industriale società (.) postindustriale
G yeah
H in una volta sola non è facile
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G the (.) the entire history of man in thirty    minutes 
I                                                                                     [ sì è          
 ]  veramente la storia 
dell’umanità in pochi minuti
BT
H well it’s very exacting work because in a few minutes: you had to tell- to be the 
sound track of such important history (.) industrial society agricultural society 
industrial society (.) post-industrial
G yeah
H all at one time it’s not easy
G the (.) the entire history of man in thirty [ minutes ]I                                                                     yes it           really is the history of 
 mankind in a few minutes
6. Meta-textual glosses and repetition markers 
Interpreters have been shown not only to reproduce the primary speakers’ words 
but also to make meta-communicative references, re-contextualising previously 
expressed concepts. This work may also be accomplished by meta-textual glosses, 
which are both explicitness-oriented and interaction-oriented, in that they dis-
play the interpreter’s alignment towards the primary speakers and the audience. 
Quoting may involve the repetition of both the self and the other, as in (37)-(39):
(37)
[Maurizio Costanzo Show, Canale 5, 9.6.2000]
G nobody in this room (.) needs it any less (.) than those children with cancer
I questo che dicevo credo che serva a tutte le persone qui presenti non meno di 
quanto non serva a questi bambini
BT
G nobody in this room (.) needs it any less (.) than those children with cancer
I what I was saying earlier I think is useful for all the people here present nor is it 
less useful for these children
(38)
[Maurizio Costanzo Show, Canale 5, 30.3.2000]
G he was free enough in his family (.) to raise questions like that
I ma Luca evidentemente si sentiva abbastanza libero nella sua famiglia da 
sollevare (.) problematiche come questa che ha ricordato
BT
G he was free enough in his family (.) to raise questions like that
I but Luca clearly felt free enough in his family to raise (.) problems like this one 
you have recalled
(39)
[Speciale Coppie, Canale 5, 14.4.1999]
G well (.) I hope so (.) one day I hope to get married and have a different name
I spero che accada quello che lei diceva e intanto spero di potermi sposare e a quel 
punto avrò un nome diverso
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BT
G well (.) I hope so (.) one day I hope to get married and have a different name
I I hope that what you were saying will happen in the meantime I hope to get 
married and at that point I will have a different name
Reference to prior talk may be accomplished by repetition markers which signal 
(40) that a piece of information has already been introduced:
(40)
[Domenica in, Rai Uno, 15.12.1996]
H […] per presentare il tuo ultimo film che è un thriller (.) il titolo del film è 
Soluzione Estrema (.) l’altro protagonista è Gene Hackman […]
G yeah it’s:: it’s a thriller
I sì è un thriller come dicevi
BT
H […] to present your latest film which is a thriller (.) the title of the film is Extreme 
Measures (.) the other main character is Gene Hackman […]
G yeah it’s:: it’s a thriller
I yes it’s a thriller as you said
Repetition markers are also a face-saving strategy. In excerpt (41), the interpreter 
prefaces her translation by making it clear that the guest is repeating something 
she said earlier (data not shown):
(41)
[Maurizio Costanzo Show, Canale 5, 23.4.2002]
G that’s true (.) well you know I turned off my intelligence years ago ((laughs))
I sì in effetti ho spento la mia intelligenza come si diceva prima l’ho interrotta 
parecchi anni fa
BT
G that’s true (.) well you know I turned off my intelligence years ago ((laughs))
I yes actually I turned off my intelligence as we said earlier I switched it off many 
years ago
Meta-discourse ensures the topical continuity of the exchange, which – like 
any conversation – is characterized by the tension between topic maintenance 
and topic progression or topic renewal (Bergmann 1990; Linell & Korolija 1997; 
Linell 1998), as in (42):
(42)
[Maurizio Costanzo Show, Canale 5, 5.6.2001]
G but those like the Nike shoes are being made […]
I però quelle famose scarpe Nike che- di cui parlavamo o palloni Nike che vengono 
prodotte […]
BT
G but those like the Nike shoes are being made […]
I but those famous Nike shoes which- we were talking about earlier or Nike 
footballs which are being made […]
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In (43), the repetition marker combines with the lexicalisation of the ST personal 
pronoun (see § 3) and the introduction of per quanto riguarda (“as regards”), which 
serves as a “topic refresher” (Setton 2001: 19). As a result, the guest’s turn is both 
more cohesive and more coherent:
(43)
[I fatti vostri, Rai Due, 19.3.1996]
G no (.) not at the time I thought that he was just (.) kissing me because he selected 
but after he kissed me (.) he’s gone
I no non avevo nessuno e per quanto riguarda questo marinaio come dicevo: sono 
rimasta lusingata che ehm:mi avesse scelto però poi è sparito
BT
G no (.) not at the time I thought that he was just (.) kissing me because he selected 
but after he kissed me (.) he’s gone
I no I didn’t have anybody and as regards this sailor as I said: I was flattered that 
ehm: he selected me but then he vanished
Meta-discourse may also be a translation strategy. In (44), the formula as you were 
saying enables the interpreter to omit the rendition of “anywhere”:
(44)
[Alla ricerca dell’Arca, Rai Tre, 10.3.1990]
H diciamo che per tutti è traumatico crescere (.) ma forse per Roddy MacDowell è 
stato forse più traumatico (.) è vero?
G well (.) you know (.) the thing is that growing up anywhere [ isn’t simple (.) ] I                                                                                                                               crescere:
 appunto
G = [ an:d you can [...]I =    come diceva non è facile [...]
BT
H basically growing is traumatic for everybody (.) but maybe for Roddy 
 MacDowell ((referring to G)) it was more traumatic (.) wasn’t it?
G well (.) you know (.) the thing is that growing up anywhere [ isn’t simple (.) ] I                                                                                                                               growing:
 actually
G = [ an:d you can [...]I =    as you were saying is not easy [...]
Conversely in (45), instead of properly translating “factory made product”, the 
interpreter recycles fabbrica dei sogni (“dream factory”), a host’s prior expression 
(data not shown), attributing the responsibility for this operation to the guest 
who has not, in actual fact, used it:
(45)
[Tg1, 26.10.2002]
G [ [...] always having a very very critical view (.) of the: (.) factory                 ] =I     [...] sistema per (.) produrre dei film interessanti è vero sono sempre    =
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G = 
         
made product (.) ehm where one expects to find art             [...]
I =  [  stato critico di questa fabbrica (.) dei sogni come lei l’ha] chiamata laddove 
non c’è dell’arte [...]
BT
G [  [...] always having a very very critical view (.) of the: (.) factory  ] =I    [...] system for (.) producing interesting films it is true I have       =
G = [ made product (.) ehm where one expects to find art    [...] I =    always been critical of this dream (.) factory as you  ] called it where there is 
no art  [...]
Finally, quoting is also frequently used as a politeness strategy to enhance the 
host’s positive face (46):
(46)
[Maurizio Costanzo Show, Canale 5, 23.4.2002]
G but most of the US is small towns and open spaces
I ma (.) tra l’altro la maggior parte degli Stati Uniti assomiglia più a questa 
descrizione che ha appena fatto grandi spazi aperti (.) piccole cittadine
BT
G but most of the US is small towns and open spaces
I but (.) by the way most of the United States resembles more the description you 
have just made big open spaces (.) and small towns
Such affiliative orientation is similar to those moves which magnify the guest’s 
agreement with the host, as in (47):
(47)
[Maurizio Costanzo Show, Canale 5, 9.3.1995]
G yeah I did the whole layout and collected all the pictures […]
I sì sì lei ha perfettamente ragione ho deciso io quali foto […]
BT
G yeah I did the whole layout and collected all the pictures […]
I yes yes you are perfectly right I decided which photos […]
7. Conclusions
The excerpts reported in the previous sections contain numerous occurrences 
of exact repetition, repetition with variation and semantic repetition (see § 1). A repeti-
tion is exact when the original form and meaning is not changed at all: sensation 
→ sensation (27), in a few minutes → in a few minutes (36). Exact repetitions may be 
characterized by word insertion: he had raped him → he had actually raped him (24). 
Repetition with variation involves partial self- or other-repeats, including the 
substitution of a pronoun with a full noun phrase: I have not reproached her I have 
not reproached my ex wife (34), him → the Pakistani surgeon (10); the transformation 
of a statement into a question: the message is... → what is the message? (17); deic-
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tic and/or modality shifts: you always have many men around you → I have always 
to have them around me (29). Semantic repetition involves the use of synonyms: 
feeling → impression (30), near-synonyms: realistic → accurate realistic (32), hypero-
nyms: a nun → a woman (20), paraphrases: the parents should be adequately paid → if 
the parents earn fairly well (22), disjunctive pairs: male chauvinist → male chauvinism 
or patriarchal society (33), and anaphoric encapsulators: to do all this stuff (15).
Our data seem to confirm the validity of the explicitation hypothesis which, in 
Blum-Kulka’s words, “postulates an observed cohesive explicitness from source 
language to target language texts regardless of the increase traceable to differ-
ences between the two linguistic and textual systems involved” (1986: 19). Flud-
ernik (1993) maintains that “the choice of repeating a lexeme rather than using 
the pronominal anaphor remains somewhat of a puzzle” (1993: 139), whereas 
Ferrara claims that such a choice is “quite possibly a discourse strategy”, just “be-
cause languages provide substitution, paraphrase, and ellipsis as alternatives to 
iteration” (1994: 68). 
In the talkshow context, lexical repetition is indeed a way of making the 
guest’s turns more transparent and/or providing more explicit information 
(see excerpts 2-15 in § 3; 37-39, 43 in § 6). It prevents the fragmentation due to 
the particular turn-taking organization which characterizes the talkshow as an 
interpreter-mediated interaction. In fact, the interpreter uses various forms of 
repetition to establish cohesion (relationships between words) and coherence 
(relationships between concepts and meanings) between turns produced by 
speakers of two different languages. Cohesion is also achieved by transforming 
the guest’s turns into syntactically autonomous turns, i.e. not parasitic to the 
preceding ones (see 16-23 in § 4). Compare, for example, in (18), the guest’s sub-
ordinate clause not because we are... with the stand-alone utterance produced by 
the interpreter le lacrime non sono... (“tears are not...”). Moreover, repetition is a 
mechanism which ensures topical continuity between questions and answers 
(see excerpts 26-33 in § 5). This function is also performed by the use of metadis-
course (§ 6), which highlights the coordinating rather than the relaying role of the 
dialogue interpreter (Wandensjö 1998), foregrounding her/his responsibility 
for both the progression and the substance of interaction.
The data analysed in the present study show that the original utterances and 
the interpreter’s renditions can be contrasted not only in terms of implicit vs. ex-
plicit, but also in terms of brevity vs. length. Evidence of this can be found in ex-
cerpt (4), where the interpreter, instead of rendering the ST adverbial phrase for 
the last fourteen years with the simple Italian equivalent da quattordici anni, decides 
to introduce a syntactically marked construction which makes the translation 
pointlessly longer than the original. The same is true for the emphasizing addi-
tion in (5). A further example of the interpreter’s tendency to produce a lengthy 
and often redundant speech is excerpt (21): which is nothing for anyone to worry 
about → and this in itself of course does not mean that if someone finds her dress a little 
bit tight she’s got to worry about it (see also excerpt (23) in § 4).
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Dialogue interpreters’ repetitions, then, have to do with connection (textual 
level), in that they assure inter-turn cohesion and coherence. Repetitions are 
both comprehension-oriented, in that they serve to make utterances more intelli-
gible for the audience and production-oriented, in that they facilitate the selection 
of translation equivalents, particularly in emergency situations, such as those re-
ported in (36) and (45). At the same time, repeats are interaction-oriented, in that 
they favour mutual understanding and display the interpreter’s involvement 
and alignment towards primary speakers. In particular, some repeats may have a 
face-saving function (24) and (41), or a phatic function, related to the sequential 
expectations of the interpreter’s turn (25).
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Abstract
The chapter outlines a corpus-based analysis of topical coherence in interpreted American 
presidential debates broadcast on Italian television. It aims at investigating the ways in 
which dialogue format and question/answer structure are managed. 
The first part identifies the types of question and answer in the SL, their Italian equivalent, 
and the incidence of each type of question. The question/answer classification takes into 
account syntactical, illocutionary and perlocutionary aspects of the discourse.
The second part focuses on question/answer topical coherence in the interpreted versions. 
It examines whether topical coherence is achieved, and in which ways its achievement is 
influenced by the type of question and the changes that occurred during the interpretation 
process, observed through a contrastive analysis of the original and the interpreted 
version.
Question/Answer Topical 
Coherence in Television 
Interpreting. A Corpus-based 
Pilot Study of American 
Presidential Debates
eugenia dal fovo
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1. Introduction
This paper offers a specific example of corpus-based analysis. It is focused on the 
interpreted versions of American presidential debates broadcast by Italian tele-
vision networks between 1988 and 2004, and aims at analysing the rendition of 
the question/answer (Q/A) group in terms of topic reconstruction and topical 
coherence by interpreters working in an équipe. It outlines the first phase of a pi-
lot study aiming at devising and testing the methodological framework in which 
the final study will be drawn up. This research was developed as a continuation 
of a study presented in the author’s unpublished MA dissertation on the rendi-
tion of dialogue format in simultaneous interpretation of American presidential 
debates (Dal Fovo 2008).
The present analysis focuses on the reconstruction of topic within the inter-
preted text (IT), as the result of negotiation and cooperation among interpret-
ers working in an équipe. Consequently, the aim of this study is highlighting the 
cases in which coherence is lost or maintained by observing the Q/A group in the 
IT exclusively. The evaluation will not include any reference to the original text 
(OT) and the ways in which coherence got “lost in translation”. 
I shall start by briefly presenting data analysed in the pilot study and the cor-
pus they are collected from, i.e. CorIT – Television Interpreting Corpus (Falbo 
2008; Straniero Sergio 2007).
I shall then move on illustrating the methodological approach adopted for the 
analysis, pointing out the key aspects serving as landmarks for the investigation: 
IT coherence vs. OT/IT coherence; Q/A group as an adjacency pair; definition of 
topical coherence with reference to coherence vs. cohesion; classification of Qs 
and As. I shall conclude by presenting results obtained in this first phase, provid-
ing examples and discussing the general outcomes.
Clearly, any observation or conclusion resulting from this phase shall find its 
counterproof in the second phase of the pilot study (2012), i.e. the OT-IT contras-
tive analysis. 
2. Data
The data chosen for the analysis are 8 simultaneous interpretations of 5 Ameri-
can presidential debates broadcast by Italian television networks between 1988 
and 2004, amounting to ca. 640 minutes of recorded interpreted text.
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DEBATE DATE BROADCASTER
Bush/Dukakis 26-Sep-88 Speciale TG2
Bush/Kerry 1 01-Oct-04 TG1 (Rainews)
Cheney/Edwards 06-Oct-04 Rainews
Bush/Kerry 2 09-Oct-04 TG5
Bush/Kerry 2 09-Oct-04 Sky TG24
Bush/Kerry 2 10-Oct-04 LA7
Bush/Kerry 3 14-Oct-04 Sky TG24
Bush/Kerry 3 14-Oct-04 TG5
Table 1. Data (debates analysed in the pilot study are in bold)
All 5 debates and their ITs are part of CorIT, a major television interpreting cor-
pus (cf. Mack 2000, 2001, 2002; Straniero Sergio 1999, 2003, 2005, 2007) covering 
almost 50 years of recordings of interpretations broadcast on Italian television 
(Falbo 2009: 105). It originated from the long-felt need in research for a scientific 
approach to and a close observation of the interpreter’s performance in relation 
to context, and the case for doing so by basing the analysis on real-life data col-
lected in specific corpora. Not long ago Setton (1999: 5) wrote: “so far no attempt 
has been made at modelling context in relation to a corpus; rather, context and 
inference have been set aside as impenetrable subjective variables”. In recent 
years “a general consensus appears to be emerging around certain key points”, 
and first and foremost on the fact that “more corpora are needed” (ibid.: 45).
CorIT can be defined as a parallel open corpus (Falbo 2009: 107), because it 
is composed of both original texts and their interpreted versions, and because 
there is no limit to the number of texts that can be added to the corpus. It is a 
collection of video and audio files, with their respective transcriptions, for a total 
of approximately 2,500 ITs. It comprises a range of very diverse OTs, delivered 
in various source languages (SL) interpreted into Italian, in various interpreting 
modes, belonging to various television genres. 
As far as interpreting modes are concerned, the three main categories found 
in CorIT are:
• ICNS – Consecutive interpreting without notes1;
1 The ICNS is found in dialogal settings in which interpreters share the hic et nunc with 
the primary interlocutors. The ISP mode refers to cases in which interpreters translate given 
exchanges simultaneously and share the hic et nunc with the primary interlocutors; without 
their contribution, communication would be impossible (cf. Falbo 2009: 116; Falbo 2012). The 
ISA mode describes all the cases in which interaction takes place in the absence of interpret-
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• ISP – Simultaneous interpreting in praesentia; 
• ISA – Simultaneous interpreting in absentia. 
ISA is the mode pertaining to the analysed sample, namely presidential debates.
This pilot study concentrates on the first two versions of the second Bush/
Kerry debate of October 9th 2004 (Table 1, in bold). They were chosen to outline 
the main topical-coherence aspects marking the IT as an autonomous text. While 
these two versions were broadcast live and in their integral form, the La7 debate 
was cut and edited to fit a frame programme on the following day. During the 
La7 broadcast, which includes a series of live link-ups with Washington to up-
date the results of the exit polls, there are four interruptions in which the most 
relevant chunks of the debate of the previous night are shown to the public and 
guests. The interpreters of the équipe working in the studio during the daytime 
broadcast interpret live, and are the same professionals who provided the inter-
pretation service on the night of the debate. The IT, in this case, is a mere collec-
tion of fragments of the original debate, to be commented on by the guests of 
the frame programme. The incompleteness of this version, and the fact that the 
interpreters had already heard the debate the night before and were interpreting 
it for the second time, led to the decision of discarding it – at least temporarily.
3. Methodology
The following section is devoted to the identification of the key concepts driving 
the present study, namely IT coherence vs. OT-IT coherence; Q/A group; topical 
coherence; question occurrences and classification; answer occurrences and clas-
sification.
3.1. IT coherence vs. OT-IT coherence
The first phase of the pilot study focuses on the analysis of topical coherence in 
the IT exclusively. The reason behind this choice is two-fold. First of all, the IT is 
the result of a service provided with the aim of making the OT accessible to the 
target-language (TL) audience. Topical coherence – or the lack of it – is perceived 
first and foremost by the TL audience and is, therefore, “situated at the first level 
of analysis for the simple reason that the listener (analyst), listening to an IT, no-
tices any incongruities between the ideas expressed without having to know an-
ything about the OT” (Falbo 2002: 119). The second consideration that led to this 
decision is methodological in nature: making the OT-IT contrastive observation 
ers and does not depend on their intervention, which has the sole function of making the OT 
accessible to the TL audience.
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the starting point of the analysis might have influenced the final evaluation, di-
verting the focus from the internal coherence of the interpreted discourse to the 
level of translation analysis. In order to investigate the IT as objectively as pos-
sible, isolating it from the OT and considering it individually, appeared to be the 
most suitable approach. 
3.2. Question/Answer group 
The analysis focuses on the Q/A group as an adjacency pair (Schegloff & Sacks 
1999: 295). As regards presidential debates, they are marked by a rigid sequential 
structure and dialogue format (cf. Kerbrat-Orecchioni 1990, 2005; Linell 1998) 
identifying the degree of interaction in terms of structure, i.e. turn-taking sys-
tem, rhythm and turn distribution. They display a very low level of local coher-
ence, since: 
[…] many questions abruptly introduce new topics and topical aspects [...]. As a com-
pensation for the lower incidence of local coherence links, there is a global coherence 
supported by some kind of institutionalized framing that defines the activity type as a 
global communicative project aiming at certain overall goals. (Linell 1998: 252-3) 
In this highly structured frame, adjacency pairs represent the very argumenta-
tive pattern of each exchange. They provide for an extremely binding element 
within the communication format, whose pivot is the question:
The asking of unrelated questions in these various [...] frames are somewhat extreme 
examples of activity-sustained coherence [...]. The general point is that the topic pro-
gression type is co-constitutive of the institutionalized communicative genre. (Linell 
1998: 253)
The degree of topical coherence is therefore measured in terms of sequentiality 
and relevance within the Q/A group (see § 3.3).
3.3. Topical coherence 
Having established that topical coherence is the result of an activity framing “a 
global communicative project aiming at certain overall goals” (Linell 1998: 253) 
and assuming that these goals are primarily related to understanding through 
constant negotiation – i.e. “joint construction” (ibid.: 86), interaction may be 
described as the activity of interlocutors collaborating “towards coherence, ne-
gotiating for the common ground of shared topicality, reference, and thematic 
structure – thus towards a similar mental representation” (Gernsbacher & Givón 
1995: vii). Coherence, therefore, will not be defined as an intrinsic characteristic 
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of a text, but rather as a matter of degree, i.e. something that “emerges during 
speech production and comprehension – the mentally represented text, and in 
particular the mental processes that partake in constructing that mental repre-
sentation.” (ibid.: vii). 
There is, however, a need to identify topical coherence in the text, as the pre-
sent analysis starts from and aims at observing real, tangible data. Since, together 
with actors’ contributions, “it is partly the analyst who makes this coherence vis-
ible by selecting properties and discerning patterns in discourse, as part of his or 
her activity” (Linell 1998: 191), I shall here concentrate on topical coherence from 
the point of view of the IT thematic structure. This type of coherence is strongly 
dependent on the adjacency pair structure and its reconstruction, which is al-
ways aimed at “making the conversation appear to be planned and goal-oriented 
with regard to the thematic structure, i.e. for making the conversation appear as 
a joint and coherent activity” (Wadensjö 1998: 249).
A further clarification of this point is provided by the distinction between 
coherence and cohesion adopted in the present study. As opposed to Halliday 
and Hasan (1987), who define cohesion as a macro-category, covering linguistic 
structure, discourse structure and semantic relations, cohesion – or continuity oF 
occurrence (DeBeaugrande & Dressler 2000: IV) – will here be referred solely to 
text syntax and grammar, i.e. the way in which the “various occurrences in the 
text [...] are related to each other [...]. The most obvious illustration is the lan-
guage system of syntax that imposes organizational patterns upon the surFace text 
(the presented configuration of words).” (DeBeaugrande & Dressler 2000: IV). As 
regards the semantic connections guiding the logical structure of a text, they are 
gathered under the definition of coherence, or continuity oF sense: “A text ‘makes 
sense’ because there is a continuity oF senses among the knowledge activated by 
the expressions of the text.” (ibid.: V). 
In adopting this terminological distinction, the analyst cannot disregard the 
fact that the definition of coherence suggested by DeBeaugrande and Dressler 
very much resembles the definition of semantic cohesion as the set of semantic 
relations provided by Halliday and Hasan (1987: 11): “there is one specific kind of 
meaning relation that is critical for the creation of texture: that in which one ele-
ment is interPreteD By reFerence to another. What cohesion has to do with is the way 
in which the meaning of the elements is interpreted”. If referred to the adjacency 
pair of Q and A, the suitability of Halliday and Hasan’s definition of cohesion is 
even more strikingly fitting: “cohesion occurs where the interPretation of some 
element in the discourse is dependent on that of another. The one PresuPPoses the 
other, in the sense that it cannot be effectively decoded except by recourse to it.” 
(ibid.: 4).
By way of conclusion, I shall identify coherence in the IT as the semantic 
relations that underlie the message conveyed through the Q/A group. In other 
words, I shall consider thematic structure and topical sequentiality between a 
specific type of Q and a specific type of A, as argued by Falbo (2002: 120): “coher-
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ence is assessed by analysing the logical sequence of ideas expressed in the IT and 
their understandability”. Cases in which a lack of coherence is registered within 
a single Q or a single A, with no implication for the overall Q/A group coherence, 
are not taken into consideration. 
The following example2 illustrates the above-mentioned concept of lack of 
coherence within an A3, which is not relevant to the analysis. The interpreted 
version is presented here in its glossed translation into English. Note that the 
purpose of the glossed translation is that of making the Italian version under-
standable to the reader, but may not maintain the problematic aspects illustrated 
in the description of each example, owing to the syntactical differences that exist 
between English and Italian. In the underlined portion of the interpreted answer 
there is a visible contradiction in the formulation of the sentence, that was not in 
the original version: in the IT, the speaker seems to identify with his proposal the 
solution to the question raised by the questioner– “I have a joint proposal to cre-
ate a commission to prevent companies from outsourcing their incomes”4, only 
to declare that this very solution must be avoided – “and this must be stopped”. 
On the other hand, if the focus is placed on the Q/A level, the sequence of impera-
tive question (type 4)/disclaimer followed by a specification of information (2a 
+ 1a)5 is perfectly coherent from the point of view of the thematic structure, and 
not at all influenced by the contradiction illustrated before.
(1)
Q: questi numeri però torniamo a queste cifre sup- torniamo a come riuscirete a ridurre il 
deficit del cinquanta percento 
	 these	figures	let	us	go	back	to	these	figures	back	to	how	you	will	be	able	to	reduce	
the	deficit	by	50%
A: le cifre del presidente erm quelle che lui ha fornito non mi convincono non so 
chi gliel’ha date che gliel’ha fornite però non sono quelli veri John McCain e 
io hanno una pro- abbiamo una proposta congiunta (.) per creare una com-
missione (.) per er per impedire che le società er possano portare all’estero 
i loro proventi i loro utili e questo dev’essere bloccate nel: ottantacinque io 
son stato uno dei primi democrats per avere un bilancio in equilibrio e siamo 
riusciti a farlo (.)
 the figures the President presented are not convincing in my opinion, I don’t 
know who provided them but they are not correct John McCain and I have a 
2 Each answer is preceded by its question for clarity purposes. Questions are presented in 
italics. Answers are not presented in their integral version: each example contains only the 
initial portion of the answer. Segments relevant to the classification have been highlighted in 
bold. Questions and answers are followed by their glossed translation into English in italics.
3 The segment chosen to indicate a lack of coherence is highlighted in bold and underlined. 
4 Glossed translation of the IT.
5 See classification in 3.4.
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joint proposal to create a commission to prevent companies from outsourcing 
their incomes and this must be stopped in 1985 I was one of the first democrats 
to [put forward] a balanced budget and we succeeded
As far as cohesion is concerned, it will here be considered as the set of syntacti-
cal relations organising the message. Lack of cohesion in these terms, namely 
as syntactical continuity of the set of “lexicogrammatical phenomena of one 
kind or another” (Halliday & Hasan 1987: 303), does not necessarily jeopardize 
the understandability of a given chunk, provided that the semantic connections 
are maintained. In the case of Qs and As – and Q/A coherence – semantic con-
nections are the relations “established between the meanings of two continuous 
passages of text [i.e. the components of an adjacency pair A/N], such that the in-
terpretation of the second is dependent on the relation in which it stands to the 
first” (ibid.: 308). 
In order to establish that a specific combination of Q and A is topically coher-
ent, Qs and As must be clearly defined. As illustrated in the next section, types of 
questions and the coherent type of answer they are most frequently combined 
with, rarely depend on their syntactical relation. Rather, they are determined by 
the functional relation that links them. 
3.4. Question occurrences and classification
A chart classifying the types of questions present in the analysed corpus has been 
devised. Question types are identified on the basis of the question’s nature, com-
position and incidence within the corpus. 
In defining the question’s nature, the present study aims at identifying ques-
tion types that go beyond a merely syntactical classification, as the one put for-
ward by Hale (2001: 27): according to her distinction, questions can be “those that 
expect affirmation or negation, as in yes-no questions6, those that expect a wide 
range of replies, as in Information or Wh-questions7, and those that present two 
or more options, as in alternative8 or forced choice questions”. 
Such distinction does not cover every occurrence in the analysed sample, for 
a very simple reason. By observing the function of each question – rather than its 
mere form – and the answer that follows, it is clear that similar structures may 
serve different semantic purposes. The elaboration of a classification requires, 
6 Also Polar questions, i.e. “usually formed by placing the operator, that is, the first auxiliary 
or form of ‘do’, in front of the subject and generally giving the sentence a rising intonation” 
(Hale 2001: 27).
7 “Wh- questions are formed by fronting the Wh- word [...]. Generally [...] Wh- questions 
have a falling intonation” (Hale 2001: 27).
8 “Alternative questions can resemble either of the two classes already mentioned and are 
formed in the same way with the addition of options at the end” (Hale 2001: 27).
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therefore, a reference to the semantic-pragmatic dimension of the question, as 
highlighted mainly by Maley and Fahey (1991: 5):
In asking questions, two primary options are possible: between questions looking for 
confirmation, that is, requiring a yes/no answer; and questions looking for informa-
tion. We have labeled the former confirmation seeking questions (CSQs) and the lat-
ter information seeking questions (ISQs).
Hale (2001: 23) quotes Maley and Fahey’s work, specifying that these two main 
semantic groups are in fact macro-categories, under which similar syntactical 
structures are gathered. The same two groups in Italian are defined open (ISQ) 
and closed (CSQ) questions (Simone 2001: 253). Other types of questions present 
in the analysed debates are declaratives, which are “simply statements with a ris-
ing intonation” (Mason 2001: 27), and imperatives, which include in their struc-
ture a verb requesting an answer in the imperative form.
Opting for the question categories referred to the English language and ap-
plying them to the analysis of the Italian IT was a direct result of the above-men-
tioned approach: by considering the prominence of the question’s function over 
its structure, the functional CSQ and ISQ categories can be applied to both lan-
guages, despite the syntactical differences between English and Italian question 
formulation.
On the basis of the types of questions found in the analysed data, the follow-
ing semantic-pragmatic classification has been devised:
1. INFORMATION SEEKING QUESTIONS (ISQs):
 1 a. Wh- questions
 1 b. Modal Polar questions (+/-)9
 1 c. Modal Declaratives (+/-)
2. CONFIRMATION SEEKING QUESTIONS (CSQs):
 2 a. Declaratives (+/-)
 2 b. Polar questions/ Yes/No questions (+/-)
 2 c. Reported speech declaratives
3. LEADING QUESTIONS (forced choice questions)
4. IMPERATIVES
9 Modal indicates here the irrealis structure, namely “all modalities, rather than a statement 
with positive polarity” (Bülow-Møller 1999: 147): “where [irrealis A/N] are included, an utter-
ance is not used in the canonical fashion to claim that something is the case” (ibid.: 145-6), but 
rather that something is likely to be the case (epistemic modality), should be the case (deontic 
modality), or would be the case if (counterfactuals). In the case of the question, modality is 
generally expressed through the verb in the conditional form (see Examples 3 and 4).
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Examples for each type of question as found in the IT are provided below10: 
(2) 1 a.
 l’Iran ha sponsorizzato il terrorismo e ha anche delle capacità di mandare dei missili 
verso Israele e potrebbe attaccare anche l’Europa quindi l’Iran veramente si trova in 
una situazione di porre una grave minaccia che cosa farebbe Lei?11
	 Iran	supported	terrorism	and	can	launch	missiles	against	Israel	and	could	attack	
Europe	as	well	so	Iran	is	a	real	threat	what would you do?
(3) 1 b. 
 grazie: senatore Kerry Lei s- vorrebbe guardare la telecamera e dire chiaramente 
dare la sua parola che non: farà nessuna legge per: i più poveri aumenterà le 
tasse per i più poveri?
 Thank	you	Senator	Kerry	would you please look straight into the camera and 
give your word that you will not put forward a bill for: that you will not raise 
taxes for citizens with the lowest income rate?
 
(4) 1 c. 
 senatore (.) migliaia di persone già sono state curate o comunque sono state trattate 
grazie all’utilizzo delle cellule staminali oppure le cellule staminali prese dal cordone 
ombelicale tuttavia nessuno è mai stato curato utilizzando delle: cellule provenienti 
dagli embrioni forse potrebbe essere utile utilizzare queste cellule staminali uti-
lizzate senza la distruzione di un embrione
	 Senator,	thousands	of	people	have	already	been	cured	or	are	being	treated	with	
stem	cells	or	with	stem	cells	found	in	the	umbilical	cord	but	nobody	has	ever	been	
cured	with	embryonic	stem	cells	perhaps cells obtained without destroying the 
embryo might be useful
(5) 2 a. 
	 senatore	Lei	ha	parlato	della	riduzione	fiscale	per	limitare	l’outsourcing	ma	ho	
letto un documento in cui Lei ha parla di un programma in Cina 
 Senator, you mentioned fiscal reduction to limit outsourcing but I read a docu-
ment in which you refer to a programme in China
(6) 2 b.
 signor presidente dal momento che continuamo ad essere i poliziotti del mondo vuole 
mantenere una presenza militare senza: fare un nuovo progetto?
10 The portion of each interrogative clause relevant to its classification has been highlighted 
in bold. Each question is followed by its glossed translation into English in italics.
11 Examples provided here are taken from the transcriptions of the ITs of CorIT. Any appar-
ent typing error is simply the unfiltered result of the transcription process.
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 Mister	President,	since	we	[the	U.S.]	continue	to	act	as	the	world	law	enforcement	
force,	do you intend to keep our military presence without making a new draft?
(7) 2 c. 
 senatore Lei ha sottolineato le preoccupazioni per quanto riguarda l’aumento 
dei costi della sanità tuttavia abbiamo avuto anche grandi cause nei confronti 
delle: dei medici
 Senator you underlined the alarm concerning the increase in health care costs, 
and yet there have been numerous lawsuits against doctors 
(8) 3.
 lei crede che ci sia bisogno dei programmi del cosiddetto affirmative action o 
non abbiamo più bisogno o non abbiamo più bisogno della dell’usare della raz-
za o il sesso come fattore per essere accettati nelle scuole o nei college? 
 Do you believe that programmes the so-called affirmative action is still needed 
or that resorting to race or gender as a discriminating factor in schools and col-
leges is no longer an issue? 
(9) 4. 
 presidente Bush (.) negli ultimi quattro anni Lei ha preso migliaia di decisioni che 
hanno avuto ripercussioni su milioni di vite per piacere ci faccia degli esempi in 
cui Lei si è reso conto di aver preso le decisioni sbagliate e che cosa può fare per 
correggerle
	 President	Bush,	in	the	last	four	years	you	have	been	making	countless	decisions	
with	 repercussions	 on	 countless	 lives.	Please, give three examples of cases in 
which you realized you made a wrong decision and what you can do to correct 
them
3.5. Answer occurrences and classification
The following definition by Halliday and Hasan (1987: 206) is an appropriate way 
of identifying answers in line with the purpose of the present study: 
Any observation by one speaker, whether it is a question or not, may be followed by an 
observation by another speaker that is related to it by some cohesive tie. We shall refer 
to this very general category of sequel as a REJOINDER. [...] A rejoinder that follows a 
question will be called a RESPONSE. 
The definition is then followed by a very thorough classification of responses, 
which served as a basis for the analysis of the answer in the present study. 
According to Halliday and Hasan, responses can be direct or indirect. Direct 
responses simply answer the questions they follow and can either have “a form 
of ‘yes’ or ‘no’, if the question is the yes/no type, or a specification of the informa-
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tion asked for by the Wh-element, if the question is of the Wh- type” (Halliday & 
Hasan 1987: 206).
Indirect responses, on the other hand, do not provide a straightforward an-
swer to any question. They are mostly a diversion from the direction suggested 
by the question itself and have the form of either a commentary – which com-
ments on the question or describes the speaker’s attitudes towards it; a disclaim-
er – which denies the relevance of the question or is the way in which the speaker 
declares his unwillingness to answer; a supplementary response – which gives 
supplementary information, implying but not actually expressing any answer.
1. DIRECT RESPONSES: 
 1 a. Specification of information (to Wh- question) 
 1 b. Yes/No
2. INDIRECT RESPONSES: 
 2 a. Commentary
 2 b. Disclaimer
 2 c. Supplementary response
Examples for each type of answer as found in the IT are provided below: 
(10) 1a.
Q: senatore (.) come possono gli Stati Uniti essere competitivi (.) (.) considerando i: salari 
(.) accettati necessari da parte de:i lavoratori americani per mantenere il loro stile di 
vita (.)
	 Senator	how	can	the	U.S.	be	competitive	considering	the	wages	deemed	accept-
able	necessary	by	American	workers	for	their	lifestyle?
A: ci sono molti modi per essere per essere competitivi (.) di nuovo purtroppo 
quest’amministrazione non ha sfruttato queste: opportunità un esempio c’è 
u:na: possibilità una società di S.Louis (.) bo- ha incentivi per trasferire i 
posti di lavoro all’estero cioè ha degli sgravi fiscali spostando questa la sua 
produzione all’estero
 There are several ways of being competitive once again unfortunately this ad-
ministration has not been able to exploit these opportunities for instance a com-
pany in St. Louis has the possibility of receiving incentives for relocating that is 
to say tax relief for transferring its production abroad
(11) 1b.
Q: (.) senatore (.) gli Stati Uniti stanno preparando un nuovo governo iracheno (.) e ritir-
eranno le truppe americane (.) Lei continuerebbe con gli stessi piani del presidente 
Bush (.)
	 Senator	the	United	States	are	preparing	a	new	Iraqi	government	and	American	
troops	will	be	pulled	out	of	the	country	would	you	carry	on	with	the	plans	of	Presi-
dent	Bush?
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A: no Anthony no io ho un piano diverso (.) perché quello del presidente non 
sta funzionando e lo vedete ogni giorno sulla television- sugli schermi della 
televisione c’è il caos in Irak (.) King Abdullah della Giordania ieri ha dett(o) 
ha detto ieri o l’altro ieri che non si possono avere elezioni in Irak con il caos 
che c’è ora
 No Anthony no I do have a different plan because the President’s plan is not 
working and you can see it every day on television – on television screens there 
is chaos in Iraq King Abdullah of Jordan said yesterday or the previous day that 
there can be no election in Iraq because of the present chaotic situation 
(12) 2a.
Q: senatore (.) migliaia di persone già sono state curate o comunque sono state trattate 
grazie all’utilizzo delle cellule staminali oppure le cellule staminali prese dal cordone 
ombelicale tuttavia nessuno è mai stato curato utilizzando delle: cellule provenienti 
dagli embrioni forse potrebbe essere utile utilizzare queste cellule staminali utilizzate 
senza la distruzione di un embrione 
	 Senator,	thousands	of	people	have	already	been	cured	or	are	being	treated	with	
stem	cells	or	with	stem	cells	found	in	the	umbilical	cord	but	nobody	has	ever	been	
cured	with	 embryonic	 stem	 cells	 perhaps	 cells	 obtained	without	 destroying	 the	
embryo	might	be	useful
A: bene Elisabeth senza dubbio: rispetto (.)rispetto la partecipazione della sua 
domanda (.) perché: so appunto che si basa su dei principi etici che: rispetto 
(.) Nancy Reagan e così tanti altri (.) er appunto hanno preso la parola su 
questo argomento [...]
 Good Elisabeth undoubtedly your question deserves my respect because I know 
that it is based on ethical principles that I too respect Nancy Reagan and many 
others expressed their opinion on this matter
(13) 2b.
Q: sono er qual- coroso di quello che ha detto ha detto che non è quando ma è se crede 
che sia inevitabile perché il senso della sicurezza sia fondamentale per tutti in questo 
paese che sono preoccupati dei loro figli? 
	 You	said	it	is	not	when	but	if	do	you	believe	that	it	is	inevitable	because	a	feeling	
of	safety	is	fundamental	among	citizens	who	worry	about	their	children?
A: ma il presidente e i suoi esperti hanno detto (.) all’America che non si tratta 
er di una questione di se ma di una questione di quando ora [...]
 But the President and his experts told their country that it is not a matter of if 
but when 
(14) 2c.
Q: signor presidente (..) Lei: al senato di fronte alla maggioranza repubblicana (.) non 
è riuscito a porre il veto sulla spesa (.) soprattutto per tutte quelle spese per l’Irak e 
l’Afghanistan sci- ci sono state settecentomila settecento milioni di dollari non soste-
nuti dalle tasse come pensa di poter coprire queste: spese 
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	 Mister	President,	before	the	Republican	majority	in	the	Senate	you	were	not	able	
to	veto	expenses	especially	those	for	Iraq	and	Afghanistan	seven	hundred	thou-
sand	seven	hundred	million	dollars	could	not	be	covered	by	the	tax	revenue	how	
do	you	intend	to	cover	them?	
A: sì grazie (.) noi abbiamo un deficit (.) deficit perché questo paese è andato in 
recessione (.) vi ricordate che: il mercato della borsa è cominciato a crollare 
sei mesi prima che io entrrassi: alla Casa Bianca e poi c’è il problema er di 
quello che c’è costato questo e in secondo luogo siamo in guerra e io e so 
quanto sapete quanto costa molto di più di centoquaranta miliardi di dol-
lari perché noi dobbiamo addestrare le truppe dobbiamo abbiamo bisogno di 
denaro per le munizioni di pagare i soldati [...]
	 Yes,	thank	you	we have a deficit because our country went into recession do you 
remember that the stock market started to collapse six months before I became 
President and this has turned into a liability and secondly we are at war and I 
know that you know how much this costs more than one hundred and forty bil-
lion dollars, because we need to train our troops, we need money for ammuni-
tion, to pay our soldiers […] 
4. Results and discussion
Any observation on this first phase of the pilot study is based on the assumption 
that the OT is cohesive and coherent. It is possible, of course, that a lack of coher-
ence and cohesion in the IT be directly linked to a lack of coherence and cohesion 
in the OT. It is equally likely that cases of incoherence and non cohesion in the OT 
be solved in the IT. Such cases will be taken into consideration during the second 
phase (OT-IT contrastive analysis), whereas cohesion and coherence in the IT will 
here be assessed only in relation to the semantic-pragmatic criterion illustrated 
in § 3.4 and 3.5.
After recording the occurrences and analysing the figures so obtained, data 
were observed from different perspectives, following four key questions:
A. Which type of Q is most frequent in the IT?
B. Which type of A is most frequent in the IT?
C. Which type of Q/A combination is most frequent in the IT?
D. If Q type “x” is the most frequent, which Q “x”/A association is the most fre-
quently cohesive and coherent?
In this section, results are presented through a series of figures illustrating the 
answers to the four key questions. Each answer shall include two figures, one for 
each debate, preceded by a brief discussion of their outcomes. Question and an-
swer types are identified through a letter and/or a number according to the lists 
provided in § 3.4 and 3.5. 
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A.   Which type of Q is most frequent in the IT?
 The first parameter taken into consideration in the Q observation is the num-
ber of occurrences for each Q type. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the majority 
of Qs in both ITs are of type 1a, namely the ISQ type referred to as Wh- ques-
tion – 55% and 50% respectively. Furthermore, there is a remarkably broad 
gap between this first type and the others. 
Qs occurrences SkyTG24
Figure 1. Occurrences of each question type in the SkyTG24 debate
Qs occurrences TG5
Figure 2. Occurrences of each question type in the TG5 debate
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 The number of coherent occurrences of each type of Q (Figures 3 and 4) ap-
pears to be rather high, 100% in most cases, and it is always higher than the 
respective degree of cohesion. These two parameters were included in the 
discussion of points A and B for the sake of completeness. They are not rele-
vant to the research question as is the occurrence parameter. They are pivotal, 
however, in the discussion of points C and D, as shall be clarified in the next 
paragraphs.
Bush/Kerry 2 SkyTG24 Questions
Figure 3. Question occurrence, cohesion and coherence (SkyTG24)
Bush/Kerry 2 TG5 Questions
Figure 4. Question occurrence, cohesion and coherence (TG5)
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B.   Which type of A is most frequent in the IT?
 As regards answers, most occurrences started as an A of the 2c type, namely a 
supplementary response – providing further information with respect to the 
question, thus answering by implication – see Figures 5 and 6. Commentaries 
(2a) and disclaimers (2b) are also frequent, unlike direct responses, namely 
specification of information (1a) and Yes/No (1b), which are the least frequent 
types of answer.
 Despite the extremely low number of cohesive occurrences, the degree of co-
herence almost always matches the occurrence level, with two exceptions: 2c 
(supplementary information) and 1b (Yes/No) answers in the SkyTG24 debate 
– see Figure 5.
Bush/Kerry 2 SkyTG24 Answers
Figure 5. Answer occurrence, cohesion and coherence (SkyTG24)
Bush/Kerry 2 TG5 Answers
Figure 6. Answer occurrence, cohesion and coherence (TG5)
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C.   Which type of Q/A combination is most frequent in the IT?
 By looking at the Q/A group as a whole (Figures 7 and 8) the most frequent 
combinations appear to match the expectations: 
• Q1a/A2c (information seeking question in the form of a Wh- question 
/ indirect response in the form of a supplementary response) – 28% 
(SkyTG24) and 34,5% (TG5);
• Q1a/A2a (information seeking question in the form of a Wh- question / 
indirect response in the form of a commentary) – 28% (SkyTG24);
• Q1a/A2b (information seeking question in the form of a Wh- question / 
indirect response in the form of a disclaimer) – 26% (TG5). 
 Wh- questions (Q1a) – which, according to syntactical rules, would normally 
require an answer specifying the information (A1a) requested in the inter-
rogative clause – can be easily answered to by implication, providing facts 
that are evidence of the information requested in the first place (A2c). Like-
wise, they can be “disclaimed” (A2b), when the answer denies the question as 
a whole, or brings about a shift in the focus on the topic, from specific infor-
mation to polar choice.
 A fundamental point emerging from the observation of Q/A combinations 
is the result regarding the Modal Polar question (Q1b), which confirms the 
semantic-pragmatic classification as the most appropriate approach. Despite 
having the syntactical structure of a Polar question, and therefore a CSQ 
rather than an ISQ, the types of answer it is most frequently combined with 
are A1b (Yes/No) and A2c (supplementary response). While the first combi-
nation (Q1b/A1b) matches the analyst’s expectations in terms of syntactical 
relevance, the second one (Q1b/A2c) does not, since supplementary respons-
es are typical responses to open questions such as Wh- questions. At least in 
this first stage of my study, this result suggests that the modal factor – and 
therefore the semantic-pragmatic function – prevails on the syntax, making 
a syntactically closed question a semantically open one. This is why the syn-
tactically closed Modal polar question (Q1b) was inserted in the semantically 
open group of ISQs in the Qs classification chart.
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Bush/Kerry 2 SkyTG24 Q/A combinations
Figure 7. Frequency of Q/A combinations (SkyTG24)
Bush/Kerry 2 TG5 Q/A combinations
Figure 8. Frequency of Q/A combinations (TG5).
D.   If Q type “x” is the most frequent, which Q“x”/A association is the most cohesive and 
coherent?
 Having established the prominence, in terms of frequency, of Wh- questions 
(Q1a) over other types of questions in the IT (see Figures 1 and 2), combina-
tions whose occurrences are coherent and cohesive 100% of the time appears 
to be: 
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• Q1a/A1b (ISQ in the form of a Wh- question / direct response in the form 
of a Yes/No) – SkyTG24; 
• Q1a/A2a (ISQ in the form of a Wh- question / indirect response in the 
form of a commentary) – TG5; 
• Q1a/A1a (ISQ in the form of a Wh- question / direct response in the form 
of a specification of information) – TG5. 
 Coherence seems therefore to be closely related to the type of question and 
the type of answer it requires: in the case of Wh- questions (Q1a), which are 
direct ISQs, direct responses including a specification of information are 
clearly the most suitable type of answer. The SkyTG24 result, however, was 
quite unexpected, since Information seeking questions appear to be mostly 
followed by Yes/No answers (A1b), which, instead, ought to be the typical re-
sponse to Confirmation seeking questions in terms of syntax and function. 
 As far as cohesion and coherence are concerned, here too, as in the case of 
questions and answers observed individually, there is in general a higher level 
of coherence than cohesion. This would confirm the expectations expressed 
in 3.3, according to which syntactical relations do not necessarily influence 
the understandability of semantically coherent chunks. 
Bush/Kerry 2 SkyTG24 Q1a combinations
Figure 9. Occurrence, cohesion and coherence of Q1a combinations (SkyTG24)
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Bush/Kerry 2 TG5 Q1a combinations
Figure 10. Occurrence, cohesion and coherence of Q1a combinations (TG5)
5. Concluding remarks
I started writing this paper by underlining its preliminary nature, its purpose be-
ing that of presenting the first phase of a pilot study, which will provide the basis 
for a more comprehensive analysis of topical coherence. It would, therefore, be 
inappropriate even to attempt to draw any kind of conclusion at this point. Nev-
ertheless, what emerges from the analysis of the ITs of these first two debates is 
a very complex and promising picture, a possible miniature example of what the 
whole analysed corpus might still have in store. 
First of all, identification of coherence in the text (§ 3.3) requires a distinction 
between coherence and cohesion that goes beyond the single-minded perspec-
tive of text analysis. Coherence depends on topical as much as structural sequen-
tiality. As a result, the investigation shall include parameters that pertain to other 
disciplines, such as interaction and conversation analysis, thus considering both 
surface and function of a text as equal factors and indicators of coherence.
Secondly, the observation of coherence within the Q/A groups of the IT con-
firmed that a functional approach to Q and A classification (§ 3.4 and 3.5) is more 
suitable to describe topic reconstruction within the adjacency pair, than a mere 
syntactical categorisation. Syntactical structure does, actually, provide a useful 
template for an initial identification of the different types of Qs and As found 
in the analysed corpus. Yet, an investigation on coherence – particularly in spo-
ken discourse – requires a further step, in which the analyst considers semantic 
and pragmatic aspects that make a text – i.e. the adjacency pair – hang together, 
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alongside with syntactical cohesion. This is the only way to describe effectively 
topic reconstruction and topical coherence between Qs and As. Even if they have 
different syntactical structures, they frequently form coherent pairs thanks to 
their semantic and pragmatic function – as in the case of the Modal polar ques-
tion (Q1b) in the Information Seeking Questions group, when combined with 
the supplementary response (A2c). 
The next immediate step will be verifying the results here obtained with the 
OT-IT contrastive analysis as a counterproof and a way of further testing my 
methodological approach; the analysis will be subsequently extended to the re-
maining debates. Every step forward in the analysis might very well lead to the 
surfacing of new issues, providing further chances to interrogate the corpus and 
include other factors as parameters for the analysis, leading in their turn to other 
hypotheses to be confirmed or disclaimed.
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Interpreting Football 
Press Conferences: 
The FOOTIE Corpus
annalisa sandrelli
Abstract
During the 2008 European football championships, the European Union of Football As-
sociations (UEFA) assigned an interpreter to all participating teams for the duration of 
the tournament. All teams were bound by the regulations to hold one pre-match and one 
post-match press conference and the official languages always included English and the 
languages of the two teams. Simultaneous interpreting was chosen for this kind of com-
municative situation and English was used as a pivot language whenever necessary. The 
recordings of all the Italy press conferences held during EURO2008 have been transcribed 
to create the FOOTIE (Football in Europe) corpus, in order to carry out semi-automatic 
analyses of certain features of this kind of communicative situation. Football press con-
ferences are an example of dialogic communication characterised by high interactivity, 
fast pace and the use of domain-specific language, and as such they pose specific chal-
lenges to the interpreter.
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1. Introduction
FOOTIE (Football in Europe) is a corpus of press conferences interpreted simul-
taneously during the 2008 European football championships held in Austria and 
Switzerland (EURO2008). It includes all the pre- and post-match press confer-
ences held by Italy and its opponents during the competition: the Netherlands, 
Romania, France and Spain. Permission to use these materials for research pur-
poses was granted by UEFA (the European Football Association) on account of the 
fact that the author of this chapter was Italy’s interpreter.
After the tournament UEFA provided video recordings of the Italy post-match 
press conferences and audio recordings of the other ones. This has led to the 
creation of the FOOTIE Multimedia Archive that includes 16 press conferences 
overall: eight for Italy, and two each for the Netherlands, Romania, France and 
Spain (see Table 1). In all of these press conferences the predominant language 
is the language of the team whose head coach was being interviewed, but some 
questions were also asked in English or in the language of the “other” team (the 
opponents). In other words, all of these speech situations are multilingual. In the 
multimedia archive each source language (SL) press conference is matched by 
one or two target language (TL) version(s); however, it should be noted that the 
Dutch questions in the Netherlands press conferences and all the Romanian SL 
materials have been excluded from the project that only takes into account Ital-
ian, English, French and Spanish. English was always used as a pivot language for 
relay interpreting purposes, unless otherwise specified.
All the parts highlighted in grey have already been transcribed; only the Spain 
pre- and post-match press conferences and related interpretations have yet to 
be transcribed in order to complete the FOOTIE Corpus. Transcription has been 
carried out by five final-year interpreting students in the Faculty for Interpret-
ing and Translation at LUSPIO University in Rome (Lauteri 2008; Tourdre Mas-
siani 2009; Massaro 2009; Mandolei 2010; Vaccaro 2011). The conventions are 
those used in the EPIC (European Parliament Interpreting Corpus) project, in 
order to ensure maximum data comparability (Monti et al. 2005; Sandrelli et al. 
2010). However, whilst in EPIC each speech has its own transcript and header 
with extra-linguistic information on speaker and speech, this solution was not 
suitable for FOOTIE, since it is a dialogic corpus, with each speaking turn lasting 
only a few seconds. Therefore, two versions of the transcripts were produced for 
use with different tools. A Microsoft Excel file was created for each press con-
ference, featuring an annotated transcript and all the necessary extra-linguistic 
information in a separate header. Moreover, transcripts are also available as text 
files (.txt) for use with lexical analysis software. 
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Press conference SL TL 1 TL 2
Italy MD-1
(ITALY-NETHERLANDS)
Italian English N/A
Italy MD
(ITALY-NETHERLANDS)
Italian English N/A
Netherlands MD-1
(ITALY-NETHERLANDS)
English
(Dutch)
(Dutch)
English
Italian
Netherlands MD
(ITALY-NETHERLANDS)
English
(Dutch)
(Dutch)
English
Italian
Italy MD-1
(ITALY-ROMANIA)
Italian English N/A
Italy MD
(ITALY-ROMANIA)
Italian English N/A
Romania MD-1
(ITALY-ROMANIA)
N/A English Italian
Romania MD
(ITALY-ROMANIA)
N/A English Italian
Italy MD-1
(ITALY-FRANCE)
Italian English French
Italy MD
(ITALY-FRANCE)
Italian English French
France MD-1
(ITALY-FRANCE)
French English Italian
France MD
(ITALY-FRANCE)
French English Italian
Italy MD-1
(ITALY-SPAIN)
Italian English* Spanish
Italy MD
(ITALY-SPAIN)
Italian English* Spanish
Spain MD-1
(ITALY-SPAIN)
Spanish English Italian
Spain MD
(ITALY-SPAIN)
Spanish English Italian
Table 1. FOOTIE Multimedia Archive
SL = source language. TL = target language. N/A = not available. * = English occasionally used as a 
pivot language. MD: match day. MD-1: match day minus one (i.e. pre-match)
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Figure 1 shows a press conference header:
Figure 1. Italy post-match press conference header (Italy-Spain)
The table on the left in Figure 1 contains date and place information and the 
names of the corresponding video and audio files. The two smaller tables on the 
right contain the keys to the acronyms used to classify speech events and to re-
cord duration of speaking turns, number of words and speaking speed. This is fol-
lowed by another table (see Figure 2), listing all participants by name (if known), 
gender, country of origin and language; the final column indicates whether the 
speaker is a native speaker of that language. No information is available on those 
journalists who sat there in silence and only “functioned” as audience members. 
The vast majority of speakers in the corpus are men and that includes not only 
all the interviewees, but also the interviewers. Moreover, most of the journal-
ists who took the floor were of the same nationality as the team holding the 
press conference, with a small minority from the “other” country (below, Italy 
and Spain, respectively). However, there were exceptions, given the popularity 
of football and of the Italian team, at the time the holders of the FIFA World Cup.
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Figure 2. Participants
Figure 3. Original press conference, English booth and Spanish booth (Italy-Spain)
Another Excel sheet in the same file contains the press conference transcript. As 
can be seen in Figure 3, there are three columns containing the SL version (in this 
case Italian), the English TL version and the Spanish TL version. Each speaker is 
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identifiable by the related acronym (e.g. M for moderator; see Figure 2 above for 
other examples) and each speaking turn has been transcribed on a new line, as 
a separate speech event. Identified speech events include: floor allocation (FA), 
opening/closing remarks (OCR), procedure and housekeeping announcements 
(P), questions (Q), answers (A) and comments (C). Duration, number of words 
and average speaking speed of individual speech events are indicated in the rel-
evant columns. The Excel “Data Filter” tool makes it possible to select data by 
speech event (i.e. only the answers, only the floor allocation turns, and so on) or 
by speaker (the moderator’s speaking turns, or the primary interviewee’s turns, 
etc.). This display also makes it possible to visualise turn-taking mechanisms 
across languages and to spot when an interpreter has merged two or more con-
secutive turns in his/her rendition.
A description of speech events and participants identified in the FOOTIE cor-
pus can be found elsewhere, together with an overview of the football-related 
translation market and of the interpreters’ conditions of work during EURO2008 
(Sandrelli 2012). This chapter has a different focus, in that it looks at some fea-
tures of press conferences that make them particularly challenging for interpret-
ers, namely their interactional structure and fast pace. 
Firstly, press conferences are described as an example of institutional inter-
action (§ 2). Then, an analysis of the Italy press conferences and related English 
versions is provided, with data on duration, speaking speed and text length (§ 3). 
A closer look at the turn-taking mechanisms at work in the two versions helps 
explain why there is some text reduction in the TL version (§ 4): not all speech 
events are equal and it is interesting to see what goes untranslated and why. Fi-
nally, some ideas for future research are sketched in the conclusions (§ 5).
2. Football press conferences as an example of institutional interaction
2.1. Interviews and press conferences
Interviews and press conferences (also called news conferences) are examples of 
institutional interaction, since they are characterised by most of the features in-
dicated in the literature. In both speech situations there is an external goal which 
pre-determines participants’ roles, turn-taking, power relations, topic selection, 
and so on; there is a special organisation of the space in which the interaction 
takes place (often with a symbolic significance) and the use of a language for spe-
cial purposes (Drew & Heritage 1992; Orletti 2000; Bazzanella 2002; Straniero 
Sergio 2007).
Court proceedings, medical consultations and job interviews are other ex-
amples of institutional interaction. In some settings there is maximum social 
distance between the parties involved: in a medical consultation the doctor is 
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the only participant with expert knowledge (Tebble 1999); likewise, judges and 
lawyers represent a country’s institutions in court (Galatolo 2002; Berk-Seligson 
2009). In sports interviews and press conferences power asymmetry and social 
distance are more reduced than in community settings: coaches and players (in-
terviewees) are not the only ones with specialised subject-matter knowledge, 
since sports journalists (interviewers) are experts too.
The general aims of interviews and press conferences are quite similar. Inter-
views are conducted with public figures whose ideas or actions are considered 
interesting for readers and/or TV viewers; press conferences are often called by 
public figures themselves or are routinely held events in which the latter inform 
the public on their activities (Clayman 2004). Press conferences usually involve a 
higher number of participating journalists, and, therefore, are instances of “one-to-
many” interaction, whereas interviews are an example of “one-to-one” interaction.
Both speech situations are managed through questions and answers1, and 
journalists usually aim to collect relevant information and obtain statements or 
quotes that they can use in their reports. As Clayman (1990: 81) points out:
Newspapers and television news stories regularly contain verbatim or paraphrased 
statements from a variety of sources. While some of these are derived from written 
texts, many are culled from interactional situations, with interviews, press confer-
ences, public speeches, and congressional hearings being prominent examples.
The norm in both interviews and press conferences is that journalists try to be 
impartial and to avoid acknowledgment tokens, since their institutional role is 
restricted to asking questions. However, journalists are not supposed to allow 
interviewees a free rein either, and, therefore, they are expected to be somewhat 
provocative or probing in their questioning (Clayman & Heritage 2002a, 2002b; 
Clayman 2004). Clearly, it is very difficult to be neutral and adversarial at the 
same time, and interviewees may react to perceived aggressiveness by trying to 
evade undesirable questions. Interviewees are subject to two opposing pressures 
too: on the one hand their institutional role requires them to answer questions; 
on the other hand, they may feel tempted to resist answering certain questions 
but cannot refuse outright, lest they appear too evasive to interviewers and, 
above all, to the audience (Clayman 2001; Clayman & Heritage 2002a). 
Since both interviewees and interviewers have their own agenda, this kind 
of dialogue develops sequentially by means of very specific questioning / an-
swering strategies (Partington 2001; Straniero Sergio 2007; Clayman & Heritage 
2002a, 2002b). In both interviews and press conferences the most important se-
quence of speech events is the adjacency pair, i.e. a question as an initiating turn, 
followed by an answer in a responding turn. However, there are several impor-
tant differences between interviews and press conferences.
1 This is common to other speech situations too, such as police interrogations and court 
proceedings (Berk-Seligson 2009 and Galatolo 2002).
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In interviews it is quite common to find instances of a follow-up question or 
comment in the third turn (as happens in ordinary conversation), especially if 
the interviewer feels that the interviewee has been evasive (Clayman 2001; Clay-
man & Heritage 2002a, 2002b). By contrast, in press conferences the general rule 
is that each journalist is allowed only one question: after each answer the floor 
is allocated to another journalist for a new question. As a consequence, journal-
ists often ask multiple questions in the same turn, because they are aware that 
they may not be granted a second one for a follow-up (Clayman 2004). Moreover, 
each new question introduces a new topic, which means that there is high local 
coherence and cohesion between questions and answers within each Q&A pair, 
but not necessarily in the overall macro level of the press conference (i.e. differ-
ent Q&A pairs).
The press conferences held during major football tournaments have the func-
tion of allowing journalists direct access to coaches and leading players on the 
eve of games and just afterwards for comments. Indeed, the main reason for 
journalists to attend is to obtain last-minute information and/or comments 
on matches, often in the form of quotations for their game reports. The football 
press conferences held during EURO2008 can be described as instances of insti-
tutional interaction for a speech community made up of international journalists, 
football managers, football players, UEFA media officers and national press offic-
ers. The general public was not admitted to the press conference rooms, so there 
was no primary audience; moreover, the press conferences were not broadcast, 
either live or recorded, which meant that there was no secondary audience either 
(i.e. TV viewers at home). However, the information exchanged in press confer-
ences was used in newspaper and TV reports produced almost in real time and 
eventually reached a worldwide audience. 
The rituality in football press conferences has an influence on the choice of ac-
ceptable topics for discussion. All the pre-match press conferences include ques-
tions on the forthcoming game, historical precedents between the two teams (if 
any), likely line-up and other tactical arrangements, the expectations of the head 
coach and his opinion on the opponents; enquiries are sometimes made on play-
ers’ fitness and concentration. Predictably, all the post-match press conferences 
contain an assessment of the game that has just been played and sometimes of 
individual players’ performances, as well as questions on the game ahead. There 
is little scope for variation from this script and, clearly, an awareness of this is an 
advantage for interpreters in terms of mental and terminological preparation2.
2  Moreover, the limited range of topics has an influence on the degree of lexical variety en-
countered in these press conferences, an aspect that will be studied in a future paper on lexical 
variety in the Italian SL sub-corpus and matching English TL version.
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2.2. An overview of related interpreting corpora
The FOOTIE corpus has been compiled in order to carry out an observational 
study of simultaneous interpreting during the press conferences of an interna-
tional football tournament. This communicative situation differs from the inter-
preter-mediated situations analysed in other electronic corpora in several ways3. 
Firstly, it must be pointed out that the majority of existing interpreting 
corpora are corpora of monologic speech situations produced in conference 
settings. An example is DIRSI-C (Directionality in Simultaneous Interpreting 
Corpus), a bilingual parallel corpus of simultaneously interpreted medical con-
ferences held in Italy, with SL speeches in Italian and English and matching in-
terpreted versions in English and Italian, with interpreters working both ways 
(i.e. from their B language into their A language and vice versa; Bendazzoli 2010a, 
2010b). The more interactive parts of these conferences (the Q&A sessions) have 
not been transcribed, so the corpus includes papers and lectures and a number 
of other speech events related to the institutional frame of each conference (i.e. 
floor allocation events, opening-closing remarks, procedure or housekeeping an-
nouncements and comments).
Similarly, EPIC (European Parliament Interpreting Corpus) is a trilingual cor-
pus of simultaneously interpreted speeches in Italian, English and Spanish from 
the plenary debates of the European Parliament (Monti et al. 2005; Sandrelli et 
al. 2010). Because of the strict floor allocation procedures in this setting, most 
speeches are read or partly planned, with limited chance for follow-up in the de-
bate and, in this sense, they cannot be considered representative of a dialogic sit-
uation: they are, in fact, closer to the written end of the spoken-to-written scale.
EPIC and DIRSI-C share the interpreting mode (simultaneous) with FOOTIE, 
but not the type of speech situation and speech events. In football press confer-
ences interpreters translate dialogue. There are a few corpora of dialogic speech 
in studies on community interpreting or business interpreting. An example is 
the K2 corpus for the “Interpreting in Hospitals (DiK)” project, with transcripts 
of monolingual and interpreted doctor-patient communication in German, 
Turkish, Portuguese and Spanish (Meyer 2008). Similarly, the Dialogue Inter-
preting Corpus is made up of transcripts of real-life data and class role plays from 
health care and business settings in Italian and English (Merlini 2007). In these 
cases interpreter-mediated communication takes place via liaison interpreting. 
By contrast, in football press conferences dialogue is translated either simultane-
ously or consecutively: simultaneous interpreting is used if the related equip-
ment is available; if there are no booths, the interpreter whispers the translation 
of journalists’ questions into the interviewee’s ear and then translates his an-
swers consecutively. The above-mentioned dialogue interpreting corpora share 
3  For a more general overview of interpreting corpora, see Bendazzoli & Sandrelli 2009 and 
Bendazzoli 2010b.
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the type of institutional dialogue with football press conferences, but not the in-
terpreting mode. 
CorIt (Television Interpreting Corpus) includes about 2,500 TV interpret-
ing performances (Straniero Sergio 2007 and this volume), classified according 
to programme macrocategories (talk-shows and media events) and interpret-
ing mode (consecutive interpreting without notes, simultaneous interpreting 
in praesentia, and simultaneous interpreting in absentia; Dal Fovo this volume). 
Within CorIt, of particular relevance to the FOOTIE project are the sub-corpus of 
Formula One press conferences (FPC) (Straniero Sergio 2003) and that of Ameri-
can presidential debates (Dal Fovo 2009, forthcoming, this volume), since both of 
them belong to the news conference category discussed in § 2.1. However, there 
are some important differences.
The first one concerns the interpreters’ participation status. Both the Ameri-
can presidential debates and the Formula One press conferences were inter-
preted in absentia, i.e. the interpreters were not in the same place as the primary 
participants who were not even aware that their statements were being trans-
lated for Italian TV. By contrast, the FOOTIE press conferences were interpreted 
in praesentia, i.e. the interpreter was in the same room as the conference partici-
pants, with obvious consequences in terms of involvement in the communica-
tive situation (see Sandrelli 2012 for details on the conditions of work).
Moreover, the American presidential debates were translated by teams of in-
terpreters, as is often the case in TV interpreting (Kurz 1997; Mack 2000, 2001), so 
that the rhythm of the SL dialogue is reproduced by two alternating voices, with 
one interpreter dealing with questions and the other one with answers (Dal Fovo 
2009 and this volume). Both the Formula One press conferences and the FOOTIE 
press conferences were translated by a single interpreter working on his/her 
own, given their short duration.
Straniero Sergio (2003) identified a number of textual features in the FPC cor-
pus that can also be found in the FOOTIE press conferences: dialogicity, brevity, 
rituality and intertextuality. In both cases press conferences are ritual speech situ-
ations (held after every Formula One race vs. before and after the Italy EURO2008 
games), all participants make reference to the intertextual context (the Formula 
One season vs. the EURO2008 championships), they are dialogic corpora and 
individual press conferences are quite short. In other words, the speech situa-
tions in these two corpora are similar and the interpreting mode is the same, 
simultaneous interpreting. Therefore, the research work carried out on the FPC 
corpus and, to an extent, on the American presidential debates in CorIT, can be 
considered relevant to the development of the FOOTIE corpus.
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3. The Italy press conferences: a general description 
As was explained in § 1, the FOOTIE multimedia archive and corpus include press 
conferences in several languages. The decision to focus on the press conferences 
held by Italy stems from the fact that this is the largest and most homogene-
ous part of the FOOTIE corpus, including, as it does, eight press conferences in 
two languages (16 recordings overall). However, as was explained in § 1, all the 
EURO2008 press conferences were, in fact, multilingual, even though there was 
always a main language. During the Italy press conferences some questions were 
asked in English and in the language of the opposing team (French, Spanish, Ro-
manian and Dutch). As a result, the recordings of the Italian sound channel in-
clude original Italian and interpreted Italian, and the same applies to the record-
ings of the English channel (original English and interpreted English). 
3.1. Duration
Data on duration (in minutes and seconds), text length (number of words) and 
average speed (words per minute) of the original press conferences and the Eng-
lish version are presented in Table 2 below.
Duration
Italian 
word count
Average speed 
(w/m)
English word 
count
Average speed 
(w/m)
Italy-Holland MD-1 23’ 55’’ 3,487 145.8 3,505 146.5
Italy-Holland MD 18’ 40’’ 3,059 163.9 2,839 152
Italy-Romania MD-1 20’ 05’’ 3,524 172.6 2,951 144.5
Italy-Romania MD 10’ 47’’ 1,809 167.7 1,654 153.4
Italy-France MD-1 16’ 20’’ 2,743 167.9 2,635 161.3
Italy-France MD 14’ 14’’ 2,316 162.7 2,345 164.7
Italy-Spain MD-1 28’ 3,788 135.3 3,595 128.4
Italy-Spain MD 18’ 16’’ 2,777 152 2,642 144.6
TOTAL 150’ 17’’ 23,503 158.5 22,166 147.5
Table 2. Duration, word count, average speed of the original Italy press conferences and of the 
English version
As can be seen above, the post-match press conferences (indicated by the acro-
nym MD, i.e. match day) were always shorter than pre-match press conferences 
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(MD-1, i.e. match day minus one). This is easy to explain: the day before each 
game, head coach Roberto Donadoni was more willing to spend time with jour-
nalists, while after games the team was eager to get away, either to go to dinner 
(after playing a six p.m. game) or to get some rest (after an evening game). Over-
all, the average duration of each press conference was around twenty minutes, 
which is why one interpreter per booth was deemed sufficient by the consultant 
interpreter who organised the service (see Sandrelli 2012). 
The range of speech events produced by participants in these communica-
tive situations is very limited (§ 4): interviewers are there to ask questions and 
interviewees are there to answer them, with moderators in charge of opening 
and closing press conferences, explaining procedures and managing turn-taking 
smoothly (see Sandrelli 2012 for a more detailed description of participants and 
speech events in FOOTIE). The typical structure of these press conferences in-
cludes an opening with words of welcome, procedural announcements and other 
house-keeping moments, questions and answers and finally a closing statement.
An aspect that is worth considering is not just the overall duration of the press 
conference, but the duration of individual speech events. In a standard confer-
ence interpreting setting the bulk of speech events is made up of lectures or pa-
pers whose individual duration generally ranges between a few minutes and half 
an hour or even longer (Bendazzoli 2010b). In some settings, of course, specific 
rules determine the duration of conference speeches. In the European Parlia-
ment plenary debates most speeches are quite short by conference interpreting 
standards, ranging between two and six minutes, because of the very strict rules 
for the allocation of speaking time (see Sandrelli et al. 2010). By contrast, in press 
conferences the most frequent events are, obviously, questions and answers (see 
Tables 4 and 5 in § 4); in the FOOTIE press conferences the vast majority of ques-
tions and answers last from a few seconds to a few minutes, with a peak value of 
about four minutes.
A specific study on this aspect was carried out by Mandolei (2010) on the Italy-
Spain press conferences. In the pre-match, press conference questions lasted on 
average just over 13 seconds, while answers were just under 36 seconds long; in 
the post-match press conference, questions had an average duration of almost 11 
seconds, and Roberto Donadoni’s answers lasted about 30 seconds (the answers 
of the second interviewee, the head of the Italian Football Federation, Giancarlo 
Abete, were considerably longer, an average of 88 seconds). As these data show, 
the interpreters had to translate very short bursts of speech, and therefore, had 
virtually no time to get used to speakers’ voices and ways of speaking, with the 
possible exception of the main interviewees who spoke longer and more fre-
quently than the other participants. The interpreters were obliged to keep a short 
décalage in order to avoid missing the first half of the subsequent turn; this is 
crucial when relay interpreting is used, which was frequent in the FOOTIE press 
conferences (see Table 1 in § 1). 
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3.2. Speaking speed 
As regards speaking speed, the average value of the original Italian press confer-
ences was 158.5 w/m, with a peak of 172.6 w/m and a minimum speed of 135.3 
w/m. It must be remembered that the recordings of the Italian channel also in-
clude a few fragments of interpreted Italian (i.e. turns in which Italian is a tar-
get language); however, since the number of interpreted turns is very low, these 
values can be taken as a reliable indicator of source text speed (see Table 3 in 
§ 4). It is worth pointing out that the pace generally considered “comfortable” for 
interpreting purposes is significantly lower, since the literature indicates a range 
between 100 and 120 w/m as the ideal speed (Pöchhacker 2004: 129).
Moreover, average speed values hide the fact that there was a marked differ-
ence in speed among participants: this emerges very clearly from the annotat-
ed transcripts in which speed was calculated for each speaking turn (all of this 
information is available in the Excel files described in § 1). Constant changes in 
SL speed are an added difficulty when interpreting press conferences, in com-
parison with conference interpreting settings in which there are usually fewer 
speakers who tend to hold the floor for longer with a steadier pace. 
As regards speaking speed in English, this tends to be lower than the original, 
both in terms of average value (147.5 w/m) and of values reached in individual 
press conferences (the only two exceptions are the Italy-Holland MD-1 and the 
Italy-France MD press conferences). Let us compare these data with those avail-
able for EPIC and DIRSI-C, the two conference interpreting corpora with which 
FOOTIE shares transcription and annotation conventions. 
In EPIC, average speaking speed in the SL sub-corpora is 156.5 w/m for Eng-
lish, 152 w/m for Spanish and 130 w/m for Italian: these speeds are typical of Eu-
ropean Parliament session debates. Turning to the interpreters, it is interesting 
to note that their speed varies less, ranging between 123 and 137 w/m, and tends 
to be lower than the speed of the source texts (with two exceptions, see Sandrelli 
et al. 2010). However, the interesting aspect is that the interpreters’ speed does 
not seem to be strongly affected by the language combination: for example, the 
speed of the Italian booth is 123.7 w/m when interpreting from English and 124.5 
w/m when interpreting from Spanish; similarly, the average speed of the Eng-
lish booth and of the Spanish booth tends to be steady regardless of the source 
language. At this point it is worth highlighting that in this setting almost all the 
interpreters only work into their mother tongue (i.e. their A language). In other 
words, these data indicate that the interpreters’ output in their native language 
tends to be produced at a fairly steady speed, irrespective of the language from 
which they interpret.
Another interesting result was obtained in a study on DIRSI-C (Bendazzoli 
2010a). In this case there is a bidirectional booth, with interpreters working 
into and out of their mother tongue (from B to A and from A to B), as in FOOTIE. 
When working from Italian into English, the interpreters had a slightly faster 
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pace than the SL speakers (120 w/m), but when working from English into Italian 
their pace was slightly lower (117 w/m). Interestingly, therefore, the interpreters 
tended to speak at roughly the same speed in both languages, regardless of the 
source language and the speed of the original speakers. This could be an effect of 
training and experience.
As a general conclusion, it could be said that the data on speed from three dif-
ferent corpora seem to suggest that simultaneous interpreters tend to keep their 
own pace fairly steady and their speaking speed is influenced only to a limited 
extent by the speed of the SL speakers. 
3.3. Text length
As regards text length, the overall word count in the TL version is lower than in 
the original; the same applies if individual SL press conferences are compared to 
their own TL version (with two exceptions), even though differences are small 
and in some cases minimal. Clearly, text length in itself is not particularly sig-
nificant, because different languages have different linguistic structures and 
therefore may require a different number of words to express the same concepts. 
However, it is worth pointing out that this reflects the results obtained for EPIC 
and DIRSI-C.
In EPIC the word count in the three SL sub-corpora (org-en, org-es and org-
it) is higher than in the TL sub-corpora (with one exception, the sub-corpus of 
speeches interpreted from Italian into Spanish; see Sandrelli et al. 2010). Like-
wise, in DIRSI-C the word count in the two SL sub-corpora (org-en and org-it) 
is higher than in the corresponding TL sub-corpora (int-en-it and int-it-en; see 
Bendazzoli 2010b)4. Since this pattern is found across languages and in different 
translation directions in the three interpreting corpora considered here, these 
data seem to confirm a general tendency to TL text reduction in simultaneous 
interpreting. This is only to be expected, given the conditions in which the TL 
text is produced, i.e. under time pressure and constant interference from the SL. 
However, an aspect that needs to be taken into account is that text reduction 
does not necessarily mean information loss. While in some cases text reduction 
may be caused by involuntary omissions (i.e. the interpreter struggling to keep 
up with the SL speaker), in others it may be the result of strategic omissions and 
conscious text compression strategies (Napier 2004). Indeed, part of the training 
in simultaneous interpreting is aimed at teaching students to be succinct and to 
the point, one of the key coping tactics that professional interpreters use (Gile 
4 There were two interesting exceptions to this trend. Word count in the translation of 
shorter speech events tended to be very close to that of the original in the whole corpus. 
Moreover, the output of the only interpreter who was an English native speaker tended to 
match or even exceed the Italian original when translating from Italian into English, i.e. from 
his B language into his A language (cf. Bendazzoli 2010b).
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1995). Moreover, in press conferences specifically, this ability is invaluable, as 
pointed out by Straniero Sergio (2003) in relation to the FPC corpus:
In an exchange where interviewer and interviewee share the same language, answers 
follow questions without interruption. The absence of inter-turn pauses together 
with a very high rate of speed put interpreters in the position of always being late. No 
wonder that all questions translated by interpreters are systematically “summarizing 
renditions” [...]
In order to find out whether text reduction in the English version of the Italy 
press conferences also meant that important information was lost, a quantita-
tive, semi-automatic study of speech events has been carried out and is illustrat-
ed in § 4. 
4. Types of speech events and interpreters’ strategies
As was mentioned in § 2.1, in press conferences there is a high number of in-
terviewers and each of them is generally allocated only one speaking turn. The 
constant switch in questioners, associated with fast pace and the short duration 
of both questions and answers, is a source of considerable difficulty for the in-
terpreters, because it means that overall coherence and cohesion are more lim-
ited than in traditional conference interpreting. Thus, simultaneous interpreters 
working in press conferences or debates have to rely on textural clues even more 
than when interpreting monologic speeches (Hatim & Mason 1997: 63-64):
[...] the simultaneous interpreter relies on textural signals. Context is muted because the inter-
preter is not a ratified participant in the speech event and because the constraints of immediacy 
of response and the focus on short units deny the interpreter the opportunity for adequate top-
down processing. The same constraints [...] affect appreciation of structure. Structure [...] is not 
available to the receiver in its entirety in the same way as it is to the consecutive interpreter or 
the receiver of written texts.
Clearly, for interaction to take place smoothly in an interpreter-mediated press 
conference, it is of paramount importance to reproduce the question-answer 
pairs and to preserve topical coherence and cohesion within each pair (Dal Fovo 
2009, forthcoming and this volume). A rough but intuitive measurement of ac-
curacy may come from a comparison in the number of turns in the original press 
conferences and in the English TL version. The data are presented together with 
data on speed and have been listed by number of turns (from the highest to the 
lowest). 
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As can be seen, the number of turns in each SL press conference is not directly 
correlated with its duration. Two press conferences of roughly the same duration 
(Italy-Holland MD and Italy-Spain MD) were made up of 66 and 43 turns, respec-
tively; moreover, a relatively short press conference, Italy-France MD-1, had the 
third highest number of turns. A factor that influences the number of turns is 
speaking speed: the faster the speed, the more questions and answers it is possi-
ble to cram into the same amount of time. Indeed, the top number of turns in our 
corpus was found in the second longest press conference (Italy-Romania MD-1) 
that was also the fastest. Although it was about eight minutes shorter than the 
longest press conference in the corpus (Italy-Spain MD-1), it was almost 40 w/m 
faster, which resulted in more floor time for more speakers.
Duration Turns in the 
original PCs
Average speed 
(w/m)
Turns in the 
English version
Average speed 
(w/m)
Italy-Romania MD-1 20’ 05’’ 100 (0) 172.6 55 144.5
Italy-Spain MD-1 28’ 92 (5) 135.3 57 128.4
Italy-France MD-1 16’ 20’’ 71 (5) 167.9 44 161.3
Italy-Holland MD 18’ 40’’ 66 (7) 163.9 44 152.0
Italy-Holland MD-1 23’ 55’’ 52 (7) 145.8 47 146.5
Italy-France MD 14’ 14’’ 46 (2) 162.7 38 164.7
Italy-Spain MD 18’ 16’’ 43 (4) 152.0 38 144.6
Italy-Romania MD 10’ 47’’ 35 (4) 167.7 22 153.4
TOTAL 150’ 17’’ 505 (34) 158.5 345 147.5
Table 3. Number of turns in the original Italy press conferences and in the English version. (n) 
interpreted turns (English into Italian).
What is interesting to note, however, is that there is a marked drop in turns 
in the English version, both overall (-160) and in individual press conferences, 
particularly in the two with the highest number of turns. Tables 4 and 5 present 
a classification of all the speech events in the Italian press conferences and in the 
English version (see § 1), in order to discover whether there are some that system-
atically go untranslated.
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Turns in Italian PCs Q A FA C OCR P
Italy-Romania MD-1 100 32 29 19 13 4 3
Italy-Spain MD-1 92 28 31 17 8 5 3
Italy-France MD-1 71 24 26 13 2 3 3
Italy-Holland MD 66 23 24 11 2 4 2
Italy-Holland MD-1 52 21 25 4 0 1 1
Italy-France MD 46 18 20 1 2 3 2
Italy-Spain MD 43 20 19 2 2 0 0
Italy-Romania MD 35 12 12 8 1 2 0
TOTAL 505 178 186 75 30 22 14
Table 4. Types of speech events in the Italian press conferences (IT PCs)
Turns in English PCs Q A FA C OCR P
Italy-Romania MD-1 55 27 23 3 1 0 1
Italy-Spain MD-1 57 25 27 1 0 3 1
Italy-France MD-1 44 20 21 0 1 2 0
Italy-Holland MD 44 19 22 0 1 2 0
Italy-Holland MD-1 47 21 24 1 0 1 0
Italy-France MD 38 18 17 0 1 2 0
Italy-Spain MD 38 17 17 1 0 1 2
Italy-Romania MD 22 11 11 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 345 158 162 6 4 11 4
Table 5. Types of speech events in the English version of the press conferences
The most significant reduction in the English version affects all those turns that 
make up the frame of press conferences: 116 out of 160 lost turns (72.5%) are 
opening and closing statements, procedure and housekeeping announcements, 
floor allocation turns and comments. However, the disappearance of such a high 
number of turns does not necessarily mean that important information is also 
lost. In fact, in many cases it can be considered as a time-saving strategy, as we 
shall see below.
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An example of this is the FA turns. The latter were only translated when there 
was factual content, i.e. when the turn contained a description to indicate the 
next speaker because the moderator did not know him/her by name; when the 
turn simply consisted of a journalist’s name, it was skipped altogether. The same 
applies to OCR turns: they were translated at the beginning of press conferences 
because the interpreter had sufficient time to do so; however, during press con-
ferences these short exchanges were only translated in their entirety if the inter-
preter was not lagging behind. In example 1 the FA turn disappears, as does the 
interviewee’s reply to the journalist’s greeting (the second OCR turn below). The 
journalist’s greeting is translated but it is incorporated into the translation of the 
question (in italics an English gloss is provided, whereas the actual TL produced 
on the day is in the last column).
(1) Italy-Spain MD-1
M1 FA Paco  
INT.R 14 OCR sì // buonasera mister
yes, good afternoon guv’nor
good evening // do you 
think … that strategy 
is going to be very 
important for the 
overall result // and d- 
have you decided on the 
name of the five penalty 
takers if it comes to 
penalties?
INT.E OCR buonasera
good afternoon
INT.R 14 Q crede che la strategia può essere fondamentale 
</fundamentale/> per il risultato finale // e se  
</si/> per il caso ha deciso il nome dei cinque 
rigoristi primi / prego / grazie
Do you think strategy can be key for the final result? 
And if so, have you decided on the names of the five 
first-choice penalty-takers? Thanks
Some procedural turns were also omitted. In example 2 below the moderator 
gives the floor to a journalist (INT.R 1) who starts speaking off mike (the first 
part of the question cannot be heard in the recording). The moderator intervenes 
and instructs him to wait for the roaming microphone; meanwhile, the inter-
preter is explaining to English-speaking journalists why no translation is com-
ing through the headphones. 
(2) Italy-France MD-1
M2 FA Longhi vai Longhi  
M2 P ‘spetta deve tradurre // un attimo
Hang on she must translate. Just a moment
I’m sorry but he’s not speaking into the 
microphone
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Similarly, some comments (C) were, in fact, asides between interviewee and 
moderator and were not really meant for the audience: they are included in the 
recordings because they were uttered in front of an open microphone, but they 
are not part of the public dialogue as such. In example 3 below the interpreter 
decided not to translate the moderator’s comment:
(3) Italy-Romania MD
M FA prego
please
INT.R 2 Q può essere un pochino più specifico? // in 
cosa l’arbitraggio non è stato soddisfacente?
could you be a little more specific? In what was the 
refereeing not enough?
in what was the refereeing not 
good enough?
M C [hai già risposto]
you’ve already answered
(4) Italy-France MD-1
INT.E OCR buonasera
good afternoon
good afternoon // 
just a moment // 
communication 
to the journalists 
who want to take 
eh part in mister 
Domenech’s press 
conference // you 
need to pick up the 
accreditation SAD 
that you have left at 
the door when you 
came in because 
without it you will 
not be able to access 
the conference // 
thank you
M2 FA prego Lo-
please Lo- 
M1 P no // solo un secondo // un’informazione di servizio 
// per i giornalisti che intendessero prendere parte 
alla conferenza stampa di Domenech è necessario che 
uscendo ritirino l’accredito che hanno consegnato 
entrando // senza l’accredito non potranno accedere alla 
conferenza // chiaro? // grazie // 
No just a second, a piece of information on procedure. 
Journalists who wish to attend Domenech’s press conference 
are required to pick up the accreditation [sticker] they handed 
in at the door. Without the accreditation they will not be 
admitted to the conference, is that clear? Thanks. 
If the transcripts are studied carefully, a turn-merging mechanism is discovered. 
This strategy, already seen in example (1) above, is especially frequent when there 
are interruptions or overlapping between different speakers. In simultaneous 
interpreting the interpreter always lags behind by a few seconds (décalage), but 
in press conferences his/her aim is to reduce this gap and finish the translation 
of each turn as quickly as possible, in order to focus on the next turn and to al-
low a smooth transition from question to answer and vice versa. It is no won-
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der, therefore, that interpreters should omit all unnecessary turns in order to 
save time (and breath). In example 4 the first participant is the interviewee who 
greets all the journalists in the room (OCR); the second is one of the two modera-
tors who allocates the floor to the first questioner (FA); he is interrupted by the 
second moderator who decides to provide procedural information first (P). The 
three turns are merged into one by the interpreter who translates them as if they 
had been produced by a single speaker.
It can be concluded that in press conferences of this kind, FA, P, C and OCR 
turns are a good opportunity for interpreters to save time and catch up with SL 
speakers. 
The data in Tables 4 and 5 also show that the reduction in the number of 
questions (Q) and answers (A) is much less striking than for the other types of 
speech events: -20 questions and -24 answers in the English version. In order to 
see whether this loss actually reflects loss of content, a closer look at the Q&A 
sessions is needed. 
The same turn-merging mechanism illustrated above (see Example 4) can 
be seen at work on questions and answers when there is overlapping between 
speakers. In example 5 below, the interviewee rejects the formulation of the 
question and asks whether what the interviewer has just said is true. There en-
sues a short exchange in which the interviewee becomes interviewer and the 
journalist must answer his questions. 
(5) Italy-Spain MD-1
INT.R 17 Q Roberto quanto ti dà fastidio che si parli del gioco 
dell’Italia sempre in maniera molto critica a volte 
anche sprezzante // cioè la Spagna è bella dà 
spettacolo l’Italia no
Roberto how annoyed are you to hear people talk of 
Italy’s game always critically and sometimes even 
disparagingly? You know, Spain play beautifully, they 
put on a good show, Italy don’t
Roberto how annoyed … 
are you when you h- hear 
very critical sometimes 
disparaging remarks 
about how Italy play?
INT.E Q bah // chi è che dice questa cosa?
Do they? Who says that?
who says those things? // 
who is critical? // who?
INT.R 17 A anche sì... 
They do
INT.E Q chi?
Who?
INT.R 17 A anche gli spagnoli eh // anche Torres stamattina 
abbiamo letto
The Spaniards themselves, you know. This very 
morning Torres said so, we’ve read about it
well even the Spanish 
players // Torres this 
morning for example
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The answer and question in the middle are too short for the interpreter to be 
able to reproduce this dialogic exchange. The English version, therefore, is more 
streamlined, with a single question asked by the interviewer, a request for clari-
fication by the interviewee and the interviewer’s explanation. As a result, two 
turns (an answer and a question) are missing from the TL version; however, it 
could hardly be maintained that it is less informative than the original.
A close study of the transcripts in the FOOTIE corpus reveals that all the miss-
ing question and answer turns are cases of the kind illustrated here. In other 
words, no question or answer carrying actual information content was skipped 
in any of the press conferences. In this sense, it can be concluded that the skipped 
turns in the TL version did not detract anything from its overall meaning as a 
communicative situation. 
Clearly, this conclusion does not mean that no detail is missing in the English 
version. A full-scale qualitative evaluation would necessarily involve a micro-lev-
el contrastive analysis, i.e. an accurate source text-target text comparison, which 
goes beyond the scope of the present chapter. However, the analysis presented 
here does provide some insight into the strategic decisions taken by the inter-
preter in order to save time and meet the challenges posed by this type of com-
municative situation. 
5. Conclusions
This chapter has described FOOTIE, a multilingual corpus of simultaneously in-
terpreted football press conferences and has presented a study on the rendition 
of interaction mechanisms in football press conferences. In particular, it is based 
on an analysis of individual speech events in the source language (Italian) and in 
the target language (English). The transcription method devised for FOOTIE (see 
§ 1) has made it possible to select specific speech events in the corpus and analyse 
their rendition in parallel.
The calculations on speaking speed in the two versions have also highlighted 
one of the major challenges of interpreting in this type of press conferences, an 
element in common with the FPC corpus. The latter includes many interpreters, 
whose performances were analysed in terms of completeness and accuracy of 
information and style, not only at the inter-turn level (e.g. Q&A matching strat-
egies) but also at the intra-turn level (including the use of technical language, 
omissions, generalizations, hedging operations, and so on). In the conclusions 
to his analysis, Straniero Sergio (2003: 170) highlights that in this setting (TV in-
terpreting of Formula One press conferences) interpreters consistently resort to 
emergency strategies that actually become the norm:
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[…] interpreters invariably fail to reproduce the rhetorical style; they generalize or 
omit particularly elegant and recherché adjectives, and they neutralize metaphors or 
other figurative expressions. The norm here in the real interpreting world is the rendi-
tion of the essentials.
The only interpreter who consistently delivered outstanding performances 
in the FPC corpus was the one who had translated the most press conferences. 
Therefore, it appears that a prerequisite to tackle such challenging situations is 
being able to rely on thorough preparation and familiarity with the subject mat-
ter. As regards football, this is further confirmed by the existence of translation 
agencies specialised in delivering interpreting and translation services to foot-
ball teams and federations (see Sandrelli 2012). As Monteiro (2008) quite rightly 
points out:
[...] football translators need to have comprehensive knowledge of football, the type 
of knowledge you will not ever achieve unless football is your main topic of interest, 
unless you are a die-hard fan. 
Future steps in the analysis of the FOOTIE materials will include a study on 
lexical aspects (lexical density and variety, as well as the specificities of football 
terminology and the challenges it poses in interpreting) and a more detailed 
analysis of the key units in each press conference, i.e. the Q&A sessions. In par-
ticular, a question and answer classification is being devised to compare types of 
questions and answers in the SL version and in the TL version. This will make it 
possible to carry out an intra-turn contrastive analysis and draw more detailed 
conclusions on interpreting strategies in this setting.
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Managing Affective 
Communication in Triadic 
Exchanges: Interpreters’ Zero-
renditions and Non-renditions 
in Doctor-Patient Talk
letizia cirillo
Abstract
This chapter investigates how interpreters’ initiatives may either promote or inhibit affec-
tive communication in doctor-patient talk. In particular, so-called ‘zero-renditions’ and 
‘non-renditions’ (Wadensjö 1998) are analysed from a conversation analytical perspec-
tive. The exchanges discussed are part of a sample of consultations between healthcare 
providers and migrant patients from English-speaking countries recorded in the provinc-
es of Modena and Reggio Emilia (Italy). The analysis suggests that affective displays are 
fairly numerous in doctor-patient talk; however, interpreters are not always at ease when 
dealing with them. The findings stimulate reflection on the relevance of a triadic manage-
ment of affective sequences in interpreter-mediated doctor-patient talk. 
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1. Introduction
Affective communication is pervasive in everyday life, and has been variously 
investigated by psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists, and linguists from a 
wide variety of perspectives and for various purposes, both theoretical and prac-
tical. But what is affect and how can it be described? On a first, intuitive level, 
affect can be divided into two main categories: positive affect (joy, interest, ex-
citement, etc.) and negative affect (distress, rage, shame, etc.). In addition, and 
moving from the folk psychological notion of involvement, affect can be said to 
have a scalar dimension, which makes it possible to distinguish between “more 
involved” and “less involved” (speakers, utterances, etc.). This chapter adopts a 
broad working definition of affect, which includes expressed feelings, attitudes, 
and relational orientations of all kinds (Ochs 1989). General as it may be, this def-
inition highlights the methodological perspective of this study, which explores 
not so much speakers’ inner states, but the ways in which these are displayed, 
and how such displays are negotiated and oriented to by speakers themselves. 
In other words, and in line with an interpersonal social perspective, the main 
concern is with how affect is made relevant by co-participants throughout the 
interaction. 
Within this theoretical and methodological framework, the concept of affect 
can only be analytically useful if it is regarded as a continuum, so that both “more 
involved” and “less involved” modes can be seen as communicatively relevant 
ways of displaying affect (see Hübler 1987: 373). This leads to another question, 
i.e. how is affect displayed? A useful umbrella category here is Gumperz’ (1992) 
notion of contextualization cues. These are verbal and nonverbal signs, which, by 
being assigned context-bound meanings, support speakers’ foregrounding and 
listeners’ inferential processes. Contextualization cues are thus fundamental in 
order to interpret utterances in their particular locus of occurrence, i.e. to contex-
tualise them, and ultimately to understand what is going on in the interaction. 
In § 3 and 4 the use of various affective cues (e.g. formulations, assessments, 
baby-talk, etc.) in interpreter-mediated encounters between patients and health-
care providers will be discussed. In particular, the following points will be con-
sidered: 1) who produces affective cues and when; 2) how these cues affect the 
ensuing interaction; and 3) how they are dealt with by interpreters. 
This last point, i.e. how interpreters manage affective displays in doctor-
patient interaction, is the main focus of the chapter. In addressing interpreters’ 
initiatives, I will use two labels introduced by Wadensjö (1998). These are ‘zero-
renditions’, i.e. originals left untranslated (ibid.: 108), and ‘non-renditions’, i.e. 
interpreters’ autonomous contributions, which do not correspond – as transla-
tions – to prior original utterances by primary parties (ibid.). As discussed in § 4, 
and as pointed out by Wadensjö (1998) herself, despite being useful operational 
categories, zero-renditions and non-renditions cannot fully describe the com-
plexity of dialogue interpreters’ translational and conversational activities. 
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2. Methodological approach and description of data
The present study adopts a conversation analytical perspective. Conversation 
analysis (hereafter CA) is a microsociological, interactional approach based on a 
rigorous and detailed observation of naturally-occurring instances of talk. It as-
sumes that conversation is orderly, and that this order is determined by a set of 
rules jointly constructed by participants in the interaction as it unfolds. In other 
words, interactants locally negotiate what is said and done (and why) by orient-
ing to a series of mechanisms which regulate, among other things, allocation of 
turns, roles played, and activities performed throughout the interaction. 
A fundamental aspect of conversation is its sequential character. To put it sim-
ply, a current speaker’s turn projects a relevant next action (or range of actions) to 
be accomplished by another speaker in the next turn. Perhaps the best examples 
of this phenomenon, which is known as ‘conditional relevance’ (Schegloff 1972), 
are so-called ‘adjacency pairs’ (Sacks et al. 1974: 716), such as question-answer, re-
quest-grant, instruction-receipt, etc. Adjacency pairs have a normative nature, in 
that the utterer of a first pair part will monitor whatever utterance follows to see 
how that utterance works as a relevant second pair part, therefore, considering 
the non-occurrence of any such second as a noticeable absence and making infer-
ences about this absence. Thus, not replying to a question, for example, might be 
seen as implying a failure to understand the previous utterance as being a ques-
tion. Alternatively, it might be considered as rude or snobbish behaviour, or it 
might be interpreted as reticence and explained in terms of mistrust or a feeling 
of guilt, embarrassment, etc. 
The fact that a given utterance projects for the following turns a range of rel-
evant next occurrences means that it is ‘sequentially implicative’ (Schegloff & 
Sacks 1973: 296). The sequential organisation of talk makes the contextualiza-
tion of utterances an essential procedure “which hearers use and rely on to in-
terpret conversational contributions and […] speakers pervasively attend to in 
the design of what they say” (Heritage 1984: 242). Against this backdrop, Drew 
and Heritage (1992: 18) argue that the production of talk is doubly contextual: 
it is context-shaped in that speakers and hearers draw on preceding talk to pro-
duce their utterances and to make sense of what has been said, and it is context-
renewing in that every single utterance provides the here-and-now definition for 
subsequent interaction. 
The features outlined above are characteristic of all conversations, whether 
two-party or multi-party, monolingual or multilingual, ‘ordinary’ (Sacks et al. 
1974) or occurring in institutional settings. In this respect, interpreter-mediated 
interaction is no exception: in making sense of what is being said and done, dia-
logue interpreters cannot disregard the trajectories projected by ‘primary par-
ties’’ (Wadensjö 1998: 148) contributions, and need to design their contributions 
accordingly. Interpreters’ contributions (be they translational or conversational) 
shape, in turn, what comes next, showing that interpreters are themselves social 
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agents co-constructing the meaning of the interaction in which they take part 
(cf. Davidson 2000 and Bolden 2000, among others). 
Interpreters’ contributions to the construction of affective sequences will be 
analysed by looking at examples taken from a growing corpus of interpreter-me-
diated interactions between migrant patients and Italian healthcare providers. 
The interactions have been recorded since 2004 in hospitals (mainly obstetrics 
and gynaecology wards) and family support centres/planning clinics (consultori 
in Italian) in the provinces of Modena and Reggio Emilia (in North-East Italy). 
The corpus currently includes 220 multilingual encounters involving speak-
ers of Italian, English, Arabic, Chinese, Igbo, Urdu, Punjabi, and Hindi. For the 
purposes of the present chapter, only the Italian-English subset was considered, 
which comprises 131 consultations (first visits, follow-ups, and routine discharge 
examinations). The length of consultations varies from less than five minutes to 
over one hour depending on the aim of the visit (from a simple prescription to an 
extensive examination). Most patients are women and the issues discussed have 
to do mainly with women’s reproductive health (e.g. contraception, pregnancy, 
voluntary abortion). Some exchanges involve male outpatients seeking help for 
orthopaedic problems, respiratory tract infections, and other common patholo-
gies often associated with occupational medicine. 
All the patients use English as either their second language or a lingua franca, 
showing varying proficiency levels. Some of them also know Italian, although 
again with varying competence. Most patients come from West Africa and, in 
a few cases, from either the Indian subcontinent or Southeast Asia. The health-
care providers are doctors (gynaecologists or other) and other staff (e.g. obstetri-
cians, nurses, trainee doctors) who are native speakers of Italian, although a few 
of them have some knowledge of English. The interpreters involved are three 
trained professionals who have attended ad hoc cultural mediation courses. Like 
many patients, they are from West Africa (one from Ghana and two from Nige-
ria), and have themselves experienced the process of immigration. 
Given the delicacy of the issues involved, and to cause minimal disturbance 
to the healthcare institutions’ routine activities, only audio-recordings were al-
lowed. These were transcribed using conversation analytical conventions (adapt-
ed from Sacks et al. 1974: 731-734; Atkinson & Heritage 1984: ix-xvi; ten Have 
1999: 213-214; see Appendix) and rationale (see above). To protect participants’ 
privacy, transcripts were made anonymous by altering sensitive information (in-
cluding references to people and places). Out of the 131 consultations transcribed 
and analysed, six excerpts will be discussed here (see § 3 and 4). The extracts cho-
sen are representative of the English-Italian subset in terms of types of visit, par-
ticipants involved, types of sequences (dyadic vs. triadic), use of affective cues by 
primary parties and interpreters, and ways in which such cues are dealt with by 
co-participants, especially interpreters. 
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3. Affect: setting the stage
As mentioned in the Introduction, affective communication is extensively em-
ployed in everyday life, where it tends to be associated with informal situations 
such as conversations among friends. More formal situations such as lay-pro-
fessional encounters are characterised by so-called ‘institutional talk’, which, as 
highlighted by Levinson (1992), is goal-oriented, shaped by professional and or-
ganisational constraints, and associated with inferential frameworks as to what 
is appropriate to say and at what stage. Against this backdrop, one might think 
that affective communication is somehow out of place in such encounters; how-
ever, as we will see, affective displays are far from absent in institutional interac-
tions (at least in doctor-patient talk). 
In approaching an analysis of affective displays, an important considera-
tion to keep in mind is that affective communication is not just emotional, i.e. 
the “spontaneous, unintentional leakage or bursting out of emotion in speech”. 
It can also be emotive, i.e. “the intentional, strategic signalling of affective infor-
mation in speech and writing […] in order to influence partners’ interpretations 
of situations and reach different goals” (Caffi & Janney 1994: 328). Generally 
speaking, the relationships existing between specific affective cues and specific 
interactional settings are normatively explicable, i.e. any such cue is made con-
textually relevant by participants in the interaction and can thus be seen as a con-
ventionalized way of establishing rapport (Tannen 1984: 371). 
Although doctor-patient consultations are one of the most widely investigat-
ed forms of institutional encounters, the issue of affect in such settings is still 
relatively unexplored. There are, however, a few significant exceptions. Some 
work in oncology and palliative care has examined affect in connection with the 
emotionally challenging situations and delicate issues involved in the treatment 
of life-threatening illnesses (see Faulkner & Maguire 1994; Maguire & Pitceathly 
2002, 2003; Kissane et al. 2010; among others). Being essentially practice-orient-
ed and didactic in purpose, however, this work is mainly concerned with pro-
viding healthcare practitioners and students with practical guidelines on how 
to deal with outcome variables such as patient compliance and satisfaction, with 
the aim of improving patient quality of life and minimizing stress and legal risks 
for doctors. 
A more interesting strand of research for the purposes of the present chap-
ter is represented by a recent multidisciplinary volume on patient participation 
(Collins et al. 2007), which brings together a number of contributions based on 
different methods (CA, semi-structured qualitative interviews, retrospective 
‘think-aloud’ techniques, non-participant observation, and focus groups). In the 
book in question, affect is variously referred to as ‘mutuality’, ‘equality’, ‘rapport’, 
‘empathy’, and ‘emotional reciprocity’. The last of these terms, introduced by 
Peräkylä and Ruusuvuori (2007) is particularly relevant for the present analysis, 
because it explicitly takes the sequential dimension into account. The authors 
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view reciprocity as an essential component of patient participation, together 
with ‘patient’s contribution to the direction of action’, ‘patient’s influence in the 
definition of the consultation’s agenda’, ‘patient’s share in the reasoning process’, 
and ‘patient’s influence in the decision-making’ (ibid.: 168-173). 
Examples (1) and (2), both instances of affective communication in healthcare 
settings, illustrate the importance of assuming a reciprocal perspective. Being 
dyadic conversational sequences, they involve two out of the three or more possi-
ble parties to conversation in mediated contexts, i.e. respectively the patient and 
the healthcare provider in (1), and the patient and the interpreter in (2). 
(1) “quello è singhiozzo”1
1 D  va tutto bene e:h! 
  everything is fine eh!
2  (0.8)
3 D  gli esami vanno be:ne, 
  the tests are fine,
4  (0.3)
5 D  è tutto okay.
  everything is okay.
6  (0.3)
7 P  °okay.°
8 D  mh? 
9  (1.1)
10  → D  senti muovere bene il bimbo?
  can you feel the baby move alright?
11  (0.5)
12 P  .hh a:h (slb slb slb).
13 D  senti muovere? sì eh? 
  can you feel it move? yes eh?
14  (1.0)
15 D  fa così >tac tac tac tac tac.<
  it goes like that tac tac tac tac tac.
16 P  e:h,
17 D  QUELLO E’ SINGHIOZZO. 
  THAT’S HICCUPS.
18 P  mh.
19 D  SINGHIOZZO.
  HICCUPS.
20  (0.3)
21 P  °I don’t know.°
1 All Italian in the examples is followed by an English translation in italics to provide rough 
pragmatic equivalents of the originals.
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The exchange takes place between a gynaecologist and a young pregnant patient 
at the beginning of a follow-up visit at a consultorio (see § 2). The interpreter has 
momentarily left the room to get some paper. The doctor reassures the patient 
about the results of some routine tests and then moves on to ask her if she can 
feel her baby and to describe what the baby is doing at that precise moment (hav-
ing hiccups), thus mixing the ‘voice of medicine’ and the ‘voice of the lifeworld’ 
(Mishler 1984). 
The playful reference to hiccups (note the sound reproduction in line 15), 
despite the somewhat tangential relation of the topic to the business currently 
underway (informing the patient of test results), is presumably used to acclima-
tise the patient into the consultation, especially given the temporary absence of 
the interpreter. In other words, the reference appears to serve the function of 
conveying mutuality, along the lines of the mention of “sub-issues” described by 
Chatwin et al. (2007: 93-95). In fact, an attempt at building common ground is 
initiated by the clinician in line 10, where, by shifting topic, she is probably try-
ing to elicit some kind of response from the patient. The latter has kept silent 
after the clinician’s previous turns (with the exception of a feeble echoing answer 
in line 7), including the “mh” in line 8, which is uttered with a rising intonation 
and would thus at least invite a display of understanding. In line 10, by design-
ing her turn as a question, the doctor establishes the conditional relevance of an 
answer on the part of the patient. The latter’s response at line 12, however, is not 
only inaudible, but also proffered with a delay. 
The example just examined, in which we see the healthcare professional 
trying to create rapport with the patient by seeking direct contact with her, il-
lustrates two important points: first, non-mediated institutional communica-
tion can in itself be potentially affective; second, it can be so only if affect is co-
constructed, which does not seem to be the case here: the patient’s replies are 
either minimal (ll. 7, 16, 18) or unclear (l. 12), and only in the very last line of the 
transcript, does the patient participate more actively, without aligning, however, 
with the trajectory projected by the doctor. 
Example (2) is rather different in this respect, in that affective communica-
tion is here jointly constructed by the co-participants. The dyadic sequence in 
question is taken from a discharge visit at a neonatal ward. Such monolingual 
two-party conversations between patients and interpreters are rather frequent 
in the corpus. They often occur at the end of the medical encounter, as in this 
case, when, the visit by now over, the healthcare provider has either left the room 
or is engaged in other activities (such as filing charts), and the interpreter is 
“left” with the patient to provide further clarifications or instructions (usually 
concerning bureaucratic procedures). In the present interaction the clinician is 
physically present, but the interpreter does not do anything to involve her in the 
affective interaction. Her contributions are addressed exclusively to the patient 
and seem designed to support the patient in expressing her feelings.
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(2) “I don’t want to get embarrassed”
1   P  a:h woul- will there be any problem (with 
2  those)?
3   I  no!
4         ((baby crying loud in the background))
5   P  with the pack or (something) written or
6  you know:?=
7   I  =no >(slb slb slb slb) (coz they have)< 
8  stamp one you know?
9   P  ah okay.
10   I  mh be- before there was no stamp.
11   P  mh mh.
12   I  now they stamp.
13  P  mh mh,
14  → I  you know the stamp?=
15  P  =mh.
16  I  if you take it there will be no problem.
17  P  °o:kay°.
18  I  if there's any problem let me know.
19  P  o:kay.=
20  → I  =m:h:?
21  P  and i just want with no stamp,
22  I  no problem.
23  P  mh,
24       (0.9)
25  I  no no this one is [ (slb slb slb)  ]26    P                                          no but they    know 
27  it's from the °hospital° mh,
28     ((incomprehensible conversation for 5.8 sec))
29  → P .hh £i don't want to: be get  
30  embarrassed.£=
31  → I  =no no no don’t worry. if there's any 
32  problem just let me know e:h?
The patient has just been given an exemption form to get free powdered milk 
for her baby and is asking the interpreter for clarifications about the procedure. 
In particular, she is trying to make sure that there will not be any problem in ob-
taining the milk from the chemist’s by simply showing the form (ll. 1-2, 5-6). The 
interpreter’s initial answer (ll. 3 and 7-8) to the patient’s inquiry elicits a ‘change-
of-state token’ (Heritage 1984) followed by “okay” in line 9; however, the inter-
preter’s subsequent expansions (ll. 10 and 12), request for confirmation (l. 14), 
and offer of support (l. 18) are met with minimal acknowledgement tokens (ll. 11, 
15, 17, 19) and a continuer (l. 13). 
In line 20 the interpreter’s “mh” – uttered with lengthening of sound and ris-
ing intonation – invites a stronger display of understanding and agreement with 
the solution proposed. However, the patient then expresses further doubts (l. 21). 
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The interpreter reassures her once again in line 22, but her contribution is fol-
lowed by the patient’s continuer in line 23 and a long conversational silence in 
line 24. At this point the interpreter elaborates on her previous answer (l. 25), and 
the patient explicitly mentions her concern that the chemist may not believe that 
the form has been issued by the hospital (ll. 26-27). She then formulates the gist 
of her previously mentioned worries (ll. 29-30), by using an ‘affective formula-
tion’ (Baraldi & Gavioli 2007), or, more precisely, what Local and Walker (2008: 
729) call a “self-attribution of affectual state”2. In doing so, she reveals her fear 
of embarrassment, and finally receives explicit reassurance by the interpreter 
(“don’t worry”).
In contrast to what we saw occurring in (1), here the affective trajectory is 
oriented to by both participants, who make affect relevant to possible practical 
problems related to the post-visit phase – the patient by voicing her concerns, the 
interpreter by addressing them. The latter does so by leaving room for the patient 
to express her doubts and concerns, inviting displays of understanding and en-
couraging uptake of the course of action projected (note especially “you know?” 
in line 8, “you know the stamp?” in line 14, and “m:h:?” in line 20). She provides 
reassurance and offers of help throughout the exchange, reiterating them after 
the patient’s formulation – affectwise, the climax of the sequence. 
The analysis of the above two examples taken from dyadic interactions in 
healthcare settings illustrates that affective communication can occur in health-
care encounters and that it is not initiated only by patients. It also illustrates the 
importance of adopting a sequential approach to analysis, one in which the con-
tributions of all parties to the interaction are taken into consideration. In § 4 we 
turn to an examination of affective displays as managed in triadic sequences, i.e. 
sequences involving the patient, the healthcare professional and the interpreter. 
In doing so, special attention will be paid to the interpreter’s contributions, par-
ticularly zero-renditions and non-renditions (see § 1).
4. Managing affect in interpreter-mediated doctor-patient interaction
Over ten years have passed since researchers started to acknowledge ‘dialogue 
interpreters’ (Mason 1999, 2001) as fully ratified participants in mediated inter-
action, highlighting their ‘coordinating’ role (Wadensjö 1998) in what are often 
referred to as ‘triadic exchanges’ (Mason 2001). Despite a growing interest in in-
teractional approaches to interpreting practices, little work has been conducted 
on the affective dimension of interpreter-mediated communication, particularly 
on how interpreters deal with affect. According to Wadensjö (1998: 148), primary 
parties’ need for the interpreter’s assistance in understanding affective cues may 
2  For further details on conversational formulations, see Heritage (1985); Heritage and 
Watson (1979); Beach and Dixson (2001); Hutchby (2005); Antaki (2008).
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vary, so that the interpreter is “dependent on the interlocutors’ interest in each 
other’s emotions”. Angelelli (2004: 132) also mentions affective communication 
only in passing, observing that communicating affect is one of the various activi-
ties that make interpreters “visible” in the interaction. 
Other researchers have investigated how interpreters communicate affect 
in triadic exchanges in greater detail, in particular with reference to medical 
encounters. Among these, Davidson (2000) and Bolden (2000) observe that in-
terpreters edit patients’ contributions, filtering out affective displays in order 
to make such contributions relevant to physicians’ questions. In so doing, they 
act as ‘informational gatekeepers’ (Davidson 2000: 400), sharing the physicians’ 
normative tendency to collect as much objective – i.e. diagnostically relevant – 
information in the shortest possible time (Bolden 2000: 414). 
Merlini and Favaron (2007) examine interpreter-mediated Australian speech 
pathology sessions involving English-speaking healthcare professionals and Ital-
ian-speaking patients. Drawing on Mishler’s (1984) notion of voice, the authors 
acknowledge the appearance in cross-lingual and intercultural communication 
of the “voice of interpreting”. While stressing that the voice of interpreting does 
not confine itself to echoing the other two (i.e. the voice of medicine and the 
voice of the lifeworld; see § 3 above), Merlini and Favaron (ibid.: 110-112) note a 
tendency on the part of interpreters to reinforce the speech therapists’ selection 
of the voice of the lifeworld. 
Baraldi and Gavioli (2007) analyse mediated consultations with Arabic-speak-
ing patients, showing that the latter’s affective contributions repeatedly project 
interpreters’ affiliative responses. In their data, however, such responses emerge 
in monolingual conversations with patients, from which healthcare providers 
are systematically excluded. In line with these findings, Zorzi and Gavioli (2009) 
note that in interpreter-mediated legal and medical encounters affective displays 
occur regularly in dyadic interaction, while the intervention of a third party is 
likely to introduce cognitive, rather than affective, alignment. 
Finally, in a recent paper I have claimed that interpreters may choose to trans-
late, not translate, or autonomously use affective cues, and these choices in turn 
affect the ongoing interaction, by encouraging or inhibiting primary parties’ in-
volvement with each other. The relevance of affective cues to the ongoing talk, 
however, is jointly negotiated by the co-participants, and so is the relevance of 
what needs to be translated (Cirillo 2010). In what follows we will take a closer 
look at the ways in which interpreters manage affective communication in doc-
tor-patient talk. 
4.1. Communicating affect vs. promoting institutional mission
In § 3 we have considered examples of affective communication in dyadic se-
quences in medical interaction. In particular, we have seen that affective initia-
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tives may be taken by either patients or institutional representatives and serve 
to enhance active participation by the patient and/or establish mutuality. In this 
section we will see that similar initiatives by the healthcare provider also occur 
in triadic sequences, although the affective trajectory thereby projected tends to 
be “resisted”, or only temporarily aligned with, by the interpreter.
Excerpt (3) is an exchange between a ten-week-pregnant patient, a gynaecolo-
gist and an interpreter at the beginning of a routine check-up. The excerpt opens 
with an empathic formulation by the doctor, who attributes an affectual state to 
the patient in line 1 (cf. Local & Walker 2008: 729)3. The interpreter does not align 
with the doctor, providing instead a response which somehow discounts the doc-
tor’s hypothesis about the patient’s emotional state and therefore the patient’s 
concerns (l. 3). At the same time, her contribution is a non-rendition, which re-
sponds to the doctor’s observation directly, without translating it for the patient, 
and therefore does not provide the latter with an opportunity to reply for herself. 
After a pause and a partially unclear stretch of talk, in which the patient pre-
sumably starts reporting on her health conditions and the interpreter starts 
translating (ll. 4-7), the doctor asks for clarification (l.8). In line 9 the interpreter 
makes the doctor’s request explicit, by formulating a direct question to the pa-
tient, maybe in an attempt to (re-)involve her in the conversation, but the patient 
remains silent (l. 10). In lines 11-14 the interpreter, speaking for the patient, ex-
plains the reasons why the latter feels unwell, making reference to the patient’s 
job and elaborating her own account (note the adverb forse, “maybe”). The inter-
preter’s candid explanation – again a non-rendition – triggers a fairly long ac-
count on the part of the doctor (ll. 15-24), which the interpreter rephrases in a 
postponed translation to the patient (ll. 25-32), after which the latter provides a 
minimal response (l. 33) and the doctor re-engages in “business as usual” (l. 34). 
(3) “ha una faccetta un po’ preoccupata”
1  → D ha una faccetta un po' preoccupata 
  she looks a bit worried 
2  a dire il vero ma,
  to tell the truth but,
3  → I no ma lei è sempre così.
  no but she’s always like that.
4  (2.8)
5 ? hhh
6 P (slb slb slb slb slb slb)
7 I  dice che non sta bene non si sente             [ bene.]  she says she is not well she doesn’t feel well.8 D                                                                                           cioè? 
                                         meaning?
9 I  what do you feel?
3 Note the diminutive faccetta, lit. “little face”.
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10  (9.4) ((people talking loud in the background))
11  → I perché lei, devi sapere che lei è fa la parrucchiera.
  ‘cause she, you know she’s a hairdresser.
12 D  mh,=
13 I          =e non riesce più a stare in piedi. si sente 
            and can’t manage to stand so much. she feels 
14  debole (.) spesso. stanca forse. hh a stare in piedi.
  weak often. tired maybe. when she stands.
15 D  all’inizio della gravidanza, 
  at the beginning of a pregnancy 
16  ((throat clearing)) i primi due tre mesi 
  the first two three months
17  è facile sentirsi molto stanche anche se non 
  you’re likely to feel very tired even if 
18  c’è la pancia stanno succedendo talmente tante 
  there’s no belly so many things are happening 
19  cose dentro che è il periodo pi- più 
  inside that it’s the most
20  impegnativo per il corpo. 
  difficult time for the body.
21 I mh.
22 D ed è normale sentirsi più stanchi. 
  and it’s normal to feel more tired.
23 I  [ mh. ]24 D     si         abbassa anche un po’          [ la pressione. ]  blood pressure also goes down a bit.25 I                                                 sh said tha::       at 
26  the beginning of the pregnancy, you know, t’s 
27  normal: that you feel we:- that you feel tired, 
28  (0.4)
29 I  and your pressure go:: down. you feel ve:ry 
30  off.
31  (0.8)
32 I it’s normal. (slb slb slb slb slb) you feel? 
33 P mh,=
34 D          =adesso jane ti dò gli esami del sangue da fare.
            now Jane I’ll give you some blood tests to do.
In excerpt (3) the interpreter’s non-renditions seem to alternately encourage and 
discourage the primary participants’ involvement with each other and hence 
their engagement in a three-party affective sequence. As mentioned, the affec-
tive communication is initiated by the doctor, who is apparently trying to open 
up a space for direct contact with the patient4. Her initial empathic formulation 
is not translated, but nonetheless influences the trajectory of the ensuing inter-
action. This affective display is dealt with at a later stage by the interpreter, who 
4 This is also shown by the last two lines of the excerpt, where, in moving back to the 
agenda of the visit, the clinician addresses the patient directly by her first name.
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addresses it because the doctor invites elaborations on the patient’s state. This 
invitation results in a voluntary non-rendition by the interpreter, which some-
how compensates for the brusque conclusions she expresses about the patient’s 
condition (another non-rendition) after the doctor’s initial other-attribution of 
affectual state. The second non-rendition elicits reassurance by the doctor, in the 
form of an explanation of how people usually feel in a pregnancy. This explana-
tion finally makes a translation by the interpreter relevant. 
Interestingly, both non-renditions discourage self-expression by the patient 
– the former by brushing off possible concerns on her part (as envisaged by the 
doctor), the latter by more subtly leading the conversation back to more ‘doctor-
able’ matters (see Gill et al. 2001; Halkowski 2006), such as pregnancy-related fa-
tigue. It is as if the interpreter were trying to promote the institutional agenda of 
the visit and the achievement of its ultimate goal (i.e. checking that the pregnan-
cy is progressing smoothly). In this respect, the interpreter’s second non-rendi-
tion (ll. 11-14) can be regarded as an instance of emotive communication (see § 3 
above), in that, in describing how pregnancy has affected the patient’s physical 
condition and thus her working routine, the interpreter is using the voice of the 
lifeworld to restore the primacy of the voice of medicine. 
The promotion of the institutional “mission” is more evident in example (4), 
where the interpreter is strongly aligned as supporter and promoter of the host 
country model of healthcare, particularly as far as reproductive issues are con-
cerned. What immediately captures the reader’s attention in perusing the extract 
is that there is little (if any) translation activity going on. In fact, virtually all the 
interpreter’s initiatives can be seen as either zero-renditions or non-renditions. 
The sequence is taken from a routine examination at a neonatal unit. The doctor is 
visiting a newborn baby girl before discharging her from hospital; specifically, he 
is reviewing the baby’s file and reporting on her health condition to her mother. 
Other participants in the interaction include the interpreter, an undergraduate 
student (who was in charge of recording the encounter), and three obstetricians.
(4) “brava pisciona”
1  → D  ((to baby)) ma hai fatto la pipì?
   have you done pee pee?
2  (0.4)
3 I     hh he 
4 D [ bra::   ] va!
  good!
5 I he he he he
6 D bra::va pisciona.
  good pee baby.
7  (0.2)
8 P £mh£
9  (1.2)
10 D mh?
11  (1.5)
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12 D m:h?
13  (0.3)
14  ((8 lines omitted))
15  ((the baby sneezes))
16 I bless you!
17  (3.6) ((background voices))
18 D .hhh
19 I    bless you madame.
20 D   [ be:    ne     be  ne       ] bene.
  good good  good.
21 I madame (slb slb).
22 D bellissima.
  beautiful.
23 I  sì:,=
  yes,
24 D         =tutto bene questa bimba avevamo 
           =everything’s fine with this baby we 
25  già visto poi ieri (slb slb slb slb slb slb). 
  already saw yesterday.
26  hey! eh he.
27  (0.2)
28 P  .h he he he .h.
29  → I how many girls do you ha:ve before?
30  (1.4)
31 I you have two °be°   fore.
32 P                                        [ this  ] is tird one.
33  ((5 lines omitted))
34 I sì: >no ma:< numero cinque que:sta.
  yes >no but< number five this one.
35  (0.5)
36 D  NUMERO CINQUE:?
  NUMBER FIVE?
37 I sì::!
  yes!
38  ((6 lines omitted))
39  → I  so:: if your hu:sband is going to make love go
40   an’ buy co:ndom.
41  ((P smiles))
42 I <or: you go on wit der::
43 P  it’s true (i: know::)
As in example (1), the reference to the baby at the beginning of the sequence 
can be seen as an opportunity to establish emotional reciprocity between the 
healthcare provider and the patient. Here the doctor initiates and pursues affec-
tive communication by addressing the baby directly, and by using affective cues 
like baby-talk and assessments (see especially ll. 1, 4, 6, and 22)5. The affective 
5 For further details on assessments, see Jefferson (1978); Pomerantz (1984); Goodwin and 
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sequence involves both the interpreter and the patient, although the latter par-
ticipates only with minimal (laugh) tokens (ll. 8 and 28). The interpreter’s zero 
renditions do not appear to prevent affective displays by the doctor from being 
understood and responded to (although minimally) by the patient, presumably 
because the clinician is using basic Italian and the patient has at least a passive 
competence of the language6. The interpreter, in turn, takes part in the affective 
sequence by laughing and addressing the baby, just as the doctor does (ll. 5, 16, 19, 
21, and 26). Then, in line 29, she suddenly shifts the trajectory of talk and, as had 
also happened in (3), brings the conversation back “on track”. Differently from 
(3), however, here the interpreter introduces a new, although pregnancy-related, 
topic, namely birth control. 
In line 29, she asks the patient how many children she has7, but hers is not 
a genuine lifeworld inquiry. On the one hand, she seems to already know the 
answer (l. 34), which is confirmed by the patient (l. 37). On the other hand, the 
piece of information thereby introduced is instead new to the doctor, as proved 
by his surprise in l. 36. The “news item” and the ensuing reaction give the inter-
preter an opportunity to bring up the issue of contraception and “educate” the 
patient to a “responsible” sexual life (ll. 39-42). In so doing, the interpreter not 
only speaks with the voice of medicine, but also virtually takes the place of the 
healthcare provider. The way in which she presents her “educational” message 
can be understood by reference to the context where the interaction takes place, 
i.e. a consultorio, where she regularly works and where most users are migrant 
women seeking help for issues related to their reproductive health (see § 2). In 
this respect, it is not surprising that the interpreter appears to see the dissemina-
tion of information and good practice regarding the use of contraceptives as part 
of her job, and that the patient may expect this to be her role, as shown by the way 
she aligns with the institutional trajectory projected (l. 43). 
4.2. Communicating affect vs. promoting institutional image
In § 4.1. we have seen how the interpreter’s translational and above all conversa-
tional initiatives may be geared towards the promotion of the institutional task 
and/or mission of the encounter (i.e. the delivery of healthcare and the dissemi-
nation of a “mainstream” model of healthcare delivery). In the present section, 
 
Goodwin (1992).
6 Including, presumably, the ability to interpret paralinguistic and extralinguistic cues 
and in turn use them – a hypothesis, which, unfortunately, cannot be confirmed due to the 
absence of video-recordings and therefore the lack of access to participants’ non-verbal behav-
iour like gaze and gesture.
7 In fact, the interpreter asks about “girls”, but she probably means children in general, as 
shown by her clarification in line 34.
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we will look at how similar initiatives may also be designed to promote the im-
age of institutions, i.e. to somehow protect or enhance their reputation. 
Excerpt (5) is taken from an interaction recorded at an orthopaedic practice 
during the examination of a young patient who has had his arm and hand in-
jured in a car accident. Differently from the first few lines of example (4), here 
the interpreter’s non-renditions and zero-renditions do not encourage three-
party affective communication, but rather serve to keep the patient-interpreter 
and doctor-interpreter dyads separate. 
(5) “non sono un datore di lavoro”
1 D APRI E CHIUDI LA MA:NO:!
  OPEN AND CLOSE YOUR HAND!
2 P (apro)?
  I open?
3 I close it and open. close open.
4  (0.4)
5 D STRINGI FO:RTE DA:I!=
  SQUEEZE TIGHT COME ON!
6 I =close it.
7 D STRINGI                 [ FO:RTE! ]  SQUEEZE                       TIGHT!8 I                                        he said       do it hard.
9 D >FORTE FOR       [ TE  FORTE  FORTE!<]   >TIGHT  TIGHT         TIGHT  TIGHT<10 I                                       you cannot do it, 
11 D gli dica di stringere (il pugno).
  tell him to clench (his fist).
12 I can you hol- hold it tight.
13  (1.1)
14 D STRINGI:! FORTE:!
  SQUEEZE!   TIGHT!
15  → I a lot of °pain eh?°
16  → D che non sono un datore di lavoro. [stringi.]  I’m not an employer.                                      Squeeze.17 I                                                                            eh  he       he 
18  he he noh: ho. .hhh
The doctor is testing the patient’s hand functions by asking him to clench his fist. 
Seeing that the patient cannot hold it tight, the interpreter produces an empathic 
non-rendition, asking him if he feels much pain (l. 15). In line 16 the doctor ac-
companies his invitations with a humorous remark, which the interpreter reacts 
to with laughter (ll. 17-18) but does not translate for the patient. The untranslated 
joke by the doctor is not responded to by the patient, and the analyst is left to 
wonder whether the latter has understood what the practitioner has just said.
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Something similar occurs in example (6), where the interpreter edits the 
doctor’s utterances by either omitting or adding bits of information. Here the 
patient presents a vast array of complaints, including congenital cardiopathy, 
testicular pain, and acute chest pain probably related to an ongoing respiratory 
tract infection. The doctor refers him to a charitable organisation, where migrant 
patients can undergo medical tests for free. 
 (6) “mi uccidono secondo me stavolta”
1  → D  mi uccidono secondo me stavolta. hhhu hhu h .hh 
  They’re going to kill me I think this time.
2  janardan se si arrabbiano: te lo dico già eh? 
  Janardan if they get angry I’m telling you eh?
3  non è cioè: non si arrabbiano con te si 
  they won’t be angry with you they’ll
4  arrabbiano con me! ma              [può dar  ] si che si=   be angry with me! But                           they may5 I                                                                    er  y-   
6 D =arrahhb   [ bi  no!       ]                            get angry7      I                                        if they          annohy 
8 D    .hh  he   he  he he 
9 I [ if they that it    is ]  they’re annoyed >they’re 
10  not annoyed with you they’re annoyed with her.< 
11 P °yeah,°= 
12  → I                =she say cause she has sent too many 
13  people there.     he he       .hh
14 P                                          [ °okay.°]
15 D eh però non si paga £e quindi noi ci proviamo.£
   but you don’t pay so we’ll try.
16 I  eh hh
17 D al massimo poi te la fac [ ciam  fa  re       ] a  Or if we have to we’ll have    it done for 18 I                                                       but you don’t
19 D pagamento.=
  a fee.
20  → I                                       =you don't pay you know so tha- she 
21  continues sending people there.
22 D °he he he°
In lines 1-4 the doctor produces a hyperbolic remark and subsequent laughter, 
and warns the patient about the possibility of facing annoyed reactions to her 
referral, while reassuring him that any such possible reaction will not be spe-
cifically against him. The interpreter omits the doctor’s exaggerated statement 
(“they’re going to kill me I think this time”), but clarifies for the patient the reason 
for possible “annoyed” reactions, elaborating on the doctor’s previous comment 
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with some extra information (ll. 12-13), and reciprocating the doctor’s laughter. 
The patient acknowledges receipt and shows understanding of the explanation 
(ll. 11 and 14). The doctor further expands her contribution, by explaining that 
the referral is worth a try since the tests would be free of charge and if worst 
comes to worst the same tests will be conducted for a fee (ll. 15-19). In lines 20-21, 
the interpreter provides a translation for the first part of the doctor’s utterance, 
while omitting the second and rephrasing what she had already mentioned in 
lines 12-13.
In both (5) and (6), the interpreters involved avoid translating doctors’ 
“jokes”, and the resulting zero-renditions seem to contribute to preventing the 
patient from sharing laughter with the other participants. Filtering out “small”, 
“ordinary” talk from the voice of medicine and, more generally, from the voice of 
institutions, may be read as a way of enhancing the institutional image by avoid-
ing the introduction of potentially controversial issues, as in (6), where the in-
stitutions referred to are medical and where omitting hilarious remarks about 
them could also be a way to promote the patient’s trust in the healthcare estab-
lishment (maybe as part of a strategy aimed at removing anything that could be 
face-threatening for the doctor herself). In any case, references to relationships 
with institutions and between institutions seem to be treated as irrelevant to the 
patient and to the manifest purposes of the medical encounter.
The interpreter’s omissions, on the other hand, may be seen as “affective gate-
keeping”, in that they avoid conveying to the patient information which may be 
unnecessary or misleading, if not indeed harmful. This could be the case in (6), 
where, by cutting off the doctor’s initial remark, the interpreter may want to 
spare the patient premature concerns, as also shown by the subsequent omis-
sion (ll. 17-19), which is consistent with the previous one. In other words, “they” 
may be annoyed, but not necessarily, and if “they” are, then “we” will consider 
further options. 
5. Conclusions
The excerpts discussed in § 3 and 4 show that instances of affective communi-
cation do exist in lay-professional encounters within medical settings and that 
attempts at initiating communication of this kind are often made by the institu-
tional party involved, i.e. the healthcare professional. Clearly, affective trajecto-
ries, like any other trajectory in conversation, after being projected by one of the 
participants need “verification” (Chatwin et al. 2007: 100) by the co-participants, 
who may either align with the trajectory proposed or reject it. 
The analyses presented are representative of patterns of interaction in over 
100 consultations in similar contexts. They illustrate that affective alignment is 
rather difficult to achieve, especially in triadic exchanges, where – in line with 
previous findings by Zorzi and Gavioli (2009) and Cirillo (2010) – three-party in-
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volvement seems unlikely. Differently from the empathic three-party communi-
cation model emerging from the speech therapy data discussed by Merlini and 
Favaron (2007), in reviewing the examples examined in § 4, it becomes appar-
ent that affective initiatives by healthcare providers are often “blocked” by inter-
preters, who usually try to bring the conversation back to the “medical realm”. 
In general, interpreters tend to keep to the institutional agenda of the visit and 
to be strongly oriented to the normative and cognitive expectations associated 
therewith, sometimes apparently even more than doctors themselves (see espe-
cially example 4). 
Affect is more likely to be conveyed within more or less extended dyadic se-
quences, be these healthcare provider-patient (as in excerpt 1), patient-interpret-
er (as in excerpt 2), or healthcare provider-interpreter (as in excerpts 3, 5, and 
6). Regarding the latter two cases, i.e. excerpts (5) and (6), it must be noted that 
although all three parties may be physically present in the room, the interpreter 
has some difficulties in managing three-party affective involvement and recur-
rently leaves out either the healthcare provider or the patient, thus somehow 
hampering direct contact between the two. In the very few instances in which 
affective communication is shared by all three parties (as in excerpt 4), the tri-
adic sequence proper is generally limited only to a few turns and is followed by 
(conversational) initiatives by the interpreter aimed to restore the institutional 
order of conversation. 
Interestingly, any reference to lifeworld experiences and concerns (by either 
participant, including the interpreter) tends to be treated by the interpreter as 
emotive (see § 3), and is therefore strategic to the manifest purposes of the inter-
action (as in excerpts 3 and 4); and when the interpreter considers any such refer-
ence not to be functional to any visit- or post-visit-related objective, she filters it 
out (as in excerpts 5 and 6). As to zero-renditions and non-renditions, they can 
either promote or inhibit affective communication, depending on their sequen-
tial positioning and the activity in which co-participants are engaged. Overall, 
what emerges from the analysis is a nuanced picture of affect, whereby moments 
of meeting and divergence of perspectives alternate (see Peräkylä 2008: 116, 118). 
Thus, non-renditions and zero-renditions may encourage direct contact between 
primary participants (e.g. zero-renditions in excerpt 4), or hamper such contact 
(e.g. non-renditions in excerpt 3 and zero-renditions in excerpt 5), with the in-
terpreter selecting “translatables” on the basis of their apparent relevance and 
appropriateness to the situation. 
From a methodological point of view, some general considerations can be 
made. On a first, practical level, zero-renditions and non-renditions, while be-
ing useful analytical categories, cannot account for the complexity of interpret-
er-mediated doctor-patient interaction. For instance, the term ‘non-rendition’ 
does not account for translatables which may not be voiced (but rather expressed 
through non-verbal behaviour) or may have been uttered at some other point 
(e.g. during the pre-interview stage, as in excerpt 3), or are dictated by inferential 
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frameworks associated with the interaction (as in excerpt 4). Similarly, the la-
bel ‘zero-rendition’ does not account for translatables which may not need to be 
translated because of possible bilingual competences of primary participants (as 
in excerpt 4), or because they may be considered by interpreters to be addressed 
to themselves (as in excerpts 5 and 6), as if one of the primary parties (but espe-
cially the healthcare provider) were engaging in side talk with the interpreter. 
Hence, even in a simplistic, prescriptive model of interpreting – which holds 
that the interpreter should translate everything that is said in an impartial way 
and refrain from offering “original” contributions – it would be pointless and vir-
tually impossible to say whether zero-renditions and non-renditions are either 
systematically “good” or “bad”. 
Clearly, responsibility for what is said and done cannot be attached solely to 
the interpreter, as the “why that now” of the interaction is always locally negoti-
ated by all parties involved in conversation. Affective communication is multi-
faceted and, like the other components of patient participation (see § 3 above; 
Gafaranga & Britten 2007: 119), varies in relation to the interactional activity in 
which participants are involved (e.g. seeking/providing reassurance, paying/re-
ceiving compliments, etc.). Against this backdrop, CA can be a useful approach 
for understanding affect in the consultation, or, to be more precise, affective dis-
plays in the specific conversational activity within which they are observed. CA 
findings can thus be used to raise patients’, doctors’, and interpreters’ awareness of 
what affective communication in relevant conversational activities is all about.
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Appendix 
I interpreter
P patient
D doctor or other healthcare provider (nurse, obstetrician)
= latching
[    ] overlapping talk
( . ) time gap shorter than 0.2 seconds
(0.3) time gap in tenths of a second
wo- truncated word
: sound lengthening
. falling intonation
, rise-fall in intonation
? rising intonation
! fall-rise in intonation
↑↓ marked falling or rising intonational shift
h/hh out-breath
.h/.hh in-breath
<word> word uttered at a slower pace
>word< word uttered at a quicker pace
# creaky voice
£ smile voice
word emphasis
°word° word spoken more quietly
WORD word spoken more loudly  
(word) reasonable guess at an unclear word
(slb slb) number of syllables in an unclear segment
((nodding)) non-verbal activity or transcriber’s comments
→ phenomenon of interest
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Terminology and Interpreting 
in LSP Conferences: 
A Computer-aided vs. 
Empirical-based Approach
clara pignataro
Abstract
Conference interpreters are called to work in highly technical communicative events, 
therefore they need to acquire specialized knowledge in terms of terminology (LSP), in 
order to produce adequate target texts. The goal of the study is to compare two different 
methodologies for the creation of glossaries to be used during simultaneous interpreting 
in the medical domain; one is more empirical and represents the most frequently adopted 
approach among conference interpreters; the second is supported by WordSmith Tools for 
the selection of contexts of use. The glossaries created with WordSmith Tools will be com-
pared with those created manually, and both will be tested in the translation booth for 
completeness, clarity, and adequacy. 
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1. Introduction
Conference interpreters working in conferences with LSP (Language for Spe-
cial Purposes) need to acquire specialized knowledge in a rather short time, in 
terms of terminology and ontological structures before the event, in order for 
interpreting to proceed smoothly. Due to the special conditions of simultaneous 
interpreting (SI), time constraints and cognitive load (Gerver 1969, reprinted in 
Pöchhacker and Shlesinger 2002: 54), terminological preparation has to be car-
ried out prior to the event since the interpretation process cannot be interrupted 
(Will 2007). The focus of this preliminary study is on a selection of medical terms, 
among the most problematic ones in terms of complexity and syntactic struc-
tures: those that are more likely to cause cognitive stress and saturate process-
ing capacity (Gile 1999, 2005) during interpreting, such as multi-term words or 
Premodified Noun Phrases (PNPs). PNPs account for a particular phenomenon, 
which is not exclusive to LSP but which is rather typical and recurrent as dem-
onstrated by several authors (among others Gotti 1991, 2008) and confirmed by 
our study. Drawing on Gile’s Effort Models (1995), the assumption is that in SI all 
“the fundamental components such as Listening, Analysis (L), Production of the 
Source Speech (P), and short-term Memory Effort (M), along with a Coordination 
component C” (ibid.: 2) have some specific requirements in terms of processing 
capacity and at every moment the processing capacity “available for each Effort 
should be sufficient to cope with the task at hand” (ibid.: 2). 
We postulate that the SI process will be smoother if an adequate terminologi-
cal preparation has been carried out. PNPs can create difficulties for the work of 
simultaneous interpreters during all the phases highlighted by Gile (1995) of Lis-
tening and Analysis (L), Production of the Source Speech (P), short-term Memory 
Effort (M) and Coordination (C), if they are not detected and analysed in advance, 
largely due to their frequency and complexity (Gotti 1991, 2008). Our intention 
is to anticipate these difficulties, normally encountered when interpreting from 
English into Italian, by drawing on the interpreting theories of directionality 
(among others Setton 2002; Gile 2005; Monti et al. 2005). 
In this preliminary study, an analysis is carried out on written texts provid-
ed by conference organizers before the event, in order to analyse the frequency 
and the structure of PNPs, in terms of complexity and ambiguity, in the English-
Italian language pair. The LSP sub-genre chosen for investigation is veterinary 
medicine. The overall corpus includes 10 dermatology texts and 15 physiology 
of reproduction texts, for a total of 31,372 tokens. Two methods are used to de-
tect PNPs. One is more empirical and the most widely adopted by interpreters: 
a manual search for specific terminology and its relevant linguistic equivalent. 
The second is supported by an IT Tool – WordSmith Tools – for terminology ex-
traction and analysis of the relevant contexts for knowledge acquisition. 
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2. Interpreting and knowledge acquisition through terminological work
Interpreting is an act of communication and as such cannot happen in a social 
vacuum (Garcia-Landa 1995). 
In conference interpreting the interpreter is not a participant in her/his own right: 
s/he is only a co-speaker “who has to imitate and transfer the immediate interpretant 
of the source text into the target text”. (Dressler 1994: 104-105)
The interpreter is never the producer of the message but an interface or an im-
partial filter. Therefore, it is important to adopt the same communication code 
as the sender of the message in order to convey the message with efficacy so that 
“the information received incites a mental state in the recipient which is exactly 
the state intended by the originator” (Sager et al. 1980: 314). This target-oriented 
approach will make it possible for the interpreter to acquire the same “world 
views” as the sender of the message and be perceived as part of the community 
he/she is working for, thus becoming a “co-speaker” (Dressler 1994). In Sager we 
read:
The user-oriented or pragmatic approach requires investigation both of the circum-
stances under which individuals use languages, and the potential or functions of the 
language they use. In both there are socially determined elements, but also limited 
freedom of choice. In his choice of means of expression the individual is influenced 
by the subject he is talking about, his place in society and his geographical location. 
(Sager et al. 1980: 6)
According to Wilhelm von Humboldt and his linguistic relativity thesis, the way 
we think is “limited and determined by one’s native language” and “the variety 
of languages is not merely a variety of sounds and signs, but in fact a variety of 
world views” (Wilhelm von Humboldt 1830, quoted in Coetzee 1992: 181). There-
fore, using this example as a metaphor, if interpreting means stepping into 
other “language worlds”, we postulate that it is through the analysis of the syn-
tactic structures of LSP that we can go beyond lexical contrasts to the scrutiny 
of what Whorf sees as something that is “more fundamentally determinative 
of the structures of thinking” (Coetzee 1992: 184). Hence the importance of fo-
cusing not only on linguistic equivalencies but also on contexts and the most 
problematic syntactic structures to better understand the macro structure of the 
discourse (van Dijk 1997) and to give cohesion to the interpreted text. Due to the 
particular way interpreters work, it is generally acknowledged in the literature 
that information about terminology has to be acquired before a conference takes 
place (Will 2007: 3). Knowledge acquisition through terminological preparation 
becomes important above all when interpreters work into their B language, as 
we read in Gile (2005: 6): 
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However, when determining which interpreting direction is “best”, it makes sense to 
refer to overall performance, which depends not only on language mastery, but also 
on familiarity with the topic, on the interpreter’s cognitive abilities most relevant to 
interpreting, and in particular, on his/her working memory capacity (see for instance 
Padilla, 1995 and Liu, 2001), both language-dependent and language-independent, 
and possibly on his/her motivation, state of health, professionalism, etc. 
The terminological work carried out by the interpreter creates a conceptual sys-
tem, in which the terms are structured and organized by order of appearance in 
the discourse. Interpreters commonly extract terms manually, creating individ-
ual conceptual structures or “conceptual maps” (Meyer et al. 1997: 104-105). These 
conceptual maps are regarded by all interpreters as essential tools in order to 
convey specialized knowledge to non specialist end-users. Von Humboldt (1820, 
quoted in Coetzee 1992: 182) speaks of language as a “circle, a closed system, from 
which one can exit only by entering another closed system”. The interpreter dur-
ing translation leaves his/her own “closed system” to enter the target language 
system, by moving back and forth through different syntactic structures and 
world views.
3. LSP
Specialized vocabulary is the access key to specialized discourse in any given profes-
sional field […] and it represents an essential component in a translator’s competence. 
(Garzone 2006: 13)
Within each single “special language” there is a wide scope for variation in terms 
of degree of specialization or technicality, depending on a number of factors, 
among which the participation framework of a given communicative event and 
its purpose are paramount (Garzone 2003: 26).
There is a time and place for everything and le mot juste for every time and place, par-
ticularly in special languages, a restricted area of human activity. (Sager et al. 1980:4)
LSP differs from ordinary language in several ways, most importantly in linguis-
tic and semantic terms. Language for specific or (special) purposes or domain-
specific languages are contextual-functional varieties of the ordinary language 
(Garzone 2006) and they are characterized by specific morpho-syntactic forms 
and by some discursive and pragmatic features. According to the domain, LSP 
is characterized by the tendency to prefer certain morpho-syntactic forms to 
others, which are used with unusual frequency. Along the same lines, the socio-
linguist Berruto (1974) emphasizes the notion according to which specialized 
lexicon has its own specific vocabulary, and this makes a language less accessible 
for those who do not have an adequate knowledge in the field. Though during 
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pre-conference preparation a certain degree of arbitrariness is allowed, our as-
sumption is that it is by focusing on the most problematic syntactic features in 
LSP that the interpreter can take a step into other “language worlds” and allevi-
ate the cognitive load required during SI, by better controlling the processing 
capacity requirements in comprehension and production, working from B into 
A language (cf. Gile 2005). 
4. The Noun Phrase in LSP
A more ambitious area of inquiry, going beyond lexical contrasts in order to investi-
gate what is “more fundamentally determinative of structures of thinking”. (Coetzee 
1992: 184)
Recourse to Noun Phrases is very common in specialized English, as they en-
able nominal elements to be “assembled” into a complex phrase: this is highly 
functional to economy of expression, a criterion much cherished in scientific 
and technical texts. The linguistic principle of space economy is the main reason 
for the widespread use of Premodified Noun Phrases (PNPs) in scientific English 
(Carriò Pastor 2008: 30). The possibility of combining nominal elements into 
noun phrases, thanks to the use of nouns as premodifiers, is an exclusive trait 
of Germanic languages. PNPs are regarded as one the most problematic struc-
tures of medical English, and due to their complexity and frequency (Gotti 1991, 
2008) they can create difficulties for simultaneous interpreters. This finding is 
also confirmed by the quantitative analysis carried out in our study. As we read 
in Garzone (2006: 32):
[…] in some cases it could be difficult to understand the correct relation between the 
components of a noun string; this can be particularly problematic when a text is being 
interpreted with a view to translating it into a language – like Italian.
In the literature there are many definitions of PNPs. We refer to Politzer (1972: 
130) who defi nes them as “the process of creating new words from elements 
which by themselves are also independent words”. Gotti (2008: 73) defines them 
as “an elliptical form offering a high degree of compactness”. In any case, they 
are widely adopted in specialized texts as they satisfy the highly appreciated cri-
terion of economy rendering sentences denser with a higher semantic weight 
(ibid.: 74), resulting in compact, elliptical structures that must be decoded and 
reformulated into the target language. This brings us back to our initial assump-
tion, postulating the need to investigate highly complex syntactic structures as a 
means of controlling and preserving the processing requirements that are nec-
essary during SI. Hence, the importance of terminological preparation that does 
not include all medical terms but only the most complex. 
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5. Decoding PNPs: ambiguity and syntactic complexity 
Disambiguating and translating complex PNPs can be very demanding for simul-
taneous interpreters, due to their structural complexity and frequency of occur-
rence (Gotti 1991, 2008). PNPs are highly demanding in SI because they require 
not only specialized knowledge, but also a very well trained short-term memory. 
The major difficulty derives from the fact that Italian relies on left-to-right con-
struction, whereas in English the right-to-left pattern is very common in LSP, 
which shortens sentences and makes the noun phrase especially dense (Gotti 
1991: 73). Another element of difficulty is related to Italian requiring explicita-
tion of the logical and semantic relations between nominal elements by means 
of prepositions (Garzone 2006: 32): a process that entails specialized knowledge 
and an efficient processing capacity in the comprehension phase. The difficulty 
is increased when the noun string contains multiple heads: i.e. the noun pre-
modifier is itself pre-modified by another noun (or adjective) which in turn may 
be preceded by a pre-modifier and sometimes the premodifier consists of a com-
plex prepositional phrase (ibid.: 31-32), as in the following example taken from 
the corpus described below: 
(1) early postpartum dominant follicle development = sviluppo del follicolo dominante nel 
primo periodo dopo il parto
In example 1 the head of the whole phrase “development”, has a premodifier 
“dominant follicle”, preceded by “early postpartum” which acts as a premodifier 
for the whole complex phrase. This is an obscure structure, due to its “radical 
reduction in explicitness” (ibid.: 32). Garzone states that these structures “repre-
sent a real challenge for the translator, as the switch to Italian requires complete 
explicitation of the complex relations between the different noun groups assem-
bled into an intricate and densely packed lexical chain” (ibid.: 33). The complexity 
is greater for simultaneous interpreters, due to the special working conditions, 
time constraints and cognitive load (Gile 2005). Some authors (Salager-Meyer 
1983; Navarro 1995; Dikken & Singhapreecha 2004) are aware of this difficulty 
and they claim that there is no single explanation concerning the equivalence 
of English PNP structures in other languages. The lack of verbs and prepositions 
in pre-modified noun phrases adds another element of complexity and this re-
quires more background knowledge from the reader (Dubois 1982: 154). “The 
addressee is forced to identify the semantic-syntactic links” (Gotti 1991: 74) and 
these relations are sometimes obscured by the length of pre-modification (Car-
riò Pastor 2008: 29). Moreover, the “number of the internal constituents can be 
infinite” (ibid.: 28), although we know from Miller (1967, quoted in Gotti 2008: 
74) that due to the human mind’s limited capacity for short-term memorization, 
the maximum number of unrelated items recalled is six. This is also confirmed 
in our study, where the number of PNPs with a number of items higher than 5 is 
extremely rare. There are indeed various cases in which noun compounds may 
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be interpreted in different ways and thus linguistic competence alone is not suf-
ficient and has to be integrated by specialized knowledge of the topic (Gotti 1991: 
75). Therefore, it seems that “ambiguity is only apparent and poses a challenge 
only to non specialists” (Gotti 2008: 75).
6. PNPs and Gile’s “Tightrope Hypothesis” 
When it comes to SI there are several factors that may have an impact on the 
interpreter’s performance. Drawing on Gile’s cognitive analysis of directional-
ity in interpreting (2005: 2), the fundamental components in SI are the follow-
ing: Listening and Analysis (L), Production of the Source Speech (P), Short-Term 
Memory Effort and Coordination (M). According to Gile’s theory, in order to at-
tain a smooth interpreting process, “two conditions must be met”:
Firstly, the sum of requirements from the three Efforts, plus the coordination compo-
nent, should not exceed the total available processing capacity.
L + P + M + Coordination of Efforts ≤ Available Resources
and:
Secondly, at every moment, the processing capacity available for each Effort should be 
sufficient to cope with the task at hand, i.e. comprehension of a particular speech seg-
ment, storage and/or retrieval of required pieces of information from the incoming 
speech, and retrieval from long-term memory and production of the correct lexical 
units and grammatical structures to express whatever needs to be verbalized at that 
time in the target speech. (Gile 2005: 2)
When these conditions are not met, errors and omissions may occur and the 
interpreting performance deteriorates (Gile 1999, 2005). According to our as-
sumption, the complexity and ambiguity of the structure of PNPs saturates the 
processing capacity of the interpreter, leaving little or no resources for neigh-
bouring segments. Mazza (2001) reports similar findings applied to the case of 
numbers in SI. According to Mazza errors and omissions in interpreting num-
bers are due to saturation of the processing capacity (2001: 3). As far as the pro-
cessing capacity requirements in speech comprehension and speech production 
when translating PNPs are concerned, there are language-specific factors that 
come into play. For the purpose of this study, the directionality is from B (Eng-
lish) into A (Italian), and apart from the dispute over the issue of whether it is 
better to translate into one’s own A language or not, some linguistic and syntactic 
differences should be taken into account. When translating PNPs from English 
into Italian, the processing capacity is overloaded in the production phase, due 
to the complex and ambiguous syntactic structure of the PNPs. This situation is 
apparent in the following example:
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(2) Periparturient transition period = periodo di transizione del periparto
In the example above, the major difficulties for the interpreter are the follow-
ing: the target-language speech segment in A language is longer than the source-
language: the Italian is less concise and requires the addition of the articles. If the 
assumption put forward by Gile (1995, 2005) is true, according to which inter-
preting from more concise to less concise languages “presumably requires more 
processing capacity than working from less concise to more concise languages 
[…] if only because pronouncing a larger number of words takes more time, which 
may contribute to working memory load” (Gile 2005: 6), the processing capacity 
requirements can be easily saturated in the speech segments containing PNPs, 
above all in those where the items are more than 3. The processing requirements 
in the production phase involve not only translation, but also determining the 
exact logical-semantic position of each item. Even though we know that there 
are some guidelines for the disambiguation of PNPs, these rules do not always 
apply. This confirms our initial assumption, according to which concentrating 
on the most difficult syntactic structures in LSP before a simultaneous interpre-
tation can be a strategy that enables difficulties to be anticipated and alleviates 
the cognitive load during the interpreting activity. The complexity and ambigu-
ity of PNPs is not only due to the number of items used but also to the direction 
of the syntactic construction. In English, as mentioned, PNPs have a right-to-left 
construction, as opposed to Italian and the interpreter must comprehend the 
segment, store and retrieve the necessary information to reconstruct the logical-
semantic links in the right sequence. The interpreter’s cognitive load is perilous-
ly close to the saturation point, resulting in a higher risk of errors and omissions 
in the target-language speech segments. Another element of complexity is the 
high frequency of PNPs. We know from Gotti (1991) that in LSP the frequency of 
PNPs is very high. This means that after the interpreter has understood, recog-
nized, decoded and reconstructed a PNP, reaching a saturation point in terms of 
processing capacity, other PNPs may well occur in the neighbouring speech seg-
ments. According to Gile and his Tightrope Hypothesis, postulated in 1999, in-
terpreters tend to make mistakes and repeat them in different speech segments, 
due to “imbalances” in the cognitive load. Giles describes the comprehension 
cognitive load and the production cognitive load. According to Gile’s hypothesis, 
the comprehension cognitive load required to translate from B language into A 
language is normally higher than the comprehension cognitive load required to 
translate from A into B language “because it often involves a deliberate effort to 
avoid linguistic interference from the source language, both in retrieving lexi-
cal items and in constructing syntactically acceptable target-language sentences” 
(Gile 2005: 3; Déjean le Féal 2003: 69). In the case of English PNPs the problem of 
language interference does not seem to pose particular problems in terms of the 
cognitive load and processing capacity, since no or little interference is reported 
when interpreting from English into Italian, though more research in this field 
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is needed. In medical English the major difficulty is lexical density, which poses 
the problem of “retrieving lexical items” and rearranging them into a syntac-
tically correct target language. In line with our experience and intuitions, our 
preliminary study supports Gile’s hypothesis, according to which, “production 
requires more attention” (Gile 2005: 3), when interpreting PNPs from English 
into Italian in LSP conferences. This claim is also supported by Tanaka (1991: 102, 
quoted in Gile 2005: 3) who states that “comprehension takes up 30% of process-
ing capacity requirements, and production 70%”. The first tentative conclusion, 
which brings us back to the initial assumption, is that detecting and analysing 
syntactically complex structures in LSP may contribute to alleviating the cogni-
tive load and the capacity requirements during the production phase. This is a 
hypothesis still to be demonstrated by quantitative data, but corroborated so far 
by the literature and intuitions derived from professional practice, also shared by 
many professional interpreters. 
7. Corpus description and method 
The corpus used in this study is composed of written texts provided by confer-
ence organizers for the interpreter. The material consists of 25 veterinary texts 
referring, respectively, to clinical immunology and dermatology (10 texts) and 
breeding (15 texts), comprising a total of 31,372 tokens. The average length of the 
articles ranges from 1,549 to 2,973 words. The analysis has been conducted on the 
written texts divided into four stages. During the first stage, PNPs were extracted 
with WordSmith Tools and classified into 4 different clusters formed by 2, 3, 4 or 
5 elements. Nouns were more frequent than adjectives but NPs with adjectives 
were not discarded, as a demonstration that the longer the NPs, the more diffi-
cult it is to translate them (Carriò Pastor 2008). In our corpus the following were 
treated as NPs with premodifications: items made up of at least two individual 
lexical constituents separated by a space or by a hyphen. NPs made up of two or 
more heads were counted as individual, as in “clinical symptoms and diseases”. 
Post modification was not included in the corpus. A quantitative analysis was 
carried out in order to quantify PNPs and gain a general understanding of their 
occurrence in Veterinary Medical English. The data are summarized in the ta-
ble below. Most occurrences, above all four and five-element occurrences, were 
composed of nouns and the elements of the pre-modification were no more than 
5, so only 5 categories of PNPs were drawn up. Table 1 contains the quantitative 
information for each category:
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Categories of PNP Occurrences %
Two-element 3,748 5.34
Three-element 667 1
Four-element 279 0.35
Five-element 111 0.14
Total 4,805 6.83
taBle 1. PNP occurrences in the different categories
In the second stage of this study, an analysis was conducted to identify the most 
frequent interpreting pattern for each group of cluster. The procedure adopted 
was to number the items within each PNP and compare their position in the tar-
get-speech segment containing the same PNP1.
8. Preliminary results
4,805 PNPs were identified and recorded in our veterinary English corpus, by 
means of WordSmith Tools. As shown in Table 1 the number of PNPs varies in the 
different categories and the percentages were calculated on the total. The most 
frequent category of PNPs is the two-element category (3,748) and the least fre-
quent is in the five-element category (111). In order to serve the purpose of our 
study, which was to detect as many PNPs as possible and determine the most 
frequent interpreting pattern in order to alleviate the cognitive load during SI, 
we proceeded as follows. For each category of PNP we numbered each element 
within the English PNP and compared the sequence with the standard translated 
version of the Italian PNP. This was done in order to determine whether it is pos-
sible to identify the most frequent interpreting pattern for each category of PNP 
and detect any changes in the order of each element within PNPs in both lan-
guages. Table 2 illustrates a few examples of the process adopted:
1  We applied the same method adopted by Carriò Pastor (2008: 33) to analyse the most 
frequent translation patterns in the language combination English-Spanish in a study investi-
gating cluster interpretation in Spanish-speaking learners of English. In our literature review, 
it seems that no studies exist on cluster interpretation pattern in SI in the English-Italian 
language combination. 
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English PNPs Italian interpreting pattern
(1)   Dry period
            1         2
Periodo dell’asciutta
       2      add.     1
(2)   Negative energy balance
                  1                2             3
Bilancio energetico negativo
        3                2                 1 
(3)   Insulin-like growth factor
           1          2          3            4
Fattore di crescita insulino simile
      4    add.    3             1             2
(4)   Peroxisome proliferator-
                    1                       2
        activated receptors
                  3                4
Recettori attivati dai proliferatori
          4            3     add.         2
perossisomiali
             1
(5)   First post-partum ovarian follicle wave
              1        2          3                4             5          6
Prima ondata follicolare ovarica post-parto
      1          6              5                 4          2      3
taBle 2. Interpreting pattern of PNPs
The most frequent English to Italian interpreting pattern for the three-element 
category is to proceed from the head of the noun leftwards, with a linear reverse 
sequence, as in:
(2) Negative energy balance  =  bilancio energetico negativo
           1               2              3                    3                2                 1
In LSP, many PNPs after a certain period of time are transformed into acronyms 
(Gotti 1991: 72) as in the following:
(2) Negative energy balance = NEBAL
or:
(4) Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor = recettori PPAR
The English PNP is frequently used as an acronym both in English and in Italian. 
In Italian the acronym is not “translated” but remains in English. This facilitates 
the interpreter working into A language (Italian) in terms of cognitive load and 
energy requirement (Gile 2005: 9). As for the four-element group, one might 
expect the same linear reverse interpreting pattern to be followed from right 
leftwards starting from the headnoun, but some exceptions to the rule must be 
noted as in the following:
(3) Insulin-like growth factor = fattore di crescita insulino-simile
         1          2         3             4                4 add.     3             1             2
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In the Italian interpreting pattern there is also the addition of the article. This 
is not a common practice in scientific English. This degree of variability is also 
evident in the following example:
(6) First post-partum ovarian follicle wave = prima ondata follicolare ovarica nel post-parto
      1       2           3              4              5           6               1           6              5                 4     add.   2        3
From the above examples it emerges very clearly that “there are indeed various 
cases in which noun compounds may be interpreted in different ways […] and 
linguistic competence alone is not sufficient and has to be integrated by special-
ist knowledge of the topic” (Gotti 1991: 75). As a general conclusion, there is a 
great variability of element combinations (Carriò Pastor 2008: 35) and no gen-
eral guidelines can be outlined as far as the interpreting pattern of English PNPs 
is concerned. Some general principles remain valid for each category of PNP, al-
though only a deep specialized knowledge can help to disambiguate these com-
plex and ambiguous structures: 
In order to disambiguate PNPs the end user has to be familiar with the linguistic struc-
tures, as well as possessing in-depth knowledge of the semantic structures of each in-
dividual item of the NP and this knowledge derives from the specialized knowledge. 
As a matter of fact there are several cases in which the Noun Phrase can give rise to 
ambiguity and in this case only a specialized competence can help the interpreter to 
disambiguate the NP and find the exact logical semantic structure. (Gotti 1991: 73)2
In the third stage, a manual search was carried out, in order to identify PNPs. The 
clusters thus identified were subdivided into categories, using the same method 
described above. No major discrepancies were found in comparing the list of 
PNPs identified with WordSmith Tools and the list drawn manually, and both 
lists were used in the translation booth. However, the clusters of terms extracted 
manually by the interpreter present a cognitive conceptual structure (Magris 
2002: 155) that in general terms facilitates and promotes the interpreter’s memo-
risation. This is confirmed by personal experience as well as by many other pro-
fessional interpreters, though more research work would be needed in order to 
confirm our hypothesis (Baselli & Pignataro forthcoming). The terms are orga-
nized by order of appearance in the discourse and divided into categories such as 
pathologies, drugs and viruses. The terms are more easily memorized and quick-
ly retrieved during a simultaneous interpretation if structured in a conceptual 
system. The clusters extracted with WordSmith Tools were ranked alphabetically 
and the contexts contributed to the process of knowledge acquisition. This list 
was very specific but it did not take into account the pragmatic criterion that is of 
paramount importance in customising pre-conference terminological prepara-
tion.
2 My translation.
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9. Considerations about the use of an IT tool
The idea of using WordSmith Tools is borrowed from academic experience at 
IULM University where students enrolled in the Conference Interpreting cours-
es are trained to use it and some of them decide to apply it to their terminology 
dissertations. IT tools require computational skills that go beyond what is expect-
ed from interpreters (Fantinuoli 2006: 188), but they might provide a flexible 
support for quantitative analysis. By using them, interpreters acquire linguistic 
and extra-linguistic information and reading additional specialized documents 
can help them to acquire knowledge and alleviate the workload during the inter-
preting task (Gile 1995). Usually their preparation is very traditional and time 
consuming and includes manual selection of specialized terminology from par-
allel texts, in little time, considering that materials are typically made available 
by conference organizers only a few days before a conference. The assumption is 
that this process may be accelerated through the use of an IT tool such as Word-
Smith Tools, for the automatic extraction of terminologies in specific contexts. 
10. Conclusion
The importance of the terminological work carried out by conference interpret-
ers before an event is acknowledged in the literature by several authors (among 
others, Gile 1995; Will 2007), but the type of terminology to be investigated and 
included in the resulting glossaries in order to anticipate major difficulties dur-
ing the SI, depends on the experience of the interpreter in a specific domain. The 
work of terminology collection is a complex process and software tools make 
their contribution when quantitative analysis needs to be carried out, but the 
manual and cognitive contribution of the interpreter is of fundamental impor-
tance. The terminological work created manually by the interpreter is structured 
in a conceptual system (Magris 2002: 150) that contributes to the memorisation 
of complex syntactic structures, thus alleviating the cognitive load (Gile 2005) in 
terms of processing capacity during the comprehension and production phase 
in simultaneous interpretation. The list obtained from the above-mentioned cor-
pus created by WordSmith Tools was less “tailor-made” to the specific needs of 
the interpreter and more difficult to consult during a real simultaneous interpre-
tation. This was confirmed by personal experience as a simultaneous interpreter 
but it certainly needs to be further investigated. The work conducted with Word-
Smith Tools made the terminological compilation more systematic and was par-
ticularly useful for the quantitative analysis of complex syntactic structures such 
as PNPs. Although a certain degree of arbitrariness is unavoidable, we tried to 
assess the two methods of terminological preparation in a consistent way, that is 
to say, taking into account the interpreter’s needs in a precise context. Detecting 
and analysing PNPs in the preparation phase contributes to develop an automatic 
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recognition system and helps to shield the interpreter from “cognitive load satu-
ration” (Gile 2005: 2). No general rules can be defined for the interpreting pat-
tern of English PNPs into Italian, although some guidelines have been proposed. 
This was our initial assumption, which remains to be proven by experimental 
data. In the second phase of the research, the intention is to create an oral corpus, 
transcribe it and analyse language-pair factors and directionality in LSP confer-
ences (cf. Cencini & Aston 2001; Falbo 1999; Orletti & Testa 1991; Setton 2002), 
with the English (B) and Italian (A) language combination (Baselli & Pignataro 
forthcoming). We hope that our research carried out so far will stimulate further 
investigation into setting guidelines for pre-conference terminological prepara-
tion in LSP for conference interpreters, especially as regards the disambiguation 
of complex English PNPs in scientific English. 
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English for Special Purposes 
used by and for Non-native 
English-speaking Interlocutors: 
The Interpreter’s Role and 
Responsibility
sarah tripepi winteringham
Abstract
This chapter is aimed at exploring and discussing the role and responsibility of the inter-
preter, both liaison and simultaneous, at encounters where English is the main channel 
of communication and the interpreter is called to translate English for Special Purposes 
(ESP) between non-native English interlocutors. 
Discussion will be based on the analysis of several scenarios taken from the medical, tech-
nical and financial world where peer relations between the interlocutors involved as well 
as knowledge of ESP and/or standard language usage vary and affect communication 
accordingly. 
The analysis is aimed at discussing the interpreter’s intervention in the scenarios studied 
and how s/he can effectively facilitate communication, not only by providing a linguisti-
cally accurate translation, but also by understanding the parties involved and preventing 
disappointment in the clients’ expectations. 
The paper will also show how the form of interpreting used can largely influence the 
translation and, thus, comprehension among the parties. 
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1. Introduction
Interpreting is traditionally divided into different forms in relation to the set-
ting or environment where the interpreting takes place, language direction, so-
cial dynamics and the technique used in the performance of interpreting. Hence, 
the distinction between conference interpreting (namely simultaneous, con-
secutive, chuchotage) and liaison/community interpreting. In dialogic contexts, 
interpreting is generally more interpersonal since the interpreter is actively in-
volved in the communicative event, while other types of interpreting are seen as 
more mechanical (Roberts 1997: 11). This distinction, however, may become less 
marked when we consider that the interpreter, in line with what Gentile states 
(1993: 257), is actually always performing the same function in any type of con-
text: he is acting as a conduit, relaying a message from one language to anoth-
er. Indeed, the common denominator for all forms of interpreting is the use of 
language to facilitate communication between speakers of different languages. 
Interpreting is a discipline that must be connected primarily to language (Roy 
2000: 40) and language variety, and linguistic strategies are adopted by inter-
preters according to the context they are mediating in. Context is determined by 
the work setting where the interpreting takes place, which could be a conference, 
a small meeting, a healthcare institute or a court; it is also determined by the par-
ticipants that are involved in the encounter, their level of language knowledge 
and their peer relations. 
In general, in non-interpreter-mediated encounters, communication is af-
fected by the relations and knowledge shared by participants, and is adapted ac-
cordingly. Experts of a specific field share the same expertise and language and, 
therefore, their communication exchanges will be based on that knowledge with 
the awareness that they will achieve mutual understanding. On the contrary, ex-
perts will adapt their language as well as their communication strategies if they 
are transferring an expert message to laypersons. However, communication and 
language use may change, even at an expert level, if the language of communica-
tion is not the speakers’ mother tongue. 
This chapter will explore and discuss the role and responsibility of the inter-
preter, both conference and community, at encounters where English is the main 
channel of communication and the interpreter is called to translate English for 
Special Purposes (ESP) between non-native English interlocutors.
Today, a growing phenomenon interpreters are faced with, is the increased 
use of the English language as the lingua franca of communication (ELF), which 
may be used as the source or target language by and for non-native English lan-
guage speakers (NNES). ELF is the contact language between persons who share 
neither a common native tongue nor a common national culture, and for whom 
English is the chosen foreign language of communication (Firth 1996: 240). As 
Mauranen and Metsä-Ketelä (2006: 2) state, ELF is today’s means of communicat-
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ing with the rest of the world. Importantly, ELF is not employed only in a general 
or standard way, but it is used by a plethora of in-groups and special domains 
that are linguistically and intellectually demanding, thus going beyond simple 
routines or rudimentary exchanges (Mauranen 2006a: 147). The proficiency in 
English of ELF users varies a good deal (ibid.: 154) and, therefore, interpreters who 
translate into English for NNES or from English spoken by NNES, need to adapt 
the linguistic approach of their performance. 
Special language proficiency is indeed a prerequisite for professional inter-
preters, who are often asked to interpret highly specialised terminology in dif-
ferent field areas, as Garzone (2006: 13) points out: “Specialized vocabulary is the 
access key to specialized discourse in any given professional field […] and it rep-
resents an essential component in a translator’s competence”. Interpreters have 
to be accustomed to the features and use of languages for special purposes (LSPs). 
The use of LSPs in meetings corresponds to the use by the speakers of particular 
discourse strategies at the level of both lexis and morphosyntax which are used 
in specific settings to meet specifically-defined professional aims (cf. Cortelazzo 
1990). 
In these situations, it is not sufficient that interpreters know the LSP termi-
nology they are asked to interpret, as they also need to grasp and convey the com-
municative goals of the speakers: one of the interpreter’s roles is to facilitate com-
munication between the parties and make sure that the message comes across. 
But what happens when the experts are not native English language speakers 
and have limited English proficiency (LEP)? Few studies have so far addressed the 
question of mutual intelligibility in interactions between experts who commu-
nicate using ELF (cf. Gass & Varonis 1984; House 1999; Jenkins 2006, 2007; Mau-
ranen 2006b; Seidlhofer 2001, 2002, 2005, Smith & Nelson 1985; Smith 1992), 
and only a few studies have analysed interpreters’ perspectives and difficulties 
of translating in ELF encounters (Albl-Mikasa 2010; Kurz & Basel 2009; Reithofer 
2011). In order to understand how interpreters behave in NNES environments, 
this chapter will present three interpreter-mediated scenarios taken from real-
life situations where peer relations and language knowledge vary and thus affect 
communication accordingly. The possible difficulties encountered by the inter-
preters, their responsibilities and the strategies they adopt will be discussed. 
2. The scenarios
2.1. Doctor-patient encounter
The first scenario describes a doctor-patient encounter in an Italian healthcare in-
stitution where the interpreter is asked to translate between an Italian speaking 
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paediatrician and a Chinese couple. The purpose of the encounter is to provide 
the couple with an explanation of the disorder their newborn is affected by. The 
mediating language is English, which the Chinese patients claim to understand. 
Physician’s utterance:  La glicogenosi tipo II (GSD II) è una malattia da accumulo lisosomiale au-
tosomica recessiva dovuta al deficit di alfa-glucosidasi acida, che idrolizza 
il glicogeno e comporta un accumulo intra-muscolare di glicogeno. 
[English translation:  Glycogen-storage disease type II, also referred to as Pompe disease, 
is an autosomal recessive lysosomal storage disorder due to the de-
ficiency of acid alpha-glucosidase that results in a progressive ac-
cumulation of glycogen in muscle tissue.]
Interpreter’s version:  Pompe’s disease or Glycogenosis type 2 is a genetic disorder trans-
mitted with a modality that is called “autosomal recessive”, which 
means that parents have the disease but show no symptoms. They 
have a 25% risk of having an affected child at every pregnancy. The 
disease is caused by a defect of an enzyme, called alpha-glucosidase, 
which is necessary to separate glucose molecules from glycogen. 
Glucose is the sugar that gives energy to the body. This sugar is 
stored in the form of glycogen in our body, when there is no need to 
use it. If the enzyme is not working it means that the body cannot 
use the sugar, and so we will have a progressive accumulation of 
glycogen particularly in the muscles with their gradual damage.
For the purpose of this chapter, only a selected example of the physician’s and 
interpreter’s utterances and attitudes are described and analysed, and not the 
overall interaction. Clearly, the above sentences show that the physician employs 
a peer-to-peer variant of medical LSP, resorting to technical vocabulary and con-
cepts which require sound medical knowledge for them to be understood. The 
physician does not seem to take into account that his final interlocutors are not 
native speakers of either the language he is speaking – Italian – or the target in-
terpreted language, English; indeed, his linguistic choice may be due to the pres-
ence of the interpreter. In healthcare settings, the interpreter is often seen as the 
bi-lingual helper who is expected to know, understand and be able to transfer the 
LSP sub-genre and information that is provided by the healthcare providers. An-
other reason for the physician’s attitude may be that, as Kiemanh et al. (2008: 115) 
remark, interpretations (i.e. the presence of interpreters) negatively affect doc-
tors’ ability to provide emotional support and rapport and decrease their degree 
of empathy. Hence, his choice in this encounter to use the most specialist regis-
ter of medical language that creates greater, hierarchical detachment between 
the interlocutors. The interpreter’s translation, instead, shows that he is playing 
an active role in the triadic exchange by adapting the speaker’s discourse to the 
listener’s non-specialist level. As Knapp-Potthoff (cited in Meyer 1998: 2) shows, 
the dialogue interpreter adapts dialogue by omitting, condensing or expanding; 
in our case, the interpreter performs an adaptation of discourse through expan-
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sion: he explains the concept in greater detail and simplifies the LSP, using a 
much lower register of English medical language. 
Since doctor-patient communication mediated by interpreters has been stud-
ied relatively widely, interpreters are aware that language barriers and their ap-
proach to facilitate communication are the most fundamental issues in the case 
of NNES patients (Flores & Karliner et al., cited in Garrett 2009: 48). It is well es-
tablished that language barriers contribute to health disparities for LEP patients 
(Jacobs et al., cited in Karliner et al. 2007: 728) and that interpreters are language 
facilitators who provide a necessary communication bridge for the patient with 
LEP (Garrett 2009: 48). 
In the encounter being analysed, the interpreter’s strategy is to promote lan-
guage concordance between patient and physician. In so doing, he shows to have 
both excellent linguistic and social skills: he has a sound knowledge of medical 
language, which allows him to grasp the meaning of the message and transfer 
it by using a variety of medical English that is more intelligible for a lay person. 
Moreover, he comprehends the patients’ social need to clearly understand what 
they are being told. In this situation, the interpreter carries out his responsibility 
of transferring comprehensible messages and at the same time becomes an ad-
vocate for the powerless NNES patients (Hale 2008: 102; Valero-Garcés & Down-
ing 2007: 327). In a situation such as the one presented by this encounter, much 
responsibility is, however, placed on the interpreter, who is no longer a mere bi-
lingual helper, but an actor that becomes actively involved in the encounter in 
order to promote intercommunication and mutual understanding. 
2.2. Training day in a multinational fashion company 
The second scenario is a training day organized by a multinational fashion com-
pany for its sales staff. The trainers are the company’s fashion designers and 
technical experts who are providing a training session on textile and footwear 
technicalities. The source language is Italian and the target language is English, 
which is translated to a diversified group of international listeners; the form of 
interpreting used is whispered (chuchotage) interpreting. 
The speakers first describe the process whereby a shoe is made explaining 
that:
Trainer:  La costruzione di una scarpa su misura è un’operazione molto complessa che si 
realizza attraverso una serie di operazioni eseguite a mano. Si inizia col prendere 
la misura del piede e su questa misura si costruisce la forma in legno che viene 
modificata in base alle caratteristiche del piede.
Interpreter:  The construction of a tailored, made-to-measure shoe is a highly complex 
process which is realised through a series of hand-made operations. First, 
the foot is measured and then the wooden last is constructed, which is then 
modified according to the features of the foot.
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After the interpreter’s first utterance of the technical term last in his translation, 
which is evidently not grasped by the listeners, he decides to replace it with the 
simpler mould/shape. One of the trainers, on hearing the simplification to mould 
or shape, addresses the interpreter at work to clarify – with some aura of superi-
ority and bewilderment at the interpreter’s lack of knowledge – that the correct 
translation is last. The training providers are thus visibly concerned about the 
correct use of technical terminology for the purpose of the training, but are una-
ware of the listeners’ linguistic background.
The speakers then go on to say that: “La pelle stampa razza è bottalata”. In this 
case, the interpreter could simply provide the exact technical translation: “The 
sting ray-effect leather is barrel-dyed”, and may possibly do so at the beginning of 
the assignment when little is known about the listeners and their knowledge 
of English. While in the first scenario (§ 2.1) it is fairly easy for the interpreter to 
assume that the patients do not have the same LSP knowledge as the physician 
and, therefore, an adaptation of his translating strategy is naturally expected, in 
this second case the interpreter may assume – before and at the beginning of the 
encounter – that the listeners share at least the same LSP knowledge and under-
standing of the technicalities of the sector, as they are a part of the same company. 
The interpreter may identify the target group as Hymes’ (1974: 54) “speech com-
munity” which shares the rules for the interpretation of one linguistic variety 
– the textile/footwear variety in this case. Hence, the interpreter’s conventional 
translation strategy would be expected to serve as a channel or bridge of commu-
nication which simply relays a message from one speaker to another (Roy 2000: 
101). The interpreter in this scenario may certainly start his role by faithfully 
translating the technical LSP terminology used by the speakers, thus providing 
the expected accuracy and satisfying the speaker’s communicative and training 
objective – hence, proving highly specialized preparation and professionalism. 
However, interpreters do not simply process information and passively pass it 
on to the listeners. They often act intuitively or objectively to adapt their transla-
tion quickly to the situation. In our scenario, closeness to the listeners allows the 
interpreter to immediately grasp that, being NNES, they do not have an adequate 
enough ESP knowledge to be able to follow and benefit from the training: they 
do not grasp the meaning of last, sting ray and barrel-dyed. Admittance to this by 
the listeners is never – or very rarely – to be expected, since it would make them 
feel inferior or not suitably prepared. Thus it is the interpreter’s role and respon-
sibility not just to “interpret”, but to realise the level of the listeners’ ESP com-
petence and choose whether to a) opt for the simpler or more generic ESP terms 
or b) use the correct English technical terms followed by an explanation of their 
meanings. Our interpreter decides to add extra explanatory information to the 
translation that will enable the listeners to actually understand the concept and 
therefore adds: “The sting ray-effect leather, that is leather printed with a fish skin effect 
– the sting ray is a fish – is treated in barrels in such a way as to give it a rough touch” and 
repeats for further clarification “the leather is not smooth to the touch”. This clearly 
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puts more strain on the interpreter, who not only must have the technical knowl-
edge in order to give a clear definition of the product, but also must give more 
information than the speaker in the same timeframe. 
Other choices the interpreter has had to make in this interpreting event re-
gard the translation of terms such as ram, boar or kid, used to refer to types of 
leather used by the company. It may be assumed that these terms are commonly 
understood, even though this may not be the case for NNES and that is why the 
interpreter opts to translate them with male sheep, male pig and baby goat. The 
trainers also explain the reason why the term cavallino (foal) is extensively used 
by the fashion industry. The interpreter’s skill in the translation of this technical 
term is to be able to explain that the term “Foal leather is actually the name given 
to foal-effect calfskin. Foal is the baby horse”. Not only does the interpreter have to 
explain what cavallino actually is, but he also needs to add what kind of animal 
a foal is. Moreover, the interpreter uses 16 words against the 2 words uttered by 
the original speaker. 
The interpreter’s choices described above may be viewed as a way of advocat-
ing for the listeners as well as minimising the speaker’s communicative goal, but 
in fact the interpreter actually analyses the constituent parts of the message in 
order to be able to transmit it in the target language so that what has been said is 
understood clearly and immediately. Faithfulness and accuracy are certainly two 
indispensable factors of a quality interpreting process, but the interpreters’ task 
indeed requires knowledge of a discourse system, which as Roy (2000: 103) puts 
it, includes grammar, contextual knowledge, language use, participant relation-
ships and, I would add, knowledge of the listeners’ understanding of the target 
language in general and of technical jargon in particular. In line with what Seles-
kovitch states (1978: 24), the interpreter knows that the technical jargon which 
he hears must be transmitted in a way that is as intelligible for his listeners as it 
is to those participants listening to the original. 
2.3. Speech at a clinical engineering company
The third scenario is the simultaneous interpretation of a speech given by the 
President of a multinational clinical engineering company to his peers at the 
managers’ Annual General Meeting. The speaker talks in English, although it is 
not his mother tongue, and his speech is rather informal, as it is given towards 
the end of a two-day informal conference among peers and is aimed at motivat-
ing managers to improve turnover. 
President:  The statement be ok. P&L good. We do good but now we go, point. We better T&L 
and PHI technology for RPM. This must do for money. Point. 
The speaker widely uses ESP terminology, such as P&L (profit and loss), T&L (time 
and labour), RPM (remote patient monitoring), which is understood by the other 
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managers and poses no problems for the interpreter who has become accus-
tomed to this terminology during the conference and due to his prior prepara-
tion. What instead causes some difficulty for the interpreter is the speaker’s poor 
implementation of English grammar. The lack of tenses, clauses and connectors 
means that little sense can be made as to whether the speaker is talking about 
the past, the present or the future. The interpreter needs to rely on his intuition 
to extrapolate the meaning of the message, based on what has been said during 
the conference so far, or on his knowledge about the cultural background of the 
speaker, who in our case is Italian. For example, point is translated literally from 
the Italian punto e basta to mean that’s it, that’s all: by understanding this the inter-
preter can grasp the speaker’s intention to convey the idea that either the com-
pany needs to work hard and that’s all it needs to do, or that the company has 
worked hard so far but that it is time to move on. 
As Seleskovitch (1978: 97) explains: “The better the interpreter understands 
the speaker’s thought the more it becomes his own thought and the more the 
three steps involved in interpretation (listening, understanding and expression) 
appear to blend into two (listening and expression)”. Interpreters must adjust 
their own translation, regardless of the original, to suit the listeners: they must 
not hesitate and must thus play their part in the trilogue, contributing to the 
smooth running of the conference. All questions of LSP knowledge aside, “the in-
terpreter will certainly grasp the message better than the foreign participant for 
whom the culture of the speaker is unknown and he can clarify the underlying 
assumptions” (ibid.: 22) and, by concentrating and analysing, he can compensate 
for the non-clarity.
3. Conclusion
The above three interpreting scenarios show that there is a certain degree of con-
vergence between liaison, whispered and simultaneous interpreting, when non-
native English speakers are involved in the event. Despite the different forms of 
interpreting used, the interpreters are faced with similar difficulties and need to 
be able to adjust their translation, whether they are translating for LEP listeners 
or from LEP speakers. “Adjustment – as Seleskovitch (1978: 112) remarks – not 
only influences the interpreter’s choice of words, but also brings him to make 
his message more or less explicit depending on the amount of common ground 
the listener and the speaker share” and on the LSP knowledge they share. Inter-
preters’ primary concern is to make sense of what one person means when say-
ing something and to convey that same sense to another person (Roy 2000: 22). 
How something is said and meant is guided by a number of relationships, such 
as speaker intentions, communication strategies, linguistic forms, context and 
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discourse genre. The same rules guide the performance of the interpreter who, 
on top of all this, also needs to take into account whether the participants are na-
tive language speakers of the language the interpreter is translating into. Today, 
this is particularly important if we consider that English is increasingly used as 
the international language by and for NNES. As Graddol (2004: 1330) states: “Eng-
lish is a dominant, and dominating, language in many different domains and 
this dominance seems unlikely to change at least for the next fifty years”. Hence, 
interpreters need to work and be trained with a view that sooner or later they 
will be confronted with the task of translating into English for NNES. Adaptation 
and adaptability are the key skills of an interpreter in these situations. Firstly, 
the interpreter must understand (either intuitively or objectively) the needs and 
knowledge of the audience or be able to establish these as he proceeds, in order 
to adapt the utterances he interprets so as to achieve optimum communication. 
Secondly, the interpreter must be able to size up the situation and make a rapid 
decision as to what strategy to adopt in order to prevent any communicative 
breakdown or disappointment and facilitate the exchange. 
The scenarios described above also show how proximity to the participants 
plays a fundamental part in helping interpreters understand the parties involved 
and their knowledge of the language used. Liaison interpreting has always been 
differentiated from the other forms of interpreting for the closeness to partici-
pants which facilitates the work of the interpreter who becomes an active inter-
locutor in the triadic exchange. Whispered or chuchotage interpreting is tradi-
tionally “categorised” as a form of conference interpreting, in that it is a one-way 
translation process where the interpreter’s role appears more passive and non-
involved. Certainly, the interpreter is not directly involved in managing and co-
ordinating the communicative event nor does he interpret in two directions. 
However, by being close to listeners it is easier for the interpreter to understand 
to what extent technical terms and discourses are understood by them and s/he 
can thus adopt the most adequate strategy. The third scenario that is described is 
slightly different from the first two, since it involves a simultaneous interpreter, 
who in his booth is relatively remote from his audience and may have limited 
possibilities of feedback and adaptation of the message. 
To sum up, translating LSP from and for NNES requires a great deal of effort 
on the part of the interpreter. As Roy (2000: 128) states, successful interpreting 
is not effortless and is not automatic. Interpreters in their work will always be 
confronted with a varied spectrum of interpreting tasks and, as language special-
ists, they need to be prepared to be able to facilitate interaction in all situations, 
including those which involve participants with limited proficiency in English. 
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Fine-tuning SI Quality Criteria: 
Could Speech Act Theory 
be of any Use?
anna-riitta vuorikoski
Abstract
This chapter looks at political rhetoric in the European Parliament, focusing on speech 
acts and the way they are conveyed by interpreters. Discourse in the European Parliament 
is a specific genre with speech acts constituting an integral rhetorical element of the gen-
re. Following an analysis of an authentic corpus comprising more than 100 speeches in 
four languages, delivered in the European Parliament, the theoretical framework of the 
present chapter focuses on speech act theory, and the way it can be used to complement 
translation and interpreting theories in a close analysis of SI performances. The aim of the 
analysis has been to use authentic data in order to obtain some specific information that 
could be applied to interpreter training, as well as suggesting an approach for interpreter 
quality assessment.
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1. Introduction
Observations from within the interpreters’ booth in the European Parliament 
(EP) inspired the author to record and analyse parliamentary rhetoric and the way 
it is conveyed by interpreters working in the simultaneous mode (SI). The ulti-
mate aim of this analysis has been to compile some tangible data relating to inter-
preting quality. The chapter focuses on the quality criteria of ‘accuracy’ and ‘faith-
fulness’. While these two concepts tend to be taken as the obvious core elements 
of high standard interpreting (see the discussion of definitions of interpreting 
below), field work in meetings, and recordings made of SI in those meetings, will 
shed some light on the way accuracy and faithfulness are realised by professional 
interpreters. The more representative, and the more carefully designed an SI cor-
pus is, the more reliable results can be obtained. Consequently, conclusions can 
be drawn relating to the quality targets that are set for interpreting. 
A brief description of the real-life corpus underlying the analysis is followed 
by a short discussion of some key aspects of the theoretical framework and the 
methods of analysis that have been applied in studying speech acts that contain 
modals in English EP speeches. These are compared with the various SI solutions 
produced by interpreters working into Finnish, German and Swedish. The re-
sults of the analysis are discussed with a view to their applicability to interpreter 
training.
2. The EP corpus
The real-life corpus was recorded in the European Parliament in the late 1990s. 
The research design was made ‘in the field’, while working in the plenary ses-
sions of the EP. The plenary was selected as the speech context in order for the 
study to be representative in describing interpreting in a normal, routine-like 
setting that is familiar to both the speakers and the interpreters. The aim of the 
research design was to collect a corpus focusing on some specific characteristics 
of the EP genre that would illustrate issues relating to SI quality. Consequently, 
the corpus covers a range of topics that were considered to be representative of 
a typical part-session of the EP plenary session. The debates were selected on the 
basis of the topic as well as the type of debate they represent in order to contain 
samples of different levels of textual difficulty. The corpus includes: debates on 
six different reports; oral questions to the Commission; speeches on the North-
ern Ireland peace process; oral questions to the Council (on human rights); Ques-
tion Time to the Council; and Rule 47 debates on topical and urgent subjects of 
major importance. Altogether there are 120 original speeches that were held in 
English, Finnish, German or Swedish, and their SI versions into these languages.
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The plenary part-sessions are typically a forum for monologues. The corpus 
at hand has only a few instances of spontaneous dialogue, or comments relating 
to something that was going on in the House at the time of the recording. Fur-
thermore, it is possible to see from the video recordings that the majority of the 
speeches are read from a script. Where there is no visible script, it is still obvious 
that the speech has been carefully planned. The manner in which the speeches 
are delivered is most probably due to the Rules of Procedure of the European 
Parliament, according to which Members have limited speaking times, ranging 
typically from one minute up to five minutes. 
A speech can be defined in a number of ways. For the purposes of the present 
chapter, we have followed the definition by Martin Reisigl: “A speech is a struc-
tured verbal chain of coherent speech acts uttered on a special social occasion for 
a specific purpose by a single person, and addressed to a more or less specific 
audience” (2008: 243 [my italics]. Reisigl (ibid.) continues by characterising the 
rhetoric of political speeches as follows: 
They are rarely produced ad hoc or spontaneously, and even the sporadic ex tempore 
speeches are never improvisations out of nothing, but compositions based on speech 
patterns and set pieces that have entered the linguistic and episodic memory of the 
speaker. 
The characterisation by Reisigl highlights the elements that are relevant for the 
analysis at hand; a) the reference to a special social occasion (here: the EP part-
session of the plenary session); b) a specific purpose (here: presenting the stance 
of a political group); c) addressed to a specific audience (here: the audience in the 
House, as well as the media). The second part of the definition is equally relevant 
for the present study, as it aims at highlighting some frequent elements of the EP 
genre that could be called ‘speech patterns’ or ‘set pieces’.
The corpus in quantitative terms is described in Table 1 below. 
Languages No. of speeches No. of words No. of sentences
English 54 22,100 950
Finnish 11 2,700 200
German 44 16,200 800
Swedish 11 2,100 120
Total 120 43,100 2,070
Table 1. The total number of speeches, words and sentences in each language
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The research design aimed at avoiding the problem of the singularity of inter-
preter performances. As each speech has been interpreted into three languages, 
on site, on five different dates, as part of the normal EP routine, we can assume 
that this solution has reduced the problem of inter-individual and intra-individ-
ual fluctuations in attentiveness, in cognitive factors and in linguistic compe-
tence. In terms of quantitative data regarding the corpus, it was not possible to 
count the exact number of interpreters in the corpus; the figure 30 is a rough 
estimate. 
3. Definitions of interpreting
Conference interpreting has been defined in a number of ways (cf. Pöchhacker 
2004). Pöchhacker’s formulation is based on the theoretical view according to 
which Translation is the umbrella term, and Interpreting is a special form of 
translation: “Interpreting is a form of Translation in which a first and final rendi-
tion in another language is produced on the basis of a one-time presentation of 
an utterance in a source language” (ibid.: 11). Regarding the fidelity and accuracy 
of interpreting, Pöchhacker writes: “The most widely acknowledged demand on 
an interpretation is that it should be faithful to the original” (ibid.: 141).
The same demand is expressed on the EP home pages, and their description 
of the interpreter’s work: “The main task of the European Parliament’s interpret-
ers is to render orally the speeches given by MEPs faithfully and in real time into 
all the official languages” [my italics]. Under the heading of “Interpreting in the 
European Parliament” we find a similar job description: “The interpreter’s job is 
to ensure that speeches delivered in one of the official languages of the European 
Union are accurately rendered into the other official languages” [my italics].
Furthermore, on the same pages, under the heading “To be or not to be ... an 
interpreter”, we read the following:
As the range of subjects covered in parliamentary debates is almost unlimited, the in-
terpreter is required to have a solid general knowledge and expertise in all areas of EU 
activity. Being familiar with an MEP’s political opinions can help an interpreter grasp 
the speaker’s intentions beyond mere words [my italics]1.
The theoretical approach and definition by Pöchhacker, representing the schol-
arly approach on one hand, and the employer’s pragmatic approach of the EU 
administration on the other hand, have provided the framework for the present 
analysis of the EP speeches. Thus, in the subsequent discussion, the focus will be 
1  <http://www.europarl.europa.eu/multilingualism/interpretation_en.htm> retrieved on 
16th September, 2010.
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on the three quality-related aspects of SI: 1) interpreters are expected to convey a 
faithful transmission of the original message; 2) the message should be rendered 
accurately; and 3) interpreters are expected to ‘grasp the speaker’s intention be-
yond mere words,’ as indicated in the EP definition above as well as definitions of 
interpreting quality in the literature (Pöchhacker 2004: 131-144).
The questions we wish to pose here are: How do we characterise an ‘accurate’ 
and ‘faithful’ SI transmission of the original message? How does an interpreter 
‘grasp the speaker’s intention’? 
According to the EP text above, being familiar with a politician’s opinions can 
help. Yet, there are 736 Members in the European Parliament from 27 Member 
States expressing the views of their political groups. Other regular speakers in-
clude the President and the Vice-Presidents of the EP, President-in-Office of the 
Council as well as members of the Commission. Basic training has taught inter-
preters that being familiar with the MEPs’ political opinions, as well as acquir-
ing ‘a solid general knowledge and expertise in all areas of EU activity’ will help 
them to understand and convey some of the recurring features of the discourse. 
Such elements provide the interpreter with the frame for understanding the 
message2. However, the interpreter may need other kinds of tools and tactics for 
coping with the task of transmitting ‘the original message’ both ‘accurately’ and 
‘faithfully’ to the audience. We suggest that language philosophy may provide 
some aid for interpreters for understanding the EP political rhetoric.
4. Theoretical background
4.1. EP speeches – a genre in their own right
A thorough analysis of the recorded and transcribed material suggested that dis-
course in the EP might be characterised as a genre in its own right3. This char-
acterisation is based on the approach of Jean-Michel Adam (1999), according to 
whom genres can be characterised by textual properties that are the consequence 
of linguistic interaction in a speech situation involving an institution, partici-
pants, a place and time as well as the constraints of a given language (or several 
languages). Genres are the result of socio-discursive practices acquired by text 
2 A frame “is a body of knowledge that is evoked in order to provide an inferential base for 
the understanding of an utterance [...]” (Levinson 1983: 281).
3 Authors differ in their use of the concept ‘genre’. Douglas Biber uses the term ‘genre’ “to 
refer to categorizations assigned on the basis of external criteria [...] ‘text type’ to refer to 
groupings of texts that are similar with respect to their linguistic form” (1988: 70). Michael 
Stubbs (1996: 11) does not distinguish between ‘text type’ and ‘genre’, but uses the concepts as 
alternative terms.
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producers (ibid.: 36). Thus, with the help of the appropriate tools of analysis in 
identifying recurring textual features, the interpreter’s understanding of the EP 
genre will be enhanced, enabling the interpreter to ‘grasp the speaker’s inten-
tion’. In his discussion of the concept of ‘genre’, Michael Stubbs (1996) states 
what interpreters learn through practice: “The important point is [...] knowing 
how the [genre] can make a difference to the way in which it is interpreted” (ibid.: 
12). Therefore, a close analysis of both the language and content of the EP speech-
es may foreground some key elements of the EP genre that will help interpreter 
trainers help trainees in their effort to reach an acceptable level of SI accuracy.
4.2. Rhetorical analysis of EP speeches
New rhetoric as developed by Chaïm Perelman provides a fruitful angle for study-
ing speeches addressed to a specific audience. Perelman (1982: vii-viii) has asked 
the following questions:
I. By what processes do we reason about values? 
II. What does justification of values “look like” in actual, verbal discourse? 
Values are at the core of political language. In the European Parliament, values 
are an integral element of the majority of speeches. After all, the debates are 
about EU legislation that reflects the norms and values of our society. Values, and 
the way they are expressed, can be analysed with the help of rhetorical theories 
as well as speech act theory.
4.3. Why speech act theory?
Philosophers and grammarians have long acknowledged the role of speech 
acts in their explanation of verbal mood and sentential types (Vanderveken & 
Kubo 2001: 1). Barry Smith (1990: 29) explains that according to Aristotle, only 
sentences in which there is truth or falsity are the subject of a philosopher’s in-
vestigation; all the other kinds of sentences belong to the study of rhetoric or 
poetry. According to Smith, the first philosopher to have fought consciously and 
explicitly against the Aristotelian conception seems to have been Thomas Reid, 
who saw that there are, in addition to judgments, also other types of sentences 
permitting theoretical treatment. As early as 1894 he considered that “The prin-
ciples of the art of language are to be found in a just analysis of the various spe-
cies of sentences” (cited by Smith 1990: 29-61). According to Smith, Reid called 
such sentences ‘social operations’ or ‘social acts’, because they have a necessary 
directness towards some other person. The Munich phenomenologist Adolf Re-
inach (1883-1917) is viewed by Smith as the first philosopher to have worked out 
the systematic theory of the phenomena of promising, questioning, requesting, 
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commanding, accusing, etc., which he calls ‘social acts’ (ibid.: 29-61). An analysis 
of the corpus at hand made it evident that the phenomena of promising, ques-
tioning, requesting, commanding, accusing, etc., are extremely frequent in the 
EP genre.
According to Vanderveken and Kubo (2001: 3), John Austin adopted the con-
cepts: ‘locution’, the linguistic form; ‘illocution’, the declarative, interrogative 
and imperative sentence mood; and ‘perlocution’, the function that utterances 
carry in a specific situation. He discovered that utterances like “I request you to 
help me” are performative, and the illocutionary act is named by the main verb. 
In his discussion of speech act theory Armin Burkhardt (1990: 125) reports that it 
was further developed by John R. Searle (1969) and Herbert. P. Grice (1989), and 
has become an important branch of contemporary theory of language. 
Today, the concept ‘speech act’ crops up quite frequently in the literature on 
machine translation and corpus linguistics, where the focus is, for example, on 
naturally occurring data in a spoken corpus and cross-linguistic research. In fact, 
in the volume of critical approaches to the philosophy of Searle, Burkhardt (1990: 
125), has come to the following conclusion:
[...] in the course of the three decades of its history, speech act theory has undergone a 
development from the Austinian pragmatic beginnings via different, more or less in-
tentionalist approaches and Searle’s “hybrid” conception to what might be called a (lex-
ical) semantic view of speech acts. Here, I think, speech act theory has come to an end. 
Robin Setton has incorporated the views of Austin, Searle and Grice in his model 
of Simultaneous Interpreting. For Setton, “the speech act in its strongest sense 
[is] an act performed by an utterance (a bet, promise, investiture, curse, etc.); in 
the wider sense used [...], [it is] an intentional utterance” (1999: 370). In the pre-
sent study we have relied on the approach developed by Jerrold M. Sadock. In his 
invited comment on the articles by Vanderveken as well as by Cohen and Lev-
esque (in Cohen et al. 1990), Sadock offers the following approach to speech acts: 
“[...] most of the things that we can do with words can be done by uttering any 
words, given the right context” (1990: 257). From a theoretical point of view, Sad-
ock finds the speech act ‘game’ ‘trivial’, and speech act theory ‘so open-ended’(ibid.: 
258). For his own part, Sadock has sketched out a scheme for understanding the 
structure of and relationships among illocutionary acts (ibid.: 268). His scheme 
is based on the three fundamental powers that combine in human language: the 
ability to represent the world, the ability to alter society, and the ability to express 
emotions. Sadock reports having studied “the distribution of sentence types, and 
the formal indicators thereof, in a number of different languages” (ibid.: 261). To-
gether with his colleague he found that every language in their sample distin-
guished at least a declarative type, an interrogative type, and an imperative type. 
Sadock (1990: 267) has classified speech acts into three groups:
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Dimension Act type
Assertion Question Request
Represent T T or F F
Oblige
   Speaker accept p ——— ———
   Addressee ———*4 answer cause p
   Others ——— ——— ———
Express belief curiosity desire
4
Table 2. The fundamental sentence-type division of most languages
                  (T = True; F = false; p = proposition) (Source: Sadock 1990: 267)
Sadock explains his table as follows: 1. The contrasts that the three act types dis-
play on the three dimensions [represent, oblige, express] are just about maximal; 
2. The three classes of speech act correspond to natural but non obligatory asso-
ciations of properties on the three levels; 3. The properties of each basic speech 
act are simple properties. Furthermore, concerning the expressive content of an 
utterance, the three most fundamental propositional attitudes are belief, curi-
osity, and desire. Following Sadock’s theoretical analysis, we would argue that 
political rhetoric is to a large extent about beliefs, and the act of conveying these 
beliefs to an audience. In the light of the EP corpus, the speaker’s intention is 
the desire to convince the audience of the speaker’s beliefs, and, eventually, to 
change the world.
In a similar vein, Stubbs (1996: 200) discusses speech act theory as an element 
of his corpus analysis of the way speakers and writers express their stance to-
wards the information that they are conveying. One of the aspects he analyses is 
the degree of reliability or authority speakers and writers mean it to have. Stubbs 
summarises his argumentation as follows: “Utterances express two things: 
propositional information, and also the speaker’s/writer’s attitude towards this 
information” (ibid.: 197). What Stubbs has termed as ‘reliability’ or ‘authority’ at-
tached to a message is something that Perelman focuses on, too. The discussion 
below, together with the examples, will illustrate the frequency of certain types 
of speech act, as well as the crucial role of the speaker’s stance for the meaning of 
the message.
This aspect of the present study relates to the question of the ‘accuracy’ and 
‘faithfulness’ of the SI. One of the conclusions of our Ph.D. thesis (Vuorikoski 
2004: 252) has been the following principle that we consider to be an important 
element controlling SI quality: 
4 Sadock (1990: 267) explains this point as follows: “Different sorts of assertoric speech act  
place different burdens on the addressee. A response to a question in a court of law, for ex-
ample, simply commits the speaker to the truth of his statement. It places no responsibilities 
upon the judge or jury to accept its veracity. A confession of guilt, on the other hand, more or 
less automatically counts as true for all parties concerned”.
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An essential element of interpreting is to allow the listener to formulate an interpreta-
tion of the target text message that corresponds to the one he would have formulated 
if he had been able to understand the original speech.
This general principle led us to narrow our analysis to some clearly specified ele-
ments of discourse. A comparison of the original speeches and their interpreted 
versions turned our attention to the following speech acts that contain a modal 
auxiliary, or a performative verb, or an expression, such as in the following sam-
ple of the various kinds of speech act that were identified in an original English 
speech:
(1)
Therefore we welcome this report. .. [support]
... and congratulate the rapporteur ... [appreciation]
But you should not underestimate... [appeal]
... broadcasters have to recognise ... [request]
I personally believe ...  [belief]
I have to say ...   [hedge]
Such phrases are an interesting element in the corpus, simply due to their fre-
quency in the original speeches. Furthermore, such utterances seemed optimal 
data for a study aiming to take a close look at the quality criteria of ‘accuracy’ and 
‘faithfulness’. Figure 1 focuses on the types of speech act that were studied for this 
chapter, describing their share in the English originals, and containing a modal 
auxiliary.
Types of speech act
Figure 1. Share of the speech acts in the original English speeches
4.4. Requests
After a preliminary screening of all the speech acts in the 120 speeches, we de-
cided to follow Sadock’s classification of three basic speech act types, limiting the 
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present study to an analysis of Requests. The Requests analysed here are speech 
acts that have variously been called ‘demands’ or ‘directives’, ‘exhortations’, ‘ex-
pressions of suggestion’ and ‘requests’. According to Sadock “Requests present a 
picture of the world as unrealized: they oblige the addressee to make that state 
of affairs true; and they express the speaker’s desire that this should be the case” 
(1990: 266). It is not difficult to find utterances in the EP speeches that fit this def-
inition. The context, as well as the verb(s) being used, leave no questions in the 
mind of the addressee as to the speaker’s intention, as in the following example:
(2)
This motion urges China to stop [...]
It calls on China to refrain [...]
and calls on both parties to [...]
You’re gonna have to get some order [...]5
Proportionately, the share of Requests in the corpus is relatively high, 14% of the 
total number of sentences.
Original speeches No. of sentences No. of Requests
English 950 153
Finnish 200 34
German 800 134
Swedish 120 21
Total 2,070 342
taBle 3. Actual number of Requests in the original speeches
The example below illustrates Requests that contain values, as well as reflecting 
the speaker’s stance towards the information he is conveying; furthermore, they 
oblige the addressee to make that state of affairs true.
(3)
Extract of a speech on antipersonnel mines:
All Member States have agreed bans and moratoria on APM exports. The EU should go fur-
ther and take action itself to ban the production, stockpiling, transfer and use of APMs.
The Council should adopt a new joint action [...]
The CCW Convention should include provision for [...]
The existing stocks should be destroyed.
When it comes to Protocol 2 on land mines a statement should be inserted [...]
Verification procedures should be tightened and all anti-handling devices should be banned. 
Anti-tank mines must also be made detectable.
5  This is one of the rare examples of spontaneous speech in the House; an MEP addresses 
the Speaker, requesting him to order the MEPs to be quiet.
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Mr. President, EU Member States must sign and ratify Protocol 4 [...]
They should ban [...]
EU Member States should ban [...]
Existing stocks of [...] should be eradicated.[…]
The citizens of Europe and the developing world are crying out for change. We should not 
disappoint them.
A second reason for choosing the above speech as an example of what is here 
understood as Requests is the frequent use of two modal auxiliaries. The sample 
speech of 501 words contains the modal auxiliary ‘must’ twice, and ‘should’ 11 
times, a frequency that is typical of the EP rhetoric. 
A comparison of the originals with the SI renderings turned our attention to 
what appeared to be a non-systematic way of conveying the original modal verbs. 
4.5. Modal auxiliaries
According to Sadock, “[...] the choice of the verb in a performative formula has a 
powerful influence on the effect of a contextualised utterance” (1990: 259). The 
Requests in the English originals that have been analysed here contain the modal 
auxiliaries indicating obligation or necessity (‘must’, ‘should’ and ‘ought’, and 
the quasi-modals ‘have got to’ and ‘have to’). Requests with ‘need to’ have been 
included in the analysis as well, since more often than not they were rendered 
with a modal auxiliary by the interpreters. (English original: [...] the need for us 
to work together – German SI [...] zusammen arbeiten müssen)6. 
Lexically, Requests can be expressed in various ways, of course. It struck me 
as particularly interesting, however, to focus on requests with modals and quasi-
modals, as they are very similar in form in English, German and Swedish; the 
form of these lexical items is totally different in Finnish, a non-Indo-European 
language, but the Finnish language has corresponding modal verbs that are used 
in the same way as the ones in English, German and Swedish. Thus, finding a cor-
responding lexical item is not a problem for the Finnish interpreter.
5. The empirical study
Before entering into a description of the methodology of the present study, it is 
advisable to give some background information on the kind of data that will be 
6 The analysis of the semantic meaning of the modals is based on a corpus study of English 
language modals by Jennifer Coates (1983). Another piece of research that has guided the 
present analysis of the modals is by Svenja Adolphs (2008). The German modal verbs have 
been analysed against Graefen and Liedke (2008) and Hentschel and Weydt (2003), and the 
Swedish ones against Svenska Akademins grammatik 4, Satser och meningar. Nordstedts.
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discussed here. Referring to Table 2 by Sadock, an additional specification from 
his article (1990: 263) may clarify his approach to speech acts; furthermore, this 
approach seemed to fit the method of analysis chosen for the data at hand.
I will suggest a position between those [of …] in terms of the amount of structure that 
we find in the [Illocutionary Forces] of natural language. I would like to urge the view 
that the complete speech act has three separate, simultaneous functions: a represen-
tational function, an expressive function, and a social function. Taking these three di-
mensions as definitional of illocutionary acts gives us a classification that is at once 
truer to the grammatical facts of natural language and more elegant than what we find 
in existing decompositions. 
An analysis of five debates on different themes held on different dates will il-
lustrate some characteristics of Requests containing modals or quasi-modals. 
The speeches were delivered in English on five topics (Commission report on 
the application of EU law in Member States; a report on equal pay for equal work, 
and another one on EU regional funds; recorded on 13th February, 1996; and de-
bates on the Intergovernmental Conference and UN Human Rights Commission 
meeting; recorded on 13th March, 1996). As indicated earlier, this chapter dis-
cusses Requests in the English originals, and the way they were conveyed by EP 
recruited professional interpreters into Finnish, German and Swedish.
5.1. Method of analysis
The first step was to listen to the original speeches, to transcribe them, and to 
carry out a text analysis within the adopted theoretical framework and method of 
analysis. The next step was to listen to the interpreters, and to align the Requests 
in the original English speeches with the interpreters’ renditions. An example of 
this alignment is given in Table 4. 
The next step was to analyse the degree of correspondence between the origi-
nal Request and the SI versions. One characteristic to assess, relating to the ac-
curacy and faithfulness of the SI renderings of the Requests, was the relative 
strength vs. weakness of the Requests. Of the sample of original English speeches 
studied here, more than one third of the Requests could be classified as strong, 
and about the same number as weak ones. A comparison of the originals with the 
SI versions, relating to the accuracy of the strength/weakness conveyed by the 
SI, showed the following trend: in nearly one half of the cases two out of three 
interpreters conveyed the same strength in their SI versions as was expressed 
in the original; in more than one fourth of the cases, only one of the three inter-
preters produced the same strength vs. weakness of the Request as the original; 
and in less than one fourth of the cases three out of three interpreters rendered 
the same strength as the original. Furthermore, in a small number of cases the 
Request was not conveyed at all. 
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English original SI > Finnish, German, Swedish
we all need to focus FI: meidän täytyy kiinnittää huomiota
DE: wir sollten uns (...) konzentrieren
SW: så måste man koncentrera
there ought to be FI: meidän pitäisi kiinnittää (...)
DE: sollte es von nun ab (...)
SW: så måste man understryka (...)
our focus ought to be on (...) FI: ----
DE: man sollte sich konzentrieren (...)
SW: man tar inte hänsyn till (...)
.. ought to be (..) FI: ---
DE: Diese sollten (..) auf der T sein.
SW: det här borde vara (..)
Table 4. Alignment of the Request with a modal in the English original speech, and the SI ver-
sions into Finnish, German and Swedish
The way such expressions are received naturally depends on both subjective and 
objective issues relating to the person that is analysing the material. In an ideal 
case, an evaluation of the SI performances, would be complemented by native 
speakers of the languages concerned carrying out a similar analysis. 
Some SI renditions can be taken as interesting cases of the differences be-
tween spoken and written language, and the tendency of SI to move closer to the 
spoken end of the spoken-literate continuum, as observed by Shlesinger (1989).
(4)
We need action in a whole range of areas, 
and strict application of existing law 
at European and national level, 
the training of lawyers in the area of equal pay, 
reducing the length and the cost of legal proceedings, 
greater involvement of women in pay negotiations, 
and constantly drawing attention to pay disparities 
by publishing statistics and organizing conferences.
 
The predicate of this lengthy sentence is ‘need’ (“We need action [...]”); thereafter, 
the speaker uses either nominalisations of verbs or -ing forms. Receiving this 
long list of items online, the interpreters chunk it into shorter units with modal 
auxiliaries (müssen, täytyy, måste)7, as can be seen in the transcription below:
7  In this context, ‘müssen’, ‘täytyy’ and ‘måste’ all have the same semantic meaning ‘must’.
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(5)
Original: We need action in a whole range of areas,
De: Es muss in dem ganzen Bereich ...
Fi: Me tarvitsemme toimenpiteitä
Sw: Vi måste gå vidare
Original: and strict application of existing law [at European and national level}
De: Es müssen bestehende Gesätze ...
Fi: meidän täytyy toteuttaa ...
Sw: vi måste tillämpa lagstiftningen
Original: the training of lawyers in the area of equal pay, 
De: Es muss gleiche Ausbildung ...
Fi: meidän täytyy myös kouluttaa ...
Sw: vi måste utbilda advokater
Original: reducing the length and the cost of legal proceedings, 
De: ---
Fi: ---
Sw: vi måste göra det billigare att ...
Original: greater involvement of women in pay negotiations, 
De: Es muss gleiche Entlohnung ...
Fi: ---
Sw: vi måste se till att … 
Original: and constantly drawing attention to pay disparities 
De: Es muss Einbildung der Frauen ...
Fi: ja meidän täytyy jatkuvasti tutkia ...
Sw: ---
Original: by publishing statistics and organizing conferences.
De: und es muss statistische Arbeit ...
Fi: ---
Sw: och vi måste publicera ...
If we try to assess the effect of the original message on the audience listening to 
the English speech, and the effect of the SI versions by listening to SI, we tend to 
think that they would have the same effect on the addressees in spite of the differ-
ence in form. The syntax of the original text is that of a written text; in the spoken 
mode it is rendered using the syntax of spoken language8. Our overall assessment 
would be that the meaning of the stance of the speaker’s request towards what he 
is saying has been faithfully conveyed by the interpreters in all those instances 
where there is an interpretation. (The omissions as well as some less accurate ren-
dering of the original propositional content will not be discussed here).
Example 6 demonstrates a different kind of problem relating to an accurate 
and faithful rendering of the original request. Speakers will use certain rhetori-
cal devices in order to give greater emphasis to what they are saying. A recurring 
device in the EP genre is repetition, particularly in the English speeches. It is ob-
vious that there is a deliberate plan to use this device.
8 Such a statement would of course have to be verified by research into the characteristics 
of the syntactic structures of the spoken and written language of each of the languages in the 
corpus.
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(6)
In particular, I want to speak against Amendment 207, being recommended by the Left in 
this House, proposing that Articles (b), 3(g), 90 and 100(a) be changed. Article 3(g) com-
mits the European Union to a system of ensuring that competition in the internal market 
is not distorted. This is commendable. It should not be changed. 
Article 90 commits the Union to public undertakings being subject to the rules on com-
petition. This is essential: it should not be changed. Article 100 (a) lays down the procedures 
by which we shall establish the functioning of the internal market. This is necessary, it 
should be completed, it should not be changed. [My italics]
Seeing the speech in printed form, the style is very clear. However, interpreters 
may not always pay that much attention to rhetorical style (cf. the EP definition 
of interpreting); admittedly, there is not always time for elegant style. Here, how-
ever, we have a very simple, straightforward phrase that should not be difficult to 
convey accurately and faithfully: “It should not be changed.”
(7)
Original: It should not be changed.
De:   Das sollte nicht geändert werden.
Fi:    Tätä ei saisi muuttaa.
SW: .., som inte skall ändras.
Original: [...]; it should not be changed.
De:   Das sollte +auch nicht geändert werden.
Fi:  .. eikä sitä saa muuttaa.
Sw:  .. och skall inte ändras.
Original: It should not be changed.
De: Das darf +auch nicht geändert werden.
Fi: .. ja niitä+kään ei +minun mielestäni saisi muuttaa.
Sw: .. och den skall inte ändras.
Instead of faithfully repeating the simple phrase “It should not be changed.” 
the interpreters add ‘their comment’ in saying “that should not be changed 
either.”(The German and Finnish SI, marked with +.) Furthermore, instead of con-
veying the request as a separate, simple utterance, the Swedish and Finnish SI 
joins it with the previous utterance with ‘and’. These additions and changes in 
form reduce the effect of the repetition of the request. The interpreters modify 
the phrase as if they were the intended addressees of the message. Analysing the 
SI renderings one has the impression that the interpreters are commenting on 
what the speaker is saying. 
Throughout the corpus it is possible to see that modals are treated in a some-
what inconsistent way by the interpreters. In contexts where the strength of the 
speaker’s stance seems to follow a clear plan, the SI versions vary from strong to 
weak obligation in the target languages. This seems to imply a kind of oversight, 
or lack of attention to these small lexical items and their role in modifying the 
tone of the utterance.
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However, another trend that can be traced relates to the characteristics of 
the original speeches. In the present sample it was interesting to see that once 
the speech was presented freely, and not read from a script, the SI versions are 
in most instances both faithful and accurate in their rendition of the semantic 
meaning of the modals.
(8)
Original: And we must be ...
DE: ---
FI: ---
SW: ---
Original: You must follow ...
De:  Sie müssen diese Themen aufgreifen ..
Fi:    ja meidän täytyy seurata näitä asioita
Sw:  Ni måste följa upp ..
Original: .. and you must not be put off ..
De:  und Sie dürfen sich da nicht
Fi:  me emme voi antaa kävellä yli
Sw:  ni får inte låta nedlåsas för att 
Original: .. we must not let ..
De: .. und wir können einfach nicht zulassen ..
Fi:  .. emme saa jättää häntä ..
Sw:  Vi får inte låta den mannen ..
Original: We have got to tackle it.
De:  Wir müssen ewas dagegen unternehmen.
Fi:   Meidän täytyy ..
Sw:  .. som vi måste tackla ..
Original: We have to think again ..
De:  .. müssen wir uns nochmal fragen ..
Fi:  .. meidän täytyy ..
Sw:  .. måste vi återtänka ..
Original: Maybe we should think ..
D:  Vielleicht sollten wir uns ..
Fi:   Ehkä meidän pitäisi laatia ..
Sw:  Vi kanske borde fundera ..
The results show similar trends in the interpreters’ way of dealing with speech 
acts, regardless of the language. Yet, they will become discernible only when 
transcriptions of originals and SI versions are compared on paper. An evaluation 
of SI accuracy must not forget the fact that the fundamental difference between 
written and oral translation is prosody. We know from our personal experience 
what has been confirmed by Segui and Ferrand (2000: 205-206), that we are able 
to infer almost immediately the mood or tone of a statement as we hear it.
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6. Discussion
Shifts in the choice of the modal or the quasi-modal auxiliary verb abound in the 
corpus, as well as the omission or addition of these modals. Some of these shifts 
are examples of spoken language register being the interpreter’s obvious, or nat-
ural choice of expression in conveying the scripted speech of the speaker. Fur-
thermore, some omissions or shifts can be explained by the pace of the original 
speech as well as the density of the scripted speech. Yet, analysing the target texts 
one cannot help thinking that maybe interpreters have not always been alerted 
to the role of the various types of speech act. Maybe the semantics of the modals 
do not get much attention in exercises on text analysis. Judging by the corpus, 
and the SI versions of the 120 speeches, one has the impression that there is room 
perhaps for more awareness of the role of modals, and their role in conveying the 
speaker’s stance, or attitude towards what s/he wants to say.
Political rhetoric provides rich material for study. The chapter at hand reports 
work in progress. In order to obtain a representative corpus study, it would be 
ideal to have a multi-skilled team to study parallel texts in different languages. 
For Interpreting Studies, it would be particularly interesting to focus on the pro-
sodic features of spoken texts and their SI versions.
Finally, why all this fuss about modals? We would argue that modals are an 
important element of natural language communication, playing an essential 
role in conveying the speaker’s attitude towards his message. Kent Bach (2003: 
155) has expressed the essence of communication as follows:
Communication aims at a meeting of the minds not in the sense that the audience is 
to think what the speaker thinks but only in the sense that a certain attitude toward a 
certain proposition is to be recognized as being put forward for consideration.
Interpreter trainers could perhaps highlight this aspect of the function of inter-
preting, which is to allow the audience to have the opportunity to consider the 
attitude towards a proposition that the speaker has put forward. Conveying this 
attitude faithfully might be considered as one of the quality criteria of ‘accuracy’ 
and ‘faithfulness’. Yet, what may be lacking in SI accuracy in conveying the verbal 
elements of the Requests may be compensated for by means of prosody that is 
faithful to the original. Eventually, the right kind of prosody may be found to be 
even more important in conveying the speaker’s attitude toward what he is say-
ing than the choice of the semantically equivalent lexical item.
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Consecutive Interpreting 
at a Literature Festival
peter mead
Abstract
This chapter offers a descriptive focus on consecutive interpreting (CI) of interviews in 
English for an Italian-speaking audience at the annual Mantua Literature Festival in 
Italy. Introductory remarks on how this relates to more widely studied interpreting sce-
narios are followed by an overview of practical arrangements for CI at the Festival. Short 
extracts from interviews with authors are then examined, in each case comparing the Eng-
lish original with a transcription (and back-translation) of the Italian interpretation. A 
number of features are discussed (e.g. establishing a rapport with the audience, authors’ 
views on their characters, emotional participation), with tentative conclusions about the 
interpreter’s approach and priorities in such cases.  
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1. Introduction
This chapter focuses on examples of consecutive interpreting (CI) from English 
into Italian at the annual Literature Festival held in Mantua (Italy), the aim be-
ing to illustrate the diversity of communicative situations and needs addressed 
by the interpreter in such settings. While thorough qualitative evaluation of the 
interpretations is beyond the scope of this chapter, some comments are made on 
their communicative effectiveness in relation to the original speeches. For ex-
ample, features such as additions are singled out to indicate how the interpreter 
might use a non-literal approach with a view to maximizing impact. In the last 
part of the chapter, a number of issues which are raised by discussion of these 
points are briefly illustrated with reference to the views of various scholars in 
the field of interpreting. 
2. The dynamics of interpreting for writers 
A useful starting point is a recent report by Marc Orlando (2011) on his experience 
of CI from French into English at the Auckland Writers’ Festival. His perspective 
on the interpreter’s role at such events is that it can be considered a distinct cat-
egory of interpreting, for which he proposes the name “literary interpreting”.
Orlando’s paper is to be appreciated as a contribution to the growing aware-
ness of working modalities and environments which do not fall neatly into the 
broad, conventional categories of interpreting. In such a perspective, studies of 
interpreters at work in settings such as literature festivals bring to mind Franz 
Pöchhacker’s (2002) view that it is appropriate to situate different forms of in-
terpreting along a “conceptual spectrum”, rather than sort them into predictable 
and separate pigeonholes. Pöchhacker’s “spectrum” model ranges from confer-
ence interpreting in an international setting to what could broadly be called com-
munity interpreting, within a given community, system or institution; however, 
the author recognizes the inevitably “fuzzy” nature of some distinctions and un-
derlines that ultimately “interpreting as a socio-communicative practice can and 
should be seen as a unified concept” (2002: 96). 
CI, the focus of this chapter, is a good example of the conceptual fuzziness 
described by Pöchhacker. As one of the classic modalities of conference interpret-
ing, there might be the temptation to associate CI above all with the demands of 
protocol and diplomacy; but this would make no provision for its use (particu-
larly with short turns and little, if any, note-taking) in contexts like mediation 
or court interpreting. Another important consideration for the purposes of this 
study is that pinning CI down too strictly as a form of conference interpreting 
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surely offers a restrictive and unrepresentative view of what happens when the 
consecutive interpreter spends an hour or so on stage alongside an author.
My own experience as an interpreter at a literature festival has spanned a pe-
riod of more than ten years at the Mantua “Festivaletteratura”. From this perspec-
tive, the demands and dynamics of interpreting in such a setting can by no means 
always be readily identified with Orlando’s description of “literary interpreting”. 
Indeed, it often appears difficult to identify clear and consistent features which 
make interpreting for writers appreciably different from interpreting for per-
sonalities in other walks of life. 
This view is prompted by two basic considerations concerning the interviews 
which might be interpreted at a writers’ festival: (1) at venues like the Mantua 
Festival, the writers are not necessarily literary authors, but in many cases his-
torians, biographers, essayists, journalists, or experts in fields like economics or 
international affairs; (2) even when the writer is a novelist, poet or playwright, 
parts of the interview or presentation will often foreground topics or content 
not strictly related to literature (e.g. the writer’s perspective on politics or other 
topical issues, simple comments to help establish a rapport with the interviewer 
and audience).
3. Interpreting at the Festival: organization and format
Before examining some brief extracts from interpretations recorded at Mantua, 
it is useful to give an overview of how interpreting is organized and carried out 
there. The Festival, which was first held in 1997 and runs for five days in early 
September, now comprises over 200 “events”. Many of these take place outdoors, 
usually in the courtyard of a historic building, either with overhead cover or with 
the possibility of moving indoors in the event of rain. In most cases the “event” 
is an interview, reading or presentation involving one or more authors, but there 
are also films and concerts; in addition, the programme is complemented by ma-
jor authors’ press conferences. The writers involved are mostly Italian-speaking; 
for those who are not, interpretation is provided in order to ensure that they can 
be followed by a largely Italian-speaking audience. To give an idea of the extent 
to which interpreting is used, 88 of the 226 events at the 2010 edition were in-
terpreted. Since these events occasionally featured more than one author, a total 
of 92 authors were actually interpreted, with the following language breakdown: 
62 English, 15 French, six Spanish, two German, two Turkish, two Swedish, two 
Portuguese, and one Japanese. The numbers for some of these languages (partic-
ularly English and French) include authors using them as non-native speakers – 
examples of this will be found in the small sample of interpretations from earlier 
editions examined below. Finally, in addition to these events with interpretation, 
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a small number of interviews and readings at the 2010 Festival were conducted 
solely in the language of the author concerned and not interpreted into Italian.
The classic format for events with interpretation is a one-to-one interview 
with an author, lasting about an hour and a quarter. The interview is usually cov-
ered by a single interpreter, seated alongside the author; where several authors 
are involved, interpreters are added accordingly. Throughout the interview, the 
interpreter provides the author with whispered interpretation of questions 
asked in Italian by the interviewer or by members of the public, and then uses 
a microphone to interpret the author’s answers consecutively into Italian. Each 
interpreter might work at up to three such events during a typical day and even-
ing at the Festival. 
Interviewers’ comments and questions are ideally short and to the point, 
so as not to encroach on authors’ microphone time, though not all interview-
ers are equally sensitive to this unwritten rule. A knowledgeable interviewer’s 
comments can of course be greatly appreciated by the audience, as was the case 
in 2007 when Sicilian writer Vincenzo Consolo discussed the historical novel “A 
Sultan in Palermo” with its author Tariq Ali.
The interviewers and writers, like the audience, are generally perceptive of 
the interpreter’s role in ensuring that those listening have access to the content 
and spirit of the interview. This makes them on the whole extremely cooperative 
in keeping authors’ speech turns within a maximum duration of a few minutes – 
and often considerably less. Repeatedly alternating ten or so minutes of speaking 
time for the author and the interpreter in turn would detract from overall con-
tinuity, and almost certainly from the quality of interpreting too. On the other 
hand, very short turns with a sentence-by-sentence alternation of author and 
interpreter might sometimes prove successful but, on balance, would probably 
tend to curtail the rhythm of both if kept up for a long time.
In terms of credits, the interpreter’s name is announced when s/he takes 
the stage with the interviewer and author, and is often acknowledged again at 
the end when thanks are expressed by the interviewer. It is also increasingly 
the practice that the Italian translator of the author’s books is publicly acknowl-
edged, particularly if s/he is present among the audience. 
4. Interpreting at the Festival: examples
Transcriptions of several brief extracts from interpreted interviews recorded at 
Mantua will now be examined. While there are elaborate and detailed systems of 
transcription covering a variety of speech features (e.g. pronunciation, intona-
tion, false starts, pauses, precise timing of various points in the flow of speech, 
overlapping of turns in a dialogic setting), the focus in this case is on content and 
a simple verbatim transcription has thus been the preferred option. An impor-
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tant point regarding the transcribed extracts is that, as samples of extemporane-
ous speech, they should not be judged according to the formal conventions of the 
written word. For this reason, the transcriptions are not punctuated or otherwise 
“polished” to the standards of carefully edited prose.
4.1. Breaking the ice
As explained above, the writer’s focus is often by no means literary during the 
hour and a quarter s/he is on stage. A first example of non-literary content is 
communication intended to establish a rapport with the audience, as at the be-
ginning of an interview with English novelist Jonathan Coe during the 2007 Fes-
tival. After a brief overview of Coe’s work, the interviewer asks him to comment 
on the enigmatic title of his novel “The Rain Before It Falls”. As often in such 
cases, the author prefaces his answer with some words of appreciation for the 
welcome he has received at the Festival; he then elicits a delighted reaction from 
the audience by saying that he wants to photograph them with his mobile phone, 
as proof to friends in the U.K. that he has a growing following in Italy. The ges-
ture of taking the photograph is accompanied by the remark: “so today I’m going 
to make some proof because everybody has been taking my photograph and now 
it’s your turn.” The Italian interpretation of this segment explicitly states that the 
photograph will be taken with a mobile phone, which Coe has mentioned a mo-
ment earlier but does not repeat here. This part of the message is thus rephrased 
as follows: “permettete adesso che con il telefonino io capovolga i rapporti” (literally 
“allow now that with the mobile phone I invert the [respective] positions”, freely 
translatable as “now let me use my mobile to turn the tables”), before convey-
ing the request “sono stato oggetto di fotografie adesso permettete che io vi faccia la 
foto” (literally “I have been the object of photos now allow that I take a photo of 
you”). It is noticeable that, apart from the non-literal interpretation of “now it’s 
your turn”, the interpreter expresses the ideas in a slightly different order from 
the original. Probably this is because a short, humorous speech turn of this kind 
will tend to be interpreted from memory, not from notes, the priority being to 
convey the message’s gist, tone and impact, not the exact sequence of ideas. On 
the recording, it can be clearly heard that the interpreter is laughing as he relates 
this message – in other words, the author’s use of humour as an ice-breaker has 
involved not only the audience but also the interpreter in the light-hearted mood 
he creates to ensure a feeling of pleasure and participation for those attending.
4.2. Talking about favourite characters
Comments like Jonathan Coe’s in the extract described above are admittedly only 
a marginal part of the interview as a whole. However, even when the discussion 
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focuses on writing and books the writer’s perspective and register are often not 
strictly literary. In genres such as the detective novel, the writer might be asked 
to comment on the characters s/he is most readily associated with. In such cases, 
the main concern will often be to discuss how characters fit into overall plot dy-
namics and into the reader’s enjoyment of the book, rather than examine stylis-
tic nuances.
An example of this can be seen in a 2006 interview in which crime writer 
P.D. James is asked why Inspector Dalglish, one of her best known detectives, is 
not accompanied by a slow-witted assistant like Conan Doyle’s Dr. Watson. The 
writer’s answer pinpoints the role of a Watson-like figure in a detective story as 
that of asking questions from an uninformed perspective similar to the reader’s, 
and explains why this convention becomes superfluous in her novels: 
[…] in the books there is a moment when the team come together to discuss the case so 
that in a sense if there are any questions to be asked they would be raised by the junior 
members of the team we don’t really need a Watson.
The interpreter’s task here is thus to convey information and a certain degree 
of explanation/argumentation. Interesting features of the Italian interpretation 
are the handling of the word “junior” and the final comment “we don’t need a 
Watson”. In the first case, Italian has different equivalents of “junior” according 
to the sense in which it is used – i.e. hierarchical inferiority, or (as in this case) 
limited experience. The interpreter accordingly opts for the expression “di minor 
esperienza” (“of lesser experience”). In the second case, the interpreter concludes 
with the impersonal expression “quindi non serve un Watson” (literally “thus is not 
necessary a Watson”). In the English original, the cause-effect relationship be-
tween the presence of junior detectives asking naïve questions and the possibil-
ity of dispensing with Watson can be understood from the simple juxtaposition 
of the two concepts and the speaker’s intonation. The sense could be clearly ex-
pressed in the same way in Italian, but the inclusion of the consecutive “quindi” 
(“thus”) reflects the frequent preference for explicit expression of cause-effect 
links in Italian discourse. 
One finding of an empirical study of CIs from English into French by a small 
group of trainee interpreters in Canada is that “the interpreters’ versions express 
coherence markers more explicitly than the original” (Bastin 2003: 182 – my trans-
lation from the French original). Since Bastin (ibid.: 178) clarifies that his working 
definition of coherence markers includes syntactic links like conjunctions, the in-
terpreter’s use of “quindi” in interpreting P.D. James’ conclusion about Dr. Watson 
reflects the same tendency. The settings in the two cases differ in at least two re-
spects (trainee vs. professional status of the interpreters, French vs. Italian as the 
target language), and in any case involve only a very small number of interpreters, 
but they do suggest the interest of further studies on how far the consecutive in-
terpreter may introduce discourse markers not present in the original.
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4.3. A broader perspective: theatrical traditions
In the setting of a literature festival, even where the focus of the author’s com-
ments becomes more literary, this does not always imply that the interpreter’s 
job is to convey nuances of written style and expression. A good example of this 
occurs in a 2007 interview at Mantua with Nigerian Nobel Laureate Wole Soyin-
ka, who speaks at one point about the commonalities of various apparently unre-
lated dramatic traditions such as classical Greek tragedy and the Yoruba theatre 
of his native country: 
[…] the gods of Greece and Yoruba gods the Pantheon you find they are virtually the 
same mischief same rascalities same cruelties same beneficences. 
The main point to be conveyed by the interpreter here is similarity in artistic 
diversity, expressed by reference to the two traditions taken as examples of this. 
Interestingly, in this case too the interpretation includes a small addition to the 
original – possibly to be considered a useful introductory gloss, but possibly a 
way of buying time to cover a lexical search for suitable ways of saying “mischief 
[…] rascalities […] cruelties”. The item added by the interpreter, just before the 
translation of this sequence as “la crudeltà la meschineria” (“[the] cruelty [the] 
meanness”), is the statement “ci sono sempre le stesse emozioni e motivazioni” (liter-
ally, “there are always the same emotions and motives”). “Mischief” and “rascali-
ties” are practically synonymous, and not necessarily “easy” words to find against 
the time constraints of interpretation; possibly the interpreter intends to convey 
them by the more general reference to “emozioni e motivazioni”, but while doing 
so hits on – and decides to include – the single equivalent “meschineria”. What-
ever the reason, the interpreter’s addition here can be seen as “punctuating” the 
development of ideas more fully than the original. As such, it goes in the same 
direction as the use of “quindi” in the previous example. That said, it is not my 
intention here to assess whether this is actually helpful to the listener. 
4.4. Meanings and nuances
Even if comments focusing on features of literary language do not occur very 
often in my experience of interpreting for authors, metalinguistic comment is 
quite frequent. Unlike the situations described so far, this obviously does require 
the level of attention to words and nuances of which Marc Orlando speaks. 
An example of this occurs in the interview with Soyinka, when a question 
about his idea of happiness prompts him to underline the distinction between 
“happiness” and the less emotively charged concept of “fulfilment”. The inter-
pretation maintains the same separation, between “felicità” and “realizzazione” 
respectively. When Soyinka speaks of how a writer can go beyond artistic fulfil-
ment and attain the rarer condition of true happiness, he comments: 
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[…] whether on the stage or isolated with your laptop or if you’re still one of those old-
fashioned people who refuse to recognize technology you know your pen pencil and 
rubber if during that process one were guaranteed the lack of unpleasant interruption 
like politics yes I think that’d be happiness.
The interpretation in this case has a number of interesting features. First, the 
expression “one of those old-fashioned people” is restrictively – but colourfully 
– interpreted as “uno scrittore uno scriba vecchio stampo” (literally “a writer a scribe 
old-style”). Second, the tools of the old-fashioned writer’s trade (“pen pencil and 
rubber”) are maintained literally as “penna matita e gomma”, preserving the visual 
detail of the original. More important, the prominence Soyinka gives to the word 
“happiness” by placing it in final position in this speech turn is reflected in the 
Italian: “penso che quello per me costituirebbe la felicità” (literally “I think that that 
for me would constitute [the] happiness”).
In terms of the interpreter’s role in the Soyinka interview, a distinctive feature 
of this event was that the author was interviewed by an English native speaker. 
This is a rare occurrence at the Festival and means that, instead of alternating 
whispered interpretation into English of questions in Italian with CI into Italian 
of the author’s answers, the interpreter provides CI into Italian of both questions 
and answers. 
4.5. Conveying emotion
Some interviews present the interpreter with the challenge of conveying emo-
tional intensity. This can be expressed in a variety of ways. Different degrees of 
emphasis, or of simplicity, can be equally effective means of communicating 
emotion, according to the speaker’s style and the context. A case in point, illus-
trating the emotional force of plain, relatively unadorned expression, is the 2007 
interview with South African writer Antjie Krog. The focus of the event is Krog’s 
account of her experience as a journalist during the hearings of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission, which was responsible in the late 1990s for investi-
gating the injustice and brutality of the South African apartheid regime. Linguis-
tically, an interesting feature of the interview with Krog is that she is a native 
speaker of Afrikaans but on this occasion expresses herself through the medium 
of English. This may account for the plain, simple style she uses to telling effect 
when she comments on the horrors narrated to the Commission. For example, 
in describing the deposition of a man whose wife was shot, Krog is struck by his 
referring to the blood stain on the dying woman’s blouse as a red butterfly. Krog 
comments here on the importance of the man’s choice of expression: 
[…] then his psychologist afterwards said it took him four years to arrive at the word 
butterfly and the moment he used the word butterfly she knew that he was on the road 
to recovery.
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The interpretation of this segment is less concise than the original, for two rea-
sons. First, “his psychologist” becomes “la psicologa che si era occupata del caso” (lit-
erally “the psychologist who had dealt with the case”) – an expansion which is 
possibly superfluous, but might be seen as well suited to the conventions of edu-
cated Italian speech. Interestingly (though this does not affect the length of the 
interpretation), the fact that the psychologist is a woman is necessarily specified 
in the feminine suffix of the Italian word “psicologa”, as opposed to the masculine 
form “psicologo”. A second reason for the length of the interpretation is that the 
interpreter does not maintain the almost naïve – but very effective – repetition of 
the short phrase “the word butterfly”, opting the second time for the formulation 
“l’usava per descrivere questo momento di angoscia di orrore” (“[he] used it to describe 
this moment of anguish of horror”). This direct, explicit reference to the feelings 
aroused is linguistically more elaborate than the simple repetition of the original 
speech, though it might not pack quite the same emotional impact. 
Another example of how Antjie Krog strikes a strong note by stating her case 
very simply can be seen in the following extract:
 
[…] the mother whose child died fighting for apartheid was testifying next to the 
mother whose child died fighting against apartheid. 
This part of the interview is given immense force by the repetition of the relative 
clause “whose child died fighting …”, with the contrast between “for apartheid” 
and “against apartheid” underlining the one important difference between two 
families bonded by a tragic destiny. The interpreter in this case uses a near rep-
etition, “della madre che aveva perso un figlio che lottava a favore dell’apartheid […] di 
un’altra madre che aveva perso il figlio combattendo contro l’apartheid” (literally “of the 
mother who had lost a son who struggled in favour of apartheid […] of another 
mother who had lost her son fighting against apartheid”). At the same time, the 
change of verb (“lottava” in the first case, “combattendo” in the second) marks a 
small variation not present in the original. This embellishment by the inter-
preter might be prompted by the general preference in educated Italian for syno-
nyms rather than repetition of the same word or expression. As in the previous 
example, it is interesting here to think about whether the stylistic elaborateness 
of the interpretation is as effective as the simplicity of the original. 
In the same interview, Krog speaks at length about the conciliatory attitude 
of South African blacks towards their former oppressors. She illustrates this by 
commenting on the attitude of Archbishop Tutu, the Chairman of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission: 
[…] with us someone like Archbishop Tutu constantly didn’t make white people evil 
but said they are human beings like us what has happened to them that they have lost 
their humanity how can we change them into becoming human again.
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The interpreter organizes the message here in a slightly different way from the 
original. First, he creates explicit continuity with the argument about separation 
of good and evil which leads up to the discussion of Tutu, by stating: “l’arcivescovo 
Tutu non ha mai posto le cose in questi termini” (“Archbishop Tutu never stated [the] 
things in these terms”). As in previous examples, this reflects a tendency to in-
troduce explicit textual links which are not necessarily present in the original. 
A second feature of the interpretation is the management of the phrase “white 
people”, who the interpreter refers to as “bianchi sudafricani” (“South African 
whites”) – in other words, introducing a specification that is surely implied, but 
not stated, in the extremely general wording of the original. On the other hand, 
an important textual feature maintained in the interpretation is the use of direct 
speech to illustrate Tutu’s attitude to those guilty of violence and oppression: 
[…] diceva sono esseri umani come noi che cosa è successo affinché a loro venisse a 
mancare la loro umanità che cosa possiamo fare per cambiare tutto questo per aiutarli 
a riacquisire l’umanità.
In this case, a literal back-translation of the interpreter’s words (“he said they 
are human beings like us what has happened so that to them came to lack their 
humanity what can we do to change all this to help them to reacquire humanity”) 
shows that he develops this part of the argumentation in exactly the same way 
as the speaker. 
As specified at the beginning of this study, the intention is not to pass qualita-
tive judgment on the above examples of how the interpreter addresses a variety 
of communicative situations at the Mantua Festival. To do so would, indeed, be a 
rather subjective exercise, as opinion on what makes a translation or interpreta-
tion successful is notoriously divided. One obvious consideration, usefully re-
stated by Giuliana Garzone (2002: 109) in an overview of the concept of norms 
in interpreting, is the relative priority given to two divergent requirements – the 
interpreter’s fidelity to the source speech, and appropriate text function in the 
target culture. In this perspective, the above examples of how Antjie Krog’s com-
ments are interpreted might be thought not to have conveyed the message in 
the same way as the original; at the same time, they might be considered well 
suited to a fairly widespread perception of how the message can be appropriately 
expressed in the target culture. Ultimately, surveys of audience response to in-
terpretations would perhaps offer the best guide to their effectiveness and suit-
ability in such cases. 
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5. Conclusions
Examining a number of extracts from CIs at the Mantua Literature Festival has 
made it possible to look at different communicative situations and priorities to 
be addressed by the interpreter. These entail some overlap with the situation de-
scribed in Orlando’s account of literary interpreting, but also reflect a range of 
speech styles and settings which are not necessarily specific to interviews with 
writers. The extracts discussed show that the aim, function and character of com-
munication in such interviews can vary considerably – for example, from the 
phatic character of initial ice-breaking to metalinguistic commentary, analysis 
of the rationale for conventions of plot and character, and the writer’s response 
to emotionally charged situations s/he has observed at first hand.
How the interpreter manages such a variety of communicative needs obvi-
ously depends on many variables. First, the interpreting mode can to a certain 
extent affect the interpreter’s approach – most obviously, for example, simulta-
neous interpreting (SI) means tighter time constraints during production, while 
CI leaves more scope for additions (albeit recognizing the need to avoid exces-
sive wordiness). During the first phase of CI, which consists of listening and 
note-taking, the interpreter may feel that time is tight – particularly if s/he is 
taking very detailed notes, and thus finding it hard to keep up with the speaker. 
But during the production phase, which consists of reformulating the speech in 
the target language with appropriate consultation of notes, it is the interpreter 
who sets the pace (Gile 2001). Even bearing in mind the classic recommendation 
that CI should be briefer than the original (Herbert 1952: 67-68; Palazzi 1999: 49), 
the consecutive interpreter is not under the same pressure to refrain from oc-
casional expansion as is the case in the more or less “real time” dynamics of the 
simultaneous mode. The interpreter is thus more likely to maintain the brev-
ity of a sober but emotionally charged original in SI, irrespective of the relative 
wordiness or concision of the target culture. 
Whatever the implications for the interpreter, practical consideration of 
whether one mode offers advantages over the other for interpreting at a litera-
ture festival is likely to depend above all on organizational issues. Thus, CI has 
the disadvantage of taking more or less twice as long, limiting the amount that 
can be said in a given time slot at a festival. It should also be remembered that 
listeners who understand the source language might see CI as a needless, time-
wasting imposition. However, many listeners actually enjoy the chance to hear 
both the original and the interpretation, which cannot be done satisfactorily 
with SI. The main organizational drawback of SI for a large public in an open-air 
venue, though, is the need to distribute headphones beforehand, collect them 
afterwards and inspect them before they are used again at the following event. 
A second important factor affecting the interpreter’s handling of different 
communicative needs is language specificity. At its most obvious, this involves 
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a greater or lesser degree of syntactic reworking to accommodate for changes 
in word order between languages, but the interpreter’s perception of stylistic 
norms and preferences in the target language is also important. The examples 
seen above of the interpreter expanding on a concise original may, for instance, 
reflect a tendency to provide discourse markers in Italian even where they are 
absent from the original English. The same may be said of synonyms which the 
interpreter introduces in preference to the speaker’s repetitions. 
Finally, experience and personal preference are obviously essential factors 
in determining how the interpreter approaches the task and which strategies 
s/he favours. Familiarity with the demands of CI in front of a large and often 
very discerning audience, and of course with the author, can obviously bolster 
the interpreter’s confidence. This in turn can help with ability to re-express ideas 
convincingly and appropriately.
Though my personal involvement in CI at a literature festival is limited to 
Mantua, my perception is that the “literary interpreting” genre is on the in-
crease. Colleagues working in this field seem invariably to see it as one of the 
most stimulating challenges for the interpreter, and it is surely an area of great 
interest for research. For example, there is considerable scope for involving both 
interpreters and listeners in questionnaire-based surveys similar to those car-
ried out in the conference interpreting field. Research of this kind would provide 
a sound basis for a better understanding of how far the interpreter’s perception 
of the goal s/he should achieve coincides with the listener’s expectations.
In conclusion, the essentially descriptive focus of this short chapter is intend-
ed as a starting point for more extensive study of recordings collected during 
my long-standing involvement in the “Festivaletteratura”. The ultimate aim is 
to establish a broader sample of the varied communicative situations and priori-
ties which the interpreter is called on to address. This should make it possible to 
consider to what extent recurring features of interpretation, such as additions, 
might be seen as reflecting priorities consistently pursued by the interpreter. Ex-
tending the analysis to a larger sample should also contribute to a fuller overall 
picture of the extremely varied interpreting scenarios and settings which make 
Pöchhacker’s spectrum model relevant and appropriate to our profession today. 
This variety, the spice of the interpreter’s life, offers an exciting basis for re-
search into how interpreting continues to evolve in response to the ever-increas-
ing scope of contacts between different languages and cultures. 
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Abstract
This chapter describes the nature of interpreting in military/diplomatic contexts at the 
Italian Ministry of Defense (MoD) and it is particularly interested in the role played by 
genre in this context. In terms of diplomacy-level military discourse, we offer an overview 
of some important genres that are part of the job profile of MoD staff and freelance inter-
preters. Specifically, we focus on the “hyper-genre” (Giltrow & Stein 2009) of Memoran-
dum of Understanding (MOU) and some related texts, genres and situations, which are 
combined in various ways to form “genre chains” (Fairclough 2003). Our main hypothesis 
is that MoD professionals are involved in genre-building and propagation. This hypoth-
esis is premised on the notion that genre and context awareness are crucial to interpreters’ 
success. On the basis of empirical data taken from semi-structured interviews with cur-
rent and former MoD Translators/Interpreters, we argue that interpreters in a military-
diplomatic situation assume varying degrees of responsibilities in genre dissemination 
and recontextualization (Boyd & Monacelli 2010).
Genre In/Exclusion and 
Recontextualization: 
Interpreting at the Italian 
Ministry of Defense
michael s. boyd, claudia monacelli
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1. Introduction
In a fascinating account of the interpreter’s role in shaping the diplomatic his-
tory of world politics, Roland (1999) highlights how – over time, throughout the 
world – interpreters have been recruited in different contexts and how they have 
contributed to shaping diplomacy in those same contexts. We use this reflex-
ive lens to discuss the ways in which interpreters are involved in, and excluded 
from, building and recontextualizing a number of important genres at the Ital-
ian Ministry of Defence (MoD). Furthermore, we analyze how these genres are 
crucial to their working conditions as interpreters (and translators).
Pursuant to a public competition, the Italian Ministry of Defence hires staff 
translators to fill different units within the Ministry. These professionals are of-
ten transferred to other units internally, and freelance interpreters are also em-
ployed. However, it is very difficult for them to be cleared for top secret meetings. 
The level of clearance these professionals have for work within the Ministry var-
ies and, typically, the confidential nature of their work, for the most part, creates 
a situation whereby documents are rarely circulated, but freelancers may consult 
them ‘live’ in situ for purposes of reference before an assignment. It thus goes 
without saying that texts in this working environment are extremely difficult to 
obtain for research purposes. A small number of document specimens are avail-
able only once they have been cleared for external circulation.
The goal of this chapter, which reflects a fact-finding stage within a wider 
ranging project, is to describe the nature of interpreting in military/diplomatic 
contexts at the MoD with a strong focus on the role played by genre. In terms of di-
plomacy-level military discourse, we offer an overview of some important genres 
that are part of the job profile of MoD staff and freelance interpreters. Specifically, 
we will be focusing on what Giltrow and Stein (2009) call the “hyper-genre” of 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and some related texts and situations 
(other genres) at the MoD which form a “genre chain” (Fairclough 2003). Our 
main hypothesis is that MoD professionals play a specific role in genre-building 
and propagation. This hypothesis is premised on the notion that genre and con-
text awareness are crucial to interpreters’ success. We argue that interpreters in a 
military-diplomatic situation assume varying degrees of responsibilities in genre 
dissemination and recontextualization (Boyd & Monacelli 2010).
Our analysis begins with a discussion of the central concepts of genre and 
recontextualization (§ 2). In § 3 we discuss the role of genre in Interpreting Stud-
ies (IS), then refer to empirical data in the form of semi-structured interviews, 
which are aimed at defining the nature of text and genre in their relative con-
texts within the MoD. Finally, in § 5, we review the MOU and a few other related 
genres dealt with in the MoD1. 
1  We would like to thank four MoD staff and freelance interpreters, who acted as infor-
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2. Genre and recontextualization
Boyd and Monacelli (2010) propose a model for IS teaching purposes based on the 
notions of text, context, genre and recontextualization, which are claimed to be 
fundamental in text/discourse analysis. The present study is also underpinned 
by Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) and, specifically, the Discourse-Historical 
Approach (cf. Reisigl & Wodak 2009). One of our goals is also to provide the 
groundwork for the application of these claims to interpreter/translator work 
practices, such as those found in the Italian MoD.
We argue that the application of CDA-inspired constructs such as production, 
reception and access to text and genre to IS can help to facilitate “[the] mediation 
between language and social structures” (Wodak & Meyer 2009: 21). Such an ap-
proach gives prominence to the ways that these factors are revealed in genres and 
genre chains (Fetzer & Johansson 2008). The latter occur when various genres 
are interconnected (often in institutional settings), thereby reflecting “system-
atic transformations from genre to genre” (Fairclough 2003: 216). In CDA, in fact, 
genres are defined by their social practices, or the conventions, rules and norms 
that govern certain sets or groups of speakers and hearers (Wodak 2008a: 17). 
This definition reflects a shift in focus from one that privileged inherent textual 
characteristics and communicative purpose (cf. Swales 1990; Bhatia 1993) to one 
that privileges the notion of social purpose in genre recognition and propagation 
(Wodak 2008b: 17). More specifically, Fairclough (2006: 32) sees genre as a way 
of (inter)acting linguistically, which is distinguished by genre-specific linguistic 
forms and/or structures that are closely linked to specific social and institutional 
contexts. Text, on the other hand, should be seen as the actual use of language in 
a specific context, such as for example a speech or a letter (Fairclough 2003). 
Another important concept we adopt from CDA in our approach is recontex-
tualization, which is the process by which an element is extracted from one con-
text and used in another for some strategic purpose (Chilton & Schäffner 2002: 
17)2. Such movement necessitates “the suppression of some of the meaning po-
tential of a discourse in the process of classifying discourses, establishing par-
ticular insulations between them” (Chouliaraki & Fairclough 1999: 126). Indeed, 
recontextualization can be a powerful tool in transforming social or discursive 
practices and creating new ones (Busch 2006: 613). Furthermore, recontextual-
ization can lead to what Fairclough (2010: 79) calls a ‘re-imagining’ of a field or 
practice:
mants, for their willingness to be interviewed during this preliminary stage of our project. 
They have requested to remain anonymous.
2  The term originally comes from Bernstein (1990), who used it in relation to pedagogical 
discourse. 
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A discourse decontextualised from its dialectical relationship with other elements of 
a field or network of social practices becomes an imaginary, very often working in a 
metaphorical way in the re-imagining of aspects of the field or practices it is recon-
textualised within (e.g. re-imagining student-academic relations in higher education 
as consumer-producer relations), and, of course, open to enactment, inculcation and 
materialisation.
It is particularly fruitful to study how discursive practices are recontextualized 
through various genres and genre chains used and propagated by social actors 
both directly and indirectly (Wodak 2008a: 296; cf. Fairclough 2010: 76). One of 
the premises of this work is that MoD interpreters are actors, albeit indirectly, in 
a process of recontextualization and re-imagining of genre, as we discuss in § 5. 
3. Genre(s) and interpreting
Several scholars in Interpreting Studies have adduced findings in relation to the 
interpreter’s role both in managing communication and even constructing iden-
tities. For example, Davidson (2009) describes interpreters as ‘informational’ 
gatekeepers. He analyzes “the contextually and historically situated nature and 
role of the interpreters within these socio-medical interactions” (ibid.: 217). In 
terms of interpreters as conversational participants, Davidson stresses that: 
[…] interpreters or translators, far from ‘merely’ converting and conveying the words 
of others, are centrally employed in the work of mediating the achievement of conver-
sational or interactional goals, and that to a large degree responsibility for the achieve-
ment of these goals lies squarely with the interpreter herself. (ibid.: 219)
His findings bear out the notion that interpreters which, in his case, deal with 
medical interviews are partly “informational gatekeepers who keep the inter-
view ‘on track’ and the physician on schedule” (ibid.: 238).
The role of interpreters in identity construction has been discussed by Bea-
ton-Thome (2010: 117-138), whose findings concern simultaneous interpreting at 
the European Parliament. She suggests that interpreters are prone to strengthen 
the dominant institutional presence, ideology and identity. Marzocchi also ar-
gues that there are particular patterns of interaction within specific institutions, 
“including prevailing text types and rhetorical purposes [that] affect the inter-
preting performance” (1998: 51). He highlights that institutions “impact on pat-
terns of communication, on prevailing language functions and text types and 
in turn on interpreting” and claims that these patterns deserve analysis (ibid.: 
52). Marzocchi further states that institutional features indeed constrain inter-
preters because variation in text production is linked to context (see also Boyd & 
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Monacelli 2010), and because the system of norms and conventions also heavily 
constrain text output (Marzocchi 1998: 53; also see Maltby 2010).
Similar to Marzocchi’s position (1998), Takeda’s interesting sociolinguistic 
study of interpreting (2007) at the International Military Tribunal for the Far 
East (IMTFE 1946-1948) examines the notions of ‘trust, power and control’, the 
historical and political context of the IMTFE and the social and cultural back-
grounds of interpreters. The tribunal organized interpreting to include three 
ethnically and socially different groups of linguists for three different purposes: 
interpreters, monitors and language arbiters. Takeda applies the concept of “ne-
gotiated norms” in her discussion of how interpreting procedures developed 
over the initial stage of the trial, with a strong emphasis on interpreters’ cogni-
tive constraints in that process. Her findings link interpreters’ choices, strategies 
and behaviour to their awareness of where they stand in the power constellation 
of the interpreted event. The issue of power is taken up in this study and dis-
cussed in § 4. 
In our focus on the hyper-genre of the MOU, what emerges in relation to such 
bi- and multi-lateral texts is the existence of at least two versions drafted in the 
languages of the parties to the agreement, all versions being considered origi-
nals. This is similar to what occurs for the drafting of documents in the Euro-
pean Union where all language versions are claimed to be originals. Several IS 
studies have pointed out the particular characteristics of documents produced in 
this manner (e.g. Gagnon 2006). The practice of creating multiple original text 
documents in different languages is problematic in many contexts (ibid.: 125). In 
our case, a bilateral agreement such as the MOU within the context of the Italian 
Ministry of Defense actually sees the light owing to that very agreement, thus 
implying language mediation at the basis of negotiations which, in turn, implies 
the interpreter’s role in text and genre. The following section discusses how we 
collected our data, describes MoD interpreter profiles (§ 4.1) and interpreters’ ac-
counts of professional responsibilities and clearance levels (§ 4.2). This informa-
tion is then discussed in terms of its relation to genre and genre chains (§ 5).
4. Interpreters at the Italian Ministry of Defense
In § 3 we mentioned that several scholars have often referred to interpreters as 
gatekeepers and discussed how they construct institutional identities (e.g. Da-
vidson 2009; Beaton-Thome 2010). Although we embrace these views, informa-
tion gathered in this fact-finding phase has led us to observe patterns of inter-
preter inclusion and exclusion in relation to the genres dealt with at the MoD. 
Hardly the image of professionals in control, wielding a certain degree of power. 
Nonetheless, evidence has emerged to confirm their involvement in some stages 
of genre recontextualization, propagation and building.
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Our initial intent was to contact both staff and freelance interpreters in order 
to distribute a questionnaire aimed at understanding the nature of their work 
from within the Ministry. A second phase comprising direct interviews would 
have ensued. During the initial process of data collection, however, unforeseen 
difficulties began to arise, primarily due to the necessity to obtain clearance in 
a lengthy process for the distribution of our questionnaires via email. Secondly, 
since there is no central MoD interpreting office as such and, as mentioned, staff 
is often temporarily transferred to other MoD units, targeting respondents in 
this manner proved to be problematic.
At this point, we, too, began to feel powerless, and excluded. However, fol-
lowing a first one hour, face-to-face semi-structured interview, with one of our 
informants with whom we have an in-group relationship (I-4, Table 1), it was 
possible to establish four different professional profiles at the MoD3. We have 
chosen informants as representative of each of these profiles, and conducted 
face-to-face interviews and/or telephone interviews with them (two informants 
were not available locally). This section reports on the empirical data gathered 
from these interviews. 
4.1. Interpreter recruitment and profiles
The MoD held a public competition for staff interpreters (“Translator/Interpret-
ers”) in 20064. Knowing that interpreters were transferred to and from MoD 
units, our first informant served to clarify the four different professional profiles 
working within and for the MoD: military staff, civilian staff, freelance civilian 
interpreters, civilian staff that had transferred elsewhere. Our four informants 
reflect these profiles, and have been chosen accordingly. We have included the 
civilian staff interpreter (I-4) who transferred to another institution as a sort of 
‘control group’. Having had professional experience elsewhere, she was able to 
provide information concerning the specificity of work at the MoD, as compared 
to her current position. 
The interpreting staff at the Italian MoD consists of both in-house and free-
lancers. In-house Translator/Interpreters are hired by public competition. It 
should be noted, however, that the competition does not include a separate exam 
to evaluate candidates’ interpreting skills. Furthermore, there is no single lin-
guistic service within the MoD and individual professionals are ‘borrowed’ and 
‘lent’ from and to different units within the Ministry. Freelance interpreters are 
also chosen on the basis of a competition and are evaluated on the basis of their 
experience and clearance levels held.
3  As per Table 1, informants are referred to as follows: I-1, I-2, I-3, I-4.
4  <http://www.difesa.it/Segretario-SGD-DNA/DG/PERSOCIV/Documents/1_29126_
Bando_d_KB.pdf>
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Profile Status Place of duty – Interpreting modes
I-1 Military staff 
in-house
Gabinetto Ufficio Cerimoniale [Defense General Staff]: 
chuchotage, consecutive, simultaneous
I-2 Civilian staff  
in-house
Stato Maggiore della Difesa [Joint Chiefs of Staff]: chuchotage, 
consecutive
I-3 Civilian  
freelance
Ministry of Defense (various units):  
consecutive, simultaneous
I-4 Civilian staff 
transferred
SDG/DNA (Segretariato Generale della Difesa – Direzione 
Nazionale degli Armamenti) [National Defense Secretary Ar-
maments Directorate]: chuchotage, consecutive, simultaneous
taBle 1. MoD interpreter profiles and professional responsibilities
Today there is military in-service staff working for the MoD, on loan from the 
Army, although not all have had interpreter training. Informant I-4 (Table 1) ini-
tially trained with the first interpreter-training course organized for the Italian 
Army (Monacelli & Punzo 2001). Given the confidential nature of work at the 
MoD, military personnel has often been employed even long before the 2006 
competition. For example Minister Giovanni Spadolini, during his mandate 
(1983-87), chose a Colonel as his personal interpreter during bilateral and mul-
tilateral meetings. Having had no previous professional training in simultane-
ous interpreting, the Colonel was limited to interpreting in the chuchotage and 
consecutive modes, with considerable difficulty, but enjoyed the Minister’s trust 
nonetheless. During these bi- and multi-lateral meetings, however, there are of-
ten freelance interpreters present and the question of power and hierarchy may 
arise in relation to status and rank. In other words, in the case of the Colonel as-
sisting Minister Spadolini, a professional interpreter present is constrained in 
terms of interpersonal relations. One of our informants (I-3) reported that both 
the military rank and status created a significant power differential that condi-
tioned her work in this specific context. 
Civilian interpreters (I-2, I-3, I-4), both in-service and freelance, generally 
have no military background (with the exception of their professional experi-
ence in this field) and their clearance levels vary. The following five levels of 
clearance have been defined by informants: top secret (equivalent to NOS, nulla 
osta di segretezza)5, secret, confidential, restricted, unclassified. NATO also uses 
levels defined as ATOMAL vs. non-ATOMAL, and ATOMAL CTSA (Cosmic Top Se-
cret Atomal)6. Freelance interpreters’ level of clearance has to be renewed yearly. 
5 For a full account of NOS clearance (in Italian) see, for example, <http:// latribuna.cor-
riere.it/dynuni/dyn/allegati/Provvedimenti_news/2005/06_giugno/D.P.C.M.%207%20
giugno.pdf>
6 For more about these levels, see <http://www.marfork.usmc.mil/G2Intranet/ Security/ 
NATO%20Briefing.pdf>
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Typically, meetings contemplate Chiefs of Defense (COD in NATO), not Chiefs 
of armed forces. The nature of their work can be defined as diplomatic interpret-
ing, engaging in the language of diplomacy, where they operate at the level of 
policy-making, being called upon to deal with military issues that merge with 
political, diplomatic and commercial interests. Interpreter-mediated encounters 
often aim at defining common requirements stemming from previously drafted 
MOUs and lead to their redrafting. MOUs, once cleared, become public docu-
ments. When not cleared, freelance interpreters are given access to MOUs only 
in situ. 
4.2. Professional responsibilities 
Since they are transferred between different units within the MoD, the inform-
ants have been involved in the translation and interpreting of many genres. So, 
for example, I-1 (Table 1), who works for the Defense General Staff, often inter-
prets for the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The texts in these genres reflect content from 
various intersecting spheres such as diplomacy, military, business and policy-
making. They may have to translate speeches or PowerPoint presentations, or in-
terpret speeches, statements (such as, e.g. national positions on a current event, 
courses of action, etc.), and bilateral meetings. The nature of their work depends, 
on the one hand, on their professional training, or lack thereof, and, on the other, 
on their status and the clearance level granted.
Interpreters are not present when the MOU is negotiated, drafted or signed, 
as it is the respective higher-ranking staff members of the governments who 
are involved. This was confirmed by all respondents. Interpreters know nothing 
about how the document (and, consequently, the genre) is formulated. However, 
Translator/Interpreters may have to translate actual MOUs in situations when 
they have been drafted only in one language (often the case with English docu-
ments). Furthermore, they may also have to translate letters of intent, a sort of 
‘pre-memorandum’ preliminary to the MOU. Finally, interpreters are present at 
redrafting meetings, which are convened to define and update common require-
ments and MOUs. 
Our informant, who has since transferred to another institution (I-4), claims 
she was involved in a number of different multilateral projects, including Eu-
rofighter (former EFA, European Fighter Aircraft), in the developmental phase, 
and a Navy frigate project. She worked at SDG/DNA (National Defense Arma-
ment Directorate) and estimates that about 80% of her work involved translation 
and less than 20% interpreting, in both consecutive and simultaneous modes. In 
her current position, on the other hand, she works more often as an interpreter 
(40% interpreting, 60% translation).
Despite being excluded from negotiation meetings involving an MOU deal-
ing with Navy frigates she worked on its translation, since, as stated above, 
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MOUs can be conceived in one or more languages and translated into the lan-
guage of the party/parties to the agreement. These documents are generally used 
for the purpose of sales and licensing or contracting to either parties and there 
were trade-offs in the negotiation process. One of the things she enjoyed most 
about the job was her involvement in projects from the ground up, even though, 
as mentioned, she did not participate directly in the actual negotiating of MOUs, 
confirming genre exclusion. To this end she considered transferring to Germany 
where the Eurofighter project was being developed, and even suggested we con-
tact the local units there.
Meetings defining Common Requirements where there were no language 
specialists present, did nonetheless contain difficulties related to lexis, as re-
ported by this informant (I-4). She cited the example of the term “to waive”, con-
tained in a specific document, which was scrutinized during a meeting, becom-
ing a bone of contention for the parties to the agreement7.
The issue of clearance had a vital role in relation to documentation during her 
work at the MoD. Meetings at both diplomatic and policy levels are held in rooms 
equipped with simultaneous interpreting booths (e.g. the IEPG Independent Eu-
ropean Project Group meeting), and only previously cleared freelance interpret-
ers (from the MoD freelance interpreter registry) had access to these meetings. 
All informants confirmed that in-house staff rarely, if ever, work in the si-
multaneous mode (I-1 and I-4, Table 1, are exceptions). Our freelance informant 
(I-3) has never seen staff Translator/Interpreters working in the simultaneous 
mode, as they generally opt for the consecutive mode. She has also noticed that 
military personnel had little or no interpreter training, even at other ministries8. 
Although she had been granted top-level clearance (NOS, nulla osta di segretezza), 
renewed for other Ministries, but valid for NATO Council meetings, she stated 
that MoD written translations are generally handled by in-service staff. She too 
had worked on the Eurofighter project, with Joint Chiefs of Staff, and was always 
employed for work in the consecutive or simultaneous modes. As confirmed by 
all other informants, she received texts only in situ. This contrasts with in-house 
staff who may receive documents before a meeting. 
The freelance informant (I-3) described the working environment as com-
fortable and the meeting participants as being cordial, practical and openly ap-
preciative of her work. This said, she clearly expressed that the hierarchy to be re-
spected was a delicate matter to deal with, since she could never interact directly 
with the person in charge if this person was of high rank.
Our in-service civilian Translator/Interpreter (I-2) won her post in the 2006 
competition and was hired for French translation. Her language combination in-
7  It is interesting to note here that, regardless of the fact that interpreters are, it seems, 
excluded from MOU negotiation meetings, lexical choice still plays a role in the power rela-
tions among participants. A full discussion of the factors behind such interaction is beyond 
the scope of this chapter and merits future analysis.
8  This was also confirmed by our military staff informant I-1.
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cludes French and English but she works as an interpreter only for French. Even 
though she has had no formal interpreter training, over time, given her excel-
lent command of French and the experience gained at the Ministry, she began 
to interpret in the consecutive and chuchotage modes. She confirmed that at the 
MoD there is more translation work from English as compared to French. This is 
in line with information received from other informants who also, more impor-
tantly, stated that bilateral meetings without the presence of language specialists 
are held solely in English. Informant I-2 has worked on the translation of MOUs, 
Agreements, Treaties, Cooperation Plans, Evaluation Reports (in fact, NATO docu-
ments are commonly translated as part of her duties). In terms of preparation for 
interpreting encounters, it is usually the MoD organizers who send documents 
beforehand. However, the Translator/Interpreter is often involved in translating 
the documents in preparation for the interpreted event. I-2 has a high level of 
clearance (NOS), which gives her access to all documents.
One final point that was stressed by all of the respondents had to do with how 
interpreters were chosen for events. They all confirmed that it is the Translator/
Interpreters who decide, in collaboration with in-house colleagues, whether or 
not they are to be involved in interpreting at all, and in which modes, depending 
on the nature of the interpreting assignments and their professional training.
5. Discussion: genre and genre chains at the MoD
As in all institutional settings there are a number of core genres that are frequent-
ly translated and interpreted at the Italian MoD and, as we shall see, these genres 
can be inter-related to form genre chains. As illustrated in § 4, there are many 
specific genres mentioned by our informants including the Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU), Speech, Presentation, Policy/Official Statement (such as, 
e.g. national positions on a current event), Course of Action, Common Require-
ments, Treaty, Agreement, Evaluation Report, Bi- and Multi-lateral Meetings, and 
Cooperation Plan. Since all of these genres cannot be discussed here due to space 
limitations, we will focus primarily on the MOU and its related genres, which 
appeared to be the most relevant in the interviews (see § 4 above).
The genre most often mentioned in the interviews was the MOU. This, in 
fact, led us to the hypothesis that the MOU functions as a sort of overarching 
category, i.e. as a core genre. We follow Giltrow and Stein (2009: 10) in calling 
this a “hyper-genre” because it appears to “enable” other genres. In addition to 
serving as the source for other genres, it is also recontextualized in genre chains 
as we shall see in the discussion below. Before moving on to the discussion of this 
genre at the MoD, we need to look at some of its general characteristics, as MOUs 
are commonly used in other institutional (uni-, bi- and multi-lateral) settings. 
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MOUs can be seen as an example of what Schäffner (1997: 121) calls “diplo-
matic discourse in multinational institutions” because such documents are gen-
erally negotiated and translated bilaterally (or multilaterally depending on the 
participants). While an MOU is similar in many ways to a contract or treaty (a 
sort of glorified ‘gentleman’s agreement’), unlike these it is usually not legally 
binding and, therefore, does not require parliamentary approval. Such factors 
would most likely explain the widespread use of this genre in many bi- and 
multi-lateral institutional settings (cf. Homeland Security). Linguistically, texts 
such as MOUs and other similar genres are distinguished by a high degree of 
formulaic utterances, fixed structures and standardized expressions. Similar 
to regulations, decisions, conventions, etc., the MOU begins with a preamble, 
which consists of the names of the enacting institution(s) and the enacting for-
mula (e.g. “have agreed as follows”), in between which one can find the typical 
citation formula that provides intertextual reference to the motivations behind 
the text, already existing treaties, conventions, and laws, etc., all of which com-
bine to give the document a sound legal basis. This is followed by (numbered) 
articles and, often, an annex or annexes. Syntactically, when these documents are 
translated, they must exhibit uniformity such that one ST sentence corresponds 
to one TT sentence “to ensure mutual understanding: or oral or written negotia-
tions that are based on a treaty the negotiators must be able to refer to” (Schäffner 
1997: 121). Often, however, as noted by Schäffner (ibid.: 122), syntactic rules may 
be “violated” by “referring practices” during negotiations – a process she sees as 
“clear evidence of the fact that linguistic aspects of translation are a function of 
overarching functional and socio-cultural strategies of cross-cultural communi-
cation”. Finally, on a lexical level, there is a high concentration of specialized in-
stitutional and/or juridical-legal terminology.
With specific reference to the MOU at the MoD there are some specific fea-
tures that need to be addressed. First of all, as evident in the unclassified Mem-
orandum of Understanding between the Government of the Italian Republic and the 
Government of the United States of America concerning Reciprocal Defense Procurement 
(2008)9 and the Italian translation10 – both provided by one of the informants – 
the syntax is the same, displaying almost identical grammatical structures. Thus, 
in the preamble (preambolo) gerunds are used in both languages (e.g. “BEARING 
in mind” vs. “CONSIDERANDO”, etc.) after the enacting institutions and before 
the enacting formula (“HAVE agreed as follows:” vs. “HANNO concordato quanto 
segue:”). It is interesting to note that the individual grammatical forms in both 
languages correspond, while this is not necessarily the case in other bi-/multi-
9  This document was given to us by one of our informants. It is also one of the few docu-
ments we were able to consult due to clearance issues. The document is available in English in 
its entirety as <http://www.acq.osd.mil/dpap/ Docs/mou-italy.pdf>
10 Consulted 30 July 2011 at <http://www.difesa.it/Segretario-SGD-DNA/SGD-DNA/Vice_
SG_DNA/Reparto_Politica_degli_Armamenti/Documents/78470_MOUITUSARecipro-
coProcurementperlaDifesa2.pdf>
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lateral documents. Generally in EU texts containing a preamble the gerund “hav-
ing regard to” is used in English, while the past participle “visto” is used in Italian. 
Thus, it would appear that lexico-syntactic structures in English/Italian MOUs in 
the MoD are extremely similar, making it almost impossible to determine which 
text served as the ST. 
Secondly, on the basis of our interview data, MoD-specific MOUs are not 
always drafted bi- or multi-laterally, as they are often translated separately by 
staff members. It would appear, then, that MoD interpreters are excluded from 
the actual drafting stage. Yet, staff members often have to translate documents 
representative of other genres and sub-genres within the MoD that are part of 
the MOU pre- and post-drafting stage. These include the “letter of intent” in the 
pre-drafting phase and “amending” or “redrafting” meetings in the post-drafting 
phase. As far as we could determine from our interviews, the last two terms refer 
to the same genre, and the two names were different terms adopted by two of our 
informants. While this makes it more difficult to give the genre a specific name, 
it demonstrates that the interpreters are well aware of the genres they are work-
ing in. The spontaneous use of such names, in fact, would appear to corroborate 
our underlying assumption that interpreters are included in specific genres and 
may be part of genre-building. 
A third important characteristic of MoD-specific MOUs is their secrecy and 
confidentiality, an important part of most MoD-specific genres and something 
that has already been mentioned above. This is also another example of how 
genre exclusion can be imposed from above. The secrecy of such documents lies 
in the fact that they often include information about (top) secret military coop-
eration activities or the exchange of military equipment. Even though during 
the actual drafting stage Translator/Interpreters are excluded from the genre, as 
we have seen above, not all of these documents remain classified, so that at least 
some of the texts are accessible to – and therefore inclusive of – all profession-
als working at the MoD regardless of their clearance. This would explain why 
this genre was mentioned so often in our interviews: unclassified MOUs, in fact, 
become important reference documents for both in-house and free-lance profes-
sionals and can be used for purposes of recontextualization and general genre-
building during other stages of the genre chain. 
Another important fact to emerge in our study is that staff members are gen-
erally involved in both translation and, to a lesser extent, interpreting of genres. 
In the interviews three of the informants portrayed themselves as being part of a 
process of translation > interpreting > translation. This chain of activity favours 
direct involvement in genres, and, therefore, genre-building, from the ground 
up. Thus, inclusion in the pre-drafting stage genres can prove useful in terms 
of preparation for interpreting encounters as well as later post-drafting written 
genres. An example of the latter is the Cooperation Plan, another important MoD 
genre, as highlighted by one of our informants. She depicted this genre as being 
much more specific than the MOU, as it focuses on more detailed and concrete 
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issues regarding bi-/multi-lateral cooperation and policy. This genre, it can be ar-
gued, represents a further stage in the MOU genre chain. One of the informants 
(I-4), who had transferred from the MoD to another institution, stressed that 
what she missed most about her former job at the MoD was being involved in 
projects from the beginning planning phases to the implementation end stages. 
Such awareness would appear to provide further evidence of inclusion in genre 
chains making the MoD interpreter/translator part and parcel of actual genre-
building. 
We will now attempt to summarize the notion of genre chain by providing an 
illustration of how such chains function in the MoD.
Figure 1. MOU genre chain at the Italian MoD
In Figure 1 we provide a simplified proposal for how the specific MOU genre 
chain is played out within the Italian MoD and how the actors (general military 
staff, in-house and free-lance interpreters/translators) in this process are in-
cluded in or excluded from genre-building. The diagram is limited to the genres 
directly involved in the MOU genre chain as mentioned by our informants and 
discussed above and, for clarity, other related genres have not been included. The 
main activities of MoD translators and interpreters are indicated in the box that 
contains two inter-connected circles: one for translation (light grey), which is 
superimposed by another for interpreting (dark grey). The arrows (uni- and bi-
directional) indicate how the genres are generated and the direction of recontex-
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tualization. In-house staff is included in all of these genres, although they may 
be excluded from the actual drafting. Thus, on the left-hand side we can see the 
(non-interpreter) military staff who are outside of this box, as they are involved 
in the actual drafting with the large arrows indicating which genres (and texts) 
they allow Translator/Interpreters to access. Finally, the free-lance interpreters 
(and translators) are represented in the upper right-hand corner outside the in-
house box to stress the fact that they may be included in or excluded from certain 
translation and interpreting activities. 
6. Conclusions
Much of what goes on in the MoD is shrouded in secrecy and confidentiality. 
Thus, as we have seen, interpreters do not always have access to all genres all the 
time. In fact, they are often exposed to texts and genres ‘on the spot’ and expected 
to understand their inner meaning and workings in situ. However, since much of 
their work involves translation, they do have access to pre-genres, i.e. genres that 
are used in the creation of new genres, such as the letter of intent. Furthermore, 
they may be included as interpreters in the post-drafting stage when an MOU is 
redrafted and documents such as the Cooperation Plan are laid down. Moreover, 
as revealed during our interviews, MoD Translator/Interpreters often feel that 
they are personally involved in the specific project they are working on from the 
ground up, and therefore they are included at the inception, creation and imple-
mentation stages. All of this suggests that MoD Translator/Interpreters play an 
important role in recontextualizing and disseminating genre at the MoD.
Information gathered in this initial fact-finding stage of our project suggests 
that the interpreting practices at the MoD, on the one hand, reflect interpreting 
practices at the Italian Ministry of the Interior11 (cf. Monacelli 2002) and, on the 
other, are quite characteristic of work at the MoD.
From a theoretical perspective, this study hopes to contribute to the under-
standing of genre in institutional-defense settings for interpreters and trans-
lators, thus laying the groundwork for the possible application of the model 
proposed in Boyd and Monacelli (2010) to professional contexts, such as those 
represented by the MoD. Namely, a fine-grained discourse analysis during the 
11  Through a public competition, the Ministry of the Interior selected Translator/ Interpret-
ers from varying educational backgrounds: three-year training institutes, a university degree 
in translation and/or interpreting, university degrees in literature and foreign languages. The 
competition included a translation into at least two foreign languages, no interpreting test 
but an oral language test. Their duties range from the translation of various documentation 
and interpreting assignments for investigations, trials and immigration. Those specifically 
trained (and willing) offer their simultaneous interpreting services for international confer-
ences organized by the Ministry of the Interior (Monacelli 2002: 182). 
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pre-drafting and translation stages of the MOU – perhaps following re-training, 
with the help of an increased awareness on the part of the Translator/Interpret-
ers of the constructs described in such an approach – could be useful to improve 
quality in genre-building, thus eliminating potential difficulties linked to the 
translation of initial MOU drafts and redrafts.
Specifically, we have argued for the use of CDA-inspired definitions of text, 
genre, genre chain and recontextualization. These constructs come into play in 
the mediation between language and the social structure of hierarchical institu-
tions such as the Italian Ministry of Defense. This mediation is enacted not only 
by ranking staff members but also by the Translator/Interpreter staff at various 
stages in the realization of texts and genres. While the latter may be excluded 
from actual drafting, they are participants in the dissemination of genre through 
recontextualization, since they often translate drafted documents. 
The findings provide further evidence for a definition of genre that includes 
social factors such as power, rank, clearance, inclusion and exclusion. The inter-
preters’ inclusion in and exclusion from certain genres make their profile duties 
unique, even if only compared with Ministry of the Interior Translator/Inter-
preters, as mentioned. Although limited in scope, this study clearly addresses the 
fact that MoD interpreters are systematically excluded from specific genres, such 
as the MOU in phases of initial negotiation. Yet, they are included in its actual 
translation.
The final point we would like to make concerns other issues to have emerged 
in this study that merit further analysis. Future studies could address issues such 
as power relations played out over linguistic issues where no language special-
ists are present (see § 4.2) and specific responsibilities of military staff, as op-
posed to civilian staff, at the MoD. It also remains unclear how the role (and 
rank) of military staff (I-1) at the MoD impacts on professional responsibilities, 
as compared to civilian staff (I-2, I-3, I-4), to offset Translator/Interpreters’ exclu-
sion from certain genres.
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Abstract
Interpreters in all settings, in all parts of the world, and throughout history have la-
mented the poor quality of the language they must deal with in source texts. This chapter 
will review some recent publications on interpreting quality criteria, user expectations, 
and the associated challenges facing interpreters in different settings (Kondo 2006; Peng 
2006; Lee 2009; Ng 2009; Napier et al. 2009; Kent 2009). The constraints facing court in-
terpreters in adversarial settings will be analyzed, particularly when interpreting from 
English to Spanish for immigrants who may have little or no formal education. A variety 
of solutions available to court interpreters will be explored within the context of prevail-
ing professional standards in the United States.
Garbage In, Garbage Out:
The Court Interpreter’s 
Lament
holly mikkelson
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1. Introduction
Throughout history, interpreters have struggled with the same problem: flawed 
source messages. Just as translators are more sensitive than the average reader to 
errors or ambiguities in source texts, interpreters are hyper-attuned to the qual-
ity of the speech that serves as the source for their interpretation. Interpreting 
students often ask, “Should I improve on the speaker’s message?”. The answer to 
that question, like so many others, is “It depends”. This chapter will attempt to 
provide some answers for interpreters in legal settings on the basis of a thorough 
analysis of the problem, an examination of quality in interpreting and how it 
is defined in different contexts, and a discussion of various studies on user and 
interpreter expectations for their performance. Those elements will be used to 
further refine the statement of the problem, and the chapter will conclude with 
some suggestions of strategies that interpreters can employ when faced with im-
perfect source messages. 
2. Statement of the problem
Judiciary interpreters are taught that they must interpret all utterances with no 
distortion due to “addition, omission, explanation or paraphrasing” (NAJIT, n.d.). 
To achieve this objective, they must have a full command of all registers of their 
working languages, including the erudite language of legal arguments, the le-
gal jargon often used in colloquies between attorneys, the technical register of 
expert witnesses, the speaking style unique to law enforcement personnel, the 
street slang of gang members, and the “baby talk” used by children. For example, 
if a judge says, “Do you waive time for sentencing?”, the interpreter should pro-
vide a target-language version as close to that wording as possible, rather than 
clarifying it by saying, “Do you waive the legally required delay before the judge 
passes sentence?”. Similarly, a child witness’s statement that “he showed me his 
pipi”, should not be made more anatomically explicit by the interpreter, or the 
jury would have a distorted impression of the child’s level of sophistication. 
In order to pass their certification exams, court interpreters devote many 
hours to studying glossaries and reading background material on firearms, drugs, 
criminalistics, sex offenses, criminal procedure, traffic terms, regionalisms, and 
street slang, among many other subjects. What they cannot prepare for, however, 
is the nonsensical statements made not only by unsophisticated witnesses with 
little formal education, but also – perhaps surprisingly – by trained professionals 
such as expert witnesses and, yes, even lawyers and judges. In a study of expert 
witness testimony, Miguelez (2001: 4) found that: 
[T]he language used by expert witnesses and by attorneys when addressing them, is 
often grammatically faulty, convoluted, imprecise, repetitive and lacking in coher-
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ence. Therefore, preparing vocabulary, while useful, will not guarantee success, given 
that the challenges in comprehending and interpreting expert testimony are not al-
ways strictly – or even principally – lexical in nature. 
Consider this excerpt from a trial transcript examined by Miguelez in her re-
search:
Q: Now referring to the other areas that you mentioned, density, what is density?
A: This is the weight of the mass of an object, the weight in air as against water: It was 
the old Greek principle when Archimedes got into the bathtub and there was so much 
water came out that was specific gravity so much water displaced. The density of an 
object is measured in this relation between the relation of its weight and mass in air 
as against its weight and mass in liquid. In the laboratory the way we run density we 
actually take a glass particle and we bounce it in a liquid mixture and in this case the 
mixture is ‘Bromifoam alcohol.’ Bromifoam being a heavy liquid on which you can 
float the rocks and alcohol being very light and you put in a glass particle and it neither 
rises nor falls in that liquid. You can either do that by two ways, by heating the liquid 
and making it lighter and the object will fall. If you cool it and make the liquid denser 
the particle will rise. Here is a point where we actually balance it in liquid, neither 
rises nor falls, a little particle so small you have to use a magnifying glass. At that time 
when we finally let it down, the equilibrium, we have a definite balance and we take 
the count of liquid which gives us our density reading. So, we read the density of the 
liquid, which is very sensitive, much more sensitive method, much more sensitive 
than the old method they have of giving the specific gravity. (ibid.: 6) 
Miguelez comments that “there was virtually no specialized jargon here and 
yet the answer was quite incomprehensible” (to put it mildly). Another excerpt 
quoted in her paper does have some specialized jargon, but the problem of unin-
telligibility is not limited to terminology:
So far as the double action of the function of State’s Exhibit 1, […] I found this did not 
function properly in the double action of the State’s Exhibit 1. After a cartridge was 
fired, it was necessary to slightly pull the hammer back to a first position causing a 
small click as it makes contact with the mechanism before the action of the function 
of the weapon would be free enough to function as double action where you actually 
depress the trigger […]. (ibid.: 10)
Similarly, Stojkovic-Ring (2009), referring to the interpreting at the Internation-
al Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), notes that there are “situa-
tions in which the interpreters are forced to stick to the word-for-word strategy 
(to comply with the users’ perception of accuracy, particularly in low-context vs. 
high-context messages) at the expense of the sense, and … situations where the 
interpreters judge it is ‘safe’ to do the opposite” (ibid.: 21). As an example, she pre-
sents an excerpt from testimony in which an English-speaking attorney exam-
ines an English-speaking witness (interpreted simultaneously into French for 
the judges and other attorneys):
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A [attorney]: Who was involved in that incident by appearance or group?
T [witness]: Sorry, can you repeat the question please? I didn’t understand or I don’t 
know if I did or didn’t.
D [defense]: Il s’agit d’un problème d’interprétation sûrement. [There surely must be a 
problem with the interpretation.]
It is clear that even without interpretation, participants in legal proceedings may 
have difficulty understanding the language used. Many court interpreters will 
relate to the examples cited here, and will undoubtedly have plenty of anecdotes 
to tell about similar witnesses. 
It is worth asking how much jurors understand of testimony like these two 
excerpts. Napier, et al. (2009), drawing on previous studies of jurors’ ability to 
understand the instructions judges give them on the law they are supposed to 
apply to cases in which they must reach verdicts, conducted their own study of 
mock jurors. In their study, they presented both hearing and deaf participants 
with a judge’s summation of a real-life criminal case, taken from a transcript of 
the proceedings, and then asked them questions for the purpose of determining 
whether jurors could understand proceedings conveyed through an interpreter 
just as well as jurors hearing the source message. They found that although there 
was little difference between the two groups’ grasp of the facts, some of the legal 
concepts were “problematic” for both deaf and hearing participants due to the 
“challenging” language used by the judge (Napier et al. 2009: 107). 
As stated in the introduction, however, judiciary interpreters are not alone in 
having to contend with incomprehensible source messages. For example, Kent 
(2009) found in her interviews with conference interpreters in the European 
Parliament that there is a great deal of frustration with speakers who insist on 
addressing delegates in languages they do not fully master, usually French or 
English, those being the languages shared by the largest number of delegates. 
Interpreters, who confess that sometimes “you’re not really sure they know what 
they’re saying,” have coined terms such as “Globe-ish”, “this whatever-the-hell-it-
is”, “this ridiculous Pidgin English” and “what they think of as English”, to describe 
this phenomenon (ibid.: 63). One interpreter lamented, “If it’s a Polish speaking 
bad English, I have no clue [what they mean]” (ibid.: 66). Kondo (2006) reports on 
a survey of Japanese conference interpreters (all native speakers of Japanese) in 
which many of them complained that Japanese speakers were “too vague, too ob-
scure, too ambiguous” for them to fully understand the source speech and render 
it in their B language, English. One respondent said, “I have difficulties when the 
Japanese speaker speaks horribly, making it impossible to see what he is trying 
to say” (ibid.: 177). Kondo also recounts an incident in which the Japanese Minis-
ter of Agriculture and Fisheries expressed his view on a fishing dispute with the 
United States, and after the interpreter finished interpreting his statements into 
English, the U.S. negotiator said, “What the hell is he trying to say?”. The inter-
preter calmly rendered the outburst into Japanese, later explaining his reasoning 
that it was the minister’s responsibility to clarify what he meant (ibid.: 176). In 
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the legal setting, particularly in adversarial proceedings, interpreters take a simi-
lar stance: if one of the parties does not understand a statement, it is that party’s 
responsibility to ask for a clarification (Gonzalez et al. 1991: 476).
3. Communication and meaning
Kent’s (2009: 55) study at the European Parliament emerged from an effort to ex-
amine the “shared responsibility between interpreters and interlocutors” for the 
effectiveness of interpreted communication. To do this she looks at two models 
of communication, the ritual and transmission views, to “illuminate the struggle 
in Interpreting Studies to clearly distinguish linguistic meaning from socially-
emergent meaningfulness”. 
The transmission view of communication “depicts meaning as an object (a 
message) to be physically moved,” leading to interpreters being conceptualized 
as “conduits” of information. This is the way interpreted interactions have tradi-
tionally been viewed. Kent emphasizes the limitations of this approach:
However, the transmission metaphor only holds up if one neglects the numerous in-
stances in which transparent transfers of meaning fail. In other words, if one ignores 
the evidence of misunderstanding (with or without simultaneous interpretation), 
one operates within a reduced framework that considers only the immediate utilitar-
ian effects of language. (ibid.: 59)
The ritual view, in contrast, considers communication to be “the representation 
of shared beliefs” (Kent, 2009: 60), and comprehension of messages depends on 
whether the interlocutors have a shared identity – a point also made by Henrik-
sen (2007: 16) in her discussion of “eurospeak” or “the eurolect”. In interpreted 
interactions, the interpreter must share two identities and find a middle ground 
between them in which to construct meaning. The jargon of the European Parlia-
ment is an example of a language used by individuals whose identities overlap, to 
the extent that they are all European delegates representing their countries in a 
deliberative body. However, to the extent that they come from different countries 
and speak different languages, their identities do not overlap, hence, the need for 
interpreters. When the delegates elect to use a lingua franca instead of speaking 
their native languages, the result is the incomprehensible “Globe-ish” described 
by the interpreters. The source of the frustration expressed by the interpreters 
interviewed by Kent is the expectation (by the delegates and by themselves) that 
they will bridge the gap between Pidgin English and standard Greek, for exam-
ple, just as effectively as they bridge the gap between standard English and stand-
ard Greek.
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4. User expectations of quality
A number of researchers have examined the expectations of interpreters’ clients 
to determine whether their notions of quality and what constitutes a successful 
interpretation coincide with the interpreters’ own views on these issues. Qual-
ity, as defined by interpreters, is summed up by Déjean le Féal (cited in Kurz, 
1993/2002: 312) as follows: 
What our listeners receive through their earphones should produce the same effect on 
them as the original speech does on the speaker’s audience. It should have the same 
cognitive content and be presented with equal clarity and precision in the same type 
of language. Its language and oratory quality should be at least on the same level as 
that of the original speech, if not better, given that we are professional communica-
tors […]
In particular, Kurz (1993/2002), Moser (1996) and Collados Aís (2002) surveyed 
users of conference interpretation services to elicit their ideas about quality in-
terpreting. Although these researchers did not reach uniform conclusions, they 
all found “a clear separation between quality and the perceived quality or success 
of a simultaneous interpretation” (Collados Aís, 2002: 336). Kurz (2002: 321) con-
cluded from her study that all respondents valued “sense consistency” and “logi-
cal cohesion” more than a native accent or a pleasant voice, although diplomats 
were more concerned than technical experts (physicians and engineers) about 
the “completeness” of the interpretation. She attributes this disparity to diplo-
mats’ interest in “full understanding of the arguments [of other delegates] with 
all their nuances,” whereas the technical experts “would opt for an intelligent, 
logical, terminologically correct summary of the original.” 
Moser’s survey (1996: 163) confirmed that delegates showed a “clear prefer-
ence for concentration on essentials” rather than a complete rendition of the 
source speech. He analyzed the data according to the size of the conference, how 
technical the subject matter was, and the participants’ years of experience attend-
ing interpreted conferences. Across the board, he found “a marked preference 
for faithfulness to meaning” rather than “a literal reproduction of what was be-
ing said” (ibid.: 167), though delegates at large technical conferences attributed 
more importance to the correct use of terminology than the completeness of the 
interpretation.
Collados Aís (2002) sought to test a number of hypotheses about end-users’ 
and interpreters’ evaluations of the content and the form of interpreted speeches 
by presenting different versions of a single speech in a controlled study, manip-
ulating the intonation of delivery and the sense consistency of the interpreta-
tion. Although the end-users, not knowing the source language, could not assess 
whether there were content errors in the interpretation, they could determine 
whether the speech as a whole was coherent and consistent with their under-
standing of the subject matter (in this case, jurisprudence). The majority of them 
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were less concerned about content than about the interpreter’s tone of voice; in-
deed, many of them failed to notice even glaring factual errors that were intro-
duced into the speech (ibid.: 335). 
In the judicial context, a quality interpretation is considered to be one that 
produces a “legal equivalent,” defined by Gonzalez et al. (1991: 16) as “a linguisti-
cally true and legally appropriate interpretation of statements spoken or read in 
court, from the second language into English or vice versa.” In other words:
[T]he court interpreter is required to interpret the original source material without 
editing, summarizing, deleting, or adding while conserving the language level, style, 
tone, and intent of the speaker. (ibid.: 16)
Does the theoretical view of quality correspond to the way different actors judge 
quality in real-life court proceedings? In the case of incomplete thoughts or miss-
ing words in expert witness testimony, Miguelez (2001: 12) noted, “As with all 
speech, the receiver needs and expects some type of closure and completion.” 
In this regard, consumers of judicial interpretation are no different from other 
users. Lee’s (2009) survey of court interpreters and legal professionals on their 
expectations of the interpreter during witness examinations is also of interest. 
She found the same conflicting views as those reported in the conference inter-
preting studies mentioned above. When asked whether the interpreter should 
match the style of the source messages, “nearly three quarters of the legal pro-
fessionals (166) responded in the affirmative and two thirds of the interpreters 
(24) responded that this was what they sought to do” (ibid.: 47). When Lee delved 
further and specified either witnesses’ answers or counsel’s questions, however, 
she discovered a significant discrepancy:
As for reproducing witnesses’ speech style, 29 interpreters (78%) reported that they 
did in fact strive to do so, whereas only 134 legal professionals (59%) responded that 
this was what the court interpreter should do. The answer also depended on whose 
style was at stake: 32 more legal professionals expected the court interpreter to repro-
duce the questioning style of counsel compared to the speech style of witnesses. The 
contrast between legal professionals and interpreters in this regard is particularly 
striking: contrary to the legal professionals’ views, more interpreters responded that 
they reproduced the style of witnesses’ speech than that of counsel. (ibid.: 47, emphasis 
in the original)
Some interpreters admitted that “they sometimes simplified questions, or ex-
plained legal terms rather than simply using the equivalent terms in the target 
language, or that they conveyed only the main point of the question if they per-
ceived that the witness was having difficulty understanding,” despite admoni-
tions against doing so in the literature on court interpreting (ibid.: 47). In other 
words, they geared their interpretation to their perception of the listeners’ abili-
ty to understand. The notion of a “listener-centered” interpretation (Stern, 2004) 
will be explored further in a later part of this chapter.
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5. Coherence and quality
The studies cited in the previous section show that consumers of interpreting 
services are not always good judges of the quality of the interpretation, at least 
in terms of the standards set by the interpreting profession itself. In the context 
of training future interpreters, Peng (2006: ii) writes, “Talking about quality of 
interpreting, ‘making sense’ is generally held to be one of the most important 
criteria for judging the success of a given interpretation”. She also affirms that 
coherence is the “gold standard” of interpreting, “the most highly valued quality” 
(ibid.: 9). Accordingly, she has developed a “coherence profile” for both source and 
target texts.
Peng starts from the premise that trainees must be aware of quality stand-
ards to attain their goals, and that they “inherit the way trainers describe quality” 
(2006: ii). However, unlike the working interpreters and end-users surveyed in 
the studies cited previously, Peng notes that trainers do not “share a common 
meta-language to discuss quality attributes of interpretations” (ibid.). Therefore, 
she researched standards accepted by professional interpreters and academics 
and devised a feedback tool to enable student interpreters to assess their own 
output, particularly with respect to coherence. She analyzed a number of con-
secutive interpretations by students and professionals and concluded that the 
two groups took different approaches to dealing with coherence: “Trainees tend 
to focus on local cohesion while professionals tend to emphasise the global struc-
ture of the discourse” (ibid.: iii).
The feedback tool devised by Peng (2006: 82-83) is quite detailed, including 
many different elements for evaluating the coherence of interpretations. The 
elements of coherence most relevant to this discussion can be summed up as 
follows: 1) accuracy and completeness (correctness of factual information, con-
serving the speaker’s intent and emotion); 2) quality of the interpreter’s language 
(grammar and usage, making sense, correct use of terminology, complete sen-
tences); and 3) delivery (clarity of articulation, proper intonation, pauses in ap-
propriate places, pacing). It is important to point out however, that the source 
speeches given to the interpreters were themselves quite coherent. The follow-
ing excerpt of one of the English speeches is representative of their quality:
Thank you very much all of you. I look forward to all those contributions and perhaps 
from my personal point of view particularly to hearing the Greeks’ perspective on im-
migration which I have some familiarity. But before we begin, I would like to a few 
words about the causes of immigration. I like to turn first of all to the question of 
asylum seekers, and examine statistics over the past ten years for asylum seekers en-
tering the EU. Over the past ten years more than a half of the asylum seekers entering 
the EU came from former Yugoslavia, Iraq, Romania, Sri Lanka, Iran, the Democratic 
Republic of Congo, Afghanistan, Turkey, Bosnia and Somalia. And I like first to think 
for a moment what these countries have in common. Why is it that so many asylum 
seekers are coming from these regions? I think what these countries have in common 
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is perhaps not so much poverty or an increasing population or a low life expectancy, 
but some kind of conflict. (Peng, 2006: 172)
Although this speech contains some errors in English style, it is quite easy to fol-
low, particularly considering that it was delivered orally (and therefore, the lack 
of commas would presumably be overcome by pausing in the appropriate plac-
es). The criteria against which the interpretations were being judged, therefore, 
were in keeping with the quality of the source speeches. Returning to the topic 
of this chapter, users of interpretation services have the same expectations for 
coherence, regardless of how coherent the source speech was. If we compare the 
sample speech from Peng’s research to that excerpted from the Miguelez (2001) 
study, we see an obvious contrast. One other caveat is in order: Peng’s work fo-
cused on consecutive interpretation, whereas simultaneous interpreting would 
be required in the case of speeches in the European Parliament and expert wit-
ness testimony in court. It is commonly accepted that consecutive interpreting 
allows for greater coherence of the target language text because the interpreter 
benefits from having heard the entire speech (Russell, 2000: 43). Nevertheless, 
the criteria identified by Peng are useful tools for evaluating some aspects of 
quality.
6. Legal language
With respect to the judicial context that is the focus of this chapter, the incom-
prehensibility of legal language in general has been the subject of much criti-
cism. Melinkoff ’s (1963) seminal work on English legal usage is still relevant, 
despite the many years that have passed since he wrote it, which reveals the re-
luctance of the legal profession to change its ways. Translators of legal texts, al-
ready challenged by the barriers that separate different countries’ legal systems, 
also struggle with the nearly impenetrable style of writing adopted by lawyers as 
they draft contracts, treaties, and other documents. For example, Loiacono (2010: 
257), examining the translation of bilateral agreements between Italy and Aus-
tralia, comments, “The Agreements are not always written to make their content 
easily understandable for ordinary readers.” To illustrate his point, he presents 
this excerpt:
There shall be a Mixed Commission equally composed of representatives of the Con-
tracting Parties jointly chaired by officials from the Italian and Australian Film Indus-
tries and assisted by experts appointed by the respective competent authorities to 
supervise and review the working of this Agreement to resolve any difficulty which 
may arise and to make any proposals considered necessary for any modification of this 
Agreement. (ibid.: 257)
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This sentence is not impossible to understand, just convoluted; an educated 
layperson reading the text can eventually figure out what it means (though if it 
were delivered orally, it would be difficult to follow). Loiacono contrasts the “le-
gal equivalence approach” to legal translation, which emphasizes preservation of 
the letter of the source text with a view to guaranteeing concordance between the 
two versions, with the “functional approach” whereby the translation “expresses 
the intended meaning and leads to the intended results” (ibid.: 246). The English-
Italian translations of the bilateral agreements he evaluated adopt the former 
approach and do “not make any great effort to be easily comprehensible for ei-
ther the Italian-speaking or English-speaking public” (ibid.: 260). The dichotomy 
between these two approaches to translation is analogous to the choice between 
a literal interpretation and a target-language version preserving the “sense con-
sistency” of the original message, which was presented to the users of conference 
interpreting services surveyed by Kurz (1993/2002), Collados Aís (2002), and Mo-
ser (1996).
Even though interpreted court proceedings are oral rather than written, 
much of the language in the courtroom is based on written texts (jury instruc-
tions, criminal and civil codes, contracts, and the like). To fully understand such 
discourse, court interpreters must read similar texts and become familiar with 
the legal register in their preparations for interpreting. They must adopt strate-
gies similar to those described by Loiacono (2010) when rendering the discourse 
of judges and attorneys into the target language. Framing communication in the 
courtroom in the terms adopted by Kent (2006), the language of legal profes-
sionals in the courtroom is a product of their shared identity, and for those out-
side the “inner circle,” the language may seem like gibberish. The subject of this 
chapter is not only the complex, dense, abstruse language of legal writings and 
the spoken form of that language, but also the genuinely garbled and nonsensi-
cal language of spontaneous oral speech that often occurs in court proceedings. 
For that, we must turn to the work of scholars (cf. O’Barr 1982; Charrow 1982; 
Tiersma 1999; Dumas 2000a, b, and Harris 2001), who have studied in particular 
the use of the English language by legal professionals in oral court proceedings. 
Looking at the application of oral legal discourse in the multilingual court-
room, Stern (2004) studied the translation and interpretation services pro-
vided at the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY), 
where the official languages are English and French and the working language 
Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian (BCS). Like the European Parliament interpreters 
quoted by Kent (2006), the respondents in Stern’s survey described the language 
that resulted from attempts to bridge the gaps between French and English le-
gal terms as a “langage-hybride, a jargon” that made the proceedings difficult to 
understand for witnesses (Stern 2004: 66). The translation staff, faced with the 
familiar problem of the lack of lexical equivalents for legal terms, relied on their 
own research and reference works such as dictionaries to arrive at suitable trans-
lations. These translations were often “verbose solutions” with explanations in 
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brackets or footnotes (ibid.: 65-66) that could not be used under the time con-
straints of simultaneous interpretation. Stern analyzed the strategies employed 
by interpreters, and found that they:
[…] use either a literal, semantic, speaker oriented, approach, or a pragmatic, com-
municative, recipient-oriented one, ensuring the comprehensibility of the message 
transferred to the listener. The latter consists of the interpreter’s resorting to what 
may appear to be a freer interpretation. It relies on lexico-grammatical changes, con-
veying the intention of the speaker in order to ensure comprehensibility to the recipi-
ent in the TL. (ibid.: 67)
Stern elaborates further on the recipient-oriented or listener-centred approach: 
“The listener-centred approach to the interpreting of legal language is a prag-
matic one. It relies on paraphrasing, or on a brief explanation of a phenomenon 
using existing signs.” To illustrate this strategy, she cites the interpretation of the 
English term “examination-in-chief” with a BCS phrase meaning “main exami-
nation by the prosecutor” and “you are going to be cross-examined” with a phrase 
back-translated into English as “you will be examined by the defence.” Although 
Stern cautions that this approach has its limits – and indeed, solutions such as 
these two run counter to standards such as the NAJIT Code of Professional Re-
sponsibility (NAJIT, n.d.) – she emphasizes that “the value of paraphrasing lies in 
placing the terms or expressions of the SL in a context. It is the added explicitness 
by reference to the context that makes the equivalent in the TL more compre-
hensible to the listener. That is the essence of the listener-oriented approach to 
interpreting” (Stern, 2004: 70).
Another scholar frames the judiciary interpreter’s dilemma as “the tension 
between adequacy and acceptability” (Ng, 2009). Ng’s research focuses on bilin-
gual court proceedings in Hong Kong, where both Chinese and English are of-
ficial languages. Interpreting predates the translation of statutes in Hong Kong, 
since it was not until 1974 that Chinese was added to English as an official lan-
guage, but witnesses had been giving testimony in Cantonese and other Chinese 
dialects for a long time before that (ibid.: 39). The first bilingual ordinance was en-
acted in 1989, and from that time onward all legislation was gradually translated 
into Chinese, resulting in a completely bilingual set of laws at present. Because 
court interpreters had already developed a repertoire of Chinese translations of 
legal terminology before translators began grappling with the difficult task of 
finding legal equivalents in two very different languages and two very different 
legal systems, they were using customary terms that did not match those eventu-
ally adopted by the translators. Ng sums up their dilemma in this way:
The customary translations, which have gained wide currency over the years, none-
theless continue to thrive in the courtroom. The official translations, however 
adequate[ly] the legal translator believes they represent the meanings of their English 
counterparts, sound alien, especially to laypeople. Thus, when putting a charge to a de-
fendant – one without legal representation in particular – the court interpreter often 
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has to resort to the customary translation, or to supplement the official translation 
with the customary one for fear that the defendant might think s/he is being charged 
with a different offence. (ibid.: 40-41)
To illustrate further, Ng cites a case in which a defendant’s conviction was over-
turned on appeal because she “could have been guilty under the law in English 
but innocent according to the Chinese translation” (ibid.: 45).
Whereas translators “prioritise accuracy over acceptability”, interpreters are 
“concerned not only about the accuracy or adequacy of the interpretation, but 
also the comprehensibility and acceptability of the interpretation.” She goes on to 
say that “in the process of interpreting, court interpreters benefit from a known 
or well-defined audience, which allows them to adopt a more flexible interpret-
ing approach depending on whom they are interpreting for” (ibid.: 41). Ng also 
makes the very pertinent observation that the meaning of legal terms changes 
over time, and common usage does not necessarily coincide with legal language. 
For example, the term “burglary,” which used to be translated and commonly ac-
cepted in Hong Kong as baoqie (meaning “breaking in to steal”), is now translated 
as ru wu fanfa (literally “entering a house to commit an offence therein”) in the 
Chinese version of the Theft Ordinance because the Chinese term baoqie corre-
sponds only partially to the common law concept of “burglary” (ibid.: 42). Further 
on, she points out:
However, the acceptability of ru wu fanfa remains low. As of today baoqie remains an 
oft-cited term both inside and outside the courtroom. In courts, it is not uncommon 
for court interpreters to supplement ru wu fanfa with the old customary term baoqie. 
Similarly, the news media use the term baoqie – instead of ru wu fanfa – most of the 
time in reporting burglary cases. (ibid.: 43)
A similar assertion could be made about the English term “court,” which is com-
monly translated into Spanish with the cognate “corte” by the news media and 
laypersons, even though lawyers would use the terms “juzgado” or “tribunal.” 
There are undoubtedly many instances of this phenomenon in languages that 
come into frequent contact with English. 
A related problem with legal terms is that a term may coincide with a per-
fectly ordinary word in the source language, and therefore, be readily accessible 
to laypersons, but the equivalent in the target language may be obscure and inac-
cessible to anyone without legal training. For example, “dismiss” in English is 
a high frequency word, whereas the Spanish equivalent, sobreseer, is a low-fre-
quency word that most laypersons would not understand. In cases such as this, 
an interpreter would be justified in selecting a commonly accepted term rather 
than the proper legal term.
In his analysis of legal translations, Loiacono (2010) refers to the “skopos” 
theory, “the notion that translation depends first and foremost on the intended 
function (skopos) of the target text as well as the nature of the source text: this 
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is the ‘functional approach’” (ibid.: 246). It is worth asking what the function of 
courtroom discourse is, i.e. who the intended audience is. In some cases, there 
may be multiple audiences: the monolingual or bilingual legal professionals pre-
sent in the courtroom, the monolingual laypersons participating in the proceed-
ings (most particularly, the accused), and the appellate courts, should the matter 
be appealed. This may explain why interpreters in Hong Kong provide two al-
ternative equivalents, the “official translation,” for consumption by legal profes-
sionals, and the “customary translation,” to be understood by the defendant (Ng, 
2009). In the context of the European Parliament, Kent (2006) also alludes to the 
purpose of the communication and the intended audience when she describes 
what has been called “documentary interpreting”:
‘Documentary interpreting’ refers to the realm of media not law: specifically, inter-
preters perform for the show. Documentary interpreting in this sense should not be 
confused with interpreting for the record. Although described as ‘debate,’ the speech-
es given by Members during plenaries are mainly directed to consumption by home 
country audiences via the internet, television, and radio rather than as engagement 
with colleagues who are in the same room. (ibid.: 57, emphasis in original)
Returning to the courtroom, it can also be said that much of what goes on in jury 
trials is “for the show,” either an attempt to sway the jury or to get something 
into the record for later appeals. Although the defendant has a right to be “pre-
sent” during all stages of the proceedings, that right does not make him an active 
consumer of the testimony. When an expert witness testifies, for example, the 
purpose is to convey to the jury (and to the appeals court, if necessary) the sci-
entific or technical basis for the evidence. The witness is addressing the jury, not 
the defendant (who is the user of the interpreting service, hence the interpreter’s 
audience). In contrast, when a judge directly addresses the defendant or an at-
torney questions a witness through an interpreter, the interpreter is more con-
strained by the “legal equivalence” principle and the concept of equality before 
the law (i.e. a defendant who does not speak the language of the court should not 
benefit from any clarification or explanation that a defendant who does speak the 
language would not receive). Lee concluded from her survey of judiciary inter-
preters and legal professionals that “[t]he different nature and purpose of com-
munication and the different levels of formality in court and tribunal settings 
may have implications” for the interpreter’s role (Lee, 2009: 50).
7. Interpreters’ solutions
The strategies adopted by interpreters when faced with source messages that are 
incomprehensible vary according to the situation in which they are working. In 
conference interpreting, there is somewhat more freedom to adjust the output 
to the audience and the type of conference (cf. Moser 1996; Kurz 1993/2002; Col-
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lados Aís 2002), whereas court interpreters are bound by the requirement to con-
serve “legal equivalence” (Gonzalez et al. 1991). 
There is some evidence that interpreters correct speaker errors, whether con-
sciously or not. The interpreters in the Miguelez study did not reproduce speak-
ers’ grammatical and syntactical errors in the source language (Miguelez 2001: 
11), a finding corroborated by Lee (2009). In addition, Miguelez discerned a ten-
dency to eliminate redundancies and repetitive language when interpreting pro-
ceedings simultaneously for the defendant (Miguelez 2001: 14). In Lee’s survey of 
court interpreters, some of the respondents “indicated that they sometimes sim-
plified questions, or explained legal terms rather than simply using the equiva-
lent terms in the target language, or that they conveyed only the main point of 
the question if they perceived that the witness was having difficulty understand-
ing” (Lee 2009: 47). An example of what some might consider an improper ad-
dition or clarification is experienced interpreters’ tendency to restate witnesses’ 
answers once they become clearer in context, which Miguelez attributes to the 
interpreters’ ability to “monitor and/or correct their renditions” (Miguelez 2001: 
13). Other strategies are employed by veteran interpreters when speakers make 
false starts:
In these cases, interpreters use many strategies including ignoring a clear and easy-
to-omit false start […], reproducing the phrase that comprises the false start using pro-
sodics to help convey meaning and ensure comprehension […], or waiting to grasp the 
meaning of the utterance and eliminate the false start […]. (ibid.: 16)
The study of juror comprehension by Napier et al. (2009) also suggests that in-
terpreters may improve the clarity of messages, because in some instances, the 
deaf participants in the mock jury trial (who used the services of interpreters) 
gave correct and more detailed answers to questions about the judge’s summa-
tion than hearing participants (ibid.: 110).
 In other cases, interpreters could not improve the clarity of the message even 
if they wanted to, and must opt for a more literal rendition. One of the examples 
of incoherent witness statements cited in Miguelez (2001: 18) is the following:
At this time I obtained test bullets using 38 S&W caliber ammunition of Winchester 
Western manufacture or loaded with bullets which were copper-coated lead and re-
covered test bullets from State’s Exhibit I.
Miguelez comments:
In these cases, the interpreter has no choice but to render an ongoing interpretation 
of what she/he hears as it is virtually impossible spontaneously to correct or improve 
the quality of spoken language when cohesion and coherence are so totally lacking. 
On some occasions, the context and previous testimony aid comprehension by both 
the interpreter and the target language receiver and, of course, their willingness and 
desire to achieve communication also plays a significant role. (ibid.: 18)
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Another solution is to develop and memorize a compendium of scripted formu-
las in a sort of “phrasebook.” In this case, a formula is “a group of words which 
is regularly employed to express a given typical and recurrent idea, regardless of 
the form that this idea takes in the source text” (Henriksen, 2007: 9). Thus, even 
though the idea is expressed repeatedly but in slightly different ways, the inter-
preter resorts to the same formula every time. In the courtroom, for example, 
one judge may use the term “right to counsel” while another uses “right to legal 
representation” or “right to an attorney”, and an interpreter might have a single 
pat phrase to render all three of these terms. It is important to point out that the 
interpreter must have extensive experience with the genre of speech in order to 
develop formulas that are truly equivalent in meaning (ibid.: 13). In other words, 
interpreters must be part of the “shared identity” emphasized by Kent (2009) in 
order to fully comprehend the source message and develop formulas that are 
truly equivalent in meaning.
A distinction should be made between the simplification or editing noted by 
Lee (2009) and providing “functional equivalents” (Miguelez, 2001; Loiacono, 
2010). Many interpreters resort to the latter expedient, particularly in the case 
of culturally bound references (Gonzalez et al., 1991: 488; Lee, 2009: 45). That is, 
they focus on speaker intent rather than rather than producing literal transla-
tions. As interpreters gain experience and familiarity with the genre of court-
room discourse, they become more adept at the conveying meaning of obscure 
terms such as “ran the plates” or “run density” instead of simply translating them 
literally, as interpreters-in-training do (Miguelez, 2001: 9). Miguelez makes an 
important point about the motives behind interpreters’ decisions when she indi-
cates that they have a desire to achieve communication (2001: 18). Moreover, the 
skopos of the message is an important factor:
As a simultaneous rendition of expert testimony provided to the defendant in order 
to protect his/her due process rights does not become part of the record or contribute 
to a judge’s or jury’s perception of credibility or trustworthiness, the primary goal be-
comes achieving communication. Hence, the high degree of equivalence required for 
interpreted testimony that does go on the record is not required in these instances. 
(ibid.: 16)
The strategies discussed above can be summed up as follows:
1. interpret literally, adhering to the form of the source language message, re-
gardless of whether the listener understands it;
2. correct errors in the source speech and improve on the style;
3. provide a functional equivalent that better reflects the meaning of the source 
message;
4.  use a memorized formula, developed with experience, that reflects the mean-
ing of the source message.
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The appropriate choice among these strategies depends on whether the source 
message is incomprehensible because the recipient of the interpreting is not 
the intended audience and, therefore, does not share the same contextual frame-
work, or because the message is so garbled that it is impossible for anyone to 
understand. The interpreter must also consider the skopos of the target message, 
the intended audience of the speaker, and the intended recipient of the interpre-
tation. In short, interpreters must exercise a great deal of judgment in choosing 
among these options, and the more experienced they are, the better their deci-
sions are likely to be.
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Abstract
This chapter reports on a project conducted to investigate the feasibility of providing re-
mote signed language interpreting services through AVL in the legal system in the state of 
New South Wales (NSW), Australia. The project was commissioned by the NSW Depart-
ment of Justice and Attorney General, with a view to informing policy about the provision 
of signed language interpreters in court remotely via video. 
Until 2010, no research had been conducted on signed language interpreting services pro-
vided through AVL for legal purposes. Given the high stakes involved in legal proceed-
ings mediated through interpreters, it is imperative to analyse the effectiveness of remote 
signed language interpreting via AVL to conduct legal proceedings.
 Qualitative findings are provided that give an overview of the stakeholder perspectives 
of the effectiveness of AVL to enable signed language interpreter-mediated legal proceed-
ings. Deaf and interpreter participants generally found that although there were no ma-
jor issues, they were not entirely comfortable communicating via this medium and in 
particular there were pragmatic challenges. The chapter will inform spoken and signed 
language interpreter practitioners about issues to consider when interpreting remotely 
via video.
Exploring Themes 
in Stakeholder Perspectives 
of Video Remote 
Interpreting in Court
jemina napier
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1. Introduction 
For the first time, deaf people can communicate using manual visual language, in 
many cases their native language, across space and time zones. This groundbreaking 
situation makes the Deaf community a particularly productive site for research into 
relationships between technological innovations and new communicative practices. 
(Keating & Mirus, 2003: 693)
Signed language interpreting is situated as a social practice within the wider 
context of interpreting and translation studies, and in some respects has led the 
way in the globalized understanding of dialogic public service interpreting prac-
tice (Napier 2011a). An emerging area of dialogic interpreter-mediated discourse 
for spoken and signed language interpreting involves the use of videoconference 
facilities (also known as audiovisual link or AVL). Interpreters are increasingly re-
quired to interpret through AVL, and there are two standard definitions: (i) video 
conference interpreting (VCI), where there are two locations and the interpreter is 
in either one: or (ii) remote interpreting (RI), where all participants are together in 
one location and the interpreter is in a separate, remote location. In both of these 
situations, the communication between locations takes place via AVL (Braun & 
Taylor, 2011a). In the signed language interpreting sector there is also the poten-
tial for three different locations where participants are in two different locations 
and an interpreter is in a third remote location, particularly through video relay 
services, which are effectively call centres for deaf people that have replaced text-
based telephone relay services (Alley, in press). Thus to avoid any confusion be-
tween the differences, we will use a more generic over-arching term to refer to 
any of the above combinations: video remote interpreting (VRI), and more specifi-
cally will refer to interpreting via AVL. 
This chapter reports on a study of signed language interpreting provided 
through AVL in courts in New South Wales, Australia. Video remote access to 
signed language interpreting was tested across five key venues and scenarios in-
volving deaf people and signed language interpreters. This chapter focuses on a 
qualitative analysis of stakeholder perceptions of the effectiveness of interpret-
er-mediated communication in the three scenarios where the interpreter and 
deaf defendant were in different locations communicating via AVL. The chapter 
will inform spoken and signed language interpreter practitioners about issues to 
consider when interpreting remotely via video in any language and context, not 
only in courtrooms.
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2. Setting the scene for the study
In order to set the scene for the study, an overview is given of relevant literature 
in relation to legal interpreting research, video remote interpreting, VRI in the 
legal context, and research on stakeholder perspectives of interpreting.
2.1. Legal interpreting research
The majority of research and discussion on legal interpreting focuses on court 
interpreting (see Stern 2011), with a reasonably large body of literature that dis-
cusses courtroom interpreting practice, the role of the court interpreter, and eth-
ical dilemmas faced by court interpreters (e.g. Angelelli 2004; Fenton 1997; Mar-
tinsen & Dubslaff 2010; Mikkelson 1998; Morris 1999; Turner & Brown 2001).
There has been some discussion of other aspects of legal interpreting, such 
as solicitor-client interviews, police interviews, police interrogations and con-
fessions, or immigration, refugee and asylum tribunals/hearings (e.g. Gibbons 
1995; Perez & Wilson 2007).
In Australia, there have been several publications that explore the linguistic 
and cultural barriers for Aboriginal people in accessing court proceedings (Eades 
2004; Goldflam 1995; Howard et al. 1993). In all aspects of legal interpreting, the 
person typically requiring the interpreter is the victim, witness, defendant or 
complainant; although there are cases of deaf lawyers relying on signed language 
interpreters (Kurlander 2008).
With respect to deaf people’s involvement in the legal system, there have 
been a number of publications that specifically discuss deaf people’s access to 
justice via signed language interpreters (Fournier 1997; Miller & McCay 1994; 
Nardi 2005; Stevens 2005; Tillbury 2005; Turner 1995; Wilcox 1995); and Miller 
and McCay have contributed significantly with their discussions of the potential 
linguistic barriers that deaf people face in the legal system (McCay & Miller 2001, 
2005; Miller 2003; Miller & McCay 2001). In the Australian context, Fayd’herbe 
and Teuma (2010) have explored the challenges in interpreting for indigenous 
deaf clients in legal settings, and how a second interpreter is often needed to relay 
between the indigenous signed language and Australian Sign Language (Auslan).
Several in-depth linguistic studies, with spoken and signed language inter-
preters, have explored the complexities involved when interpreting in court; 
with the analysis of pragmatics and discourse in courtrooms, and in particular 
the challenges of interpreting legalese. Observation and analysis of spoken lan-
guage interpreter-mediated interactions in the courtroom have demonstrated 
that interpreters make a range of linguistic decisions during the interpreting 
process based on their understanding of courtroom discourse, which influences 
elements of the interaction, such as: turn taking, pragmatic force, interruptions 
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or clarifications, variation in register, discourse markers and politeness (see 
Berk-Seligson 1990; Hale 2004; Jacobsen 2003; Lee 2009a, 2010; Pöllabauer 2007). 
Thus, as an inherent part of the process of interpreting, the presence of an inter-
preter alters the dynamics and, therefore, impacts on the interaction.
These studies of spoken language interpretation of courtroom discourse have 
also informed the practices of signed language interpreters in court, as the lin-
guistic, pragmatic and power dynamics present challenges for all interpreters 
alike, regardless of the languages actually being used. There are three specific 
studies, however, that have advanced our understanding of signed language in-
terpretation of courtroom discourse.
Brennan and Brown (1997) conducted a major study to assess the extent of 
deaf people’s access to justice in the UK. They observed British Sign Language 
(BSL) interpreters working in court, administered a survey of legal interpreters, 
and interviewed deaf people and interpreters about their legal interpreting ex-
periences in police, court and other legal settings. They highlight the fact that 
signed language interpreters experience conflict in terms of perceptions of their 
role; but the most interesting aspect of their study is their discussion of linguis-
tic issues. In addition to the linguistic and discourse challenges faced by inter-
preters of all languages, signed language interpreters work bimodally, that is, be-
tween two languages that are expressed in different modalities (i.e. spoken and 
visual-gestural). This presents further challenges for interpreters, as the level of 
visual encoding required means information may need to be omitted or added 
to make the message clear. For example, in describing a window: How does it 
open? What shape is it? Does it have a handle? If so, what kind? How should the 
description be interpreted into a signed language? All of the information about 
the window would normally be visually encoded into signed language. The in-
terpreter is then faced with a dilemma – do they interrupt proceedings to clarify 
in order that the deaf person accesses the right information? How important is 
it that they give visually accurate information? Likewise, in the other direction, 
if a deaf person signs that s/he opened a round window by pulling down on a 
long cord which was jammed, does the interpreter provide that level of detail in 
spoken English when it would not normally be encoded in English? This is chal-
lenging in any setting, but particularly in court when the level of detail can im-
pact on the nature of evidence given, and thus perceptions of witness credibility. 
Ultimately, interpreting for witness testimony is acknowledged as a challenge 
for any interpreter (Hale 2007).
Another significant investigation of signed language interpreting in court was 
conducted by Russell (2002). She investigated the accuracy of Canadian English-
ASL (American Sign Language) interpretations in courtroom discourse by con-
trasting the outcomes of simultaneous and consecutive interpreting approaches. 
Spoken language interpreters typically work in simultaneous whispered mode, 
or long or short consecutive mode when working in court (Hale 2007). Yet signed 
language interpreters typically work simultaneously as they work between a ‘si-
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lent’ and a spoken language, so there is no apparent intrusion between languages 
as is evident with spoken language interpreting. Russell sought to challenge this 
default position, and investigate whether consecutive or simultaneous mode 
was more effective for signed language interpreting in court.
In her study, Russell (2002) conducted four mock trials with real judges and 
lawyers, some with experience of working with spoken and signed language in-
terpreters. The interpreters worked in either the consecutive or simultaneous 
mode. Three different discourse events were analysed: (i) entering of direct evi-
dence, (ii) cross-examination, and (iii) expert witness testimony. Russell found a 
statistically significant difference in terms of accuracy, with simultaneous inter-
pretations 87% accurate, as compared with consecutive interpretations, which 
were 95% accurate.
Post-trial interviews with participants revealed that the lawyers and judges 
seemed to prefer experiencing interpretation in the simultaneous mode, espe-
cially during the cross-examination (for the lawyers). They stressed the impor-
tance of preparation with interpreters, and that interpreters should request per-
mission from the judge to clarify information, or consult with one another. Deaf 
witnesses said that interpreters should be confident and well prepared; whereas 
the expert witness felt that it was important to prepare with interpreters, and 
commented that they did not seem comfortable using the consecutive approach 
or note-taking. The interpreters also stressed the importance of preparation, and 
recognized that the quality of their interpreting was better when they used the 
consecutive mode. In summary, Russell stated that interpreters should recognize 
the value of using consecutive or simultaneous interpreting techniques for dif-
ferent discourse types in court, and should negotiate carefully with lawyers and 
judge about what strategies to use and when. 
Finally, Napier and Spencer (2008) conducted a study in order to assess the 
ability for deaf people to serve as jurors and access court proceedings via signed 
language interpreters. They investigated: (i) the translatability of legal concepts 
from English into Australian Sign Language (Auslan); and (ii) the level of com-
prehension of six deaf jurors as compared to a control group of six hearing ju-
rors. Combining quantitative and qualitative approaches in the experimental 
design of a comprehension test with post-test interviews, content and discourse 
analyses, it was found that an interpretation from English into Auslan was highly 
accurate, and that there was no apparent difference in the level of comprehen-
sion between deaf and hearing participants. In sum, it was concluded that with 
trained and skilled interpreters, deaf people would be able to effectively access 
court proceedings via signed language interpreters, and perform their function 
as jurors, however, further research was recommended to investigate this issue 
in more depth. A follow-up study that replicated the same comprehension test 
with 60 deaf and hearing people across Australia found similar results, in that 
both deaf and hearing ‘jurors’ misunderstood some of the legal concepts (Napier 
et al., in preparation).
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Thus far, it has been noted that there are various challenges for interpreters in 
mediating courtroom discourse. Consider then the challenges of interpreter-me-
diated courtroom interaction when it takes place remotely via audiovisual link 
(AVL). Can the discourse be effectively conveyed? Can all interlocutors effectively 
participate in the exchange of information? Are there any barriers to communi-
cating remotely through a video screen?
2.2. Video remote interpreting
According to Roziner and Shlesinger (2010: 215-216): 
Remote interpreting is not a recent invention, nor is it confined to large international 
bodies. It is often proposed when constraints of space or technical set-up may pre-
clude placing a booth inside the conference venue or when the participants, for what-
ever reason, do not wish the interpreting/interpreters to have a physical “presence” 
in the deliberations. The interpreting community has greeted the introduction of RI 
with considerable skepticism, notwithstanding the fact that the existing body of re-
search seems to provide a mixed review, and to suggest that it is not necessarily either 
harmful or otherwise unacceptable – provided it is performed under the right set of 
technical, acoustical and psycho-social circumstances.
The provision of remote interpreting first began through the telephone and Mik-
kelson (2003) gives an excellent overview of the various pros and cons of remote 
telephone interpreting. She refers to three key studies of remote interpreting by 
Kurz (1996), Hornberger et al. (1996) and Wadensjö (1999) who all found that in-
terpreters preferred face-to-face interpreting rather than telephone interpreting. 
This consistent finding was later confirmed in a survey of Korean interpreters in 
Australia (Lee 2007).
Remote interpreting via AVL is now more common in spoken language in-
terpreting, and has been used since the early nineties (see Azarmina & Wallace 
2005; Böcker & Anderson 1993; Connell 2006; Fowler 2007; Jones et al. 2003; 
Mouzourakis 1996; Niska 1999). Thus far, the emerging body of research has 
shown that it is challenging for all participants: interpreters feel alienated and 
isolated; their interpreting performance suffers; and rapport with the client is 
harder to achieve (Braun 2007; Moser-Mercer 2003, 2005; Mouzourakis 2006). 
Overwhelmingly, it seems that interpreters do not like VRI, as they much prefer 
to be present with the client (Mouzourakis 2006; Roziner & Shlesinger 2010). 
However, the service users or professionals often do not seem to have a problem 
with interaction via VRI (Shlesinger 2011). 
Given the visual nature of signed languages, it was inevitable that the pro-
vision of signed language interpreting services remotely through AVL facilities 
would become more popular, and would be introduced for the same reasons as 
for spoken language interpreters. VRI has been identified as an effective solu-
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tion to providing cost-effective, increased access to signed language interpret-
ers, especially for those in regional or rural areas (Spencer 2000), and has great 
potential in reducing the need for proximity (Lightfoot 2006). Although there is 
an emerging body of research on VRI with signed language interpreters, to date 
there has been no research on VRI in court.
There are several US-based studies that have focused on VRI across three loca-
tions, that is, through video relay services (where the deaf client makes a ‘video 
call’ to a hearing person in another location via an interpreter located in a ‘call 
centre’). Taylor (2005, 2009) conducted two studies to identify the requisite com-
petencies for effective VRI work. Based on observations of VRI sessions and in-
terviews with nearly 200 interpreters, service providers and deaf clients in the 
United States across the two studies, Taylor identified key differences between 
traditional face-to-face interpreting and VRS. In particular, she noted that there 
are linguistic and paralinguistic limitations in VRI as compared to traditional 
interpreting, as it gives a two-dimensional perspective of signed language, there 
are limitations of signing space, contextual and environmental support cues are 
lacking, sociolinguistic factors are not explicit, and it can be difficult to monitor 
feedback and reactions to interpretations. 
Brunson (2011) conducted a sociological study of VRI by conducting inter-
views and discussions with users of video relay services and interpreters, who 
further confirmed the differences between traditional and video remote inter-
preting, as found by Taylor. Furthermore, Brunson noted a common theme that 
emerged from interviews with interpreters: they reported that they find it dif-
ficult to establish rapport with their deaf clients when interpreting for a video 
relay service ‘call centre’ as they are not able to brief with the deaf client before 
the call to assess their linguistic needs. Quinto-Pozos et al. (2010) discuss the par-
ticular need for interpreters to identify the linguistic needs of deaf VRI users who 
live in California in the United States and make video relay service calls, as there 
are often trilingual requirements, between either spoken English or Spanish, 
and ASL and/or Mexican Sign Language. 
Two other studies worth noting have explored the effectiveness of VRI across 
two locations: when the deaf client is in the same location as the hearing clients, 
but the interpreter is in a remote location. Wilson (2010) analysed and compared 
ten case studies of BSL/English interpreter-mediated police interviews con-
ducted via VRI or face-to-face. She found that generally interactions using VRI 
were slower, due to the greater number of turns, but that as long as large screens 
were used, the use of technology did not interfere with the interpreting process. 
Nevertheless, she found that participants noted pragmatic difficulties in read-
ing fingerspelling and facial expressions through the AVL technology, and deaf 
people in particular felt that the technology was a barrier to the quality of their 
interpreting experience. 
An alternative view is presented in a recent evaluation of VRI by the Depart-
ment of Human Services in the state of Victoria in Australia (BSR Solutions, 
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2010). Evaluations of a VRI trial by deaf service users and interpreters revealed 
that all participants were comfortable with the use of VRI, especially due to the 
fact that large 50” plasma screens were used, and that all participants would be 
happy to use the equipment again. The interpreters, however, noted some tech-
nological issues (e.g. time delay, problems with set-up, clients knowing where 
to look), which were also noted in the larger study of VRI in New South Wales’ 
courts that was the precursor to this chapter (Napier 2011b).
Now that the literature on VRI in general has been reviewed, it is valuable to 
narrow the discussion to VRI specifically in legal proceedings.
2.3. VRI-mediated legal proceedings
Remote interpreting via telephone has been considered a solution for cost-effec-
tive interpreting services in courts, with positive evaluations from courtroom 
personnel in particular (Mikkelson 2003; Phelan 2001). However, as with VRI in 
general, studies of remote interpreting in court via telephone have found that 
interpreters are not keen on the experience (e.g. Lee & Newman 1997). Swaney 
(1997) notes that any type of remote interpreting is only appropriate in situa-
tions that involve the exchange or elicitation of raw data or facts.
The use of VRI in criminal proceedings, especially for witnesses or experts 
participating in hearings, has been allowed under EU legislation since 2000, and 
emerging settings include interviews with witnesses, experts or suspects abroad 
but also between courts or police stations and prisons. A communication report 
produced by the European working group on e-Justice shows that videoconfer-
ences are now widely used in criminal proceedings to speed up cross-border co-
operation, reduce costs and increase security (Commission of European Com-
munities, 2008). AVIDICUS is an EU-funded project that explores the use of VRI 
in criminal proceedings. According to the AVIDICUS project1: 
In June 2007, the European Council confirmed that the use of videoconference tech-
nology is one of the priorities for future work in European e-Justice, in particular in 
the areas of evidence taking and interpreting. While these developments are chang-
ing the practice of legal interpreting, virtually nothing is known about the viability 
and quality of [VRI], and training for legal practitioners and interpreters on [VRI] is 
almost non-existent.
Thus the AVIDICUS project sought to address the issue of viability and quality 
of VRI with spoken language interpreters and the need for training to work in 
this context. The project involves six partners in four countries and details are 
available in the AVIDICUS symposium proceedings (Braun & Taylor 2011b). The 
studies conducted through this project are of particular interest in relation to the 
1 See <http://www.videoconference-interpreting.net/Avidicus.html>
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study reported in this chapter, as the AVIDICUS project focused on spoken lan-
guage interpreting, but adopted a similar methodological approach to analysing 
VRI-mediated legal proceedings.
The project involved a survey of interpreters and legal practitioners (Braun & 
Taylor 2011c), and comparative studies of VRI-mediated legal proceedings (Braun 
& Taylor 2011d; Balogh & Hertog 2011; Miler-Cassino & Rybińska 2011). Initially 
with the survey study, 201 survey responses (166 completed) were received from 
31 countries, and it was found that VRI was regularly used (or there were plans for 
it to be used) in court, asylum interviews, police interviews and charges, pre-trial 
hearings, trials, post-sentence hearings and lawyer-defendant communications 
(Braun & Taylor 2011c). The survey data revealed that legal practitioner responses 
did not correlate with interpreter perceptions of the effectiveness of VRI. Inter-
preters did not give positive responses regarding comprehension, production 
and rapport with clients, and reported that they found working via audiovisual 
link demotivating, fatiguing, stressful and isolating, particularly when in a re-
mote location. These results confirm findings from other studies (Shlesinger 
2011). The level of experience of the interpreter did not seem to influence their 
perceptions and there was uniform agreement that there is a general lack of con-
sultation with interpreters about whether to use VRI.
The AVIDICUS comparative studies were conducted across three countries 
and compared traditional face-to-face interpreting in legal contexts with VRI 
(with either the interpreter or client remote). In order to produce experimen-
tal conditions for comparative purposes, simulated legal interactions were con-
ducted in two police settings and one prosecution setting. In the UK (Braun & 
Taylor 2011d), interpreters were assessed interpreting for a police interview us-
ing a scripted dialogue, with comparisons made between traditional interpret-
ing and VRI when the interpreter was in a remote location. In Belgium (Balogh 
& Hertog 2011), interpreters were assessed interpreting for a police interview 
using ad-libbed role-plays, with comparisons made between traditional inter-
preting and VRI when the interpreter was in a remote location or the minority 
language speaker was in a remote location. Although the studies used slightly 
different methodologies, the outcomes were the same. In Poland (Miler-Cassino 
& Rybińska 2011), interpreters were assessed interpreting for prosecution inter-
views in a pre-trial hearing of a witness, either face-to-face, in a remote location 
with the prosecutor or in a remote location with the witness, and using authentic 
scenarios. 
In the UK study, 16 police interviews were conducted using 2 different inter-
view scripts, with 8 experienced interpreters, 2 French speaking ‘detainees’, and 
3 police officers who were familiar with working with interpreters. The inter-
preting quality was rated according to semantic content, linguistic performance, 
presentation, interaction, and comprehension (based on the work of Kalina, 
2002). In sum, they found that when the interpreter was in a remote location, 
there was an impact on the dynamics of the interaction due to all participants’ di-
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vision of attention between screen and people in the room. They also found that 
interviews took 20% longer, and there were: a higher number of linguistic and 
paralinguistic problems; a higher number of critical inaccuracies, for example 
distortions and inaccurate names/numbers; more problems that occurred the 
longer the interview went on; and more turn taking problems, with a correla-
tion between the number of omissions and turn taking problems. In the Belgian 
study, 6 role-plays were conducted with Hungarian role players and 4 differ-
ent interpreters. The interpreting process and product was analysed, and indi-
vidual feedback was elicited from interpreters in post-simulation interviews. 
They found no significant difference between traditional interpreting and VRI, 
although the interpreters stated a preference for traditional (face-to-face) inter-
preting. The Polish study tested three different interpreters working in three dif-
ferent scenarios and observed the quality of the interpreters’ performance and 
communicative behaviour of all participants. Feedback was also sought from all 
the participants. They too found no significant difference between traditional in-
terpreting and VRI in terms of interpreting quality, but interpreters noted that 
working remotely was stressful, isolating and fatiguing.
Obtaining the perceptions of different stakeholders in the interpreting pro-
cess is an important aspect in order to adequately assess the effectiveness of any 
interpreting process or product, as different stakeholders often have very differ-
ent perceptions (Napier 2011a); thus consideration needs to be given to existing 
research in this area.
2.4. Stakeholder perspectives of interpreting
In recent times, various researchers have acknowledged the importance of in-
cluding all stakeholders in any exploration of interpreting quality and effective-
ness, and have presented perspectives of interpreters (Chesher et al. 2003; Chiaro 
& Nocella 2004; McKee 2008), and minority language interpreting service users, 
such as refugees, migrants or deaf people (e.g. Baker et al. 1998; Edwards et al. 
2005; Hsieh 2008; Iezzoni et al. 2004; Napier & Rohan 2007). 
Few studies have attempted to explore interpreting from the different per-
spective of the majority language user, that is, the professional with whom the 
minority language user is seeking information. For those that exist, they typically 
involve the perspective of medical practitioners (e.g. Kuo & Fagan 1999; Smeijers 
& Pfau 2009). Other researchers have attempted to contrast the views of different 
stakeholders about interpreters and interpreting generally through conducting 
interviews or focus groups (see Dean & Pollard 2005; Napier 2011a; Singy & Guex 
2005; Witter-Merithew & Johnston 2005). Overall, the literature demonstrates 
that although there may be some overlap in perceptions, stakeholder perspec-
tives often differ – especially in relation to the role of the interpreter.
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This difference has also been clearly demonstrated in previous studies of legal 
interpreting, as discussed by Hale (2007), Ibrahim and Bell (2003), Ibrahim-Bell 
(2008), Lee (2009b), Martin and Ortega (2009), and Morris (2008), who have all 
found that legal professionals and interpreters do not have the same perceptions 
regarding the interpreter’s role or definitions of interpreting accuracy or qual-
ity. Likewise, as mentioned earlier, the perceptions are different for stakehold-
ers involved in the spoken language interpretation of criminal proceedings via 
audiovisual link (AVL).
Until the study reported in this chapter, no research has been conducted on 
the stakeholder perspectives of signed language interpreting services provided 
through AVL for legal purposes. Given the high stakes involved in legal proceed-
ings mediated through interpreters, the research presented in this chapter is 
timely and valuable and has implications for both spoken and signed language 
VRI in court. 
In recognizing a need to improve and expedite access to signed language 
interpreting for deaf people in the court system in New South Wales (NSW) 
Australia, the NSW Department of Justice and Attorney General decided to test 
whether the in-house AVL system available in NSW courts was appropriate for 
the provision of signed language interpreting. The AVL system had not been de-
signed or installed with Auslan users or interpreters in mind, so the Department 
was concerned to evaluate any issues that might arise, and whether there were 
any barriers for deaf people or Auslan interpreters in using the equipment.
 The project was commissioned by the Department with a view to informing 
policy about the provision of signed language interpreters in court through AVL 
and sought to address the following research questions:
1. How easy is it for deaf people and interpreters to understand one another 
through video remote technology?
2. What are the challenges for all parties in communicating via video technology?
3. Are there any barriers to having deaf clients or interpreters in remote loca-
tions?
4. Is the integrity of the interpreting process affected by the provision of ser-
vices through video remote technology?
5. What are the optimum settings for sign language interpreters to provide 
quality services remotely through video facilities?
6. What are interlocutors’ perceptions of the effectiveness of video remote sign 
language interpreting services?
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3. Methodology
3.1. Framework and design
The framework for the project was a qualitative study: it involved a quasi-exper-
imental design in that five simulated trial scenarios were tested under similar 
conditions, but each scenario was treated as a case study as it involved different 
scripts and/or participants. Results were triangulated with ethnographic obser-
vations during each trial scenario and follow-up interviews with participants. 
The effectiveness of signed language interpreting services provided via AVL 
was tested in key venues across five simulated trial scenarios involving deaf peo-
ple, Auslan interpreters and non-deaf participants. Each scenario represented 
various possibilities of combinations where deaf people or interpreters might 
be in remote locations and accessing the courtroom via AVL. The scenarios in-
cluded:
1. Interpreter at interpreting agency, deaf person in Remote Witness Room or 
in Jail: both accessing courtroom via AVL;
2. Interpreter at interpreting agency accessing courtroom via AVL and deaf per-
son in court;
3. Both interpreter and deaf person in Remote Witness Room or at Jail together 
and accessing courtroom via AVL;
4. Interpreter and deaf person in courtroom face-to-face (control);
5. Interpreter in courtroom and deaf person in Remote Witness Room or in Jail 
accessing courtroom via AVL.
The five scenarios of simulated courtroom interaction were developed using 
scripts from mock-trial scenarios based on real courtroom trial excerpts. The 
scripts were adapted in consultation with the Diversity Services Senior Devel-
opment Officer at the NSW Department of Justice and Attorney General. It was 
decided to use the same two scripts for the scenarios, so Script 1 (Breach of an Ap-
prehended Violence Order), was used for scenarios 1, 2 and 4; and Script 2 (Driving 
whilst Disqualified) for scenarios 3 and 5.
Each scenario involved one interpreter, one deaf Auslan user and three non-
deaf (hearing) English speaking participants (judge, prosecution and defence 
lawyer). Three professionally certified interpreters were used2: all were female 
and had VRI experience; one had substantial court interpreting experience; one 
2 In Australia interpreters of all languages receive ‘accreditation’ from the National Accredi-
tation Authority for Translators and Interpreters. See Bontempo and Levitzke-Gray (2009) for 
an overview of signed language interpreting training and testing in Australia.
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had some court interpreting experience; and one had never stepped into a court-
room. Two deaf professional actors (one male, one female) played characters as 
assigned to them. A briefing was developed for the deaf actors and hearing par-
ticipants, giving an overview of the ‘character’ of the deaf person in each scenario. 
 Non-deaf volunteers played the role of judge, defence lawyer and prosecution 
lawyer in each scenario. The hearing volunteers all worked for the NSW Depart-
ment of Justice and Attorney General (DJAG) in various capacities, so were famil-
iar with court procedures, but they were not real legal professionals. Although 
the ideal would have been to use authentic deaf clients and legal personnel, this 
was not possible for two main reasons: (i) there would have been ethical impli-
cations in seeking and recruiting deaf people with authentic courtroom experi-
ence due to charges/convictions; (ii) it was not possible to recruit legal personnel 
to participate in the study as the available budget would not have covered their 
time. Nonetheless, as all hearing participants were clearly briefed it was felt that 
their perceptions of the effectiveness of the VRI in court were still valid, as they 
were able to report on the actual experience they had as an end-user during each 
trial scenario. 
In order to make the simulations as authentic as possible, the interpreters 
only received brief information about the assignment as would normally be giv-
en on a booking sheet from the interpreting agency, which included: the venue 
and address, the name of the contact person, date and time of the assignment, 
the name of the deaf person and the type of court matter. A breakdown of the 
participants and scenarios can be seen in Table 1.
Scenario 
no.
Remote 
witness room
Interpreting 
agency 1
Interpreting 
agency 2
Court
Script 
no.
1
Deaf 
person A
Interpreter A Court personnel 1
2 Interpreter B
Deaf person A
Court personnel
1
3
Deaf 
person B
Interpreter B
Court personnel 2
4
Deaf person B
Interpreter C
Court personnel
1
5
Deaf 
person B
Interpreter C
Court personnel
2
Table 1. Script and scenario allocation
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3.2. Data collection process and analysis
The data collection process involved the complex organization of multi-location 
recording of five scenarios across four sites, using two scripts. The filming took 
place in four different locations, which required four researchers to be present 
to set up each location, film the scenario and interview participants. Prior to the 
day of data collection, DVD recorders were installed in the sites in order to record 
the video image sent between the courtroom and the remote locations via AVL. 
The purpose of the study was to investigate the feasibility of using the exist-
ing DJAG AVL system for the provision of signed language interpreting. So the 
data collection was planned to follow real life conditions as closely as possible 
(when people are called in to court the court clerk switches on the AVL facility 
and the hearing proceeds). The DJAG AVL system uses fixed cameras that are lo-
cated above the TV screens (usually located on the wall) with pre-determined an-
gles on key areas in the courtroom. The cameras cannot be rotated, zoomed in or 
out, or their positions changed. The cameras are triggered by audio-feed, so that 
whoever is speaking triggers the active camera to feed into the AVL system and 
the connection with the remote location.
Before filming could commence, time was needed to set up each scenario to 
ensure that all participants could be seen and heard. It was found that in setting 
up each scenario, due to the fixed nature of the camera equipment, people had 
to be moved around so that the deaf person and interpreter in particular could 
clearly see one another. This often meant that the usual seating positions could 
not be adhered to and the ‘views’ on the screens either in the courtroom or the 
remote location room also needed to be adjusted.
Each scenario ran for approximately 10-15 minutes with simultaneous in-
terpretation between English and Auslan. In order to make the simulation as 
realistic as possible, the deaf actors and hearing participants were requested to 
respond to the interpretation as appropriate, even though they were following a 
script. For example, if the script said: “Tell us your full name and date of birth”, 
but the interpreter only signed: “Tell us your full name”, then they were asked 
to follow what the interpreter signed. Or, another example, if the interpreter 
signed/said something that was unclear, then they were asked to respond as they 
thought would be appropriate. They were also told that if they deviated from the 
script (e.g. to clarify something, to interrupt, etc.), then they should return to the 
script as quickly as possible; and if they had to deviate from the script they should 
only make one variation before returning to the script and no more than three 
variations throughout the entire script.
In order to triangulate the data and ensure that all perspectives were captured, 
each scenario was video-recorded through three points: (1) a static video-camera 
on a tripod focused on the deaf participant; (2) a static video-camera on a tripod 
focused on the interpreter (or both the interpreter and deaf person if they were 
together); and (3) an in-house recording of the footage appearing on the screen 
through the DJAG AVL system.
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Post-scenario interviews were conducted with all the deaf and interpreter 
participants using prompt questions that asked their opinions about the use 
of the technology, their perceived accuracy of the interpretation and whether it 
was impacted by use of video remote facilities, and their perceptions of the ef-
fectiveness of the service. In particular, the interpreters were asked about any 
challenges they experienced, and the deaf people about any barriers they felt they 
faced. A few of the hearing participants were also interviewed, but due to time 
constraints many of them had to return to work on completion of the data col-
lection for their scenario. In these instances, the hearing participants were given 
a hard copy of the prompt questions and asked to email the research team with 
their responses. Interviews were conducted in Auslan with the deaf participants, 
and in spoken English with the interpreters and hearing participants.
The trial scenario data was analysed for any issues regarding comprehension 
or clarity as a consequence of the interpretations taking place via AVL. The spoken 
English interviews were transcribed, and the Auslan interviews were translated 
into written English3, and analysed for thematic issues and cross-referenced with 
themes noted in the trial scenario data. These two data sets were triangulated 
with the ethnographic observations of the research team. The combined data 
gave a clear picture of problem areas and participant perceptions of the effective-
ness of signed language interpretation in court via AVL. This chapter focuses on 
stakeholder perspectives, and in particular the perspectives of the interpreters 
and deaf clients when they were in separate locations and therefore had to com-
municate with one another via the AVL (i.e. scenarios 1, 2 and 5). Further discus-
sion of the research in terms of overall issues and pragmatic challenges can be 
seen in Napier and Leneham (2011) and Napier (2011b, in preparation).
4. Results and discussion
As already discussed, the project attempted to simulate the range of contexts in 
which an Auslan interpreter may be required to interpret via AVL for a court mat-
ter. Throughout the process of collecting the data, it was obvious that employing 
the services of a sign language interpreter through AVL was effective. In all four 
scenarios that used AVL it appeared that communication was able to occur with-
out any significant difference to the one scenario that did not use AVL (scenario 4 
3 Stone (in press) notes the limitations, but also the necessity to present extracts of signed 
language data for publication in a translated written form (e.g. Auslan into English) when 
signed languages have no written form. In translating the deaf participants’ contributions in 
this study, the researcher attempted to capture the nuances of their comments, and to reflect 
their affect. However, it should be acknowledged that there may be subtle aspects of the origi-
nal Auslan discourse that have not been captured in written English.
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– the control with all participants in the courtroom). However, to ensure effec-
tive communication was possible, some significant adaptations needed to be 
made in a couple of the scenarios. Here data is presented from the participant 
interviews about their experiences of communicating remotely via AVL, which 
have been organized according to scenarios 1, 2 and 5 (where the deaf person and 
interpreter were in different locations). 
4.1. Scenario 1
In this scenario, the deaf defendant was in ‘custody’, the interpreter was in a sepa-
rate location at an interpreting agency, and both of these individuals were ap-
pearing in court via AVL. Some possible real-life situations represented by this 
scenario are:
– weekend bail hearing in regional centre, where no local sign language inter-
preter is available;
– unable to transport a defendant to court and no local sign language interpret-
er is available;
– deaf witness permitted to appear via video link, and no local sign language 
interpreter is available.
The deaf person and the interpreter could both see themselves on the screen, 
which they found to be distracting, but general issues observed were that the 
size of the television screen in the remote witness room was small, and that the 
background behind the interpreter was too busy (a board with logos all over it) 
which made it hard for the deaf person to concentrate. Throughout the scenario, 
there were several points where the interpreter-mediated communication was 
inhibited: the interpreter had to clarify a name that was fingerspelled by the deaf 
person, and also some referential information that was not clear; the interpreter 
could not hear what was being said in the courtroom; and at one point when 
interpreting into Auslan, did not indicate the interlocutor, so the deaf person 
would not have known who was speaking.
During the post-scenario interviews, the participants indicated that they 
generally felt things had gone smoothly, but there were limitations in using the 
AVL equipment. This limitation was noted by the hearing person who played the 
magistrate who stated: “I certainly had no problems. It just appeared from the AVL that 
perhaps the interpreter had big problems. But I don’t know what could be done to improve 
that”. Although the hearing person could not make suggestions for improve-
ments, the deaf person and interpreter were very clear about what the problems 
were and how they could be improved. The interviews yielded four clear themes 
in relation to the use of the AVL and the process of interpreting during the sce-
nario: (1) need for pre-trial meeting; (2) sense of isolation; (3) pragmatic issues; 
and (4) general access. 
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The first theme is in relation to participants’ discussion of the need for a pre-
trial meeting or ‘briefing session’ between the deaf person and interpreter be-
fore commencement of the court matter, which would make the process more 
effective. The deaf person commented that: “You need to explain the AVL process to 
the deaf client before it begins: ‘You’ll be in this room here. You’re the witness. You will 
communicate via a video camera.’ It’s important to make sure they’re aware of the pro-
cess and understand what’s involved before they start”. The interpreter noted a similar 
concern, as she felt that if participants were better briefed, then everybody would 
be more aware of the interpreter’s needs, as seen in Extract 1 (Note: Interpreter = 
INT, Research Assistant = RA ).
Extract 1: Interpreter perception of need for ‘briefing’
INT:  I suppose the only thing, is if everybody is very aware of how it’s going to work. 
And very aware of the interpreter’s needs – like if you have to stop something, or 
if you have to get clarification. And where we stand being able to do that from a 
remote spot. Because you get the ‘vibe’ when you’re actually in a court about how 
you go about stopping the proceedings. You know, you get that ‘vibe’. But I think 
when you sit remotely, it’d be a little hard to do that.
RA:  So it might require a more explicit briefing – like, for everyone?
INT: Yeah. For everybody, I think.
This theme confirms the findings of Russell (2008), who interviewed ASL inter-
preters, and highlighted the importance of interpreter preparation before work-
ing in court. The second theme follows on from the need for a briefing, as all 
the participants noted that there was a sense of removal from the context, which 
created a sense of isolation. The hearing person playing the prosecutor observed 
that neither the deaf person nor interpreter could see her properly from their 
locations, but although it was not a problem for her it was probably more so for 
them. The interpreter noted that it was difficult to discriminate who was speak-
ing when in a different location, as not everybody is visible on the AVL screen, 
and she commented that being removed from the deaf person exacerbated her 
sense of isolation: “I don’t like being away from the deaf person so much. […] As an inter-
preter, it’s about that control and being able to go, “Sorry, it’s not working.” And wonder-
ing whether they can hear me. And it just slows everything down”.
Ironically the deaf person involved in the first scenario felt that he had more 
control when in a remote location, as the stress of being in the courtroom was 
removed. Nevertheless, he did comment that he also felt disconnected from the 
context: “Sitting in this [remote] room, I felt like I had more control around how I said 
things. In the court I wouldn’t necessarily have that same level of control. I feel that in 
court I’d be more anxious about what I say because I know there’d be other people watch-
ing me, so I’d have to be more mindful about what I said and how I said it. […] The technol-
ogy was fine – it was easy to communicate, but I felt quite disconnected”.
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The fact that the deaf person and interpreter both felt disengaged is borne 
out in their discussion of the interpreting process in theme three. Although they 
both felt that things had generally gone smoothly; that the communication was 
mediated effectively, they both acknowledged that there were pragmatic difficul-
ties in relation to obtaining clarification of utterances. An example of the inter-
preter’s perception of the clarification difficulty can be seen in Extract 2.
Extract 2: Interpreter comment on clarification
INT:  Er… when I had to ask for a repeat I think had he been in person I could have got 
what I needed quickly without stopping everything… yeah… I actually had to stop 
something. Erm where as before, I can’t remember… oh about paying me (signs 
PAY-ME) I wasn’t sure what he meant and I could’ve just done that (signs PAY-
ME INTERACTION with quizzical facial expression) without anybody knowing 
almost.
RA:  The first time I think it was something to do, erm, with his address?
INT:  Ah yes Fairfield
RA:  But you clarified really quickly and it didn’t seem to be a problem or anything…
INT:  Yeah but I think because I had that wait wait wait (signs WAIT WAIT WAIT) and 
he was still going on, but see he was reading from the script
RA: And he wasn’t looking at you as well
INT:  But had he had his eye on me all the time I could have stopped that there and then 
without having to go (signs GO-BACK). So yeah, so that was an issue.
RA:  So it’s possible but it’s not the same as if you were face-to-face?
INT:  I think you can get it done more subtly if you’re in person.
The deaf person confirmed the interpreter’s perception that it is harder to seek 
clarification via AVL for both deaf people and interpreters: “In real-life situations, 
when I am with an interpreter – face-to-face – if there is some uncertainty or something 
unclear, then I can easily interrupt and they can go back and clarify the information, or 
vice-versa if they don’t understand me. But, through the AVL system, it’s difficult for me to 
interrupt because the court is in session and things need to keep moving”. 
Another pragmatic issue identified by some of the participants was in rela-
tion to the need to accommodate linguistically for the fact that the communica-
tion was taking place via AVL. Both the hearing participants who acted in the 
roles of prosecutor and magistrate noted that they slowed down their speech, al-
though it seemed to be because they were conscious of the needs of the interpret-
er, rather than the impact of using AVL itself. For example, the prosecutor said: 
“I felt like speaking slower so that the interpreter could understand what I was saying”. 
Similarly the magistrate confirmed that she was conscious of the interpreter: “I 
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was mindful of the interpreter, but also, I know from my experience in court that people 
don’t speak a mile a minute. And certainly from the Bench, they don’t. So I was mindful of 
that” (magistrate).
The interpreter, however, made explicit reference to changing her signing 
style due to the AVL, which also reiterates her point regarding the sense of isola-
tion: “I slowed down [my signing speed] because I couldn’t get the feedback [from the deaf 
client]. […] you always get that feedback as to whether they understand your signing and 
then you become more natural. But I didn’t feel there was that feedback – there was a lack 
of closeness”.
In addition to how the use of the AVL had an impact on the communicative 
process, the deaf and interpreter participants in scenario 1 also referred to gen-
eral access issues (theme 4), specifically in relation to the technology itself. The 
interpreter mentioned that there was a slight delay that she found distracting, 
and the deaf ‘defendant’ observed that he found the background behind the in-
terpreter to be too bright, and that the picture quality was slightly blurry. How-
ever, he did like one aspect of the functional aspect of the AVL: “The blue outline 
around the quadrant of the screen indicates who’s speaking and I think that looks good 
and worked well”. The deaf person and interpreter each were looking at TV screens 
that were divided into 3 images (‘quadrants’). In the top quadrant they could see 
the magistrate at the bench and the public gallery in the court, the bottom left 
quadrant showed the deaf person, and the bottom right quadrant showed the 
interpreter; as seen in Image 1. As the cameras were voice-activated, whenever 
anybody spoke the relevant camera sent a signal back through the AVL, so a blue 
line appeared around the appropriate quadrant to highlight who was speaking. 
This seemed to be an effective visual indicator for the deaf person.
Regardless of the limitations perceived by all stakeholders in Scenario 1, it is 
worth acknowledging one positive aspect of using the AVL that the deaf person 
conveyed: “I think the communication in this scenario was actually quicker than in a 
real life court setting. For example, if a deaf person was really going to court, they’d have to 
wait for the interpreter to arrive, walk into court with them, of course there’d be a level of 
anxiety, the need to introduce the interpreter to other people, meanwhile the deaf person 
would be keen for things to get underway. But in this scenario, the interpreter came in, sat 
down and everything began straight away. It all ran very smoothly”. This comment is in 
direct contradiction of the theme discussed earlier regarding the need for expla-
nation and briefing time before the court matter commences. So this comment 
demonstrates that there is feasibility in using the AVL for the provision of signed 
language interpreting from a deaf perspective, at least when the deaf person and 
interpreter are in different remote locations from the court.
Observations from the research team also confirmed that Scenario 1 seemed 
to be the one that was less problematic. It seemed to be that because both the 
interpreter and deaf person were in dedicated AVL rooms and were able to look 
directly at a screen, there were less distractions and logistical problems.
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Image 1. Image of divided AVL screen in Scenario 1
4.2. Scenario 2
This scenario is similar to Scenario 1, in that the interpreter appeared in court via 
AVL; the difference in this scenario is that the deaf defendant was in the court-
room (so the interpreter was the only one who is remote). Some possible real-life 
situations represented by this scenario are:
– deaf defendant/witness in a rural/remote setting, with no local interpreter 
available;
– weekend bail hearing, with no local interpreter available.
Due to the fixed nature of the in-house AVL camera system, the deaf person had 
to sit in the witness box, rather than at the bar table next to his defence lawyer, 
in order to be seen clearly by the interpreter from the remote location (as the 
witness box was directly opposite the cameras, so the interpreter was able to get 
a good direct line of sight and see the deaf person’s face and hands). The camera 
was placed above a very large plasma TV screen mounted on the wall, so the deaf 
person also was able to look directly at the interpreter. Figure 1 illustrates the lay-
out of the court and the location of each participant. The interpreter was located 
remotely in a dedicated VRI room at a local interpreting agency, and her screen 
was divided into quadrants (as in Scenario 1), so she could see some parts of the 
courtroom, the deaf person sitting in the witness box, and herself in one of the 
quadrants.
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Image 2. Deaf defendant in courtroom; Interpreter remote appearing via AVL
Similar to Scenario 1, it was observed that there were no major communication 
breakdowns, as commented on by the hearing person acting as the prosecutor, 
who stated that: “[Everyone was able to communicate] very easily” and “because the in-
terpreter took up the whole screen […] it was just like having another person in the room”. 
Nevertheless, the deaf person commented that “Generally speaking, both in the re-
mote witness room [Scenario 1], and here in the courtroom [Scenario 2], it was difficult to 
manage the communication”. Thus there were limitations in using the AVL system. 
Likewise, many of the problems were as a result of the fixed nature of the camera 
equipment. The participants reiterated many of the same points from the first 
scenario (the deaf person was the same participant, with a different interpreter 
– see Table 1), and four themes were clearly identifiable from the post-scenario 
interviews: (1) general access and communication; (2) remoteness; (3) pragmatic 
issues; and (4) anxiety. 
In terms of the first theme of general access and communication, the deaf 
defendant noted that being seated in the witness box gave him better access and 
assisted his comfort level: “I was much more confident being seated here [indicates 
Witness Box] in the courtroom. Much more confident because I felt like the interpreter 
was talking straight to me. If I was sitting over there [indicates the Bar], then I wouldn’t 
have felt like she was talking straight to me”. It should be flagged, however, that this 
was an arrangement that was made for the purposes of this project, and would 
1 Bench
2 Deaf defendant seated in the Witness Box
3 Bar table, with prosecution lawyer on right, and defence lawyer on left
4 Gallery
5 Large plasma TV screen mounted on wall
6 Interpreter at interpreting agency – appearing via AVL
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not necessarily be feasible or appropriate in other courtroom contexts. Interest-
ingly, the deaf person in this scenario also gave consideration to the access needs 
of other deaf people that may be present in the courtroom: “You’d have to consider 
any deaf supporters there might be in the courtroom who might want to express their sup-
port for the deaf defendant. In this scenario, with the interpreter only visible on the TV 
screen on the wall, the other deaf people in the courtroom would not be able to view the 
screen, so would not have access to what is happening in the courtroom”. Although this 
is a valid comment with regards to access, the primary goal of the Department of 
Justice is to ensure access for any deaf person who is a client of the legal system as 
a defendant, complainant or witness, but not necessarily for observers.
In Scenario 1 the deaf and interpreter participants both commented on feel-
ings of isolation due to being removed from one another in different locations. 
The same opinion was evident in relation to Scenario 2, with the deaf and inter-
preter participants noting that the ‘remoteness’ impacted on the communication 
(theme 2). The deaf person stated that: “…it was difficult to manage the communica-
tion. I’m not meaning in relation to working with an interpreter, I guess it’s more to do 
with the nature of the situation. That I’m not communicating with someone immediately 
present…”
The interpreter agreed, feeling that she would have been able to cope better if 
the interpreting occurred face-to-face: “I would have preferred to have been with the 
people around me. I think I would have felt … erm … much more at ease. Just knowing that 
I would have felt more comfortable interrupting or … like even when I had to interrupt for 
the fingerspelling I felt really, erm … you know, I don’t know what’s going on in the room 
around me and I’m just this loud voice going ‘hold on a second I don’t get it!’. So, erm … I 
think I would feel more comfortable being in the presence of people”.
In the previous comment, the interpreter notes that she had to interrupt to 
clarify a fingerspelled lexical item. This highlights that, as with Scenario 1, an-
other theme that was evident in the post-scenario interviews with the deaf and 
interpreter participants was in relation to pragmatic issues that arose due to 
communicating via AVL (theme 3).
The interpreter commented on the location of the deaf person in the court-
room, and how this influenced her ability to read the sign language: “It was all ok, 
with [deaf person] sitting in the witness box it was much better. But when he was in his 
initial place, the angle of the camera was not good it was sort of side-on, and there was no 
way I was gonna catch fingerspelling or anything on that angle”. 
Even when the deaf person had been moved, however, there were still prag-
matic issues for the interpreter in reading his signing. At one point, when the 
deaf defendant was answering a question he looked to the magistrate. While 
signing his response the interpreter needed to ask a question for clarification, 
but could not get the defendant’s attention, as he was not looking at the plasma 
screen on the wall of the courtroom. It took her several attempts to get his atten-
tion and then ask the question. By that time, much of the information had not 
been interpreted, as the interpreter was focused on trying to get his attention. 
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Once the defendant realised, he quickly clarified and continued, but had to go 
back and reiterate what he had already said. This could be particularly problem-
atic in serious cases, or if the situation was to keep re-occurring. The deaf person 
made an observation regarding this incident: “Often when deaf people are working 
with interpreters, you’ll see that they sign everything directly to the interpreter. I think 
I’m a little bit different; I forget about the interpreter and sign towards the person I want 
to address. But after this scenario I realise that it’s important for the deaf person to watch 
the interpreter. I found that quite difficult because if I’m only watching the interpreter on 
the TV screen, then I may not be sure who is speaking and to whom I should respond. But 
if I’m not watching the interpreter, then she isn’t able to interrupt me to ask me for clari-
fication, or to repeat something she might not have understood when I signed it. I admit 
that I ignored the interpreter in favour of focusing my attention on the participants who 
were in court with me. […] For me, I’m very competent at working with interpreters, but it 
is hard to maintain focus on the interpreter on the TV screen, and the other participants 
in the court”.
When asked how she felt about what had happened, and whether she would 
have done anything differently, the interpreter noted that: “I still would have done 
it because I would still want to make sure that I was conveying the right message, erm … 
but I feel like it would have been easier and … yeah easier to manage the whole situation 
had I been in the room”.
The deaf person also suggested another pragmatic issue that seemed to im-
pact on the interpreter’s delivery of the message in Auslan: “Having the large TV 
screen on the far wall, opposite the witness box was good, but it wasn’t always clear who 
was speaking – if it was the judge or one of the lawyers. Working through the AVL, [be-
cause she was remote] I don’t think the interpreter was fully aware of the positioning of 
people within the courtroom so wasn’t able to convey it clearly. For it to work effectively, 
you’d have to clearly inform the interpreter about who is in the courtroom and where they 
were positioned. Because the interpreter is conveying the speech from all the other par-
ticipants, and without clearly establishing who is speaking, it is remarkably confusing”. 
Signed languages such as Auslan inherently encode visual information through 
use of space and various forms of depiction (Johnston & de Beuzeville 2009), and 
can include explicit information as to where people are located and literally ‘draw 
a diagram’ in space. Thus it seems logical that if the interpreter could not see 
the various participants in the courtroom, she may have located those people in 
space inaccurately. As the deaf person noticed, this had an impact on his compre-
hension.
Given the above comments, it is not surprising therefore, that the fourth 
theme arising out of the post-Scenario 2 interviews was in relation to anxiety. 
The deaf person in particular felt more anxious because of communicating via 
AVL with the interpreter: “That I’m not communicating with someone immediately 
present and because I was aware that what I was saying was being recorded. As such, I 
needed to put more thought into what it was that I had to say. So it actually made me 
more tense”.
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Furthermore, the deaf person felt they were less able to monitor the perfor-
mance of the interpreter because they were remote: “[…] will they be able to unpack 
the concepts that I’m trying to convey? I always wish I was able to see what the interpreter 
is saying to verify that it’s what I intended. But in reality, I don’t know how to avoid things 
being misinterpreted. I know when I’m signing, that I really have no way of checking what 
the interpreter is saying”. He also tried to empathise with how real deaf defendants 
or witnesses might feel if they were watching an interpreter via AVL, and felt that 
they would be similarly anxious (if not more so): “I’m trying to predict how another 
deaf person might feel if they were in this situation. And I imagine they’d be a bit anxious 
and wouldn’t know what to do and might feel intimidated with the cameras and other 
people watching them”.
The interpreter experienced mild anxiety due to technological aspects of us-
ing the AVL, either because she could see herself signing or because there was a 
slight delay in the transmission: “I think having me in the corner with a big delay was 
off-putting coz I could see myself as I was interpreting but a little bit behind where I was 
up to so that was off-putting”.
To sum up, it can be seen the stakeholder perspectives in Scenario 2 vary once 
more – the hearing participants felt that communication was smooth, but the 
deaf and interpreter participants felt that there were limitations in using the AVL 
and providing signed language interpreting in court with the interpreter in a re-
mote location. The deaf and interpreter participants tended to agree on the chal-
lenges, especially in relation to pragmatic aspects of reading and understanding 
sign language when one of the participants is in a remote location.
4.3. Scenario 5
This scenario was the last permutation for the combination of participants en-
gaging in a court matter via AVL (scenarios 3 and 4 had the deaf person and inter-
preter together in the courtroom or a remote witness room – see Table 1). In this 
situation, the deaf defendant was in a remote location, but the interpreter was in 
court. Some possible real-life situations reflected by this scenario are:
– deaf witness in a remote/rural location some distance from the court where 
the matter is being heard, but an interpreter is available at the court;
– deaf defendant in custody and unable to be transported to court, but an inter-
preter is available at the court;
– weekend bail hearing in a location where an interpreter is not locally avail-
able, but one is available at another court.
It should be noted that once again, as in scenario 2, we had to position one of 
the participants (this time the interpreter) in the witness box. Unlike scenario 2, 
where there may be real-life circumstances when a deaf person would be seated 
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in the witness box, there is no real-life circumstance where an interpreter who is 
working in a court would be seated within the witness box. However, to circum-
vent the limitations of the current system and the fixed positioning of the cam-
eras within the courtroom, this was the only viable option to be able to proceed 
with the scenario. As such, this solution highlights one of the major problems 
and limitations of the current system.
As in Scenario 2 portrayed in Figure 1 but in reverse, the interpreter was able 
to see the deaf person shown full-screen on the large plasma screen within the 
courtroom. The deaf person in the remote witness room, however, had to sit in 
front of a small television screen that had a four-quadrant screen split. She could 
see herself, the interpreter seated in the witness box, and two other different an-
gles in the courtroom of the judge’s bench and the public gallery, as seen in Image 
2. Although the interpreter in Scenario 2 had the same view while she was in the 
remote location (interpreting agency), she was seated in front of a large plasma 
screen so the divided screen was less of a problem as each quadrant was still fairly 
large. In Scenario 5, the divided screen proved to be particularly problematic for 
the deaf person.
Image 3. View of deaf person in remote witness room in Scenario 5
As with the previous two scenarios, four common themes were clearly identi-
fiable from the post-scenario interviews: (1) need for pre-trial meeting; (2) dis-
connectedness; (3) pragmatic issues; and (4) general access and communication. 
Both the deaf person and the interpreter stressed the need to meet beforehand 
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to establish communication protocols, and develop a level of familiarity in order 
to mitigate any impact from the AVL (theme 1). The deaf person suggested: “I’m 
wondering in the kind of scenario we depicted, would there be time or opportunity for the 
deaf person and the interpreter to meet for a “warm up”? So the deaf person has to deal 
with the challenge of possibly having an unfamiliar interpreter that they may not have 
worked with, or do not work well with, plus having to conduct their business in the court”. 
Likewise, the interpreter confirmed that she would have liked the opportunity 
to check-in with the deaf person, and also with the court in general, before and 
during the scenario to ensure that the communicative process was smooth, as 
seen in Extract 3.
Extract 3: Interpreter perception of need for checking
INT: As long as … communication happens. I dunno, I feel like there needs to be a 
check at some point, like I’ve just come in, I’ve not had a chance to say hello to the 
client or been able to establish any type of communication and no one’s actually 
checking that on the other end, like how would we know that everything’s fine 
over there […] like she wasn’t given an opportunity […] [name of RA] was there 
at the time but would I have been given the opportunity to say (turns to where 
plasma screen is in courtroom and signs and speaks at the same time) ‘is it clear 
can you see me alright?’, you know, before it started?
RA: So it would almost be better if you guys could have a little chat before it started?
INT: Yeah…
The fact that the interpreter and deaf person did not have the chance to ‘meet’ 
pre-trial seemed to exacerbate a feeling of disconnectedness (theme 2), which 
replicates themes observed in the previous scenarios of a sense of isolation and 
remoteness. The deaf person mentioned that she felt weak and intimidated be-
ing alone in the remote witness room with everybody else in the courtroom, 
and that it was definitely more difficult being in a different room from the in-
terpreter (as opposed to Scenarios 3 and 4 when she had been face-to-face with 
the interpreter in the remote witness room or the courtroom – see Table 1). She 
remarked that: “[the communication] wasn’t clear at all. I felt incredibly disconnected 
from the proceedings. […] If it wasn’t for the script, I don’t think I would’ve been able to 
follow the proceedings very well”. She went on to suggest that: “I found it very hard 
to feel like I had a connection with the interpreter – for example, if I needed something 
clarified”. Although the interpreter felt more positive about the communication 
overall, she supported the deaf person’s perception that face-to-face was prefer-
able: “I think there was definitely communication there, but it didn’t feel as smooth as 
compared to if she were in the room”.
As with the previous two scenarios discussed, the deaf and interpreter par-
ticipants in Scenario 5 asserted that there were pragmatic issues in producing, 
reading and understanding Auslan as a consequence of communicating via AVL 
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(theme 3). It was observed by the research team that the deaf person’s view of 
screen was so bad in the remote witness room that she found it incredibly hard 
to figure out who was talking and when. Also due to a minor delay in the trans-
mission of the footage, she did not understand that it was her turn to speak until 
there was a long pause with nobody speaking/signing, then she looked at her 
script and realised she had been asked a question. She responded to the question 
appropriately, but she looked extremely discombobulated. In a real-life situation 
she would have had to ask for a repeat, as she did not actually see what the ques-
tion was – the only way she could respond was because she had a script. The deaf 
person commented on this very issue: “I felt that normally a deaf person would be 
able to ask an interpreter for clarification, that the interpreter would get the message and 
stop straight away, but in this situation it wasn’t possible. It would require me to draw at-
tention to myself, and while some deaf people might not mind that and would be able to 
assert themselves and ask for clarification, there would be other deaf people who would be 
too intimidated by having everyone’s eyes on them. The less-assertive deaf person might 
not say anything, or ask for clarification until after the court proceedings”. The inter-
preter also acknowledged that she found it hard to assess the deaf person’s com-
prehension and need for clarification: “There was definitely a preference for when I 
was with her in the room, I felt like I could get more feedback from her, I knew if she was 
understanding”.
The interpreter also noted another important pragmatic issue, in that she ad-
justed the way she signed to accommodate for communicating via AVL, as can 
be seen in Extracts 4 and 5. First of all she identified that she adjusted the way 
that she used fingerspelling by orienting her palm towards the screen so that the 
fingers she was pointing at could be more clearly seen.
Extract 4: Interpreter comment regarding accommodation of fingerspelling
INT: A little bit yeah, for example when I was fingerspelling ‘bail’ (fingerspells B-A-I-L) 
I was very conscious of having my [indicates holding palm forward, towards the 
camera], yeah…
RA: Did you fingerspell slower?
INT: Yep, slower…
Secondly, she discussed the reliance on use of space as a grammatical marker, and 
how the communication via AVL impacts on how space can be referred to and be 
meaningful if the deaf person is in a remote location. 
Extract 5: Interpreter comment regarding accommodation of pointing
INT:  I just slowed down a bit more, and paused a bit more I think … and the other 
thing I was wary of was pointing. So I wasn’t sure when I was pointing at the 
prosecutor (points left) and her lawyer (points middle) whether it was showing 
the opposite … yeah … I’d say at first, like [signs: POINT POLICE], or [signs: 
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POINT LAWYER] is saying, or [signs: POINT JUDGE] is saying now, but I wasn’t 
sure if that was clear [in the remote witness room]. I think you’d always have 
to make sure that you say who is talking before you interpret it for them. But if 
[the deaf defendant’s] seeing this [signs: TV screen divided into four sections], 
if I’m pointing there (to left side of courtroom), that might actually be nothing 
(indicates end of screen that the deaf person would be looking at) and that they’re 
actually over there (points to the right).
The comments above highlight the fact that although the use of AVL can work for 
the provision of signed language interpreting in principle, using video screens 
and thus augmenting visual communication is not necessarily an automatic so-
lution as there are linguistic issues that arise for signed language users because 
of the impact of communicating via a screen. The deaf participant in Scenario 5 
commented on general access and communication issues (theme 4), saying that 
“In terms of ‘communication’ and ‘access’, it was there, but in terms of it being ‘equal’ and 
feeling ‘empowered’, I felt at a disadvantage”. The interpreter felt that it was difficult 
to know whether the deaf person was receiving sufficient access: “I wasn’t sure 
whether there was any delay or [the deaf defendant’s] feedback wasn’t immediate, so it 
was hard to know whether things were going okay”.
It can be seen that the participants in Scenario 5 generally felt that VRI was 
not as effective as in the other scenarios, and the research team observed that this 
combination (interpreter in court, deaf person remote) seemed to throw up the 
most challenges. It should be acknowledged, however, that the challenges from 
the deaf person’s perspective were primarily due to the small size of the televi-
sion screen that she had to look at in the remote witness room. If the screen had 
been larger the problems may not have been as significant.
5. Limitations of the study
Before concluding this chapter, there are some limitations to the study that are 
worth noting. Given that the study did not use authentic courtroom data, various 
issues were identified that influenced the outcome of the research, as follows: 
– The first limitation to note is the fact that deaf actors and Department of Jus-
tice employees were used as participants rather than actual deaf defendants/
witnesses and legal personnel. It was acknowledged in the planning stage 
that this would have been the ideal, but it was difficult for two reasons: (i) 
the ethical tension in asking a deaf person who is in a potentially vulnerable 
position to participate in a research project; and (ii) the difficulty in finding 
suitable legal personnel to be involved, as the project did not have the budget 
to match their usual fees, and they would be busy with real cases.
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– Secondly, in using simulated trial scenarios and employing professional ac-
tors, the study may not have adequately reflected the real experience for deaf 
people in the court system who are not well-educated or literate, nor familiar 
with working with interpreters, or confident at being in a formal setting such 
as a courtroom. Although the actors were ‘in character’ and the interpreters 
were briefed on the ‘type’ of deaf person they were interpreting for, the in-
terpreters still seemed to interpret to the actual ‘person’ present rather than 
his/her ‘character’ (e.g. use of fingerspelling for a bilingual deaf person, rather 
than targeting the monolingual non-English literate character).
– This situation could have been exacerbated by the fact that the interpreters of-
ten had to interpret for the deaf person during the set-up of technical logistics 
before the scenario began, so that the deaf person could understand what was 
going on. This means it may have been harder for the interpreter to regard the 
deaf person as a ‘character’. Although interpreters were not asked to interpret 
the set-up, they often took it upon themselves because of delays with the start, 
and the fact that the lead Research Assistant in the courtroom was talking to 
the JACS technician via an audio communication link to iron out any techni-
cal problems. 
– Aside from any potential technical difficulties, deaf well-educated bilinguals 
who are used to interacting with interpreters and technology may have more 
facility to make accommodations to using interpreters via technology, that is, 
they may be more adaptable in new environments. Thus the deaf actors’ per-
ceptions of their experience may not adequately reflect the wider deaf popu-
lation.
– As the study focused on the technological aspects of interpreting in court via 
AVL, none of the typical legal procedures were followed: there was no intro-
duction to the case, no reading of the oath/affirmation for the interpreter; 
and there was no opportunity for the interpreter to ‘meet’ the deaf client be-
forehand and prepare. The lack of adherence to these protocols may have af-
fected the interpreter’s and deaf participants’ sense of involvement, ability to 
make inferences, etc.
– The use of scripted scenarios may have been problematic. The research team 
tried to account for the potential lack of authenticity by using scripts in ad-
vising participants to allow for deviations (e.g. incorrect interpretation, clari-
fication, repair) then return to script. It would have more closely replicated 
an authentic court case to have no scripts, with just briefs and participants 
ad-libbing. Scripts were chosen in order to try and standardize the language 
used in each scenario (e.g. to prevent more use of fingerspelling in one sce-
nario than another). But it was noted that the use of scripts did impact on 
the authenticity of the data; especially in relation to potential communication 
breakdowns. 
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6. Conclusions
This chapter has reported on a qualitative study of signed language interpreting 
provided through AVL in courts in New South Wales, Australia. Video remote 
access to signed language interpreting was tested across five key venues and sce-
narios involving deaf people and signed language interpreters. An overview has 
been presented of stakeholder perceptions of the effectiveness of interpreter-
mediated communication in the three scenarios where the interpreter and deaf 
defendant were in different locations communicating via AVL. Overall access 
was achieved in all three scenarios where at least one of the participants was in 
a remote location; there were no significant communication breakdowns, and 
the interpretations of the trial dialogues were all accurate. Thus it seems that it 
is possible to provide Auslan/English interpretation in court via AVL, with ei-
ther the deaf person, or interpreter (or both) being in remote locations. However, 
it is important to note that logistical adaptations had to be made to make the 
provision viable, and the deaf and interpreter interlocutors did make pragmatic 
accommodations in their delivery of Auslan in order to account for being in a 
remote location and/or the two-dimensional nature of using video conference 
technology. 
The stakeholder perceptions varied according to scenario. Hearing partici-
pants tended to notice no problem in using the AVL, but at least one person did 
comment that there seemed to be challenges for the interpreter. The deaf and 
interpreter participants’ perceptions, however, were not as positive. They identi-
fied some significant areas of concern and limitations of the current AVL system 
being used in NSW courts. To further summarise the results arising from this 
data, Table 2 illustrates the key themes that were raised during the post-scenario 
interviews. 
Theme Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 5
Theme 1
Need for pre-trial 
meeting
General access & 
communication
Need for pre-trial 
meeting
Theme 2 Sense of isolation Remoteness Disconnectedness
Theme 3 Pragmatic issues Pragmatic issues Pragmatic issues
Theme 4 General access Anxiety
General access & 
communication
Table 2. Summary of themes in participant interviews
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It can be seen that there were common themes raised by the participants in the 
scenarios where either the deaf person or interpreter was remote. These themes 
all concentrated around the need for stakeholders to have preparation time to 
ensure that the VRI could be provided effectively. Participants also discussed the 
limitations of the AVL in providing general access through interpreters, and feel-
ings of remoteness, isolation and disconnectedness as a consequence of being re-
moved from the courtroom and accessing information via the AVL system. One 
of the major themes raised by the deaf and interpreter stakeholders in particular 
was in relation to pragmatic issues. Examples were given of how participants had 
changed the way they spoke or signed, and had slowed down the rate of speech 
or signing. They also remarked on how difficult it was to interrupt or clarify in-
formation as being separated by the AVL imposed a different sense of rapport.
The results of this study highlight the fact that there are differing opinions 
between different stakeholders about the effectiveness of signed language VRI in 
court. This outcome reinforces findings of earlier studies with spoken language 
VRI stakeholders, especially in that interpreters did not find working through 
AVL an overall positive experience. There did not seem to be any actual hin-
drance, however, in using the AVL in terms of accuracy. The limitation was asso-
ciated more with comfort levels than whether communication could effectively 
occur. It should be reinforced that this study focused on the use of the existing 
AVL system in courts in New South Wales, Australia. 
Further research is needed on VRI in spoken and signed languages in other 
courts, and in different contexts, to ascertain whether the use of AVL can be truly 
effective in providing interpreting access. Nonetheless, this study does demon-
strate that the use of AVL may not be the panacea for cost-effective interpreting 
services, especially in high consequence settings such as court, as there may be 
more risk in using the system than the inconvenience of waiting for an inter-
preter to be available face-to-face.
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255postscript
Postscript
This volume began as a collection of selected papers presented at the ESSE 2010 
Conference in Turin, August 2010, and was later expanded with the inclusion of 
invited contributions in order to present a collection of multiple research per-
spectives in Interpreting Studies (IS) covering different genres across a broad 
spectrum of modes and settings where English is one of the working languages. 
Chapters have been written by both experienced scholars and young emerging 
researchers with all of whom I have been in close contact for several months in 
the writing and reviewing stages. Therefore, I wish to express my profound sad-
ness in remembering one of the contributors, Francesco Straniero Sergio, friend 
and colleague, whose sudden and premature death has deeply affected us all and 
to whom this volume is now dedicated. Francesco enthusiastically agreed to con-
tribute to this volume to offer some new insights into dialogue interpreting in 
television settings – a topic on which he had become an expert over the past ten 
years – and was able to conclude his chapter well before his sudden illness. 
Francesco was a student of mine many years ago at the SSLMIT and one of 
the best achievers I can remember in terms of linguistic competence in Eng-
lish. After several years working in the interpreting profession with English and 
Russian, he returned to the University of Trieste to teach interpretation in the 
Russian language section. He was an excellent teacher, endowed with a natural 
teaching ability which he skilfully applied and spread his contagious enthusi-
asm in imparting his wide knowledge and excellent interpreting skills to his stu-
dents. He was a strong component in the ‘Trieste interpreting team’, as teacher, 
colleague and friend. He was always ready to play his part in our daily faculty 
business, indulge in constructive debate, propose initiatives and forge new re-
search paths in IS. Indeed, it was some 15 years ago that I remember strolling 
with him to a bus stop near our old faculty premises (via d’Alviano) one sunny 
morning, chatting about new research possibilities, when he said, “Just imag-
ine if we started collecting RAI TV footage of television interpreting. It would be 
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something absolutely novel. Can you imagine how much material we could col-
lect, analyse and use with our students? All I need is funds….”. He contemplated 
the idea for many months, until, with determination and perseverance, he found 
ways to fund the acquisition of film footage from the state-owned RAI (Italian 
Broadcasting Corporation)1. He spent many hours searching for every single re-
corded interpretation from various foreign languages into Italian in the RAI ar-
chives in Rome, his home city, where he unearthed material spanning some fifty 
years on old film spools and VHS. He later added recordings from independent 
Italian television networks. 
Over ten years, Francesco managed to collect more than 2,700 interpretations 
and, with another Trieste colleague Caterina Falbo, create the CorIT corpus (Tel-
evision Interpreting Corpus), now well into the process of being converted en-
tirely into digital format. A transcription procedure is also underway. CorIT is the 
only collection to date of television interpreting held in electronic form classified 
following the main principles of corpus linguistics2. It offers interpreting clips in 
the simultaneous and consecutive modes covering a wide variety of genres and 
scenarios. Observation and analysis of interpreters’ performances broadcast on 
Italian talkshow clips led Francesco to write many articles and his first volume 
(in Italian) on media interpreting3. Over several months before falling ill he was 
engaged in editing, with Caterina Falbo, a special issue of The Interpreters’ Newslet-
ter dedicated to Television Interpreting (2011) and a new volume on corpus-based 
IS4 (2012). 
Francesco’s vision of a television interpreting corpus has materialized and is 
being and will continue to be updated with new recordings thanks to collabo-
ration on behalf of SSLMIT undergraduate, postgraduate and Ph.D. students. 
Francesco embarked on a new path in IS and blazed the trail for future corpus-
based research on media interpreting. Thanks to Francesco IS will be enriched 
with new, invaluable instruments: a legacy we must all thank him for and re-
member him by.
Cynthia Jane Kellett Bidoli
Trieste, September 2011
1 RAI stands for Radio Audizioni Italiane with its origins in the 1920s as a radio broadcaster 
which in 1954 became Radiotelevisione Italiana. Today it is the Italian state-owned public ser-
vice broadcaster for both radio and television services broadcasting various channels. 
2 For CorIT description and classification strategies (in French) see: Falbo, C. 2009. “Un 
grand corpus d’interprétation: à la recherche d’une stratégie de classification. In Paissa, P. and 
Biagini, M. (eds) Doctorants & Recherche 08. La recherche actuelle en linguistique française, Milano: 
Lampi di stampa, 105-120.
3 Straniero Sergio, F. 2007. Talkshow interpreting: la mediazione linguistica nella conversazione 
spettacolo, Trieste: Edizioni Università di Trieste.
4 Straniero Sergio, F. and  Falbo, C. (eds) 2012, Breaking Ground in Corpus-based Interpreting 
Studies, Bern: Peter Lang.
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